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SUMMARY

Apart from an eighty-year old French thesis ard a recent
American survey, Thomas Corneille's theatre has so far re¬

ceived minimal critical attention. While his comedies,

derivative though they are, are not widely condemned, his

tragedies are said to be complicated and over-sentimental,

badly constructed and poorly versified.

This thesis attempts to present a truer picture, talcing

as its basis Thomas' six Roman tragedies, from La Mort de

l'empereur Commode (1657) to La Fort d'Annibal (1669) and

relating these to his non-Roman plays and to other niajor

tragedies of the period. Study of Timocrate (1656) and com¬

parison with contemporary plays and an earlier tragi-eomedy

show even this so-called "tragedy" to be coherent and skil¬

fully constructed, despite the presence of mistaken identity.

With the progressive disappearance of physical disguise and

its replacement by hidden feeling, Thomas Corneille can con¬

centrate on simplifying his plots, making them more truly

dramatic and allowing time, as in Stilicon, for a tragic

realisation of guilt. In all these fields, he noticeably

alters his probable historical sources, toning down certain

elements but adding new relationships and even characters to

the fairly unknown ones he has chosen to treat as his mejor

figures.

With Pers£e et p£m£trius and Pyrrhus. less successful plays,

Thomas Corneille will concentrate on and refine still fur¬

ther his dramatic technique, largely ignoring, as Racine does



in La Th^balde the following year, the power of amour-

passion* Indeed as late as Laodice, the year after Andro—

maque. he will depict an ambitious grande criminelle,

rational to the end, while La Mort d'Annibal. though intro¬

ducing love, does so to achieve primarily dramatic ends.

Progression, activity despite dependence, humanity,

even love, despite ambitions these are features of virtually

all the Roman tragedies studied and, together with increasing

plot simplification, they make Thomas Corneille a very im¬

portant precursor of Racine. His greatest skill lies in

what the frferes Parfaict call "la marche du th&atre" -

his plays, tense, logically constructed, well-balanced,

are both tragic and truly dramatic.
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Foreword

In preparing this study, I have incurred debts to

several people. The inadequacies of existing studies of

Thomas Corneille will be pointed out later, but I clearly

owe a lot to the work of Gustave Reynier, Carrington

Lancaster and David Collins. They have all furnished a

number of facts, even if at times wrong facts, and some

of their opinions have served as useful points de depart

for my own thoughts. On the dramaturgical side, Jacques

Scherer's definitive La dramaturgic classique en France

and Georges May's book on Corneille and Racine have been

both useful and stimulatingj I regret very much that

Richard Griffiths' study of Montchrestien and sixteenth-

century dramaturgy appeared only when the present work

was virtually complete.

For help in providing material, some of it recondite

and dusty, I have to thank the staffs of the British

Museum, the National Library of Scotland, Aberdeen Uni¬

versity Library, Edinburgh University Library, the

Bibliothfeque universitaire de Rennee and the Bibliothfeque

municipale de Rouen, but in particular the Bibliothfeque

Nationale and that most charming and efficient of libraries,

the Bibliothfeque de 1'Arsenal.

Then there are a number of people to whom I owe an

especial debt. Professor Armel Diverres has given me his

encouragement and constant support, Professor Roy Knight

the benefit of his criticisms and advice. I must thank



Professor Alan Steele who, through his sympathetic and

attentive supervision, has guided this work to its pre¬

sent state. But my greatest debt is to Professor Harry

Barnwell, who supervised the study in its early stages

and who has never ceased to provide me with insight into

his great knowledge of seventeenth-century French drama.

His interest and generosity have gone far beyond what

duty required, and I am most grateful to him for it. Last

but not least, I would thank my wife Jean, who has gal¬

lantly supported me during long hours, and without whose

patience, understanding and encouragement the task could

never have been completed at all.
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Introduction

Voyant le portrait de Corneille
Gardez-vous de crier merveille;
Et dans vos transports n'allez pas
Prendre ici Fieire pour Thomas,

(GACON)

Thomas Corneille ne s'est propose qu'un seul but:
offrir k ses contemporains un r£gal dont lis
puissent jouir en toute quietude, dans la tragedie
ce romanesque honnSte qui ravira toujours les
ames moyennes •••

(G. REYNIER)

It is only comparatively recently that seventeenth-

century French literary history has managed to shake off an

image of tidy conformity and reveal the period for what we

now know it was: one of remarkable variety. Soothed and

reassured by the confident pronouncements of the great late

nineteenth-century critics, the unsuspecting modern reader

thought he could fairly easily distinguish "good" authors

from "bad", and treat the latter with the disdain they

deserved.

Such a point of view is perhaps more naive than false.

Doubts must first have arisen with the arrival of the

baroque, a conveniently elastic term which joined the equally

enigmatic "classicism" and threw into the melting-pot prior

notions of literary evolution and classification. If nothing

else, it was now clear that seveenteenth-century France had

more than one literature and that it certainly occupied more

than a brief moment in time, suspended in a vacuum some¬

where between 1630 and the end of the century. Accepted

masterpieces underwent a useful reappraisal, while forgotten



works were re-read and sometimes offered to a wider

public.

As far as the theatre goes, the work of restoration

is still largely incomplete. The last few years have

seen scholars venturing into a new field, loosely and not

very helpfully called "new criticism". Here Marxists,

existentialists, phenomenologists, psychoanalysts and

others - Lucien Goldmann, Marcelle Blum, Roland Barthes,

Jean Starobinski, to name but a few - can rub shoulders

and busily work away together. At the same time the

traditional point of view - or at least the traditional

approach to criticism - is vigorously upheld by a whole

range of French academics mostly based in a seemingly

Impregnable Sorbonne. Such a wide range of' opinions,

and such often persuasive arguments can do nothing but

good, provided that the reader is acute enough to tread

a hazardous path between woolly, childish psychoanalysis,

such as that of Charles Mauron, very conservative doc¬

trine1 and what one can only look on as highly dubious

1. R, Picard, in his book La carrifere de J, Racine. Paris,
1956, and more recently" in his Nouvelle critique, nou-
velle imposture. Paris, 1965. Like Etiemble in the
field of franglais, Picard may be damaging his own
cause by excessive ridicule and by affecting an intel¬
lectual superiority stimulated by professional jealousy.
His arguments, however couched, do seem to outweigh
replies to his attacks such as Roland Barthes' Critique
et v£rit<§ and Serge Poubrovsky's Pourquol la nouvelle
critique. Critique et ob.1ectlvit6 (both Paris.""l 966^ .
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2
interpretations .

Yet this renewal of critical interest hardly goes be¬

yond the three great names of the classical theatre, par¬

ticularly Pierre Corneille and Racine. As far as merely

talented men go, the privileges accorded to a genius are

not yet theirs. It is true that, over the past few years,

following upon the rediscovery of Etierme Jodelle and

Robert Garnier, new monographs have appeared in defence of

certain secondary authors^. When these effectively coun¬

ter the erroneous opinions and the prejudices of earlier

criticism, one can measure their usefulness. But would it

be unfair to claim that, for a large p rt of our knowledge

of the byways of the French Classical theatre, we still

2. Georges Couton believes he can detect in Comeille's
theatre allusions to the history or politics of seven¬
teenth-century France. But apart from the admission
in the Au Lecteur (1668) to Attila: "...C'est ce qui
m'a enhardi k la~faire (Ildione; soeur d'un de nos
premiers rois, afin d'opposer la France naiseante au
d£clin de 1*empire", there is no further evidence to
suprort this. Cf. W. Krauss, Corneille als politischer
Dichter, Marburg, 1936. Equally, Bernard Weinberg'V
approach to Racine in his The art of Jean Racine,
Chicago, 1963, seems misguided.

3» For example, on Rotrou the studies of Francesco Orlando,
'-otrou dalla traglcommedla alia tragedia. Turin, 1963;
Jacqueline van Baelen, Rotrou. le heros tragique et la
revolts. Paris, 1965; Jacques Morel, Jean Rotrou. drama¬
turge de 1'ambiguity. Paris, 1968 and R.J. Nelson,
Immanence and transcendence: the theater of Jean Rotrou
n509-T650). Columbus. 1969. as well as articles by
Judd Hubert and W. Leiner. On Tristan, Daniela Dalla
Valle's book II teatro di Tristan l'Hermlte. Saggio
storico e critlco. Turin, I96>h; on C.vrano de Bergerac,
Georges Mongrddien's Cyrano de Bergerac. Paris, 19&J-,
and V. Ramos' Cyrano, auteur traglque. Sao Paulo, 1966,
as well as, on the comedies, H.C. Knutson's The ironic
game. Berkeley, 1966, etc.
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have to depend too heavily on the studies by Charles

Arnaud on d'Aubignac theorist and dramatist (1887)> by

Harmand on Br6beuf (1897), by Hausaing on Campistron (1903),

by Boissiere on Chevreau (1909)» by Schultz on Magnon

(1912), by Bizos (1877) and Dannheisser (1888) on Mairet,

by Batereau on Georges de Scud^ry (1902) - all precious
volumes now classified as "very rare" in second-hand book

catalogues. Yet all these monographs are dated, both in

information and approach^, In this field there is much
5

still to be done, as regards both long-forgotten authors''

and a literary synthesis such as only a proper and sym¬

pathetic history of minor seventeenth century French drama

could hope to provide.

The present work has no intention of being a panegyric

or a forced rehabilitation. There would be little point

in so praising Thomas Corneille's merits that one remained

oblivious to his many and obvious defects. But on what

evidence can the modern reader, anxious to work his way into

the life and writings of the great Corneille's brother, base

his critical judgements? As so often in seventeenth-century

literary studies, the first serious approach to the problem

was made at the end of last century, when Gustave Reynier

presented his thesis on Thomas Corneille, still the only

book in French devoted to him. Reynier's work, now almost

i+. See my bibliography for details.

5. "V.hat about, for example, Gillet de la Tessonnerie, La
Calprenfede, fcichel Le Clerc?
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eighty years old, suffers from an arbitrary and rigid

classification of the plays, and contains many blatant

errors. On page 151, for example, the author's assertion,

when discussing Stllicon. that "Thomas Corneille n'a

presque rien eu h ajouter A l'histoire" is clearly ridicu¬

lous, as we shall sea. Astonishing as it may seem, we had

to wait until 1958 and the publication in the United States

of a study devoted to minor seventeenth-century French

authors, for errors to be pointed out in Reynier's dis¬

cussion of even such a well-known (or should it be little-

read, if oft-quoted) play as Ariane^. The same American

critic systematically demolishes the arguments of Jules

Lemattre and Daniel Mornet, for he finds in their studies

on Racine a series of equally false interpretations of the

famous Thomas Corneille play Timocrate (1656). In the

case of Lemaltre, Lockert can assert that the French critic

has limited himself to a hasty scanning of Reynier's book

without bothering to read the text of the play itself; and

a similar judgement could be passed on even Mornet's His-

tolre de la literature francaise classlque. where the

author (pp. 226-227) has clearly not read Pers£e et D&nd-

trius.

To put matters at their lowest level, such cavalier

treatment of even simple, well-established facts can be

summed up in two recent references. Firstly there is

6. L. Lockert, Studies in French-classical tragedy.
Nashville, 1958, pp. 15-16. Lockert also points out
Reynier's errors in the treatment of Le Comte d'Essex.
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nistave Micheut' a entry on Thomas Corneille in Cardinal

Grente's admirable Dlctlonnaire Pes lettres francalses:

dix-septlfeme sifecle. Here the eminent Sorbonne professor

a) manages to both misspell Reynier*s name and get the

date of publication of his work wrongJ b) gives a wrong

Initial to Aaron Schaffer, author of an article on Le

• •in de Pierre: c) makes Thomas Corneille die two months

earlier than he did; d) says that the two brothers "ne se

e^parferent jamais" (almost certainly untrue for the period

between the move to Paris in 1662 and Pierre's death 22

years later); e) offers a woefully incomplete catalogue of

Thomas' plays, in a list which is obviously intended to be

complete; f) furnishes first performance dates for, among

others, pyrrhus. Le Festin de . iexre and Le Comte d'Hseex

wnich are and were, in 195k and even in Reynier's day,

wrong; and g) thinks that the founder of the Mercure galant.

on which Thomas later collaborated, was a certain gentle¬

man called Vird^. Secondly, in the 3ibliothfeque National©

catalogue of the Racine exhibition held to mark the ter¬

centenary of Andromaque. mention is made of Thomas Cor¬

neille' 8 B^rgnlce in the section devoted to plays on the

theme of Racine's 1670 tragedy. The note to the displayed

copy of Thomas Corneille'e Bdr&rilce runs: "II est int^res-

7. Paris, i95k, pp. 306-307# The majority of those called
upon to talk of Thomas Corneille also misquote the title
of Reynier's book, among the latest offenders being
Antoine Adam in his L'Age classioue. Paris, vol. I (1968),
P# 301 and - transcribing the
error already contained in, for example, his Histoire
de la literature francaise au Wile sifecle. Paris, vol.

(1951)» P# 339» note 2.



sant de noter & propos de cette trag^die de Thomas Cor¬

neille, avant d'aborder le fameux problfeme des deux

Berenices de Racine et de Pierre Corneille en 1670, que

le sujet de B£r<§nlce a 6t£ trait6 par les deux frferes

Corneille dont on sait qu'ils 6taient unis d'une amitid
' lu'aucun int£ret, non pas meme aucune Emulation pour la

gloire, n'a pu alt£rer.' (Discours de Racine & la recep¬

tion de Thomas Corneille & l'Acad6mie, 1685)"®* This

would indeed be a fascinating parallel, were Thomas* and

Pierre'8 plays dealing with the same subject •••

Apart from Thomas Corneille, aa vie et son theatre,

then, there has been virtually no attempt to evaluate our

author's real merit. Some forty years after Reynier,

there appeared in Baltimore H.C. Lancaster's monumental

source-book which, in its survey of the classical theatre,

devotes several pages to the younger Corneille. However

indispensable this precious work may be, it clearly does

not claim to provide full and coherent criticism of all

plays, even the greatest. On questions of detail, Lancas¬

ter's authority is supreme; but his book necessarily lacks

an overall view which alone would allow appreciation of

the relative merit of each author.

The only other study of any importance is rather

disappointing. This is David A. Collins' Brown University

dissertation Thomas Corneille: protean dramatist, published

in 1966 by Pouton at The Hague. As its title might suggest,

8. Bibliothfeque Nationale. Jean Racine. Paris. 1967. u. U2.
item 159.



the work is fairly general and tries, in less than two

hundred pages, to deal with almost forty plays by Thomas

Corneille - a task not made any easier by a dearth of new

ideas and a slavish reproduction of data and judgements

from Reynier and Lancaster. Even when deliberately setting

out to avoid the former's categories "tragedies romanesques"

"tragedies corn^liennes", tragedies raciniennes" and so on,

he ends up with what is in many respects an equally rigid
9

system .

Finally, in 1961, Patrick Cox presented an Exeter

University doctoral thesis under the title "The comedies

of Thomas Corneille, 16U-9-1677"* This is a more thorough

study than the American one, but it is not always success¬

ful in its attempt to examine the plays in the light of

"seventeenth-century taste".

It is on this slim bibliographical foundation, then,

on these at times patently false judgements that present

appreciation of Thomas Corneille precariously rests. Even

examination of individual plays has been neglected, with

the exception of articles by Andr^ Marie on Le Geolier de

soi-meme. by Hobohm and Michaelis on Le Qalant doubl£. by

Privitera on La Comtesse d'Orgueil. by Schaffer on Le

Festin de Pierre, and finally by Lacy Lockert on certain

of the tragedies. Much remains to be done, even if only

in a strictly negative way, by removing a lot of dead

wood and allowing the healthy trees to be examined, the

plays that deserve recognition to be seen.

9. Collins' four main chapters are entitled "Apprenticeship
in comedy", "The romanesque identity plays", "The Cor¬
nelian tragedies", "The tragedies of feeling".



In order to judge the part that Thomas Corneille

played in French classical theatre, one has to adopt

rather stricter criteria. The position he occupied in

his century was a central one, for he was a contemporary

of folifere the dramatist, and yet actively productive

daring the last creative years of P. Corneille and through¬

out tacine's career. His early years as a writer witnessed

the passing of several potential rivals: Rotrou dies in

1650, Cyrano and Tristan in 1655 and Du Ryer at the end of

1658. To realise the great popularity of Thomas* plays,

the reader has only to examine a bibliography of editions

of his complete works, his selected works (usually incor¬

porated into a Theatre de P, Corneille) and his individual

plays.

By using only six sources to establish a rough list

of editions of his OSuvres choisies, the popularity of

certain plays of Thomas Corneille in the first half of the

nineteenth century, especially between 1820 and 181+0, is

readily established. From details provided by the cata¬

logues of the Bibliothfeque Nationale, the Bibliothfeque

de 1'Arsenal, the British Museum, the Library of Congress,

the Bibliothfeque municipale in Rouen and by the Biblio¬

graphic cornellenne of Picot, added to by Le Verdier and

Pelay, one can arrive at the following totals:



Editions of Th. Corneille, QEuvres choisies

1750-1752+
) 1

1800-1802+ 3
1755-1759 1805-1809 2

1760-1762+ 2 1810-1812+ 5
1765-1769 1 1815-1819 3
1770-1772+ 2+ 1820-1822+ 8
1775-1779 0 1825-1829 7
1780-1782+ 3 1830-1832+ 7
1785-1789 2+ 1835-1839 7
1790-1792+ 1 182+0-182+2+ 4
1795-1799 0 182+5-182+9 3

1850-189+
1855-1859
1860-1862+
1865-1869
1870-1872+
1875-1879
1880-1882+
1885-1889

5
2+
2
1
2
1

)

1750-1889 total 81

The number of partial and complete editions of

Thomas Corneille is in fact considerable. Yet the last

so-called complete edition is already ninety years old,

and Lintilhac, in the third volume of his Histolre g£n6-

rale du th6§tre en France, is right to point out its

inadequacies. The only modern editions of individual

plays avoid the main tragedies: 1'Amour &. la mode, a popu¬

lar, unannotated edition incorporated into Louis van

Renynghe de Voxvrie's curious compilation Descendance de

Thomas Corneille (1959), the pastorale burlesque Le Berger

extravagant, published in 1960 by Francis Bar in the Textes

litt^raires francais series and Yves Giraud's edition of

Timocrate in the same collection (1970). In addition, Mile

Colette Cosnier prepared a critical edition of L'Amour h

la mode for her thfese de 3e cycle sustained at Rennes in

1962+, but this edition has not yet been published. While

Bar offers little in the way of new information or sub¬

stantial introductory material, Giraud provides a fair

introduction to the 1656 'tragedy', putting to good use the

latest scholarship on dating and sources. But even this

edition, the fruits of a Fribourg seminar course, fails to



do more than hint at the really dramatic nature of this

amazingly successful play. Section V of the introduction,

devoted to "1' argument et 1'intrigue", offers a useful

plot-summary but little idea of the richness and subtle

complexities of the construction, with which I deal in a

later chapter.

In addition to publication and subsequent reprinting,

an author's reputation rests largely with the critics,

professional and amateur. In the middle of last century,

the adjudicator of a competition run to honour Thomas

Corneille's memory confidently addressed the following

words to the Acad&nie des Sciences, belles-lettres et arts

de Rouen:

Quoi qu'il en eoit, Thomas Corneille sera sans doute
longtemps encore le sujet de plus d'une £tude biogra-
phique, grammaticale ou litt^raire. Son nom, sa vie et
son talent appelleront toujours les regards de la critique
qui voudra approfondir l'histoire du theatre franqais, et
par des considerations de toute sorte on pourra chercher
k jeter^de la lumifere sur son m^rlte, son esprit et ses
oeuvres .

If full biographical and grammatical studies have still not
11

been written , appreciation of Thomas Corneille's talent

and writings is equally lacking. The same worthy Academician

10. Delzons, Rapport sur le concours pour l'^loge de Thomas
Corneille. lu k la stance publique du 8 aoflt. 1851. in
Precis analytique des travaux de l'Acad&nie des Sciences.
Bellfcgs-iettreB et Arts de Rouen (Mgmoires de 1'Academic
de Rouen) pendant 1'sum&e1. Rouen, 1 851'j: ?p.297.

11. G. Sautebin's Thomas Corneille grammairlen. Berne, 1897,
is devoted to a study of notes added by Th. Corneille
to his critical edition of Vaugelas' Remarques. 1687.



did the younger Corneille's cause no good when he summed

up the main features of his tragedies in these terms:

II n'est gufere de trag£die de Thomas Corneille ok
l'on ne trouve un inconnu, un personnage que l'on
croyait mort, et qui reparalt tout-&-coup pour rompre
une intrigue ou arranger un denouement, une princesse
qui est recherch£e par plusieurs amants & la fois, un
h<§ros dont deux ou trois rivales se disputent le coeur.
L'amour y est le premier soin et souvent 1'unique
affaire des personnages principaux: mais un amour raSl6
de tant de chimferes, et compliqu£ de tant d'obstacles,
que tout y semble impossible et surnaturel. Ce sont
partout des heroines amoureuses, qui mettent leur
gloire k ne pas avouer leur amour, et k le soumettre
non & leur devoir mais k leur dignity et k leur or-
gueil; des princes qui abandonnent leurs £tats, ou
qui se dgguisent et cachent leur nom, pour entreprendre
plus hardiment la conquete d'un coeur qu'ils pour-
suivent. Tous les Jeux et les caprices de 1*amour et
du hasard unis ensemble sont le fonds habituel de ces
actions plus singuliferes qu'int^ressantes qui tourmentent
ou amusent 1'esprit plus qu'elles ne l'agitent et ne le
touchent, et oil la v£rit6 des caractferes, des moeurs et
des situations est pour ainsi dire inconnue ....

Paint, brief praise indeed - and at times an inaccu¬

rate account of a talent which, in tragedy at least, was

not so strictly limited either in choice of subject-matter

or in character portrayal. Yet this legend has come down

almost unaltered, encouraged by Reynier's well-meaning but

inadequate classification and largely accepted unquestion-

ingly by the handful of later critics who have shown inter¬

est in the question. How then are we to explain (or explain

away?) the praises heaped on Thomas Corneille during his

lifetime and during the eighteenth century in Prance?

However unreliable immediate interpretation and appreci¬

ation of one's contemporaries may be, should no notice be

taken of the opinions - both favourable and critical - of

12. Delzons, ibid.. pp. 291-292.
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those who have known an author? At the very least we must

recognise that contemporary judgements tell us much about

public taste at the time - and no one has yet successfully

disputed the idea that Thomas Corneille's Timocrate was

given the most enthusiastic public reception of any play

in seventeenth-century Prance.

The uncompromising critics first, then, and in par¬

ticular Chapelain, Boileau and La Harpe. In his quaint

M&moire de quelques gens de lettres vivans en 1662, pub¬

lished, it is true, at a time when Racine's plays had not

yet tarnished the glory of Pierre Corneille and when

Thomas' talent was not fully apparent in all its diversity,

the author of the Sentiments de l'Acad&nle Francaise sur

le Old praises the dramatist he had criticised only twenty-

five years earlier, and speaks kindly of Boyer, "qui ne

cfede qu'au seul Corneille", as well as of Chevreau who

"peut tenir le premier rang parmi les seconds". But he

looks with indifference on Molifere's literary production,

on that of Quinault, too, "pofete sans fond et sans art",

while Thomas Corneille, "& force de vouloir surpasser son

ain£, tombe fort au-dessous de lui et son £l£vation le
1 3

rend obscur sans le rendre grave" •

Later, Monchesnay reports In the Bolaeana a conver¬

sation which he had with Boileau:

Je demandois k Monsieur Despr^aux ce qu'il pensoit de

13. J. Chapelain, M^moire de quelques gens de lettres vi¬
vans en 1662. d"ress6 par ordre de M. Colbert, in J.-E•
Pidao-Justinianl. L'esprit classique et la pr6ciosit6.
Paris, 1914, pp. 198, 199, 203. "



Thomas Corneille, frere du fameux Po£te de ce nom.
C'est un homme, disoit-il, emporty de 1'enthousiasme
d'autrui, & qui n'a Jamais pu rien faire de raisonnable:
Vous diriez qu'il ne s'est ytudiy qu'fe copier les d£-
fauts de on frerel' Declplt exemplar vitils imitabile •••

... Ah! pauvre Thomas, continuoit Monsieur Deepr^aux,
tes vers compares avec ceux de ton frere »£n£ font bien
voir que tu n'es qu'un cadet de Normandie .

The compliment is hardly a flattering one if we remember

the all too famoue epigram; "Aprfes l'Aggsilas / H^las!"

or the criticisms which the same Boileau makes of Pierre

Corneille in the third chant of his Art po&tique.

More than a century after this, in his Lyc£e, ou

cours de literature ancienne et moderne. La Harpe will

launch a pitiless attack on all aspects of Thomas Corneille's

work. We shall see later how he misunderstands plays like

1h. J. Losme de Monchesnay, Bolaeana, Amsterdam, Lhonor^,
1?h2, pp. 129-130. Cf. in 1663 the abb£ d'Aubignac,
Dissertation ... sur ... Sertorius (in P. Granet, Re-
cueil de diBsertations sur plusleurs tragedies de Cor-
neille et' de Racine. Paris. 17^0. vol. I. p. 220): Th.
Corneille is '*consid6r^ comme un apprentif qui travaille
encore sur la besogne que le maltre lui taille". The
same year Donneau de Vis5 replies in his Defense da
Sertorius de M. de Corneille. Paris, Barbin, 1663, pp«
7-9: "Vous sortez de vostre sujet, pour r^ pe ndre
vostre fiel sur Monsieur de Corneille le ieune; & comme
il a beaucoup de merite, il n'est pas exempt de vos
iniures. C'est par 1& que l'on connoist clairement que
1'ennui vous fait ouurir la bouche, puisque sans ne¬
cessity vous luy dites des choses aussi ridicules que
piquantes, & qui font que l'on a piti£ de vous. A quoy
songiez-vous, lors que vous laissastes d£border vostre
venin contre luy? ... Que vous auriez de vanity, Mon¬
sieur d'Aubignac, si vous estiez autant estimy que ce
ieune Corneille, que vostre inciuility & vostre rage
vous empeschent de nommer Monsieur! Nous auons veu
plusieurs Ouurages de luy, qui ont eu 1'applaud!ssement
de toute la Prance! Timocrate, Commode, Stilicon &
Camma parlent en sa faueurj & l'on ne doute point que
la reputation qu'ils luy ont acquise, ne vous ait fait
mal A la teste, puis que c'est cette seule reputation
des Grands hommes qui vous met en si mauuaise humeur."



17.

Stillcon and Camma; in more general terms he writes thus:

Des fadeurs amoureuses, des raisonnemens entortill^s,
un hdrolsme alembiquy, une monotonie de tournures froide-
ment sententieusee, une diffusion insupportable, une
versification flasque et incorrecte, telle est la manifere
de Thomas Corneille: il jyva peu d'auteurs dont la lec¬
ture so it plus rebutante J.

These last two critics are known for their idea of a

conservative classicism. How does Racine, so appreciated

by Boileau, himself react to the efforts of his former

rival's younger brother? When all is said and done, his

remarks go no further than conventional platitudes, at

best they suggest a touch of irony. His speech in praise

of the late Pierre Corneille, delivered when Thomas is

received into the Acaddmie Franqaise on 2 January 1685,

hardly mentions the literary activities of the new acade¬

mician.

Vous auriez pu bien mieux que moi, Monsieur, lui
rendre ici les justes honneurs qu'il (P. Corneille)
m£rite, si vous n'euseiez peut-etre appr£hend£ avec
raison qu'en faisant l'&Loge d'un frfere, avec qui vous
avez d'ailleurs tant de conformity, il ne semblSt que
vous faisiez votre propre £loge. C'est cette confor¬
mity que nous avons tous eue en vue lorsque tout d'une
voix nous vous avons appeiy pour remplir sa place, per-
suadys que nous sommes que nous retrouverons en vous,
non seulement son nom, son m€me esprit, son meme enthou-
siasme, mais encore sa mSm© modestie, sa meme vertu, son
mSme zfele pour l'Acadymie •

Some two and a half years later, in a letter of 5 September

15. La Harpe, LycSe, ou Cours de llttyrature anclenne et
moderne. Paris, Agasse, an VII, vol. V, p. 317.

16. Racine, Discours prononcy k l'Acadymie Francaise h la
ryception de MM de CorneillF^r* de Bergeret. le deux-
l£me .janvler 1685. in OEuvres completes. ed. R. plc'ard,
Paris, 1960, vol. II, p. 5*7.



1687 to Boileau, Racine acknowledges receipt of Thomas'
new study on Vaugelas. "Ce sont les Redargues de M. de

Vaugelas, avec les notes de Thomas Corneille. Cela est
ainsi affich£ dans Paris depuis quatre Jours. Auriez-

vous Jamais cru voir ensemble M. de Vaugelas et M. de
17

Corneille le Jeune dormant des rfegles sur la langue?"

Thomas' successor among the Immortals, Houdart de La

Motte, praised his gift for plot-construction, but com¬

mented on the excessive haste with which he wrote his

plays:

N6 avec un gout universel, il connoissoit egalement
les beautez de l'une et de 1'autre scfene; la Prance le
compters toujours entre ses Sophocles & ses Menandres.
Capable du grand, il merits plus d'une fois la noble •••

Jalousie de son frfcre qui eut la generosity de le lul
avotter.

... Ce qui le distingue dans les deux genres, c'est
qu'il y posseda souverainemeut le don de 1'intrigue &
des situations; peut-Stre ne connaitroit-il.point de
Maitre au theatre, si sa feconde facility, si la foule
de ses grands desseins lui e$t lafesy le soin scrupu-
leux du dytail .

In the panegyric which he wrote a few months after

Thomas' death in 1709» De Boze is generous with his praise

of the late member of the Acadymie dee inscriptions et

belles-lettres. "Outre que Pierre Corneille ytoit de

vingt ans plus Sgy que son frfere, il y avoit entre eux

la plus parfaite union que l'on puisse imaginer; union qui

17. Ibid., p. k92.

18. (Houdart de La Motte), Discours prononcez dans 1'
Acadymie Francaise le samedy huitifeme Fevrler MDGCX &
la reception de Monsieur Houdart de la Motte. Paris
Coignard, 1710, pp. 15-16.



les a quelquefois confondus aux yeux de leurs contemporains,

et qui imposera d'autant plus k la post£rit£, qu'elle aura
19

de nouveaux sujets de s'y m£prendre" • Voltaire echoes

these remarks when he calls the younger Corneille "le

seul de son temps qui fut digne d'§tre le premier au~
20

dessous de son frfere" . The fr&res Parfaict are no doubt

more realistic when they separate Thomas' dramaturgy from

his versification:

On ne peut que souscrire & tous les dloges donnas k
M» Corneille de Lisle; mais parlons de see Ouvrages
Dramatiques. Get Auteur entendoit parfaitement le
thSStre; ses plans sont preeque tous bien imagines, &
bien rendusj les caracteres de ses Personnages assez
soutenus, & la marche du th££tre admirable; mais sa
versification degrade toutes ces beaut£s; elle est
foible, tortill€e, pleine de repetitions et de choses
inutiles, & souvent de galimathias ,..^1

This same important point - the quality of Thomas'

skill as a dramatist, as a constructor of plots - is made

by three other eighteenth-century figures, Titon du Tillet,

Destouches and Fontenelle. Titon du Tillet, in his Parnasse

francois of 1732, mentions Thomas Corneille's prodigious

memory - a fact also commented upon by de Vise in the 1710

Mercure galant obituary - and his knowledge of French poetic

practice, and then continues (p. 383): "II spavoit parfaite-

19, De Boze, Eloge de Thomas Corneille prononc£ dans 1'
Acab&nle royalle des Inscriptions et BellesLettres. &
la rentr^e publique d'apr&s piques 1710. in OEuvres^
de Thomas Corneille. Paris, A.-A, Renouard, 1817, P« 60.

20, Voltaire, Remarques sur "Arlane". in OFuvres complfetes.
ed. L. Moland, Paris, 1877-1885, vol. XXXII, p. 305,

21, F. and C. Parfaict, Hlstolre du th6§tre francal
Paris, 1745-1749, vol. VIlfTp. 363.



ment les regies du Theatre; % aucun de nos Pontes Drama-

tlques n'a mieux entendu que lui ee qu'on appelle le plan

& la conduite d'une Piece". The dramatist Destouches, in

one of his letters to the chevalier de B***, states:

Je suis fort avanc£ dans mes observations sur les deux
Corneilles, dont le cadet, plus 3e le sonde et 1'examine,
me parott "infiniment plus estimable qu'on ne se 1'imagine
ordinairement, sur-tout par rapport Si 1'invention & h la
disposition des sujets, Jamais homme, 6 mon avis, n'a
mieux possed^ I'art de bien conduire une Piece de
Th^itre •

ontenelle, the Corneilles' nephew, writing to the Journal

des Savants in 17^1, makes the distinction even plainer.

Boileau had criticised two of Thomas Corneille's more

quotable lines ("Le crime fait la honte, et non pas 1'

6chafaud" and "Je la tue, et c'est vous qui me le faltes

faire"), whereupon Pontenelle leaps to the defence of his

uncle:

La vraye Pogsle d'une Pi<§ce de Theatre, c'est toute
la constitution invent^e & crdde, lee Vers n'en sont qu*
un ornement, quoique d'un grand prlx, & Polyeucte ou
Cinna en prose seroient encore d'admirables productions
d'un PoSte. M. ^espr^aux ne 1'est point h cet £gard ...
M. (Thomas) Corneille au contraire Itoit plus grand
PoSte que Versificateur. Je ne crains point de dire,
aprfes tous ceux qui ont port£ leur vuS du cot£ de l'Art
du Theatre, qu'on lui en d<§couvre plus qu'& son ain£
mSme, & que sur ce point son exemple est plus instruc-
tif. On avode qu'en g€n6ral il a trop neglig£ la ver¬
sification, il figurera, si 1'on veut, avec le Poussin,
excellent dans la composition & 1'ordonnance de ses
Tableaux, mais foible dans la partie du Coloris.

... II (Boileau) n'a eompt£ pour rien un grand nombre
de Tragedies, telles que Stillcon, Camma, Maximien,
Antiochus, Laodice, Ariane, le Comte d'Essex &e, & de

22. Destouches, Suite de la Cinqulesme (sic, for: troisifeme)
Lettre h {Monsieur le Chevalier de B***. in OBuvrIs de
Monsieur Destouches *77. Nouvelle "Edition. Amsterdam and
Leipzig, ArkstSe 1 Merkus, MDCCLV, Vol. IV, p. h6. The
remarks he mentions have never been puolished.



comedies, comme D. Bertrand de Cigaral, Le Baron d'Albi-
krac, l'Inconnu, 4c, Pieces dont quelques-unes subsistent
encore au Theatre avec applaudissement, 11 n'a pas sent!
la (sic) m£rite singulier de ces Pieces-Ik par la con-
duite qui y regne, non pas mSme ceLui qu'elles ont quel-
quefois par de beaux morceaux de versification qu'il
seroit ais£ de montrer .

The same year, Voltaire, writing to Jean-Baptiste Nicolas

Formont, comments on Fontenelle's defence of his uncle,

adding bitingly: "C'est une grande erreur, il me semble,

de croire les pifeces de ce Thomas bien conduites parce

qu'ellee sont fort intrigu£es. Ce n'est pas assez d'une

intrigue, il la faut int£ressante, il la faut tragique} il

ne la faut pas compliqu^e, sans quoi il n'y a plus de place

pour les beaux vers, pour les portraits, pour les senti¬

ments, pour les passions, Aussi ne peut on retenlr par

coeur vingt vers de ce cadet qui est partant un homme

mediocre en po£sie ausei bien que son cher neveu, d'ail-
oh

leurs homme d'un mdrite trks €tendu ... •

And so we reach the modern period, with Reynier's

condemnation: Thomas Corneille did not think about pos¬

terity, and posterity is right in not thinking about him.

For, he adds, "Thomas Corneille, comme beaucoup d'auteurs

de son temps, pensait que les pifeces sont faites pour 6tre
2 R

£eout£es plutot que pour Stre lues" • Such an attitude,

23, Journal des Savants. May 17^1, pp, 266-267.

2h. Voltaire to Jean-Baptiste Nicolas Formont, in Voltaire*8
Correspondence, ed. T. Besterman, Geneva, 1953-1965*
vol. XI, p. 160 (letter 236h, dated 10 August 17h1),

25. G. Reynier, Thomas Corneille. sa vie et son th<SStre«
Paris, 1892, pp. 323, 327.
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if true, is not deserving of condescension, and certainly

not of scorn. Is a dramatist's first duty not, in fact,

to write plays wnich can hold their own on stage? The hunt

for ''beaux vers", which a Hacinian scholar like Professor

Eugfene Vinaver enqages in, can only be justified after a

thorough examination and true appreciation of the structu-
26

ral patterns of a play1" .

The time has come, it seems to me, to have a long,

hard look at Thomas Corneille's dramatic skills, judging

them as independently as one can and rejecting precon¬

ceived ideas and literary hearsay. For example, we should

not, I would suggest, pay too much attention to a passage

from Thomas' Discours to the Acad&nie Francaise in 1685

when, speaking of his late brother, he states: "J'ai sans

doute & rougir d'avoir si mal profit^ de tant de lepons que

j'ai reques de sa propre bouche, par cette pratique con-

tinuelle qui me donnoit avec lui la plus parfaite union qu'
27

on ait jamais vue entre deux frferes ... " • Racine's

praise of Pierre and Thomas was equally flattering on the

26. E. Vinaver, Racine et la po6sie traglque. Paris, 1951
and 1963• Cf.' his "l''action no^tique dans le thigtre
de Racine. Oxford, h$6o (The Zarahoff Lecture for i960).
The term "pofeme dramatique" was frequently used in the
seventeenth century to designate a tragedy. The ad¬
jective here should not be forgotten ...

27. T. Corneille, Discours prononc£ le 2 janvier 1685
par Monsieur Thomas Corneille lorsqu'll ffit recfi a
l'AcadSmie Francoise, & la"place de M. Pierre Cor¬
neille son frere][ in Pofemes dramatiques de T. Cor¬
neille. Paris, Veuve Gandouin, 1758, vol. V, p. 573.



same important occasion, and we must look sceptically on

the picturesque idea of close collaboration between the

two brothers, so dear to the hearts of Romantic engravers.

In the prefaces to his early comedies, Thomas admits that

he has followed his Spanish sources carefully; and with he

Charme- de la voix in 1656 he attributes failure to an over-

slavish adherence to Moreto's original.

Much of the trouble about judging a seventeenth-cen¬

tury writer's reputation, now or even more so among his

contemporaries, stems from the particular circumstances

surrounding the written or spoken views expressed. Racine,

as directeur of the Academie Pranqaise in 1685, mx J both

praise its recently lost member Pierre Corneille and give

a suitable welcome to his successor, Thomas Corneille,

elected after long efforts to gain admission and despite

the presence of another candidate, the teen-age due du

Maine, apparently supported by Racine • On the other hand

criticism such as that implicit in Chrysalde's remarks

about "le nom pompeux" of "monsieur de l'Isle", in the

opening scene of L'Ecole des femmea. should not be exag¬

gerated. Pierre received even more scathing comment ten

months earlier XFebruary 1662) when, in the Avertissement

to he Pacheux. Molifere writes that "je ne desespere pas

de faire voir un jour, en grand Autheur, que je puis citer

Aristote et Horace". This apparent quarrel between

28* Nouvelles de la R&publique des Lettres. January 1685,
in R. Picard (ed.). Corpus Racinianum. Paris. 1956.
pp. 1h0-1h1. ~~



Molifere and the Corneilles is no doubt an aftermath of

the former's visit to Rouen in 1658 and is partly re¬

flected in Thomas' correspondence, especially in a letter

of 1 December 1659 sent to the abb£ de Pure, where the

younger brother states: "J'ay eu bien de la Joye en ce que

vous auez escrit d'Oreste et de Pilade, et suis fasch£ en

mesme temps que la haute opinion que Mr de Cleville auoit

du jeu de Mrs de Bourbon n'ait pas est£ remplie aduanta-

geusement pour luy. Tout le monde dit qu'ils ont ;jou£

dete8tablement sa pifece, et le grand monde qu'ils ont eu
/

a leur farce des pretieuses apres l'auoir quitt6e, fait

bien cognoistre qu'ils ne sont propres qu'a soustenir de

semblables bagatelles et que la plus forte piece tomberoit
29

entre leurs mains" .

Even a perceptive and kindly critic like the late

Louis Herland, in his little book on Pierre Corneille,

sees Thomas only as a rather insignificant hack basking

in his brother's reflected glory. "Peu ou point de

t&moignages sur Thomas; mais on entrevoit assez bien, h

travers sa prodigieuse et facile f£condit£, une sorte de

Sacha Guitry du XVIIe slfecle, esprit vif et superficiel,

bon coeur et beaucoup d'entregent, adroit & se glisser

dans le sillage de l'aln£, adroit & prendre le vent et &

exploiter la mode, adroit h se faire des amis et surtout

& cr£er autout de son frfcre, dans le monde des salons et

dans le monde des lettres, tout un parti fanatiquement

29. MS. B.N. f. fr. 12763, f° 171-172.



d£vou6 & la cause du grand homme"""^. The forced com¬

parison is made more explicit still when Reynier, discussing

La H'ort d'Annibal. Bays condescendingly: "II vaut mieux

admettre au'heureuseraent inspir# par un beau sujet, excite

par le souvenir de Nicomede.il r£ussit pour une fois h s*

approcher de son modfele (Pierre Corneille)•

Now it is obviously hardly conceivable that Thomas

Corneille, having enjoyed a very similar upbringing to

that of. his older brother, living next door to him and

starting to write for the stage at a time when Pierre had

reached the height of his career, can have failed to seek

and receive advice. But it is a long step from this to

saying that Pierre, trap-door or no trap-door, is a, per¬

haps the, major source of Thomas' inspiration and success.

It is easy to look backwards from Thomas to Pierre, or

even around Thomas to Quinault, Le Royer de Prade and

other contemporaries. But this should: not pre¬

vent critics from realising that Thomas could just as

easily have inspired Racine, offering him, if not his

sources or even his dramatic methods, at least the public

tastewhich he had helped to create, and which Racine has

either to accept or remould, but with which at any rate he

must contend.

We have, then, perhaps, to look more closely at some

of the trees before we can gauge the extent and quality

30. L. Herland, Corneille par lui-mgme. Paris, 195k, p. 50.

31. Reynier, Thomas Corneille. p. 167.



of the wood as a whole. We can, and shall, study Thomas'

sources, as far as we know or can guess them. While there

exists a fair amount of information about Racine's library,

even this is incomplete, and we know very much less about
xo

the Corneilles' • Their Jesuit education may help us to

distinguish their historical knowledge from that of Racine

in general, but perhaps not in particular terms. As far

as prefatory writings go, Thomas Corneille's are consider¬

ably briefer than either Pierre's or Racine's and, in any

case, are subject to the usual reservations.

But first and foremost we shall look at the plays as

plays. This is something which, surprisingly, is rarely

done, with unhappy consequences. To take but one example,

Antoine Adam, a sane and respected critic,

writes- about Timocrate in his two generally

admirable histories of seventeenth-century French litera¬

ture, and, by the 1950^ should be able to both weigh up

32. For Racine, Enea Balmas' useful "L'inventario della
biblioteca di Racine", Annali dell'university di
Padua. Facolt& di Economia e Commercio dl Verona.
I (196^-196>5). pp» ^4-13-472. reproducing the Esta't des
Livres demeurez apres le decez de feu Mr Racine...,
allows us to pinpoint many exact titles, and corrects
errors in the inventory drawn up by R.C. Knight,
Racine et la Grfeee. Paris, 1950. But several other
entries in the Estat des Livres are of the type "10
vol. 12°, dont Poesies choisies", without specified
texts. As for Thomas, we know next to nothing. The
"Inventsire aprfes d.6cbe des biens ayant appartenu &
Thomas Corneille", reproduced by Reynier, Thomas Gor-
neille. pp. 352-360, gives a detailed list of legal
documents and some idea of the furnishings, and includes
the following entry: "Un vieux coffre bahut, tout rompu
sans serrure ni clefs, dans lequel se sont trouv£s quar-
ante-un volumes de livres de droit et de m£decine et
autres tres anciens tant in-folio que in-quarto, que in-
octavo et in-douze, relics et couverts de parchemin fa-
conn£ et veau, qui n'ont £t£ autrement inventories h
cause de leur peu de valeur".



existing criticism and see what gaps in it remain to be

filled. Yet he seems never to have asked himself some

basic questions, such as: "/hat is a play? How will it

inevitably differ from its "sources"? What was the author

trying to do? What did he (in preface or Au lecteur) say

that he did, and how does this differ from the work itself?

'What did his contemporaries think, and perhaps why did they

so think? Hence the carping criticisms, some of them al¬

most too astonishing to believe. "lis (des commentateurs

trop ing^nieux) n'ont pas compris que l'int£r§t d'une

oeuvre authentique ne peut jamais etre dans sa technique",

he claims. "lis n'ont pas vu que si (Pierre) Corneille

£tait parvenu, en ses derniferes ann£es, & la plus absolue

maitrise de ses moyens, le prix de ses oeuvres n'^tait pas

dans cette perfection ma is dans la peinture de situations

tragiques oti se d£battait un peuple de h£ros." As a re¬

sult, perhaps, "Par la faute de Thomas Corneille et de son

public, la trag£die, en 1659» est tomb£e au niveau du

roman contemporain, et elle en reproduit les traits les plus

contestables". For the younger Corneille is no fool: "II

est le premier qui ait r^ussi & conqu£rir aisance et re¬

putation en £crivant des ouvrages dont il mesurait luci-

dement la m£diocrit£ et les profits ..." How? Why, be¬

cause

"II a l'id^e, qui lui vaudra de vifs succfes, et qui
aura litt£rairement des suites d£plorables, de faire
entrer dans le cadre de la trag£die et de la tragi-
com£die des personnages, des situations, des artifices
proprement romanesques ... Bien des honnetes gens, pro-
fond£ment convaincus, du moins le disent-ils, qu'il ne
saurait y avoir de beaute en dehors de la vraisemblance
et de la raison, ne s'en laissent pas1/enchanter par de
telles extravagances.



II possgdait le sens du th££tre, mais rien dans aucune
de see oeuvres ne donne 1'impression de la vie • ••"

Thus the more sceptical would-be reader comes to

Adam's views on "le Timocrate de Thomas Corneille, jou£

en dAcembre 1656. Le sujet Atait empruntA A la ClAopatre

de La Calprenfede. II Atait d'une absurdity extravagante.

II exigeait du spectateur une cr£dulit6 sans limite. La

piAce rAussit pourtant, et l'on regrette de constater que

Timocrate fut un des plus grands succes du siAcle."

Having thus learned the (wrong) date of performance and

some first impressions, we pass to the inner secrets. "Ce

nom seul (that of the due du Guise, to whom Timocrate is

dedicated) suffit A expliquer le succAs obtenu, A expli-

quer l'oeuvre meme. Car la folie de Timocrate n'est pas

plus grande que n'Atait celle du due • ••"» while a footnote

adds "Ce sont les nalfs bourgeois qui ont fait le triomphe

de Timocrate; reve d'amour et de gloire dont ils ne sen-

taient pas 1'absurdity". So much for the genesis and re¬

ception. What of the author's opinion of his work?

"Thomas Corneille Atait pourtant sans illusion sur la

valeur de Timocrate. II eut la candeur d'avouer que le

succAs de sa piAce Atait peut-Stre du A 'l'injuste caprice'

du public, incapable de distinguer 'les faux brillants* des

vAritables beautAs. II n'en fit pas moins ;jouer une BArA-

nice, tirAe du Grand Cyrus, et qui Atait tout aussi

absurde que Timocrate. Puis il donna Darius, oil le roi de®

Perses vivait cachA sous le nom de Codoman. L'invraisem-

blance romanesque y Atait poussAe jusqu'A la folie." A

final barb attempts the coup de grfice: "L'idAe ne serait



venue h personne en eon temps de le comparer & son fr&re,

ni 5. Pacine, ni meme h iuinault. Sa facility 4tait pro¬

verb iale; son adresse en tous genres, unanimement reconnue.

On l'applaudiesait, tout en sachant qu'il n'y avait k
33

attendre de lui rien d'un peu neuf ni de vraiment personnel."

An anthology of such remarks is

only useful if we try to see what Adam has been getting at

and what, more importantly, he has missed. He apparently

believes that a play, considered "technically", can never

of itself satisfy; we would not entirely agree. Timocrate,

he says, owes much to the contemporary novel; this is

true, but why presuppose that this debt must lead to a

bad play? And what has the play's success or failure to

do with the literary scene in general, contemporary or sub¬

sequent? Why should Thomas concern himself about any

effect he might have on later writers; why, indeed, should

he have to worry about his own future "reputation"? "The

play is absurd, totally unbelievable, crazy" - in content,

one might add. Must a play, then, be serious or credible

or both to be a good play, a successful play? Why should

we "regret" Timocrate's success, and not rejoice with

Thomas Corneille or at most merely note the reception

given to it? The play's fortunes seem to depend variously

33# Ouotations are from A. Adam's Histolre de la litera¬
ture francaise au XVIIe sifecle. "Paris, 1'9^8-195^»" "and his and P.

Ctarac's L'Age classique. Paris. 1968-1969. They come respect¬
ively front: Histolre, vol# IV, p. 250; Histoire. vol#
II, pp. 332 and 3h0; L'Age classique. vol. II, p. 125;
L'Age classlque. vo1." I, pp'. 1"/5 and 301 ; Histoire.
vol. II, p. 3h2; L'Age classique. vol. I, p. 175 and
L'Age classlnue. vol. II, p. 122+.



on the due de Guise and the naive burghers of Paris - an

odd combination - and Adam would have done well to read

further early prefaces by Thomas Corneille and other seven-

trenth-century dramatists before falling into the trap of

taking at face value the disarming "self-criticisms" ?;hich

he quotes. The remark about Thomas Corneille being the

first to succeed in writing mediocre plays for financial

success begs altogether too many questions; those about

the lack of realism in any of his works and the complete

superiority over him of P. Corneille, Racine and Quinault

are hardly worth considering.

I have chosen to look fairly closely at the tragedies

(actual or so-called) which Thomas wrote between 1656 and

1669, and in particular at the six Roman tragedies La

Mort de l'empereur Commode (1657), Stllicon (1660),

Maximian (1662), Persde et Demetrius (1663), Laodice (1668)
and La Mort d'Annlbal (1669), These six plays cover a

wide range of Roman history, the first three dealing with

the Empire, the last three with the Republican era. But

it is not the themes I am interested in here, except inas¬

much as content will of necessity influence form. It seems

to me that any good or even ;just successful dramatist is

concerned, not only with the thematic material of his plays

or the language, but also (and perhaps more so) with the

construction, the physical putting-together of scenes,

acts and intervals, the interplay and ordering of charac¬

ters, the problems of exposition and denouement, the

arousing of interest and tension in the audience, and so

on. In seventeenth-century Prance he will tell us, in the



run-of-the-mill preface or Au Lecteur. about his sources,

the changes he has made, the new characters, their effect,

perhaps, and maybe the reception the performed play has

had} there may be little or nothing about structure,

except in a few instances, such as P. Corneille's Horace.

But it would be foolish to suppose that absence of comment

about construction means that the dramatist considered it

unimportant or did not think about it at all.

For whatever Antoine Adam and others may say, it is

on its performance, on its ability to be performed, that

a play's success or failure ultimately depends. A poetic

but shapeless 5-acter is no play, a well-structured but

poorly-versified one can be. There is no point in pre¬

tending that classical tragedy is poetry and nothing else,

any more than one can omit altogether to study its langu¬

age and the effects which the language is calculated to

have on the audience and eventually on the reader. Yet I

do not intend to study Thomas Corneille's rhetoric and

style in the following chapters; that must remain for the

future. There is enough to be done in examining and re¬

appraising his dramaturgy, in the widest sense: his under¬

standing of his craft as a dramatist, the "plans" of his

plays, what the Parfaict brothers, as we saw, felicitously

called "la marche du th££tre". After all, Saint-TCvremond
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may be right when he suggests that, as often as not,

seventeenth-century dramatists may have started, not with

an historical episode and then worked out a dramatic

structure to fit but rather at the ether end, with the

framework or situation and then looked around for a story

with which to clothe it. We shall examine the sources of

his plays, but for what they tell us of the changes he

has been forced to make in his plots, not for the image of

Rome he found there, even less for any mirroring of Roman

events in seventeenth-century Prance, This last is a

sterile and dangerous approach, resulting, too, in a denial

of the very nature of any play, the essential drama.

The six Roman tragedies, spread over twelve years,

form a coherent group and include some of Thomas' finest

work as a playwright. It is for these two reasons that

I intend to concentrate on them, bringing in other plays

of his and some by his contemporaries essentially by way

of comparison. The late 50s and the 60s are not only

Thomas' most successful years as a tragic dramatist; they

represent a crucial period in Preich dramatic history,

and it is only right that Thomas Corneille's contribution

to the success of the Paris stage at this time should be

rightly judged. For all too often, thanks mainly to past

Jh• Saint-Evremond, Defense de quelques ■pifeces de M.
Corneille. in OEuvres en prose, ed. R. Ternois. Paris,
1969, vol. IV, p. 29: "J'ai sotitenu que pour fa ire
une belle Comedie, il faloit choisir un beau sujet,
le bien disposer, le bien suivre, et le mener natu-
rellement & sa fin; qu'il faloit faire entrer lea
Caract£res dans les sujets, et non pas former la con¬
struction des sujets apr&s celle des Caract^res ••• "



editors of Pierre's works, the younger brother has been

evaluated solely on the basis on his Ariane and Le Coaite

d'Essex, dating from the second half of Racine's career

and judged accordingly.

Chapter 1 attempts to be more than a mere chronology#

It sets out to place the Roman tragedies in context by

giving details of all of Thomas' plays, based on a com¬

plete re-examination of primary and secondary sources

dealing with preparation, performance and reception, and

includes for the first time an account of what the drama¬

tist says in his prefatory matter. Chapter 2 provides a

run-in to the series of tragedies, starting, as any study

on the period must, with a re-evaluation of Timocrate,

performed only a year before La Port de l'empereur Commode

Chapter 3 deals with Commode and Camma, chapter k with two

rather similar plays, Stilicon and Maximian. The fifth

chapter turns to one of Thomas' less successful efforts,

iersSe et P£m£trius and compares it with Pyrrhus. per¬

formed in the same year. Laodice forms the basis of chap¬

ter 6, where it is discussed along with the earlier

Antiochus, and chapter 7 deals with his last Roman play,

La Mort d'Annibal and looks forward to Racine's Mithridate
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The need to work at different times in six libraries

in four cities has meant that various editions of certain

authors have been used, and even quotations will at times

refer the reader to more than one edition. But this is

always stated, the exact reference being given in the

relevant footnote.

For quotations from Thomas Corneille's plays, the

edition used is that published by Henry Desbordes in

Amsterdam in 1701 (five volumes). The text of Thomas1

prefatory material is that of the first single editions.

Latin texts are given in the original, but Greek

historians are shown in Latin or French translation, as

neither of the Corneilles could read Greek. For Plutarch,

I have quoted from Amyot's translation (in a modern edi¬

tion), as this is almost certain to have been the version

they used.

All works referred to in the footnotes, together

with others which proved particularly useful, are listed

in the Bibliography.

The following works, frequently mentioned in foot¬

notes, are usually abbreviated:

Collins, Thomas Corneille = D.A. Collins, Thomas Corneille:

protean dramatist. The Hague,
Lancaster, History = H.C. Lancaster, A history of French

dramatic literature in the seven¬
teenth century. Baltimore. 1929-
19h2, 5 vols.



M.-L. = QEuvres de P. Corneille, ed Ch. Marty-Laveaux,
Paris, 1862-1868 (Coll, "Lee Grands Ecrivains
de la France"), 12 vols. + 1 album.

Reynier, Thomas Corneille = G. Reynier, Thomas Corneille
sa vie et son th^Stre, Paris
7192.

Other works are referred to by their full title when

first mentioned in a chapter and by a shortened title in

subsequent references within that chapter. A particular

effort has been made to avoid the ambiguity and incon¬

venience caused by repeated use of op, cit.. ibid.. and

so on



Chapter 1

The dating of olays by Thomas Cornellie
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The dating of plays by Thomas uorneille.

The theatrical career of Thomas Corneille was a

long one, extending over thirty fully active years from

the end of the 1&4-0a to the late 1670s, and it embraced

a wide variety of forms: comedies first, tragedies, a

tragi-comedy, tragedies & machines, operas and so on

later. Certain of the later comedies, such as Le Triomphe

des Tames. La Pierre philosophale and the now-lost Baron

dea Fondriferes. were in prose. Thomas also put Moli&re's

Pom Juan into verse, under the title of Le Festln de

Pierre. All in all, his dramatic career (not to speak of

his later scholarly period as a translator and dictionary-

compiler) was as varied as, and more productive than, that

of Pierre, nineteen years his elder. Little helpful work

has been done on the "sieur de l'lsle" since Reynier's

pioneering but now elderly thesis of 1892; as far as

accurate chronological research is concerned, the en¬

quiries of Lancaster in the nineteen-thirties did a lot to
•|

correct the many errors of the late 19th century critic ,

and subsequent writers (Madame Deierkauf-Holsboer, in her

books on the Paris theatres, and Collins, in his rapid

survey of Thomas Corneille's production) have done little

1. G. Reynier, Thomas Corneille. sa vie et son theatre.
Paris 1892; H.C. Lancaster, A history of French drama¬
tic literature in the seventeenth century. Baltimore,
1929-19^2; P. Maltese. Repertoire analytique des docu¬
ments contemporalnsd'information et de critique con-
cernant le thdfitre'T Paris sous Louis XIV. 1659-1715.
Paris, "i"93k, and Le thggtre et le public~~& Paris, sous
Louis XIV. 1659-1715. Paris, IsWT



to alter the picture, or even attempt a synthesis of the
2

available data".

This is not to say that problems do not still surround

the writing, performance and publication of many of Thomas'

plays, and not only of his early comedies. The position

ie rather different from that of P. Corneille, where the

question of dates has been largely solved. If we are

still hesitant about the theatres used by Pierre, the

position is steadily becoming clearer, thanks to the work

of Lancaster, Couton and Deierkauf-Holsboer, as summar¬

ised at the beginning of Maurice Descotes' Les grands rSles

du th£at£e de Corneille in 1962. Between 1630 and 1637,
Pierre Corneille gave his work exclusively to the Marais;

Horace in 16/+0 was probably (pace Marty-Laveaux) put on

at the same theatre, as were Cinna. Polyeucte and Pompie -

this again refutes Marty-Laveaux's assertion, based, in

the case of Pomp£e. on the rather unreliable 18th century

theatre historian, the chevalier de Mouhy. Le Menteur also

appeared at the Marais, as would, presumably, La Suite du

Menteur and perhaps Rodogune. Theodore we know little

about in this respect; such a tricky play may well have

marked a change in Pierre's allegiance and a move from the

Marais to the Hotel de Bourgogne. Prom H^raclius to

Qedipe. including Don Sanche. Nicomfede and Pertharite. P.

Corneille supports the Hotel, but he is back at the Marais

2. S.-W. Deierkauf-Hols 'oer, Le th£gtre du Marais. Paris
195(4.-1958 and Le theatre de l'H^tel de Bourgogne, Paris
1968-1970; D.A. Collins, Thomas Corneille: protean
dramatist, The Hague, 1967T. ■ - .



with ha Toison a'Or and Bertorius before giving ooohonisbe

Othon and Aggsilas to the Hotel de hourgogne once more,

finally, after Att11a at the Palais-Royal, we see his last

three plays shared between the three main theatres: Tite

et Berenice at the Palais-Royal, , ulch€rie at the Marais

and bur^na at the Hotel de Bourgogne. his final work, in

many respects a masterpiece, at least achieved performance

at the hands of the best troupe of the day.

Thus, thanks to the latest findings, as summarised

by escotes (who adds his own useful comments), we can

see a pattern evolving: the Marais till the mid i+Os, then

the Hotel de Bourgogne till almost the end of P. Corneille

career. As far as Thomas Corneille is concerned, we are

less lucky: Reynier's views are outdated, Collins slav¬

ishly follows Lancaster, as does Deierkauf-Holsboer, t

least in her book on the Marais. Even in the light of the

most recent evidence, Deierkauf-Holsboer's valuable study

of the Hotel de Bourgogne, the problem needs re-appraisal.

e must look again at the available contemporary evidence,

including Thomas Corneille's prefaces, largely ignored up

till now, and the seventeenth-century accounts of the

plays, if we are to piece together a more reliable pic¬

ture than that offered by the frferes Parfaict or Mouhy.

In the establishment of facts, a great debt is owed to

Carrington Lancaster, who, however, was clearly unable to

present as full a picture as he (or we) could have wished,

and whose information suffers from being severely frag¬

mented. I plan, the«, to take each of Thomas Corneille's
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plays in turn, looking at its date and theatre of perfor¬

mance, its date of printing (based on the privilege, the

ac.'.evd d'imtrimer and, where appropriate, the enregist re—

m-. sur le livre de la Commurwat6 des Libraires , and

what the author says in any prefatory material he may have

added.

There is, obviously, a certain relationship between

performance and publication, at least in the majority of

seventeenth-century cases. Delay in bringing out a play

in print can often, but not always, be taken as a proof

of stage success, for once published, the work could be

acted by anyone and no further percentage accrued to the

author. Pierre M^lfese^" gives some successes: Oedi-pe.

performed 2k January 1659, published 26 March 1659; L'

Ecole des Femmes. performed 26 December 1662, publish; 1

17 March 1663; Attila, even Attila (despite Boileau's

enigmatic Eol&I), performed k March 1667, published 20

November 1667. Successive performances in the seventeenth

century rarely exceeded the forty-four of the pr^cieuses

ridicules, or even the twenty-three of Attila; hence the

legend surrounding the eighty reputed to have greeted

Thomas Corneil^e's Tlmocrate in 1656 and 1657.

3. See the Registres des privileges accord^s aux auteurs
et libraires. MS. B.N. f.fr. 219^4-219h7. No. 219^
covers the years 1653-1660, 2191+5 1660-1673, 219U6
1673-1687 and 219J+7 1688-1700. Until recently, little
use was made of these manuscript registers.

h. Le theatre et le public & Paris, p. 297, note 2.



If a gap between performance and publication was

usually a eign of success, we can, perhaps, seek some

information, too, from contemporary seventeenth-century

theatrical practice. Theatres closed annually at Easter

(La Grange, in his Reglstre. gives, year by year, the

closing and re-opening dates for 'oli&re's theatre, then

for the Gu£n£gaud and the first year or two of the Cora^die-

'rancaise); to be precise, "du vendredi pr£c£dant le pre-

mier dimanche de la Passion au lundi de Quasimodo"^ , i.e.

in all just over three weeks. Chappuzeau tells us in
6

1672+ that "toutes les saisons de I'ann^e sont bonnes pour

les bonnes comedies: mais les grans Autheurs ne veulent

guere exposer leurs pieces nouuelles que depuis la Tous-

saint jusques & Pasques, lors que toute la Cour est

rassembl4e au Louure, ou 61 S. vermain. Ainsi l'hyver est

destin£ pour les pieces Herolques, & les Comiques regnent

l'Est<§, la gaye saison voulant des diuertissemens de meme

nature." This rough division largely holds good for P.

Corneille and Racine, whose tragedies tended to appear

first between November and March. We shall see presently

that the same is true of Th. Corneille's more serious

plays. For his early comedies, we must also take into

account the disruptions caused by the Fronde. Georges

Ibid.. p. 239, note U.

6. 8. Chappuzeau, Le Theatre fransois. ed. G. Monval,
Paris, 1876, livre second, ch. XIV, p. 69.
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Ccuton"^ shows that the Parisian tneatres were closed

during at least the last two months of 161+6 and the first

two of 161+9, Pierre Corneille, ror his part, acknowledges

the frustration this has caused nim, in a letter to M, de

iuylichem sent fr'om Rouen to The Hague on 6 March 161+9:

\ 'esp£rais que cet hiver me mettrait en 5tat d'accom-

i; ner mes remerciements de quelque pifece de theatre qui

du moins eut considerable pour sa nouveaut£. Les

d^sordres de notre Prance ne me I'ont pas permis, et ont

resserr£ dans mon cabinet ce que je me preparais & lui

donner." , For the 161+9/50 season, it is likely that

performances were normal, while the 1650/51 season was

probably disturbed. As for the 1651/52 season, all we

know here is the failure of Pertharlte. For the years

161+8 and 161+9, we may even be able to assume a break be¬

tween the autumn of 161+8 till calm returned to Paris in

October 161+9 and the theatres re-opened. One victim of

the events was Andromfede. requested by the court as early

as 161+7 for the carnival of 161+8; the play was not perfor¬
ce

med until two years later, on January 26, 1650 .

7. G. Couton, Corneille et la Fronde. Clermont-Ferrand,
1951, p. 207

8. M.-L., vol. X, p. 1+1+9.

9. Couton, Corneille et la Frond* pp. 25, 62, 79. On
Andromfebe. see A. Adam, Histoire de la literature
francalse au XVIIe slfecle. Paris, 191+5-1956, vol. II,
p. 369.



Before we turn to look at Thomas Corneille's plays in

chronological order, some remarks must be made about the

prefatory material, of which little notice has so far been
taken by critics. (Prefaces have even been forgotten

about altogether, as Madame Chamoux's recent article

happily revealed in the case of Le Baron d'/lbikrac.) For

an author's own remarks and explanations are clearly im¬

portant, as can be, at times, their absence - this des¬

pite the disservice done to scholarship by W. Leiner in
10

his recent but mistake-ridden book • Unfortunately, with

Thomas Corneille, we have none of the full explanatory

treatises to be found in Pierre's iLxamens and Diseours.

Yet, unlike the Examens, all of Thomas' prefaces (as

far as we can judge) were written at the time of publi¬

cation, or between performance and publication. Most of

his plays have prefaces of some kind. The early one,

carry an Epistre: Les Engagements du hasard is dedicated

to Monsieur; Le Feint astrologue to the enigmatical Mon¬

sieur B.Q.R.I, (but only in the first, 1651 edition; that

of 1653, with the same text, is addressed to M.***) ; Bom

10. A.-L. Chamoux, "Une d^dicace 6-Dh£m&re de Thomas Cor¬
neille", R.H.L.F.. LXVT (1966), pp. h7h-h80; 7. .einer,
Per Aidmungsbrief in der franzdsischen Literatur. 1580-
1715. Heidelberg. 1965. Leiner's list of Thomas Cor-
neille' s plays (pp. 5+5-3h6) is riddled with errors and
omissions. He misspells six titles (Le Feint astrologue.
Pom Bertrand de Cigarral. Camma. Th^odat. Le Baron 'dee
Pondriferes and Les Dames vang^es). He provides no exact
achevg dates after Stllicon and omits some before 1660;
even the years he quotes are more often wrong than right
(e.g. Le Baron d'Albikrac. La Mort d'Annlbal. La Oom-
tesse d*'ormieil. Theodat). hen he does quote a pre-
clse acheve da*te. this is given incorrectly several
timesT~L'Amour & la mode. La . ort de Commode, arius.



Bertrand de Clgarral is dedicatee! to Monsieur again. ith

L''mour h la mode in 1653 comes Thomas' first Au Lecteur.

More -'-plstres follow: Le Berger extravagant to M.***, he

Th--'me de la volx to Monsieur, her J1 lust res ennemie to

the Comtesse de Fiesque, Le Geolier de soi-meme to Ma '.euoi-

selle, Timocrate. in 1656, to the due de Quise, Henri II

de orraine. No doubt because of its success, Timocrate

also sports an Au Lecteur.

B€r£nice (1657) and the three following plays all

have Kptstres. B^rdnlce's is addressed to the comtesse de

Noailles, "dame d'atour de la Eeine", who Somaize tells us
11

in hiB Grand Dictionnaire des pr^cleusee of 1661 acted

as patron to both Thomas and Pierre Corneille: "Noziane

(the comtesse de Noailles) est une pretieuse aussi spirit-

uelle qu'elle a I'humeur douce. Elle aime le jeu; les vers

luy plaisent extraordinairement, mais elle ne les spauroit

souffrir s'ils ne sont tout & fait beaux, et e'est par

cette raison qu'elle protege les deux Cleocrites (i.e. the

Corneille brothers), qui ne font rien que d'achev£, et qui,

dans la composition des jeux du cirque, surpassent tous

les autheurs qui ont jamais £crit." None of Pierre's plays

is dedicated to the comtesse. La Tort de l'empereur Commode

is addressed to Pouquet, not yet disgraced; Darius to M.

de is, premier president au Parlement de Normandie and

son of Jean-Louis Faucon de Ris, seigneur de Charleval, who
had threatened P. Corneille during the "querelle du Cid";

11. d. Ch.-L. Livet, Paris, 1356, vol. I, p. 290



and Stilicon (1660) to Mazarin. Le Galand doubl^.of about

the same date, has no preface, nor have Pers6e et D£m£-
trius (1663) or Pyrrhus. rol d'Enire. Gamma is dedicated

to Monseigneur le Due, Condi's son, and Maximlan to Mon¬

sieur again. An Au Lecteur re-appears in Antiochus (1666)
and Laodice (1668), but the Epistre is still to be found

in the 1669 Quinet edition of Le Baron d'Albikrac. in La

Mort d'Annlbal. addressed to Colbert's son, and in the

comedy La Oomtesssd'Qrgueil. dedicated to Monsieur de ***.

This, in early 1671, is the last Epistre as such in Thomas

Corneille. Arlane. the next year, has nothing, Th^odat

has an Au Lecteur. La Mort d'Achille and Pom C^sar d'Avalos

published in 1674 and 1676, have nothing, while the comedy

Le Com^dlen poete. written in collaboration with Montfleury

has nothing either. CircJ, written with Donneau de Vis£,
has an undefined preface, while L'Inconnu. published in the

same year 1675, has an Au Lecteur. Le Festin de Pierre is

prefaced by an Avis du libraire au lecteur. while Le Comte

d'Essex. Thomas' last major play, has an Au Lecteur. as do

La Devineresse. the libretto of La Pierre philosophale

(1681) and Bradamante. published in 1696. Of the three

tragedies lyriques. Psych^. Bell^rophon and Mdd6e, only

Bell6rophon contains a preface.

Not all of these 6pltres. Au Lecteurs and arguments

throw light on the problems of chronology or composition

surrounding some of Thomas' plays, and as with all pre¬

fatory material they must be treated with caution and

simply for what they are. For it is often true, as Scarron



says in the dgdicace to his tragi-comedy L'Ecolier de

Salamanque. that "les 6pltres prdliminaires doivent §tre

des pan£gyriques en petit". But the information in them

can supplement and explain hints and facts given in other

contemporary accounts and, at times, help to temper the

exuberance and partiality of many of the latter.

12
As Lancaster says , the first five plays of Thomas

Corneille (Les Engagements du hasard. Le Feint astrologue.

Pom jertrand de Clgarral. L1Amour £t la mode and Le Berber

extravagant) present major difficulties of dating. Con¬

temporary accounts are sparse; Loret's Muse historique.

for example, does not start its chatty but irreplacable

reporting until 12 May 1650.

1. Les Engagements du hasard. The play has a five and

three-quarter year gap between its privilege (dated 12

March 1651) and the achevg d'imprimer of 9 December 1656 -

this is, indeed, by far the longest delay in all Thomas

Corneille's dramatic production. The privilege. along

with those of Le Feint astrologue. Pom Bertrand. L'Amour

& la mode and Le Berger extravagant, was enreglstrg on

11
29 December 1653 • The Epistre to Monsieur in the first

edition (Arsenal Rf. 2669) explains why: "vous scauez que

12. Lancaster, History, vol. II, pp. 7^9-750.

13. MS. B.N. f.fr. 219^4, f£ kS r5.



je panchoie entierement & le supprimer (cet ouvrage), &

que n'estant qu'un premier essay de Pofesie, que ie n'auois
osi§ ainaer quand il parut il y a sept ou huit ans sur le

Theatre de 1'Hostel de Bourgogne, ie faisois dessein de

n'en permettre iamais 1'impression; mais vous vous y

opposastes si fortement pour 1'interest du fameux D. Pedro

Calderon ••• que tout ce que ie pfts obtenir, ce fut la

liberty d'y changer ce que ie trouuoie de plus foible

The Spistre itself must date from late 165U or after, as

Th. Corneille mentions, towards the end, Boisrobert's

Inconnu. which appeared in 165^+ at the Hotel de Bourgogne

(privilege 16 February 1655* achevfe 15 April 1655)»

When published, Les Engagements had a common privilege

with Le Feint astrologue and with Pierre's Andromfede and

Nicomfede. Le Feint astrologue was, however, achev£ d'im-

primer on 31 May 1651» soon after the privilege was granted,

while Nicomfede was achevfe on 29 November 1651 and Andromfede
1 j,

(the play) on 13 August 1651 • Les I.ngagements du ha sard

was thus published at the very beginning of the successful

stage run of Timocrate. and a few months after Pierre

Corneille had the full text of his Imitation published

(March 1656). Could it be that Thomas wanted to consoli¬

date the success which seems to have greeted Les Engagements

before his new triumph with Timocrate? Nov/ that Pierre

was coming to the end of his period of withdrawal from the

stage, the time was ripe; it had been Pierre, in any case,

1<U. M.-L., vol. V, p. 257



who had put Lea Engagements. and Le Feint astrologue. for¬

ward for approval in 1651# as the text of the privil&ge

shows: ".. Nostre cher & bien am£ (sic) LE SIEVE CORNEILLE,

Aduocat en noatre Cour de Parlement de Normandie, Nous a

fait remonstrer, qu'il a cy-deuant donn£ au Public diuerses

pieces de Theatre qui ont est6 receu&s auec succez, % qu'

il est sollicit£ d'en mettre maintenant au iour quatre

nouuelles intitul^es, Andromede. Nicoraede. le feint

Astrologue. & les Engageroens du hazard; ce qu'il ne peut

faire sans auoir nos Lettres de permission sur ce nece-

saaires ..." The plays themselves have no author's name

on the title-page; this is the case with all of Thomas'

early works until Pyrrhus in the mid-1660s.

As far as date of performance goes, the chevalier de

Mouhy, in hia Journal chronologique du th^Stre francais.

vol. VII1 Parfaict and Reynier1t' all suggest 1&+7* which
1 7

is also the date in the Mgmolre de Mahelot : it would
—— I I ..III—»— I III I—M1 *

correspond to the 7- or 8-year gap between performance and

publication mentioned by Th. Corneille in the Eplstre to

the first edition (see above), but only provided that the

time interval he quotes is accurate and that the Epistre
1 ft

itself dates from 165U or 1655. But later Lancaster puts

15. MS. B.N. f.fr. 9235, f° 2+83-482+.

16. P. and C. Parfaict, Hlstolre du theatre francais.
Paris, 1745-172+9* vol. VII, p. 190; Reytiier. Thorn- s
Corneille. p. 2+

17. La M&moire de Mahelot, ed. H.C. Lancaster, Paris,
1920, p. 27.

18. Lancaster, History, vol. II, pp. 72+9-750.



forward I6h9, the year In which Thomas Corneille is

supposed to have completed his legal studies (on 21 Octo-
19

ber ). This date, while possible, can only remain, like

the others, at best hypothetical. Madame Deierkauf-Hols-
20

boer finds Lancaster's arguments "peu probants" but adds

her own, whose validity seems equally open to doubt:

"... il est impensable que le jeune poete ait c£d£ ses

deux premieres pifeces dramatiques pour la representation

& la troupe royale en pleine Pronde, dans une p£riode de

troubles et de combats, h un moment done oft les specta-

teurs d£sertaient le thdStre.

Le fait que les representations des Engagements du

Hazard ont succ£d€ si rapidement & celles du Feint

Astrologue prouve que les comedies de Thomas Corneille

ont eu du succfes. Cette grande activity n'a pu etre

d£ploy£e, cela va de soi, que parce que les represen¬

tations th^atrales reprenaient normalement leur cours.

C'est pour cette raison que nous estimons qu'il vaut mieux

s'en tenir aux dates donates par les frfcres Parfaict."

A recent note to a reference dated 1&4-9 would suggest

that Thomas' drama was already known by then, and might
21

support the case for a 1&+7 d£but . Antonio Enriquez

Gomez, in the preface to his Sanson Nazareno. mentions

19. Reynier, Thomas Corneille. p»

20. Le theatre de 1'Hotel de Bourgogne. vol. II, p. 65*

21. A. Stegmann, L'h^rolsme cornelien. Genfese et signifi¬
cation. Paris, 1968, vol. I, p. 1h.



that the Corneille brothers are outstanding, "11 primero

en lo grande y lo sublime de los rjens lamentos; y el segundo,

en lo galante y yocos de el teatro". But M. Stegmann

dates these words 1649 on the basis of a list of Enriquez

Gomez's works, given in the Prologo. the last being

Sanson, and said to have been written at the rate of one

a year from 1640 to 1649: "Hazen nueve volumes en prosa

y verso, todos escritos desde el aKo de quarenta, al de

quarenta y nueve, a libro por aflo u, a aflo por libro

But the first edition of Sanson only appeared in 1656, in

Rouen, printed by Maurry, and the printer adds a note for

the reader which qualifies the author's Prologo remarks:

" i principio a la estampa deste Poema en el aKo 1649 y

la fuy prosiguiendo hasta el canto decimo tercio: en cuyo

tlempo lo suspendi por faltarme el ultimo". Whatever the

exact date of composition of Sanson may be, it and the

remarks about P. and Th. Corneille in the Prologo only

appeared in 1656, and it is not possible to conclude,

from them alone, as Stegmann does, that Thomas was already

well-known in 1649«

The theatre, as the Epistre tells us, was the HStel

de Bourgogne. The play, according to Mouhy, "eut beau-

coup de succez et donna une grande ld£e des talens de



50

?p
1'auteur" .

2» Le Feint astrologue. Le Feint astrologue was dedicated

in the 165*1 edition (B.N. Ria, Yf 70k) to a certain M,

B.Q.r.I., whom no-one, not even Lancaster, has yet suc¬

ceeded in identifying. But in the 1653 edition brought

out by g, de Luynes, as conserved at the Arsenal (rf• 2190

(1) r£s.) - an edition which bears an identical unvilfege
to that of 1651 the Eplstre, while keeping the same

text, is addressed to M, ***, That happened in these two

years to make Thomas desire even greater anonymity for his

patron? The printing of Le i eint astrologue. as we saw

earlier, was completed in under three months, on 31 May

1651, but the enregistrement. along with that of Les

Engagements. Andromfede and Nicomfede, was delayed until the

end of 1653, the year in which the registre was first kept,

Bpistre to B.Q.R.I./*** mentions that the latter

attended several performances or that some were arranged

for him: "Le Theatre luy (k cet ouvrage) a donnd des graces

qu'il est bien difficile qu'il conserue dans le cabinet •••

Ainsi i'ay sujet d'apprehender que cette Comedie dont la

representation vous a diuerty tant de fois, ne vous semble

22, Mouhy, loc. cit. Mouhy's inaccuracies are well-known,
and the details he provides must be treated with much
caution. But it is surprising how often figures he quotes
(for performances by Moli&re's company, the Gu£n£gaud and
the Com^die-Franpaise, for example) correspond exactly to
the data provided by La Grange's Registre and Com£die-
Franpaise sources; one wishes that later critics had
been as willing to establish facts with such care. For
this reason, I have felt able to quote his comments on
Thomas' plays, where they seem interesting or throw new
light.
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froide sur le papier .Aa with Les Engagements. Thomas

has hesitated to publish his new play, and he explains why:

"Pour moy, ie me serois content^ du succez qu'elle a eu au

Theatre, sans l'abandonner fe la Presse, si ie n'auois

voulu d^tromper beaucoup de personnes qui en ont cru mon

Frere l'Autheur, h cause de la conformity du nom qui m'est

commun auec luy" (Even so, as we have seen, Thomas' early

plays are published without an author's name on the title-

page, and often even the ypltre or the privilege fails to

reveal the identity of the author.) The F-pistre of Le

Feint astrologue ends with the assertion that the play is

his "coup d'essay" - i.e., his first printed wcrk, pre¬

sumably (or are we to suppose that it was also performed

before Les Engagements du hasard? His admission that Les

Engagements was only "un premier essay de Poesie" leaves

the question open to conjecture.)

Lancaster places the first performance of Le Feint

astrologue early in 1650, whereas Mouhy, Parfaict, Reynier
23

and Deierkauf-Holsboer opt for 161+8 . It is probable, in

fact, that Le Feint astrologue is the second play, but

Lancaster's argument that the two comedies must be close

in time "in view of the fact that Thomas wrote so much

21+
that he must have composed rapidly" seems rather weak.

23. Lancaster, His to ry. vol. II, pp. 71+9-750; Mouhy, MS,
B.N. f.fr. 9235, f— 176; Parfaict, Histolre du theatre
francais. vol. VII, p. 212; Reyn;:.er, Thomas Cornel lie,
p. 5; Deierkauf-Holsboer, Le th£fitre de 1'Hotel de
Bourgogne. vol. II, p. 65.

2k• History, vol. II, p. 71+9.



The only firm fact we have about Thomas Corneille in 1650

is his marriage to Marguerite &e Lamp^ribre, Pierre's sis¬

ter- in-law, on 5 July 1650. There is, as yet, no proof

that es Pngagement-s was not ritten between Thomas' com¬

pletion of legal studies at Caen in 161+6 and his officially

becoming a lawyer in the autumn of 161+9, at the age of 22+.

Indeed, the whole question of when his plays were written

is the most difficult of all to answer.

25
■i_,e .feint astrologue. still according to Lancaster ",

was played at the Hotel de Bourgogne. hy? "It is pro¬

bable that Thomas Corneille took a hint from d'Ouville
t

when he gave the stage-name of a farce player to a valet,

calling him Philipin rather than Jodelet because he was

writing for the Hotel de Bourgogne rather than for the

Marais." The play must, at any rate, have succeeded, for,

as we aw, Thomas states in the Epietre: "Le Theatre luy

a donnd dee graces qu'il est bien difficile qu'il conserue

dans le cabinet", and later he talks explicitly of "le

succez qu'elle a eu au Theatre."

As far as publication goes, Pom Bertrand de Cigarral

and 1.'Amour & la mode present the same peculiarities as

the initial two comedies: they share a privllfege of 21+

December 1651, awarded to Pierre Corneille, which the

latter also uses for Pertharite.

25. History, vol. II, p. 753.
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3. Pom Bertrand de Clgarral. Pom Bertrand is achev#

soon after, on 30 December 1651, while L'Amour h la mode

and Pertharite share an achev£ d'imurlmer dated 30 April

1653. Hence we can, with some justification, assume that

Pom Bertrand is the earlier of Thomas' plays, especially

as it was a success - De Vis£, in his Eloge de Thomas

Cornellle in the January 1710 number of the Mercure galant.

says that it was played more than twenty times at Court
26 27

alone , while the frkres Parfaict affirm that it was

still performed occasionally less than thirty years before

they wrote. Consultation of La Grange's Registre. which

extends up to 1685, shows that the play had eight perfor¬

mances with Molifere's troupe in Paris in the 1659-60 sea¬

son, four in the 1660-61 season (including one at the

Louvre), then a renewal of interest in 1681 and 1682:
28

twelve performances, including two at St-Cloud . Addi¬

tionally, the text of the Au Lecteur to L'Amour k la mode

makes the performance order quite clear: "Voicy vne

Comedie d'vn caractere si different de la derniere de ma

facon qui l'a preced£e sur le Theatre, que quoy qu'elles

soient toutes deux du mesme genre, il n'y a guere plus de

disproportion du Tragique au Comiaue, que des extrauagances

26. p. 273

27. Histolre du th&gtre franeais. vol. VII, p. 288

28. Por performances of Th. Corneille's plays from 1680
onwards, see H.C. Lancaster, The Comddle-Francaise
1680-1701. Plays, actors, spectators, finances.
Baltimore. 19^1. and The Com^die-Francalse 1701-17h4.
Plays, actors, spectators, finances. Philadelphia,
1951.
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ridicules de P. Bertran, & l'eniougment galand d'Oronte

qui fait tout en celle-cy."

Mouhy, Parfaict and Reynier place Pom Bertrand's
first performance in 1650, the year of Thomas' marriage,

but Lancaster points out that in the last scene of act I

there is a letter dated 19 May 1651» which would seem to

indicate performance round about that date. Antoine

Adam, though, in his more recent Histoire de la lite¬

rature francaise au XVIIe sifecle proposes "pendant la

saison 1650-1651", i.e. before Easter 1651. Lancaster's
29

suggestion seems the most credible .

The Epistre to Pom Bertrand seeks to justify the

choice of subject (the title-character's manners are

"fort peu k 1'usage de la Cour, sa facon de traiter 1'

amour assez particulifere, A ses raisonnemens fort Pro¬

verb iaux") and inattention to the unities: "souvenez-vous

que je marche sur les pas d'un Espagnol, & que comme 1'

unit6 de lieu, A 1'observation des vingt A quatre heures

sont des regies que le fameux Lope de Vega a toujours

negligees, ... tous ceux qui ont <§crit aprfes luy ne e'en

sont pa8 mis davantage en peine .. "•

L'Amour k la mode. This play was, according to all

the commentators so far mentioned, performed in 1651 -

29. Mouhy,^MS. B.N. f.fr. 9235> f— 451; Parfaict, Histoire
du theatre francais. vol. VII, p. 281; Reynier, Thomas
Corneille. p. 8: Lancaster. History, vol. II, p. 75^-J
A. Adam, Histoire de la literature francaise au XVIIe
slfecle. vol. II, p. 5-1-1, note 1.



Lancaster suggests the latter half of that year, as Pom

Bert rand came in the first. Stronger evidence can be

found in Tallemant dee R^aux, whose Hiatoriettes^0 report

that in 1652 Mile de Rambouillet had not yet seen the play

by carnival-time (which ran from Twelfth Day to Ash Yed-

nesday) and asked Segrais to see the comtesse de Fiesque

about arranging a visit. Reynier*' suggests that both of

these comedies by Th. Corneille were first put on at the

Hotel de Bourgogne, yet Madame Deierkauf-Holsboer, in her
52

book on the Marais , puts forward the theory that they

perhaps saw the light at that theatre: "Pom Bertrand de

Cigarral et L'Amour & la mode, la troisifeme et la quatri-

feme pifece de Thomas Corneille, ont 6t£ joules d'original

au th£§tre du Marais. Ceci n'est pas absolument incon¬

testable, nous n'en poss£dons pas d'indication certaine,

mais M. Reynier, dans l'6tude qu'il a consacr^e & la vie

et aux oeuvres de Thomas Corneille, le d£duit du fait que

le valet, le personnage principal dans les deux pifeces,

parle du nez et que Lisette, la suivante dans 1'Amour &

la mode, appelle 1'attention sur le 'poil grison' et *la

nezillardise' de celui-ci. II y a done tout lieu de pen-

ser qu'il s'agit de Jodelet. Thomas Corneille a souvent

montr£, au cours des ann£es ultlrieures, qu'il avait gard.6

30. Ed. A. Adam, Paris, 1960, vol. II, p. 381+.

31. Thomas Corneille. pp. 8, 365.

32. Le th^Stre du Marais. vol. II, p. 52



de la sympathie pour le Marais oil son frfere a connu tant

de triomphes, et il n'y a rien d'£tonnant qu'il d£laisse

l'Hotel de Bourgogne pour la salle de la rue Vieille-du-

Temple, en 1651"^.
There seems, though, to be some confusion here, for

Reynier, page 8, suggests explicitly that both plays were

put on at the Hotel de Bourgogne (cf. his summary list,

page 365), but that, for the main r6le of Pom Bertrand, for

example, the part was taken by Jodelet of the Marais. Rey¬

nier comes back to this on pp. 202-20L|. of his study. If

we return to the reference in Tallemant des R^aux just
3U.

quoted, we read : "Au carnaval (1652), Mme de Montglas

fit une plaisante extravagance chez la presidente de

Pommereuil. On y deuoit joiier Pertarite, roy des Lom¬

bards, piSce de Corneille qui n'a pas r^ussy. Mile de

Rambouillet dit a Segrais, garpon d'esprit qui est a

33. The frferes Parfaict (Hlstolre du th^Stre frangais. vol.
VII, p. 312) point this out, and suggest that Oronte
may have been played by Floridor, and his valet Cliton
by Jodelet. Jodelet, we know, was at the Marais from
165+» passed over to the Hotel de Bourgogne soon after¬
wards, but returned to the Marais not later than 16H+1
and remained there until 1 April 1657 (G. Mongr^dien,
Plctlonnaire biographique de3 com^diens francais du
XVIIe sifecle. Paris. 1961. p. 93). Floridor, on the
other hand, was at the Marais from early 1638, but
entered the Hotel de Bourgogne, on the King's orders,
in April 16i+7 (ibid.. p.79). Thus Floridor at least
was at the Hotel de Bourgogne at the relevant time,
although this fact in itself does not allow us to
assume, as Reynier does (Thomas Corneille. p. 5) that
Thomas Corneille's early plays were therefore performed
at the Hotel. Cf. Deierkauf-Holsboer. Le theatre de 1'
H6tel de Bourgogne. vol. II, p. 88, where the suggestion
about Pom Bertrand is again made.

3i+. Pp. 38h-385.



cette heure h Mademoiselle, qu'elle n'avoit point veu

1* mour fe la mode, et au'ell© l'aymeroit bien mieux. 'Dittes-

le fe la comtesse de Fiesque.* La Comtesee le dit & Hippo-

lite j c'est le filz du president de Pommereuil du premier

lict, un benais qu'on appelloit ainsy parce qu'on luy

faisoit la guerre qu'il estoit amoureux de sa belle-mere,

Hippollte, qui estoit espris de la Comtesee, alia dire aux

comediens que, quoy qu'il en coutast, il falloit absolu-

ment jotter L'Amour & la mode, et les envoys changer d'

habits." Yet, although Pertharlte was performed at the

Hotel de flourgogne, this is no proof in the case of L'Amour,

for we do not know who acted chez la pr^sidente de Pom-

mereuil.

The inconsistency in Madame Deierkauf-Holsboer's

argument, then, merely serves to highlight the difficulties

surrounding Th. Corneille's early plays; Lancaster, in 1932,

refrained from suggesting theatres for Pom Bertrand and

L'Amour b la mode. If there is no proof that Thomas Cor¬

nell 1 e moved then to the Marais, this is an interesting

comment on the two brothers' varying practice and, as we

shall see later, perhaps an early sign of the inferiority

of the Marais troupe as compared to that of the Hotel de

Rcurgogne.

5. Le Berger extravagant. Leaving comedy, Thomas Corneille

turns momentarily to the pastorale burlesque and brings out

Le Berger extravagant. The privilfepe of the first edition

is dated 21 April 1653, the ach®v<§ 10 May of the same year,

and the privilege is enreglstr^ in de Luyne's name on 29



December 1653. The Foistre to the first edition, addressed

to Monsieur ***, refers perhaps to Charles Sorel, but more

probably to Damien Mitton (1618-1690)^**. The relevant

passage runs: "Vous auez tant de part en la production de

cette Pastorale, que l'offre que ie vous en fais se doit

pltitost appellor vne restitution, qu'vn present. En ef^et,

vous ne ro'en auez pas seulement inspire le dessein, raais...

ie suis oblige d'aduoufcr que c'a est£ vous qui auez formi

mon caractere, puisque p'a est£ vous qui m'auez fait re-

marquer les plus aymables extrauagances de Lysis, mais auec

vne exageration si eharmante, qu'll ne m'estoit plus guere

difficile de reduire en vers auec quelque grace, ce que ie

voue en oyoie dire si agreablement en prose."

As for the first performance of Le Berger. Lancaster

and Deierkauf-Holsboer situate it as probably the latter

half of 1652, whereas Mouhy, Parfaict, Reynier and P. Cox

place it in 1653 • The same date is chosen in an earlier

part of the Journal chronologique du thdatre francais (vol.

II), where the chevalier de Mouhy says it was played at

the fiStel de Bourgogne, a detail also mentioned by Reynier^

35. Cf. F. Bar's edition of the olay,Geneva/Paris, 1960,
pp. 83-85. '

36. Lancaster, History, vol. Ill, p. U7i Deierkauf-Holsboer,
Le theatre de l'HOtel de lour>=ogne. vol. II, p.71? Mouhy
MS. B.N.f.fr.9235, f~ 227; Parfaict, Hlatoire du th&ttre
francais. vol. VII, p.39k} Feynier, Thomas Corneille.
p. 9J Cox, The comedies of Thomas Corneille. 1&+9-
1677. unpublished thesis, Exeter, 1961.

37. Mouhy, MS. B.N. f.fr. 219^, 1000 r^j Reynier, Thomas
Corneille, p. 365.



There is, indeed, little, if any, proof, and Lancaster

abstains from a definite conclusion on this point. If

Loret's mention, in the Muse historloue of 12 October 1652,
of a play by Th. Corneille performed two days earlier chez

la comtesse de Fiesque does relate to Le Serger. as Lan¬

caster suggests^, this does not prove that the play was

first publicly performed at this exact time.

6 Les Illu8tres ennemis. Next chronologically comes Lea

Illustres ennemls. dedicated to the same comtesse de Fiesque.

privilege of this and of Le Ge&ller de soi-m&ae are of

the same date 3 April 1656 and both are enregistr6s by de
39

Luyne on 15 April 1656 , the former play being called

Les g£n£reux & illustres ennemis. the latter Le Jodelet

prince. But Le Geoller was printed much sooner, at the

end of April, as against 30 November 1656 for Les Illustres

ennemis. Mouhy, Parfaict and Reynier date the first per¬

formance 165U- , but Donneau de Vie£, in a pamphlet of 9

38• Muse hlatorique. vol. I, p. 296; Lancaster, History,
vol. Ill, p. i+7.

39. MS. B.N. f.fr. 219U-4, f2 U.8 r2.
hO. Mouhy, MS. B.N. f.fr. 9235, f- 673 S Parfaict, II is to Ire

du theatre francais. vol. VIII, p. 82; Reynier, Thomas
Corneille, p. 9. Mouhy (Ice, cit.) says it was played
"alternativement a I'hotel de Bourgogne avec la Comedie
des Genereux Ennem1s de M, l*abb£ de Boisrobert". MS.
3.N. r.fr.9230, i~ 1008 v1-, suggests it appeared "le
lendemain" of Boisrobert's play, whose first perfor¬
mance Lancaster (History, vol. Ill, p. 7h) places in
the first half of 165UV



February 1663, published irx the !■ ouvelles nouvelles -

where he supports Pierre Corneille against critics of the

latter's Soohonisbe - mentions April 1655 as the date of

:./-s IIlustres ennemis*1. Lancaster*2 deals with the rival

plays on the same theme by Scarron and Boisrobert. Despite

Parfaict's and Reynler's assertions, the theatre in which

Thomas Corneille's play was produced is likely to have been

the Maraisj Les Illustres ennemls. then, may mark the

first work given by Thomas to the troupe du Marais.

In ^bistre, the author informs the comtesse da

Fiesque that he is unable to keep the play secret any

longer: "L'Approbation dont 11 vous a plu vous montrer si

liberale enuers ce PoSme, m'est trop glorieuse pour la

tenir plus long-temps secrete ... J'ay toujours dans 1'

esprit lee douces Id£ee de 1'heureuBe representation de

cet Ouurage qui fut faite il y a quelque temps en vostre

presence."

7. i.e GeSller de sol-meme. Performed in the same year as

Les Xllustres ennemis. but published earlier is Le Geglier

(privilege 3 April 1656, enreglstrement 15 April 1656,
achevS 28 April 1656). Reynier dates the play 165U-, but
common opinion puts its first performance in 1655} Deler-

kauf-liolsboer and Lancaster both suggest the end of that

i+1 • Gf. on this point Deierkauf-Holsboer, Le th£fitre du
Marale, vol. II, p. { Lam step, History, vol. III.
PP. 69, 75 and 76.

^2* history, vol. Ill, pp. 69-70.
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year*"'* The theatre, despite what 1 ouhy and Reynier say,

is again the Maraia4^. Parfaict^ tells us about the sub¬

title of Jodelet prince, while the "bistre addressed to

Mademoiselle mentions the "quelquee applaudissemens que

cette Comedie (ait) pu receuoir au Theatre", and also"la

nouueaute d'vn sujet tout extraorUnaire, A le melange

assez peu commun de plaisant 3t de serieux, 6 qui le public

n'a pu refuser ses acclamations".

Indeed, its success seems to have been considerable,

for even after Molifere's return to laris in 1658, the

Geoller was being performed fairly regularly for some

years: six times during the 1659-60 season at the Palais-

Royal, four times in 1660-61, three in 16b1-2 and eight

times in 1662-3. After a break of 18 years, it was re¬

vived at the Comddie-Franqaise in February 1681 and had

twenty performances between then and 1685, when La Grange1s

Resistre ends. Only on four occasions (one in 1661 and

three in 1681) is the comedy called Le Geoller de sol-mdme?
in the vast majority of cases, it is entered in the

Regietre as Jodelet prince.

8. Le Charme de la voix. Again, we find a common nrlvi-

this time shared by the celebrated Timocrate: the

i+3. Reynier, Thomas Corneille. pp. 9-13 J Deierkauf-Hole-
boer, Le thd§tre du Ma rails, vol. II, p. 85; Lancaster,
Piistory. vol. Ill, p. 78. note h.

k4. Beierkauf-Holsboer, loc. clt.

i+5. Parfaict, Ilistoire du tn&afcr francais. vol. VIII,
p. 120.



date is 28 December 1657. But Le Charae, enre-»i3tr£ on 28

if ember 1657 as well, is achevg d'lmnrimer on 4 January

1658, whereas Timocrate is complete two days previously,

on 2 February -1658.

Criticism up to the present has suggested that he

Charme de la voix is Thomas' next play, although dates

su gested for its first performance vary widely. Mouhy,

Parfaict and Reynier place it as early as 1653, while

Lancaster thinks it might have been 1656^6. If the play

was a failure - and the JEpiatre says as much: "puisqu'il

(le public) a'est declare contre celuy-ci (ce pofeme), ie

dois estrc persuad£ qu'il a eu raison de le faire" - it

would seem likely that Thomas Corneille had it performed

not long before publication, say in the first three months

of 1657. Mouhy and Deierkauf-Holsboer, as well as Reynier,

again suggest the Hotel de Bourgogne as the theatre, but

there is no proof of this"'7#

This tentative dating of Le Oharae ie strengthened

46. Mouhy, M8. B.N. f.fr. 9235, f™ 315J Parfaict, Histoire
du th££tre francais. vol. VII, p. 405; Reynier, Thomas
Corneille. p. 9; Lancaster. Istory. vol. Ill, p7"~"6"3"7*~*
note 13.

47. Mouhy, loc. clt.: Deierkauf-IIolsboer, Le th&ltre de 1'
Hotel de Bourgo'gne. vol. II, p. 80; Reynier. loc7~cTT.



by two pieces of evidence: a couple of curious facts dis¬

covered in the privilege registers and a little-published

letter. First, the register. Le Charme de la voix and

Timocrate are duly entered under 28 December 165^8 but

the privilege itself is said to have been granted a week

earlier:
Du 28 Decembre 1657

le Sr Augustin Courb6 Ce Jour dhuy le Sr Auguetin Courbe
Marchand Libraire nous a presente un
priuilege quil a obtenu soubs son
nom pour deux Pieces de theatre de
Mr Thomas de Corneille intitul£ (sic)
Timocrate, d les charmes (sic) de~la
Voix & aussi de Reimprimer en un ou
plusieurs volumes diuerses pieces de
theatre de la composition du sieur
de rotrou, de Scudery A tristan -
ledit Priuilege en date du 21 Decem¬
bre Dernier Pour vingt annees (1,dix
ann^es" is scored out).

The printed first editions of the two plays show 28 December

as the privilege date.

This is the first, if a small fact, not to be con¬

fused with any misreading of privilege and enregistrement

dates in the printed extract privilege. The second point

is more interesting. Seven months earlier, there is the

following entry in the regis tre4^:
Du xiie May 1657

Ce jourdhuy Pons1* Corneille nous a
present^ un priuilege obtenu sous son
nom pour deux pieces de Theatre la
premier lntifcul£e iimocrate A 1*autre
le Charme de la voix. ledit priuilege

1+8. MS. B.N. f.fr. 2^^kU, f- 176 v&.
J+9. Ibid.. f2 26 r£.



en datte dv remier ;Jour de May 1657
pour cinq ans a condition de trans¬
port.

No printed edition corresponding to this earlier in¬

tention of Thomas (or is it Pierre?) Gorneille exists. A

privilege of May 1657 rather than December 1657 for APao-

crate would coincide with the end of its initial, higniy

successful run, while for Le nax;ae de la volx it helps to

narrow down the supposed first performance date, if we can

assume, as seems certain, that the play was not a success.

It is significant, too, that the May prlvllfege. as regis¬

tered, was for only five years, whereas the definitive

December one is for twenty.

The second piece of evidence is the letter contained

in MS. B.N. f.fr. 12763* folios 161-16L}., first brought to

light by G. Vincent in La Revue of June 1906. The letter

is addressed to Monsieur Lucas in Paris but is unsigned

and bears no date or place-name. Vincent thinks the

author is Pierre Corneille, while later critics ascribe it

variously to Pierre de Marcassus and Coqueteau de la
50

Clairifere • One can certainly rule out Pierre Corneille,

as the writing contains marked differences from that in

more or less contemporary manuscript letters of his. But

whether the writer is Marcassus or Coqueteau is of no

great import, for the message remains the same. The letter

50. G. Vincent, "Corneille Indciit. Lettre et po6sie de
Pierre Corneille sur le cha ignon", La Revue. LXII
(1906), pp. ij.09-U17j F. Lachlvre, Glanee blbliogra¬
ph!que8 et lltt^ralres. Paris, 1929, vol. I, p. 1t>5;
G. Couton, La yleillesse de Corneille. Paris, 19^.9,
p. 320, note ij.8.



runs:

Le mauuais temps, la difficult^ des chemins, le passage
dee soldats et les affaires de la table de marbre m'ont
oblig£ de manquer a ma promesse, J*espere que M. de la
Coste qui vous doit aller voir a Paris, poura m'acquitter
d'vne partie. je suis extremement raui du succ£s qu'a eu
le Timocrate de Monsr de Corneille, Je croy que son
rharme de la voix n'aura pas de moindres aplaudissements.
3'auois enuie de vous faire un remerciment des-obligations
que ;je vous ay, mais je vous dois trop pour m'y resoudre,
et il y a trop de plaiBir estr-e vostre oblig£ pour songer
a s'acquitter. Si vous auies souhaitt£ autre chose que
mon Champignon je vous l'aurois exiuoy£, puisqu'il n'y a
rien dans mon cabinet dontfyous ne puissies aussy bien
disposer que de ma volonte^'.

Then follows the Latin poem and a French translation.

Vincent and Lachfcvre are obviously right to place

this text in the winter months, given the opening words,

although there is nothing to indicate that it must be

March-April 1657 as they suggest - i.e., at the end of

Timocrate's main run - rather than late 1656, when the play

is already seen to be a great hit with the Parisian public.

But the order of events seems clear: Le Charme is first

performed after Timocrate is established, but not neces¬

sarily before the end of its run. Indeed, to place it in

late April 1657 (allowing for the Easter break) raises the

problems of the earlier, May 1657 privilege entry, quite

apart from any question of whether the Marais was or was

not open after Easter 1657. :e know that Le Charme de la

voix was a flop; it can have had no immediate resurrection;

so the reference in the letter to Lucas, together with the

first privilege register entry, helps us to date the first

performance of Le Charme within probably the first two or

51. F2 162 r2.



three months of 1657*

In the Eplatre to the comedy, besides dealing with the

play's fortunes and hie attitude to Moreto's Spanish origi¬
nal ("j'eusse peut-Stre moins failli, si je ne me fusse

pas attach^ si £troitement k la conduite de D. Augustin

Moreto, qui l'a traits dans sa Langue, sous le tiltre de

Lo que puede la apprehension •••"), Thomas mentions a

friend who urged him to write the play: "neantmoins cet

excellent Amy qui me portoit k ce dessein, appuya si

fortement deuant vous le conseil qu'il m'auoit d£j& donn£

d'y trauiller, que vous vous en laissastes vo-us mesme per¬

suader • • •"

Between the appearance of Le GeSller late in 1655 and

Le Charme. Thomas thus had only twelve months to work upon

both the second of these two plays and his new "tragedy",

Timocrate. The latter's huge success has been the subject

of a good deal of the little critical writing devoted to

Thomas Coraeille between that day and this.

Timocrate. Eighty consecutive performances is the

figure usually bandied about in connection with Timocrate

(e.g. by the abb<£ Besfontainee), or else "un hiver entier",
a half-year's run*^. But what credence can we give to

such figures? The privilfege was not taken until 28 Decem-

52. P.-P.O. Desfontaines, Paradoxes littlraires. Paris, 1723.
pp. 18/4.-185} Mercure galant. .Tamiamr, -»71n, p. 27/4.



ber 1657 (although see above), and the achev£ is dated 2

February 1658; Lancaster puts the first performance at 16
December 1656"^. In fact, the pic:/ must have been per¬

formed slightly prior to this: Deierlcauf-Holsboer gives

12 December as the date of the premiere, basing herself

on the Muse hiatorlque of Saturday 16 December, which

relates that the previous Tuesday the King had honoured

the thyStre du Marais with his presence in the rue Vieille-
ty.

du-Temple • Yet surely the play must have had public

performances even before 12 December, when the King, on

the strength of its success, went to see it? Indeed, in

the third volume of La Pr^tieuse. dated 1657 but achevy

d*imprlmer on 30 December 1656, the abb£ de lure mentions

two visits he made to the Marais to see the play. "Cleo-

mire m'y mena deux fois & deux desseins: le premier fut

de me donner vn regal & la Francoise, en me dormant le

plaisir d'vne chose nouuelle. Et le second fut de me

falre sauourer le plaisir que ie n'auois goust£ qu'impar-

faitement. La premiere fois i'y via M0N8IEVR, et la plus

grand (sic) part des Princes de nostre Cour. La seconde

fois le Roy mesme en auoit voulu prendre le plaisir, et 11

en sortit si satisfait, qufoutre la liberality qu'il fit

aux Comediens, il voulut mesme t6moigner sa ioye & Monsieur

53• History, vol. Ill, p. 18i+.

5h. Deierkauf-Holsboer, Le thMtre du Ma rale, vol. II, p.
88; Muse hlstorlque. 16> December (vol. II. pp. 275-276).
But cf. Deierkauf-Holsboer, Le thygtre de 1'Hotel de
Bourgogne, vol. II, p. 83, where she twice states that
the initial performance was on 16 December.
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de Corneille le Jeune, qui en est 1'Autheur, et luy dlt

fort obligeamment qu'il deuoit estre bien glorieux d'auoir

fait vn si bel ouurage^ . From t \e context, these are

unlikely to have been the first two performances. Can we

find a more suitable date? Descotes puts forward the more

realistic suggestion of November 1656, also given by Par-

falct and by Mouhy, which leaves a reasonable, but not
56

overlong, interval for the play to establish itself •

There has also been a suggestion that the play was

acted on both the main Paris theatres of the time; Despois

says that the Hotel de Bourgogne put it on after the

Marais: "Mais, le succfes fetant fepuisfe, et, malgrfe la repu¬

tation des Grands Comfediens dans la tragfedie, (la pifece)

ne s'y soutint pas aussi bien que sur une scfene plus mo-

deste" . De Visfe recounted a similar story in the ^ercure

galant Just after Thomas' death, and it appears again in

Maupoint's Bibliothfeque dea th&ttres*^. The Mercure

yralant account suggests that, as all Faris knew Tlmocrate

by heart after the Marais production, the Hotel de Bour-

55. M, de Pure, La Prfetieuse. 3e partie, ed. E. Magne,
Paris, 1939, vol. II, pp. 176-1/7.

56. M. Descotes, Le public de thfegtre et son histolre.
Paris, 196^, p. 107; Parfaict. Hlstoire du th^fitre
francais. vol. VIII, p. 178; Kouhy, MS. 3.N. f.fr.
9235, f* 1188-1189.

57. E. Despois, Le th^fitre francais sous Louis XIV. Paris
187^, p. 14, note 3.

58. Vercure pilant. January, 1710, pp. 275-276; Maupoint,
Bibliothfeque des th^gtres. Paris, 1733, p. 301.
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gogne's attempt wae not successful, even though that theatre

had by far the better company of actors.

The question of the number of performances simply

cannot be resolved, for lack of evidence - among companies

playing in the first part of the second half of the seven¬

teenth century, only Moliere's troupe, still in the pro¬

vinces, will leave us with a precious guide, in the Re-
50

gjstre of La Grange. But Madame Deierkauf-Holsboer"^ in¬

dicates that all available evidence points to a closure of

the Marais at the end of March 1657 (the end of the 1656-7

season), with the departure into the provinces of Haute-

roche and actors from his former troupe, which had been

integrated into the Marais company. If Timocrate ceased

to be played at the Marais at the end of March, and if per¬

formances had started early in the previous autumn, at the

beginning of November or even in October, there would have

been a maximum of about eighty, at the normal rate of three

per week.

Finally, it would appear, from the Epistre to the

due de Guise, with whom the Corneilles were to stay in

^aris after their move from Rouen in the autumn of 1662,
that Thomas read his "tragedy" to the due a good while

before its first performance in (?) November 1656. Thomas

asks "votre altesse" to grant Timocrate "la continuation

des graces qu'elle luy a d£;Ja tant de fois si gracieusement

prodigu£es ... Pour moy, M0N8EIGNEVR, comme ie n'oublieray

59. Le theatre du Marais. vol. II, pp. 89-91.



iamaiB l'honneur que ie receus dans le commandement que

vous me fistee de vous faire la lecture de cet Ouurage

longtemps auant qu'll fut represent(my italics). If so,

it is quite possible that Le Charme de la voix. discussed

a moment ago, was both written after the composition of

Timocratc - say in the second half of 1656 - and performed

after it as well, albeit unsuccessfully (Mouhy suggests

that "elle tomba a la seconde Representation"^). But we

must remember that there is a fair gap in the performance

schedule of Thomas Corneille between the end of 1652 (Le

Berger extravagant) and April 1655 (Les Illustres ennemie).

so that the latter and Le GeSller. Tlmocrate and Le Charme

may all, or in part, have been written or conceived in the

later part of this period.

Timocrate is Thomas' first tragedy, but it is a tra¬

gedy in name only. More romanesque still, in many respects,

is BfrSnice, which, with La Mort de l'empereur Commode,

discussed shortly, leads into Thomas Corneille's first tra¬

gic cycle proper, lasting from 1657 to 1669. Lee Illustres

ennemig, Le Qeoller de sol-mgme and Tlmocrate (at least

initially) all appeared at the Marais and, as we shall see,

La Mort de Commode probably did, too. What about B^rdnlce,

which follows Commode? The play is published early in

1659 (prlvilfege 10 February, shared with Commode; enregistre-

ment 11 March; achevd 17 March 1659). What evidence is

there, though, of performance? An answer to this question

60. MS. B.N. f.fr. 9235, f- 315.



will help us to place Thomas Comellle'e first tragedies

in chronological order.

Mouhy and Parfaict claim that B^r^nice was performed

at the Karais and in 1657; Lancaster considers the theatre

to be unknown and hazards the second half of 1657 for the

performance - the same period as he suggests for La Mort

de Commode61. B^r&nlce is not mentioned by Deierkauf-

Holsboer in her book on the Marais but in her book on the

Hotel de Bourgcgne she indicates that, if the Karais is

shut in 1657 and 1658, B6r£nlce, performed after April
62

1657» must have been at the HStel • In this connection,

there is a letter from Pierre Corneille in Rouen to the

brothers' Paris correspondent, the abb£ de Pure, dated 9

July 1658, in which Pierre writes: "Mon frfere vous salue,

et travaille avec assez de chagrin. II ne donnera qu'une

pifcce cette ann£e". This must be Darius, not La fort de

Commode, as suggested by Marty-Laveaux, who takes over a

wrong date given for the latter play by the frferes Par¬

faict63.

Lancaster believes Darius to have appeared in the

winter of 1658-9 (see below), basing this argument on P.

Corneille's letter of 9 July 1658, which I have just quoted.

61. Mouhy, MS. B.N. f.fr.9235» f- 225; Parfaict, Histoire
du th^Stre franca is. vol. VIII, pp. 197-198; Lancaster,
History, vol. Ill, p. 189.

62. Vol. II, p. 6k• Cf note 66 below.

63. M.-L., vol. X, p. 482, note 1; Parfaict, Histoire du
theatre francais. vol. VIII, p. 2h3.



But he goes on to assume^4, that "the other two (La Mort de

Commode and B6r£nlce) must have been performed before 1658,
probably In the second half of 1657"# This I would suggest

is not necessary; it brings us on to a firBt part of the

question of La Port de Commode.

The Mercure galant for January 1710 says that Com;uode

came "quelque temps apr&s (Tiaocrate)", and this would

seem to suggest that there was no intervening play. Yet

we must remember that, towards the beginning of his Cloae.

de VlaS states that he will only mention some of Thomas

Corneille's plays, as they can easily be found in collected

editions; clearly, too, given the fulsome praise accorded

to those he does describe, there would have been insuffici-

ent room to list them all . As 3^r£nice is not dealt

with, one cannot be categorical about Commode * s position

in the chronology, but it would see© most probable that

the order of production was: Timocrate. Commode. B£r6nice.

To revert now to Pierre Corneille's letter of 9 July 1558,
does he, or could he, not refer here, not to a calendar

year, but to a theatre year, starting after Easter? If

this is so, if farlus is being prepared for the 1658-9

theatre season and will appear late 1658/early 1659,
6£r£nice could still have been played in the early part

of calendar year 1658, between 1 January and the Easter

break (Easter in 1658 came late, on 21 April). As 3£r&ilce

6k, History, vol. Ill, p. 187.

85. Vercure galant. January 171 0, pp. 276, 273.



seems to have had only a moderate reception - the Eplstre

to the comtesse de T'oailles says that "Berenice ne croit

plus auoir rien 6 craindre de la censure du Public puisque

vous entreprenez sa deffence" -, a performance in 1658 is

likely, anyway, as it would be nearer the privilege date

of February 1659.

Thus I would place the plays in the following order of

performance: La Mort de l'empereur Commode probably late

B6r&nice early 1658, Darius (which will be dealt with

shortly) at the end of 1658 or early in 1659. This perhaps

throws some light on the possible chronology, but it does
66

not determine the relevant theatre(s)

66. b me Deierkauf-Holsboer, in her book on the Marais (vol.
II, pp. 90-91) affirms that the theatre was closed
during the 1657-8 and 1658-9 season, but none of the
three points she mentions to support her argument -
Talleraant'e 1657 Historlette on Mondory, with the words
"Le theatre du Marais nra pas un seul bon acteur, ny
une seule bonne aotrice" (ed. G. f'ongr£dien, vol VI,
p. 128), Th. Corneille's letter of 19 May 1658 or Lan¬
caster's check-list of extant plays - offers conclu¬
sive proof that no plays were staged at the Marais
over these two years. If we accept her view, which I
personally cannot do, Commode and Darius would have had
to appear either at the Hotel de Bourgogne or else at
the Marais before April 1657 and after March 1659 res¬
pectively.
A. Pascal (Les autographes cie Corneille. Paris, 192S>

p. 67, note 1") says that the two plays mentioned in the
Thomas Corneille letter of if. April 1659 to de iqire are
Darius and La Mort de l'empereur Commode. But this
cannot be so, as Darius was only acheve d'imprimer on
2 May 1659. The t?/o plays referred to must be B^r&aice
achev£ on 17 March 1659 and Commode, the Courb£ and de
Luyne edition of which was achev£ on 19 January 1659
(The de Luyne edition followed on 29 April 1659). The
previous play published by Thomas was Timpcrate, a
year earlier, in February, 1658.



10. La Mort de 1'empereur Commode. Let us now pass to

look at La Mort de Commode, which would appear to have pre¬

ceded Bjir&aice. This time, we can he rather more sure of
the theatre - the Marais, which Thomas is shortly going to

abandon. De Vis# is the sole contemporary account, while

Mouhy informs us that "cette Piece eut un tree grand succez"
67

and was played at the Louvre in front of the King . The
Co

Hercure galant and Maupoint add that this was only after

the King and Court had gone to the Marais to witness one

of the early successful performances.

The date of the printing of Commode is interesting.

It is the only time in Thomas Corneille's theatre that the

achev# comes before the privilege. There exist in the

Bibliothfeque Nationale copies of two 1659 editions of

Commode. The first edition, by Courb# and de Luyne (8° Yth

20399) gives the privilege as 10 February, the enregistre-

mcnt as 11 March and the achev# d'imprinter pour la premifere

fois as 19 January 1659. The second, published by de Luyne

alone (8^ Yth 27920) has the same privilege and cnregistre-

ment dates but an achev# of 29 April 1659, the only date

quoted by G. Couton, for example, who suggests that the

dedication to Pouquet is a result of the similar dedi¬

cation of Oedipe. published on 26 March 1659^.

67. De Vie#, Mercure galant. January, 1710, pp. 276-277;
Mouhy, MS. B.N. f.fr. 9235, f£ 367.

68. Maupoint, Bibliothfeque des theatres, p. 80

69. G. Couton, La vieillesse de Corneille. p. 32/+, note 23.
In fact, the enregistrement of the privilege of Commode
and Berenice ie shown in the register as 12 March 1659
(MS. B.N. f.fr. 219^4, f2 183 r2), but this is a small
point.



Pierre Corneille never has this peculiarity but, with

Attila, there is the only verifiable case in his theatre

of the privilege (25 November 1666) being taken out before

the first performance on 4 March 1667# The play was pub¬

lished on 20 November of the same year. (There are two

cases of this latter feature in Th. Corneille: Ariane and

L'Inconnu). La Mort de Commode also offers an example of

a play sharing a privilege date (if not an actual privilege)
with another by the same author. There are eight examples

of this in Thomas Corneille, all in the major, first half

of his dramatic career, from the late 1&+0s to the late

1660b: Les Engagements du hasard and Le Feint astrologue;

Pom Bertrand de Cigarral and L'Amour k la mode; Tlmocrate

and Le Charme de la voix; Les Illustres ennemis and Le

a-eoller de soi-meme; La Mort de l'empereur Commode and

B6r£nice; Stllicon and Le Oaland doubl£; Pers£e et D£m£-

trius and Pyrrhus. roi d'Fpire: Le Baron d'Albikrac and

Laodice. This phenomenon might have made it easier for a

play like Commode to be printed before the privilege had

in fact been granted.

11. B^r^nice )
12 Darius f Berenice, next chronologically, has already
been dealt with in discussion of the dating of Thomas'

early plays. The tragedy Darius is the last of this par¬

ticular trilogy difficult to date. As suggested above, the

end of 1658 or the beginning of 1659 would seem a likely

moment for the first performance (the privilege is dated

30 I arch 1659, it is registered on 27 April 1659 and the



achev£ is 2 May 1659)* Despite Parfaict's condemnation of

it as "(l'ouvrage) le plus foible de ?/• Corneille de Lisle:

Le plan, les caracteres, la conduite, St la versification

n'ont rien qui marquent le talent de l'Auteur"^0, the play

seems to have been a moderate success, to Judge from the

Rpistre to M. de Ris: "L'ouurage que ie vous presente a

receu quelque applaudiseement du Public, mais ie ne me

flate point aesez pour m'en d£guiser les defauts ..."

Mouhy, however, is as 3tern as the Parfaict brothers:

"elle tomba a la quatrieme representation. C'est une des

pieces les plus mediocres de ce Poete. Plan, caractere,

conduite, versification, tout en est foible, et le poete

n'y est pas reconnaissable; c'est ainsi qu'on en parla

alors, et depuis la tradition toujours servile a adopts

ce Jugement sans autre examen. J'ai cru qu'il n'£toit

permis de ne pas etre tout a fait de cette opinion et pour

la Justifier J'en extrais la derniere scene du cinquieme

acte qui m'a sembl£ theatrale et digne de plus d'indul-
.,71gence" .

The theatre was probably the Marais, despite Madame

Deierkauf-Holsboer's arguments. Parfaict and Reynier opt

for the lotel de Bourgogne, but Lancaster says it is im-
72

possible to be precise • All we can note are two slightly

70. Hlstoire du theatre francais. vol. VIII, p. 331.

71. MS. B.N. f.fr. 9230, f~ 1095 r^-v-2.
72. S.W. Deierkauf-Holsboer, Le th&5tre de 1'Hotel de Bour—

gogne, vol. II, pp. 8!+ and 87. (cf. note b6, above);
Parfaict, Hisioire du th^gtre francais. vol. VIII, p.
331> Reynier, Thomas Corneille. p. 365: Lancaster,
History, vol. Ill, p. 189.



conflicting views of the Maraie troupe at this time. In

a letter from Pierre Corneille to the abb£ de Pure dated

12 March 1659^, concerning the rSle of Mile de BeauchSteau

in the former's Oedipe. Pierre talks about news reaching

his brother Thomas from the Marais about Mile de Beau-

chSteau's success at the rival IlStel de Bourgogne. This

incident, given the performance dates of Oedipe. concerns

the period late January to early March 1659, so Thomas is

still in touch with the Marais at this time. His last

play before Darius. B£r6nice. was, as we have seen, per¬

formed at the Marais at the end of 1657 or perhaps early

in 1658, before Easter. It is possible then - no more -

that Darius, a year later, was also given to the Marais,

and that the change of theatre only came with St illcon or

It!LGaland double.

At the same time, Thomas, in his letters of the

period, is expressing dismay at the Marais standards^4".
On 20 July 1659, he mentions that he still has some

"attachement" for the Maraisj yet more than a year earlier,

on 19 May 1658, he had! advocated a link-up between Molifere's

troupe, then in Rouen, and the Marais one: "Je voudrois

qu'elle (la troupe de Molifere) voulut faire alliance avec

le Marais, elle en pourroit changer la destin£e. Je ne

75
spay si le temps pourra faire ce miracle" . So we cer-

73. M.-L., vol. X, p. 483.

74. See my article "Composition et representation chez
Thomas Corneille", Studl franees!, 36, (1968), pp.471-476.

75. MS. B.N. f.fr. 12763, f- 170.



tainly cannot be sure, in the present state of knowledge,

that the Marais got Paries, or even p£r6nlce. which pro¬

bably preceded it.

At about this time - the spring of 1659 - Thomas was,

it seems, working on a play called Stratonice. A letter

of March 1659 from M. de la Coste to the abb£ de Pure

recounts that "notre amy Monsieur de Corneille le jeune

vous va fournir du sujet pour deux Relations"; one of
76

these playe may well have been Stratonice • Nine months

later, writing to the abb£, Thomas confesses that "J'ay

creu deuolr abandonner le suiet de Stratonice qui me plai-

soit fort, seulement a cause que L'.r Quinaut estoit plus

aduanc<§ de deux cent vers que moy, et je n'ay rien fait en

cetdrencontre que ce que je m'imagine qu'un autre ferolt

pour moy dans une pareille occasion"^. It seems likely,

though, that he was having difficulties with the play

earlier that year, for a postscript to a letter of 20 July

1659 to the same correspondent notes plaintively: "J'ay

fait deux actes d'une piece dont je ne suis pas trc satis-

fait, mais 11 est trop tard pour prendre un autre dessein"^
Given the success of Thomas' three plays performed after

this date (Le Galand doubl&. Stilicon and Gamma). the

76. MS. B.N. f.fr. 15209, f— 72-73, misquoted by Reynier,
Thomas Corneille. p. 333, note 2. See p. h-76 of my
article mentioned in note 7k above.

77. Letter of 1 December 1659, MS. B.N. f.fr. 12763, f- 171.

78. MS. B.N. f.fr. 12763, f- 168.



reference is almost certainly to the unfortunate Stratonice.

]j^* qtilicon* doub1^* | Le Galand double and Stilicon pre¬
sent problems of performance and publication which I have

79
discussed at some length elsewhere , although it is inter¬

esting to note that when registered on 5 Kay 1660, the

Galand doubl& was called Le marlage de rien and Stilicon

L'Letilicon. The privilege register has the following

. 80entry s

Ce jourdhuy Le Sr De Luynes marchand Libraire nous a
present^ un priuilege quil a obtenu souz son nom pr
deux Liures intitulez L'Estilicon et Le mariage de Rien
par le s De Corneille Ledit Priuilege en datte du 3e
iour de may 1660 pour sept ann£es.

But a further major point arises in connection with

one of these: how did Stillcon come to be written? -"-'he

affair turns on the person of Fouquet and his invitation

to P. Corneille to return to the theatre despite the fail¬

ure of Pertharlte at the end of 1651 or in the early days

of 1652.

Fouquet, the great m£cfene. as Somaize calls him in

his Grand Dlctionnaire des pr^cleuses of 1661, was generous

with his cash. In the Eplstre of La Mort de Commode.

Thomas Corneille talks of "ce zele passionn6 dont j'aspirois

& vous rendre de prompts t&noignages". But Fouquet had got

In first: "Cependant, MONSEIGNEUR, quelque violente que i'en

eprouue l'ardeur, ie ne me voy plus en estat de vous la

79. See note 7U.

80. MS. B.N. f.fr. 21SU4, f- 188 r^.
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faire paroistre dans toute sa puret£; vous auez trouu£

moyen de me la rendre suspecte h moy-raesme, & les Ordres

fauorables par lesquels vous auez daign6 me preuenir, m'en
font un deuoir si absolu, qu'il exige de ma reconnaissance

ce qui ne deuoit estre qu'un effet de mon inclination."

The eulogy of Pouquet in this Epistre (published January

1659) is thus an acknowledgement of the pension which the
81

surintendant des finances had previously granted him •

Other writers also benefit from the minister's pat¬

ronage. Gilbert mentions similar support in the dedicace

to his tragedy Arte et P6tus. published in 1660 (achevd

12 December 1659)• Quinault, too, who dedicates Amala-

sonte (1658) to Mazarin, changes to Fouquet for Le Feint

Alclbiade. a tragi-comedy performed early in 1658 and

printed the same summer. Although there is no mention of

cash, Quinault promises "de continuer ce que i'ay commence

de faire, depuis que le bruit que la Renomm£e fait de vous

est venu iusqu'fc. moy". La Mort de Cyrus, printed a year

later (acheve 12 July 1659) is dedicated to Mme Fouquet.

It was perhaps as a result of the successful perfor¬

mance of La Port de Commode late in 1657 that Fouquet

turned from Thomas to Pierre Corneille. He offered the

latter a choice of subjects; or so runs the A Monseigneur

le Procureur g£n£ral Fouquet. surintendant des Finances,

in front of Oedipe: " Choisis-moi seulement quelque nom

dans l'histoire / Pour qui tu veuilles place au temple de

81. E. Gros, Philippe Quinault. sa vie et son oeuvre.
Paris, 192b, p. 1+6.



de la Gloire, etc." Yet in the Examen to Oedipe (1660),
Corneille says: "Je ne pus me dgfendre des ordree julil

(Fouquet) daigna me donner de mettre sur notre sc&ne un des

trois sujets qu'il me proposa. II m'en laissa le cholx

The Au Lecteur of 1659 is slightly more non-committal:

"... il me fit cette nouvelle grace ... de me proposer

trois sujets pour le theatre, dont il me laissa le choix...

Tout le raonde ne sait pas que sa bont£ s'est £tendue

jusqu'h ressusciter les muses ensevelies dans un long

silence et qui £toient comme mortes au monde, puisque le

monde les avoit oubli£es ... Sans see commandements, je

n'aurois jamais fait l'Oedipe. ... Je n'ai fait aucune

pi&ce de th££tre oh il se trouve tant d'art qu'en celle-

ci, bien que ce ne soit qu'un ouvrage de deux mois, que

1'impatience franqaise m'a fait pr£cipiter, par un juste

empressement d'ex^cuter les ordres favorables que j'avois
85

recus." . It is idle to specul&te whether Corneille approached

Fouquet in the first instance, or whether Fouquet made the

first advance,

Fontenelle, in the biography of his uncle®**, tells
us that, in 1659» "sollicit^ par M. Fouquet, qui n^gocia
en Surintendant des Finances, et peut-etre encore plus

pouss£ par son penchant naturel, (p. Corneille) se rengagea

82. M.-L., vol. VI, p. 122 and pp. 128-129. My italics.

83. M.-L., vol. VI, pp. 12h-128.

8h. Fontenelle* vie de Corneille in OEuvres. Paris. Rrunet.
1752, vol. Ill, p. 110.



au Theatre. M. le Surintendant, pour lui faciliter ce

retour, & lui oter toutes les excuses que lui auroit pu

fournir la difficult^ de trouver des Sujets, lui en pro-

posa trois. Celui qu'il prit fut Oedipe. K. Corneille

son frere prit Camma qui 6toit le second, <4 le traita avec

beaucoup de succfes. Je ne sai quel fut le troisi&me."

Yet in his Bibliographic corn^lienne. Emile Picot con¬

jectures that "il se pourrait que le troisifeme sujet flit

celui de Stilicon". To which Georges May replies that

"son raisonnement, s^duisant quoique pas entifcrement con-

vaincant, a £t£ accepts de plusieurs critiques. En der¬

nier ressort, M. Lancaster n'en fait pas meme mention et
85

continue & considdrer le troisi&me sujet comme ignor£" .

In fact, we can be almost certain that Stilicon was

the third subject offered to Pierre, and subsequently

taken over, like Camma. by his younger brother. In the

Muse hlstorlque of 29 January 1661, Loret, in an account

of the first performance of Camma at the H6tel de Bour-

gogne the previous evening, associates Stilicon with the

latter play and with Oedipe:

Ainsi cette Pi6ce divine (Camma)
Qui du grand Oedipe est cousine
Et propre soeur de Stilicon.
(Pieces qu'on tient sans Parangon)
Est tr£s-digne de sa naissance,
Et par l'agriable abondance
Pe mille beaux traits diff£rens,
Ne fait point tort & ses parens. ( 11. 215-222)

The subject of Camma may well have come to Pouquet's mind

85. E. Picot, Bibliographie corn6lienne. Paris, 18-76, p. 83
G. May, Traggdie cornellenne. trag&ile racinienne.
Urbana, 19^+6, p. 1+5, note 59. I'his refers to Lancaster
History, vol. Ill, p. 1+32.



because of its appearance in the Jesuit Pierre Le Moyne's
86

Galerie des femmes fortes, of which he possessed a copy' •

All three subjects are highly dramatic, and Pierre*s

choice falls on Oedipe. The play, he tells us in the Au
C"7

Lecteur. was written in two months ; it was first per-
OQ

formed on Friday 2h January 1659° , printed soon after

(privilege 10 February, achev6 26 March 1659), and was

such a success that the King came to the HStel de Bour-

gogne to see it.

D.A. Collins comments on Pierre's decision to work

on the Oedipus theme: "Pierre Corneille did not dramatise

the story of Stilicon. but how like him it would have been

to do so. It is 8trange that he did not." Then, having

mentioned Fouquet, he quotes the phrase from the Au Lecteur

Oedipe: "Sans ses commandements je n'aurais jamais

fait 1*Oedipe", and interprets this as a virtual command

to Pierre to choose Oedipe and leave the other two sub-
69

jects to Thomas . But clearly Pierre Corneille deliber-

ately selects Oedipe ("... trois sujets, dont il me laissa

86. See Inventaire de la bibllothfeque de N. Foucquet h
St-Mand6« MS. B.N, f.fr. 9h3$, £2 50 and U.V. Chate-
lain, Le surlntendant Foucquet. Paris, 1905, p« 238.

87. M.-L., vol. VI, p. 128.

88. Cf. Loret, Muse hlstoriaue. 25 January 1659, 11 . 67-98.

89. D.A. Collins, Thomas Corneille. pp. 11h, 115.



le choix" - Au Lecteur) and congratulates himself on the

choice^0.

Two facts emerge from a study of P. Corneille's

Oedipe and contemporary documents. Firstly, it would

appear that Pierre does not entirely succeed with, or

understand, the character of Oedipe and Sophocles' pic¬

ture of him; he is unable to get under his skin. Aris¬

totle had praised Oedipus; P. Corneille does not seem to

91
realise why, seeing Oedipe as blameless . For Corneille,

too, the arrival of the messenger seems to be the result

of chance, although he prides himself on having prepared

the incident from the dramatic point of view: "Je ne l'ai

introduit qu'au cinquifeme acte non plus qu'eux (Sophocles

and Seneca); mais j'ai pr£par<§ sa venue dfes le premier, en

faisant dire & Oedipe qu'il attend dans le jour la nou-

92
velle de la mort de son pfere" •

Secondly, why the rush to finish Qedipe? It may well

reflect Corneille's desire to have the part of Jocaste

taken by Mile du Pare, whom he had so much admired in Rouen

in the early summer of 1658. She moved out of Molifere's

troupe for the 1659-60 season, playing at the Marais along

90. Cf. Or, Couton, La vielllesse de Corneille. p. 35, and
Corneille. Paris, 1958, p. 156.

91• Discours de la trag£die in M.-L., vol. I, pp. 56-57.

92, Discours du pofeme dramatique in M.-L., vol. I, pp.



with her husband from Easter 1659 to Easter 1660^. Then

she returned to the Palais-Royal*

The part of Jocaste was eventually taken, not by the

Marquise herself, but by Mile de Beauchateau, at the

Hotel de Bourgogne, according to P* Corneille's letter to

Pure dated 12 March 1659. It is clear from this, though,

that Mile de BeauchSteau is only a replacement. Corneille

talks to de Pure about "la nouvelle representation d'

Oedipe" which the abb£ has just seen, and goes on: "En

v£rit6, Monsieur, quelque approbation qu'aye emporte®

notre nouvelle Jocaste, elle n'a point fait faire tant

de haI haI dans 1*Hotel de Bourgogne que votre lettre dans

mon cabinet; mon frfere et moi les avons redoubles § toutes

lee lignes, et y avons trouve de continuels sujets d'ad¬

miration. Je suis ravi que Mile de BeauchSteau aye si

bien reussi; votre lettre n'est pas la seule que j'en ai

vue: on a mande du Marais h mon frkre qu'elle avoit

etouffe lee applaudissements qu'on donnoit h ses cora-

pagnons, pour attirer tout & elle; et M. Ploridor me con-

firme tout ce que vous m'en avez mande. Je n'en suis

point surprie, et 11 n'est rien arrive que je ne lui aye

pr4dit h elle-mSme, en lui disant adieu, quand je sus 1*

etude qu'elle faisoit de ce rSle. Je souhaite seulement

pouvoir trouver un sujet aseez beau pour la faire paroitre

dans toute ea force; ,1e crois qu'elle prendra blen autant

93. C.V. de La Grange, Le Registre. 1659-1685. ed. B.E. and
G.P. Young, Paris, 1Sk7, pp. 3» 18.
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de soin pour falre r^ussir un ori; Inal qu'elle en a fait
9h

& remplir la place de la malade ..." •

"here was Mile du Pare when Qedlpe was played in

late January 1659"? Still with Molifere? She played in

L'Etourdi and Le D^pit amoureux (at least, her husband

played Gros-Ren6 in Le D&pit), the two plays La Grange men-
QK

tions in 1659 • Could Mile du Pare have played a role at

the HStel de Bourgogne, where we know Qedlpe was performed,

and still remain with Molifere's troupe? Such interchange

of actors and actresses was unusual at the time. We can

be fairly certain that la Duparc must have stayed primarily

with Molifere throughout the winter season 1658-9, because

La Grange says that the troupe played from 3 November 1658

"jusques a Pasques ensuiuant sans changement d'acteurs
96

dans la troupe" • It may be that she started taking the

part of Jocaste, then fell ill during pregnancy; we learn,

in fact, from Auguste Jal's Dictionnaire critique that she

and Du Pare had a daughter Catherine baptised at St-Germaln

l'Auxerrois on 13 October 1659^.

The change in Thomas' allegiance from the Marais to

the H6tel de Bourgogne, apparently at the time of Stilicon.

9U-. M.-L., vol. X, pp. k82-48Lj.. My italics.

95# Le Registre. pp. 2-3.

96. P. 3.

97. A. Jal, Dictionnaire critique de blographie et d'his-
toire, 2nd ed., Paris, 1872, p. 936.



may also have been due, in small part, to questions of

cost. In Somaize's La Pompe funfebre de M. Scarron of

1660, Scarron's bookseller, together with a lawyer and

actor, visit him while he is ill. The actor proposes

luinault as a worthy successor to Scarronj but the book-

seller maintains that Quinault has not yet succeeded "au

Palais", although he has "au Theatre". Then "II (the bc.ok-

seller) proposa ensuite Monsieur Corneille le jeune, alle-

guant que son Pom Bertrand. son Amour h la mode. & son

Jodelet prince (Le Ge6lier de ro1-meme), estoient de chef-

d'oeuvres comiques. Le depute des Comediens, demeura

d'accord que ses Pieces estoient admirables; mais il dit,

qu'elles coustoient trop cher aux Comediens, & qu'ainsi
98

ils le prioient de ne le point eslire ..." • Similar

remarks about the cost of Pierre Corneille's plays have

been attributed to the actress La Beaupre. Segrais tells
99

us that "la Beaupre excellente Comedienne de ce tems-

1&, qui a Jou€ aussi dans lee commencemens de la grande

reputation de Monsieur Corneille, disoit: 'Monsieur Cor¬

neille nous a fait un grand tort, nous avions ci-devant

des Pieces de Theatre pour trois ecus, que l'on nous

faisoit en une nuit, on y etoit accoutume, 4 nous gagnions

beaucoup, presentement lee Pieces de Monsieur de Corneille

nous coutent bien de 1'argent, 4 nous gagnona peu de chose.

98. A. de Somaize, Le pompe funkbre de M, Scarron. Paris
J. Ribou, 1660, p. 7.

99. Segrai8iana. The Hague, P. Oosse, 1722, p. 192.



II est vrai que cee vieilles Pieces £toient miserables;

mais les Com^diens £toient excellens, & ils lee faisoient

valoir par la representation".

Tall^raant, too, in one of his Historiettes. mentions

the financial aspect, but in a slightly different vein:

"D'Orgemont et Floridor, avec la Beaupr6, soutinrent la

troupe du Marais k laquelle Gorneille, par politique, car

c'est un grand avare, donnoit ses pifeces; car il vouloit

qu'il y eust deux troupes"10^. This seems to be confirmed

by a letter from Pierre to the abb£ de Pure, dated 25

April 1662, where the elder brother writes: "Je ne re-

nonce pas aux acteurs qui le soutiennent (le Marais); raais

ausei Je ne veux point tourner le dos tout & fait a

Messieurs de l'Hotel, dont Je n'ai aucun lieu de me

plaindre, et oh il n'y a rien h craindre quand une piece

est bonne"

Finally, and perhaps most convincing of all, is de

Visa's account in the Mercure galant of January 1710:

according to Thomas' friend, the HStel de Bourgogne, Jea¬

lous of the success of Timocrate and La Mort de Commode ,

took over some of the Marais actors in order to entice

102
Thomas Corneille to write for them • The trick seems

to have worked •••

100. Tallemant des R£aux, Historiettes. ed. A. Adam,
Paris, 1960, vol. ii, p. ?76.

101. m.-l., vol. x, p. h9h.

102. Mercure galant. January, 1710, pp. 277-278.



'/as it as a result of this action that Stllicon gave

rise to a cabal before its first performance on 27 January

1660? Coqueteau de la Clairifere, in a letter to the Cor-

neilles' Paris correspondent, the abb6 de Pure, dated

from Rouen 13 January 1660, writes: "Nous atendons auec

impatience le succes de Stllicon. la ruine des brigues

que l'on auoit faittes pour en diminuer l'esclat et le
103

restablissement de la chaleur des bourguignons" . This

would suggest that Stilicon was known in Rouen from readings

some time before the first performance at the Hotel de

Bourgogne. In fact, Somaize in Paris knows of it a while

before this, for in his V^rltables pretieuses. whose first

edition (Jean Ribou) is achevl on 7 January 1660 (with a

privilege of 5 days later and an enrepistrement of 18

January, cancelled the following day), he has this to say

about Thomas Corneille: "quoique ce soit une divinity

parmi les Com£diens, les encens qu'on lul donne ne sont

pas si generaux que ceux de son frere. Ne croyez pour-

tant pas que j'en veuille dire du mal; au contraire, je

tiens que c'est celuy de tous les autheurs qui pense le

plus profondement, et sans doute l'envie avouera que son

1 Oil
Stilicon est tout & fait beau" .

Now, if the printing date of this, the first of the

two 1660 editions of Somaize's work - the other is pub¬

lished by Loyson in September - is indeed correct, it is

103. MS, S.N. f.fr. 15209, f° 67 v2.
10h. Ed. P. -^acroix, Geneva 1868, p, 36 (reprint of the

1660 J. Ribou edition).



clear that Stllicon was ready lor publication by the end

of 1659, but had run into difficulties ("les brigues que

l'orx avait faites" and the reference to the troupe of the

Hotel de Bourgogne). Lancaster rightly gives 7 January

1660 as the date of the V^ritables pretleuaes achev6 and

27 January 1660 for the first performance of Stilicon, and

adds that the Somaize farce came out before Stilicon was

published10". Now, the '/<§ritables pretleuses is achev€-

d'imprimer on 7 January, before its privilege is granted,

and Stllicon on 16 August 1660, and as stilicon is men¬

tioned in the text of the farce, it is clear that the

V^rltables pretieuses must have appeared between early

readings of Stilicon in Rouen and first performance in

Paris, The other plays which Somaize refers to along with

St 11 icon all appeared on stage before 7 January 1660:

Boyer's Clotilde at the Hotel on 18 May 1659 and his

'.dric on 1i+ November 1659; uinault's Stratonlce was

performed on 2 January 1660 and Magnon's Z&ioble (if this

is indeed the Z^nobie referred tc) in December 1659 at the

Petit-iourbon, Only one of these plays wae printed before

7 January 1660 (Boyer's Clotilde)? the other three will

appear on 17 March, 15 May and 15 April 1660 respectively.

Finally, Coqueteau mentions in the same letter of 13

January 1660 that he is awaiting the return to Rouen of

Thomas Corneille ("M, de Lisle"), As we know from his

History, vol. Ill, p. JjJ+0.



letter to de Fure of 1 December 1659, Thomas intended to

journey to Paris for Stillcon; it is on the spot, then,

that he prepared the play for its first performance at

the end of January and had to deal with the brigues to

which it gave rise.

15. Gamma. Camma, reine de Galatie. is performed and

printed in 1661. But as in the case of Le Baron d'Albl •

krac. Lancaster confuses the enregistrement with the
106

achev£. The former is dated 23 February 1661 ; the

achev6 is 2k March 1661. Concerning the first perfor¬

mance, critics are unanimous: the Hotel de Bourgogne on

28 January 1661. The play was a great success, and the

f. ereure galant of January 1710, in its article on Th.

Corneille the month after his death, explains that

Thursday performances were required for Camma in addition

to the regular Friday, Sunday and Tuesday ones. The

Ou6n6gaud put it on again briefly in June 1679, accor-

107
ding to La Grange's Registre .

Maxlmlan. Following Camma. there are two less meri¬

torious works: Maximian and Pers6e et D&aStrius. Loret,

in the Muse hlstorique of Saturday 11 February 1662, gives

an account of the premifere of Maximian at the Hotel de

Bourgogne earlier that month, "depuis peu" - perhaps Friday

3 ebruary, as most plays opened on a Friday, although

106. MS. B.N. f.fr. 2m5, ^5^. The privilege is
dated Ik February.

107. P. 221.
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Mouhy suggests Sunday 5. The printing of the first

edition is carried out in May (privilege 16 May, shared

with Sertorlus; enregistrement 23 May] achev6 31 May 1662),

Madame Sylvie Chevalley, in her recent Album du

thiitre classique, claims that Maximian was a success^^*
Certainly Loret says in that same Muse historique entry

that it was played "avec grand aplaudissement" and indeed

that "l'on dit que depuis un an,/ -t, mesmes, depuis plus

de seize,/ (Aux autree Autheur; n'en d£plaize)/ Les Com<§-
110

diens de 1'Hotel / N'ont rej r6zent£ rien de tel" •

This seems a typical Loret "on dit", however, for there

was no other contemporary comment on the play and we must

assume that its success ?/as shortlived,

17. Pers6e et P£m6trius. The even more unexceptional

Pere^e et D&n6trius comes out rather less than a year

later. Lancaster puts it in December 1662, following

Mouhy (where 27 December is specified), Parfaict ("la fin
111 112

du mois de D^cembre") and Reynier • But M&Lfese '

chooses January 1663, and this date seems almost certain

to be correct, for Loret, in his Muse historique of 31

108. MS. B.N. f.fr. 9235, f- 808.

109# Paris, 1970, p. 98.

110. Lines 21+6, 250-23+.

111. Lancaster, History, vol. Ill, p. W+J Mouhy, MS.1 B.N.
f.fr. 9235, f— 99-3; Parfaict, Hlstoire du th££tre
francais. vol. IX, p. 181; P.eynier. Thomas Cornejlle,
p. 30.

112. P. M&Lfese, Repertoire analytique. p. 121.



December 1662, says only that the play has been announced,
11 x

and that he has not yet seen It .

The play is not printed until 1665 and in the first

edition the privilege date is 11 May 1665. But more than

two years earlier there is mention of a 3 £m€trius in the

enregistrement by de Luyne on k March 1663 of P. Corneille's
1 1JLl

Sonhonisbe • This can only be Thomas Corneille's Pers6c

et Demetrius. as Boyer's Mort de D&a<§trius was already

published in 1661 (privilege 10 September 1660, achev£ 10

December 1660). Sophonisbe itself is achev£ d'imprinter

as early as 10 April 1663.

18, Pyrrhus, roi d'Epire. There is no prefatory material

for Pers£e et P£m6trius or for the next play, Pyrrhua, rol

c'Epire; the two share identical privilege and achev£

dates: 11 May 1665 and 8 August 1665, and the privilege of

each is registered aprfes coup by Quinet on 15 September
1151665 • Mouhy, Parfaict and Reynier place Fyrrhus in

1661, but Lancaster chooses the 1663/k season, on the basis

of a performance witnessed on 20 January 166k by von

Blumenthal^^. The theatre, as with all of Thomas Corneille'

113. Lines 68-70, 106,

11k. MS. B.N. f.fr. 2l9k5, f2 22 r2.
H5. Ibid., f2 kO v2.

116. Mouhy,^MS. B.N. f.fr. 9235, f2 973J Parfaict, Hlstoire
du theatre francals. vol, IX, p. 8kJ Reynier, Thomha
Corneille. p. 365: Lancaster. History, vol. Ill, p. kk5.
Cf. W, Mangold,"Ch. C. von Blumenthals Pariser Tage-
btfcher: eine deutsche Quelle fiir franzSsische Theater-
geschichte (1663, 166k, 1666)", Z.P.S.L.. IV, 2 (1882),
p. 239.



plays since Stilicon, is the Hotel de Bourgogne.

If pyrrhus does in fact appear at the end of 1663 or

in January I66d, four of Thomas' playB (Camma, Maximian.

Persee et P&n£trius and Pyrrhus) will have had first per¬

formances in the three-year period from January 1661 to

January 166h. And this, too, despite the momentous move

by 1ierre and Thomas Corneille from Rouen to Paris in the

late autumn of 1662, We know, from Pierre'b correspondence,

at least, that the change was difficult and occupied much

of their time, A letter of 23 tpril 1662 from Pierre to
117

the abb<§ de Pure indicates that they are in the midst

of preparationsj but they are still in Rouen on k Octo¬

ber, when Chapelain writes: "Vous tardds trop A venir vous

118
establir A Paris ..." • Pierre himself brought out his

Theatre, along with the new Examens and the three Piscours,

in late October 1660; La Toison d'Or is played in Normandy

the same year, at the Marais in February 1661 and is pub¬

lished in May; Sertorius is played at the end of February

1662 and is published in July, while Sophonisbe. performed

in January 1663, is printed three months later. But

Pierre certainly used his absence from the theatre after

. ■ rt.harite to prepare at least some of this material.

19 Rntiochus. A two-year performance gap occurs before

Thomas' next play - and his only officially-called tragi-

117« M.-L., vol. X, p.

118. Chapelain, Lettres. ed. P. Tamizey de Larroque, Paris,
1883, vol. II, p. 258.



95.

comedy - Antiochus, played in 1666^In addition, this

is virtually the last French play to be designated a tragi¬

comedy (as distinct from a com^die hgrolque); Lancaster
indicates that only two extant plays called tragi-comedies

120
date from the period 1667-16/2 • From 1670, the new

term com£die h^rolque comes to cover virtually the same

dramatic form as the previous tragi-comedy. Antiochus is

performed and published in the same year: privilege 18
121

January, enreglstrement 26 February , achev£ 6 March 1666#

As far as performance goes, Robinet, in his Lettre en

vers of Saturday 16 January 1666, says that the play was

given chez le due de Cr£qui "samedy (i.e. 9 January), dans

son beau Palais". It was performed by the Troupe Royale,

i.e. the Hotel de Bourgogne, "qui semble avoir le Vent en

poupe". He then tells us that this poem "n'avoit point

encore paru" - "given a public performance" or "given any

performance"? Robinet, on Saturday 29 May 1666, gives an

account of a - but not necessarily the first - performance

at the Hotel de Bourgogne the previous Tuesday and comments
122

on the quality of the individual actors .

Thomas, in his Au Lecteur. mentions the changes he

has made to the historical account, and adds: "C'est &
119. See my article "Le role et les antecedents de 1'Antio¬

chus de Racine", Cahiers raciniens. XXI 0967), pp. ij-5-68.
History, vol. Ill, p. 532.

121. These are the dates shown in the Registre dee privi¬
leges. MS. B.N. f.fr. 219^5, f- k5 r.2. But in the""
first edition privilege extract, the privilege iB
dated 18 February and the enreglstrement 19 February.

122. Lettres en vers. 16 January 1666, lines 81 and 86;
29 May ^66)6, lines 2k3-286.



vous & ;Juger si jj'ay bien oil mal r£ussi. La Pluspart des

Auditeurs ont paru aesez satisfaits de la representation

de ce PoSme, & ^'aurois mauvaise grace de regarder ceux

qui s'y sont mal diveri is, comme des Censeurs trop severes,

ou des Critiques interessez."

20. Le Baron d'Albikrac. ) As in the ca8e of stllleon
21. Laodlce. )

and Le Qaland doubliS. I have dealt elsewhere with the

123
dating of Le Baron d'Alblkrac and Laodlce • Madame

Chamoux's article in the R.H.L.F. of 1966 provided a use¬

ful opportunity for clarifying the chronological problems

surrounding these two plays. But one point requires to

be noted, Despite the clear statement in the privilege

extract of both the Barb in and the Quinet 1669 first

editions of the Baron that the licence to print was

Menregistre€ sur le livre de la communaut£ le cinquifeme

de mars 1668", this is not so, A minute scrutiny of the

relevant register and in pa rticular the entries for the
1 3U

two years 1668 and 1669 reveals no trace of privileges

for either Le Baron d'Albikrac or Laodice.

Le Baron was successfully revived at the Com£die-

Franpaise early in 1682, when it was played 17 times

(including one performance each at St-Germain and St-

Cloud); there are eight other performances recorded by La

Grange between then and 1685. Mouhy comments in vol. Ill

123. Cf. note 7k.

121+. MS. B.N. f.fr. 2192+5, f-2 63 v2 - f° 86 r^.



of his Journal chronologique that "elle eut la reuseite

la plus soutenue et attira pendant longtems les plus nom-

breuses assemblies: c'est une des pieces resties au theatre

qui y a eti reprise avec le plus de succez, et le plus sou-
125

vent pendant plus de quarante ans" . It is still played

from time to time, he indicates, writing in the middle of

the eighteenth century,

22. La Mort d'Annibal. Th, Corneille's next play is La

Mort d'Annibal. performed at the HStel de Bourgogne on

25 November 1669 and printed the following year: privilege

27 February, enreglstrement 13 March, achevi 12 April

1670. The play is dedicated to Konseigneur le marquis de

Seignelay, secretaire d'Estat, i.e. Colbert's son. In the

Epistre, Thomas Corneille mentions the changed taste in

drama (the desire for "ces passions tumultueuses qui

ibiotiissent aujourd'huy la plupart de nos Auditeurs") and

his fears for the success of the printed play. He hopes

for consideration and thanks Colbert file for his past

help with plays (the son Jean-Baptiste, born in 1651, would

only be in his late teens when addressed by Thomas): "Les

justes remarques que vous avez faites sur ce que j'ay eu

quelquefois l'honneur de vous lire, m'ont assez convaineu

que c'est mettre son insuffisance en plein jour que d'ex-

poser quelque Ouurage S vostre jugement". His father,

whom Thomas Cornetlle here describes as "ce grand Homme,

qui cans 1'accablement des emplois les plus relevez, & au

125. MS. B.N. f.fr. 9231 , f2 121*5 r2



milieu de toute la gloire dont il est revestu, ne d£-

daign.e pas celle de se declarer Protecteur des beaux

Arts & des plus nobles Sciences", had, seven years be¬

fore, granted Thomas Corneille, "bon pofite franpais et

dramatique", 1,000 livres - the name as he gave to de

Pure, Molifere, La Mothe Le Vayer, but less than P.

Corneille (2,000 livres), Desmarets (1,200), Manage

(2,000), Huet (1,500), Cotin (1,200) and so on 126.

Annibal had, according to Mouhy, only three per¬

formances. "A la derniere la salle etoit presque

vuide." Later, he adds; "On attribua la chute de

cette piece aux episodes inutiles dont le poete a

affoibli l'interet de la piece qui devoit n'avoir

l

126. J.C.F. Hoefer, Nouvelle biographle ggndrale. Faris,
1855, vol. XI, pp. 107-108. note 3. s.v. Colbert.



pour objet qu'Annibal," Perhaps Thomas' fears were
••27

justified .

The remaining straight plays, no less interesting,

can be dealt with more rapidly, as their chronology is

better established.

23. La Comtesse d'Orgueil. This play, however, can

only be dated 1670, as no relevant document has been

found to pinpoint its first performance more closely.

127. US. B.N.f.fr.9231, f2 12+5 r2, f2 1255 v&. It is
most probable that, like Camma and Stillcon, La Mort
d'Annibal is the fruit of a suggestion originally made
to Pierre Corneille, In 1668 Saint-Evremond writes to
the comte de Lionne, saying that "je souhaite de tout
mon coeur que (Pierre) Corneille traite le sujet d'Anni-
bal" and recommending the pre-battle meeting with Scipio
as a suitable episode, (Saint-Evremond, Lettres, ed. R.
Ternois, Paris, 1967, vol, I, p, 137# Ternois dates
the letter March-April 1668, Cf, my article "La Mort
d'Annibal et Mlthrldate: deux aspects d'une h^g^monie
romaine", Jeunesse de Racine, April-June 1965, p» 33,
note 32.)
In addition, there is an interesting, although incon¬
clusive reference in Tallemant des R£aux to an unpub¬
lished play by Georges de Scud^ry entitled Le Grand
Annibal. performed at the Hotel de Bourgogne in 16^1
and re-staged in 1667, contemporary with Pierre's
Attila, "Un peu aprfes, ce pauvre homme (Scud^ry) alia
par malheur faire jotier une pifece de theatre, appellee
le Grand Annibal, Elle r^ussit si mal, qu'on luy pensa
jetter des pommes, et on l'appelle en riant le Grand
Animal de Scuddry, au lieu du Grand Annibal, Ses amys,
ou plustost ceux de sa soeur, disent que cela vient
d'une caballe de Corneille, qui estoit bien aise que
1'Annibal de Scudery eust un pire succez que son
Aftila" (Historiettes. ed, G, I*ongr£dien, Paris, 195+,
vol, VII, p, 1+5) • Attila was first performed at the
Palais-Royal on k M-^rch 1667 and printed in November,
Scud^ry himself died on 1U May 1667,



1 PA
Mouhy's Journal , if it could be relied upon, might

suggest October-November 1670, as the comedy occurs well

down the chronological list of plays put on that year.

The T-^plstre & Monster throws no light on the matter.

Thomas Corneille talks here of ! (les graces) que vous

m'avez d5jfe faites de la man!fere du monde la plus gra-

cieuse, m'obligeant fe une entifere reconnaissance", also

of "la dignitfe de vos Charges", and he ends by mentioning

that "l'4clat avec lequel vous avez longtemps paru dans

une des plus Augustes Compagnies de Prance redouble par

le nouveau rang oti vous venez de monter". Reynier and
129

Deierkauf-Holsboer situate the play at the Hotel de

Bourgogne, but here again, this is conjecture. A privl-

lfege was granted early in 1671 (21 January) and in the

enregistrement. dated 7 February, it is stated that the
1 30

play was performed at the Marais • The achevg dates

from 7 March.

The comedy seems to have been a success, for Thomas

mentions "1'approbation qu'elle a receufe au Theatre",

although he talks of it as "une bagatelle h qui on a voulu

faire grace". It was renewed momentarily at the Gufen^gaud

on 22 and 25 June 1677131.

128. MS. B.N. f.fr. 9231, f° 127^+ v~.

129. Reynier, Thomas Corneille. p. 366; Deierkauf-Hols¬
boer, Le theatre de 1'Hotel de Bourgogne. vol. II, p.

130. MS. B.N. f.fr. 219*+5, f- 100 v&.
131. La Grange, Le Registre. ed. clt.. p. 19^+.



21+. Ariane. Between this play and Ariane there comes

a break of some eighteen months, we must suppose, as the

new tragedy was performed early in 1672. Mouhy, Parfalct

and Reynier all quote A ''arch 1672 as the date of the
1 32

premiere at the Hotel de Bourgogne, as does V^lfese .

But this is probably a misreading of de Visa's Mercure

galant of Saturday 5 March, becauee there the journalist

says that he saw the play "Vendredy dernier" (p. 57)•

Had he meant the previous day, he would surely have said

so; we must assume that the date is 26 February, as Lai-
1 33

caster, followed by Deierkauf-Holsboer, suggests . De

Vis£ also informs us that the play was long awaited -

hence the spare year 1671, since the completion of La

Comtesse. In the Mercure galant of January 1710 (p.280),

de Vigg tells us that the tragedy was written in the coun¬

try in a mere forty days; de Boze, in his Eloge of Thomas

Corneille at the Acadgmie Royale des Inscriptions et Belles

Lettres after Easter 1710, brings this down to seventeen
%

days. As with Attila. Ariane has its privilege (10 Febru-
p

ary 1672, registered on 31 March) before its first perfor¬

mance; the achev4 is dated 0 April 1672 - not 23 July
13lt1682 (sic), as quoted by Reynier . Ariane was played

132. Mouhy, MS. B.N. f.fr. 9235, f- 151J Parfaict, Histolre
du theatre francais. vol. XI, p. 205; Reynier, Thomas
Corneille. p. 1+0; Melfeee. Repertoire analytlque. p.1$1

133. Lancaster, History, vol. Ill, p. 602, note 9; Deier¬
kauf-Holsboer, Le thggtre de I'HStel de Bourgogne.
vol. II, p. 11+5. " ~

13^. Reynier, Thomas Corneille. p. 371.



at the Gu£n£gaud ten times in 1679 and a further twenty-two

times there and at the Com&lie-Fransaise, according to La

Grange's Reglstre.

25* Th£odat. Th<§odat came out later that same year,

1672. M^lfese puts its first performance at the Hotel de

Bourgogne on 22 November (a Tuesday), but Robinet's Gazette

of the previous Wednesday, 16 November, already has an
1 35

account of the premifere . The Mercure galant of 30 July-

6 August 1672 had announced the play as forthcoming, calling

it Cl^odat. and had said it would be at the Hotel de Bour¬

gogne almost simultaneously with the lulchgrie of P. Cor-

neille being mounted at the Marais. The same Mercure

of June 1673 mentions the failure of the play, due to a

cabale: "Cet ouvrage aurait eu un trfes grand succfes, si

la Fortune avait 6t6 un effet du m£rite; mais comme ce ne

sont plus les ouvrages qui cabalent, il ne faut pas s'

4tonner si cette pi%ce, qui a eu l'approbation des meilleurs

connaisseurs, n'a pas £t6 aussi suivie que les autres du

m&me auteur". Certainly, it was printed relatively soom

after performance (privilege 31 "December 1672; enregistre-

ment 5 January 1673; ach 23 January 1673) - but then so

were some of Thomas' more successful plays. The Au Lecteur

is no help here: it merely accounts for the choice and

adaptation of the characters,

In the summer of 1673, the Marais and Molifere's for-

135. This was not held that day, though, as Deierkauf-
Folsboer (Le th£gr,re de iFotel de Bourgogne. vol. II,
p. 11*5) suggests.



mer company fused; moat of Tn. Corneille's remaining plays

(with the notable exception of ue Comte d'hssex) are at

the resultant Gudndgaud theatre and at the Com6die-Fran-

eaise from 1680 onwa ds. Now in this last part of his

career, Thomas collaborates with de Vis£ and Montfleury,

puts Molifere into verse, and produces prose comedies.

Indeed, the link with de Vis£ the dramatist precedes col¬

laboration in the Mercure galant; Thomas Corneille is, on

15 December 1681, formally assoc: ied with de Vis6, who

founded the journal in 1672, although we know that he

helped with this valuable monthly as early as 1677, when

it was revived after a three-year silence.

26. Le Comgdien pofete. Le Com&lien po&te. a comedy

written in collaboration with Montfleury, appeared at the

Gudndgaud on 10 November 1673 and was printed shortly after¬

wards. The first edition, crediting Montfleury alone with

the work (as does La Grange's iegistre'. has a permission

from La Reynie on p. 120, dated 6 March I67h, but no achev6

d? imprimer. The Gazette d'Amsterdam of 28 April 167^1, how¬

ever, in an item from Paris dated 20 April, mentions pub¬

lication and the availability of copies at Pierre Prom6,
the Paris bookseller on the quai des Grands Augustins.

The play was performed eighteen times consecutively, from

10 November to 22 December 1673, according to the Registre.

then six times in 167^ (February, March and October), three

136. Ed, cit.. vol. I, p. 153



in 1675, four times in 1676, three times in 1678, twice in

1679, thrice in 1682, and once in both 1683 and 168'+.

hat proof is there that Thomas Corneille collaborated?
1 37

Parfaict believes so, and quotes the Registre .ioumailer
1 ^8

de Gu^ndgaud. showing payment to both iner . Reynier

does not dispute the fact, nor does Lancaster; Mdlfese, in
1 39

his Repertoire, is unsure , But the evidence seems

strong enough. There is no prefatory material to cast

further light.

27. La Mort d'Achille. Shortly after Le Com£dien po6le.

the Gudn£gaud put on Thomas* La tort d,Achille. on 29

December 1673# The play wa6 published the following year,
140

but the first edition is no longer available . The
141

Mereure galant for December 1673 claims that, in pre-

perfcrmance readings, the tragedy was Judged to be better

than Arlane - a claim which is unlikely, to say the least.

It had eight performances at the Ou6ndgaud, from 29

December 1673 to 14 January 1674; one must doubt the

137# Parfaict, Histolre du th£gtre francais. vol. XI, p.330.

138. Cf. Young in La Orange, Le Reglstre. ed. cit., vol.
II, p. 121.

139* Reynier, Thomas Corneille. p. 45; Lancaster, History,
vol. IV, pp. 417-418; Mdllse, Repertoire analytlque,
P. 157 -

140. However, the privilege register of 24 March 1674
(MS. B.N. f.fr. 21946,' £2 5) notes a privilege given
to Claude Barbin for six years on 13 March 1674 (or
it may be 15 March - the writing is almost indeci¬
pherable) .

141. Vol. VI, p. 243.



105.

Youngs' assertion1^"2 that the play "r£ussit selon le Registre.

raalgr£ certains historiens pour lesquels cette piece fut un

four", unless success can be equated with average takings

of just over 600 livres at each performance, rather than
1ii -5

a lengthy run. Mouhy says that Th. Corneille submitted

the play to M. le due de Richelieu, who thought it excellent;

but the -parterre disapproved of it, and Mouhy suggests

that there is a moral in this!

28. Pom Cesar d'Avalos. A year- ifter La Mort d'Achllle.

the comedy Pom C£sar d'Avalos appeared, performed at the

Gu£n£gaud on 21 Pecember 167*+, but not published until

1676 (the Gazette d'Amsterdam of 27 February 1676 has what

M&lfese calls a "publicity £logieuse pour 1'Edition").
11x5

Once again, the first edition is not available. Reynier J

says the play, "compos£e en toute hate, sur la demands des

com£diens, que de graves difficulty avaient empechgs de

preparer pour l'hiver un spectacle plus important", had

fifteen performances, but La Grange's Registre shows a

total of sixteen, spread between 21 Pecember 167*+ and 22

January 1675» with a final two on 15 and 17 May 1676.

Reynier's assertions about the haste with which the play

was written are based on no worthy evidence.

142. La Grange, Le Registre. ed. cit., vol. II, p. 28.

1*+3. MS. B.N. f.fr. 9231, f2 1322 v2.
1J+2+. Repertoire analytique. p. 161.

1^+5. Thomps Corneille. p. i+5.



^9. uirc£. ) Qirc(§ and L*Inconnu of 1675» we
30. L'Inconnu. )
move on to the pifeces orn£es de spectacles. The first

edition of Clrcg describes the play as a "trag£die orn£e

de machines, de changemens de theatre & de rausique" (music

by Charpentier), and the play is preceded by an Argument-

type preface. The work is based on the first fable of the

1i+th book of Ovid's Metamorphoses; Thomas had begun to

publish a translation of the early books of the Metamor¬

phoses in 1670 and will complete the task in 1697. Col¬

laboration with de Vis£ is generally suggested for each of

these plays; de Vis6 in the Mercure galant of January 1710,

says he only prepared the divertissements for CircJ, while
1U.6

La Orange mentions only Th. Comeille for that play •

For L'Inconnu. the keftistre specifies joint authorship

("Monr de l'lsle & de VizS").

Circ6 is first put on at the Ou£n6gaud in March 1675

and runs for 76 performances between 17 March and 5 April,

then, after the Easter closure, from 23 April to 15 Octo¬

ber virtually uninterrupted, although from late May on¬

wards other plays (Le Clare's Iphig&nie. Tartuffe. L' ware

and so on) occasionally break the run. De Vis£, in the

January 1710 Mercure. says enthusiastically, if slightly

inaccurately, that the play ran non-stop from the beginn¬

ing of Lent till the month of September; he adds, too,

that the success would have been even greater "si les

Merer*re galant. January 1710, p. 28k; La Grange,
Le Reglstre. ed, clt.. p. 190.



interests d'ur. Particulier n'en euBsent point fait re-

t.rancher les voix". 'or the first six weeks, de Vis£

claims, the theatre was full at noon, and tickets were
1i»7

b ing sold on the blaf market . Clearly, it was a

great success, and Thomas acknowledges and explains this

at the end of the preface: "Le succ^s en a est6 grand, &

il ne a'en faut pas dtonner, puisque'on n*a rien vue

Jusqu'icy de si beau, ny de si surprenant, que les achines

qui en ont fait le principal ornement." The Gazette '
/.. nterdam, in ita issue of Psora* ry 1675» contains

r.port from I aris attesting to the excitement caused by

the adv .nee publicity. "Les C . net!iens du Faubourg S.

Germain doivent representer sux» Ix. fin du Carneval une

Piece h machines intitules ircg; file est du fameux Cor-

neille (sic), St les machines sont du Marquis de Sourdiac

qui donna la Toison d*or au mariage du Roy# Les mauvemens

des vols <k dea machines de cete dcrniere sont si extraordi-

naires qu'ils passent 1'imagination. On attend cdte iece

avec tant d'impatience que toutes les places sont d6ju

loudis pour plusieurs representations, & beaucoup d*Stran¬

gers different leur depart pour la voir." The first nine

performances were given "au double" and netted an average

of some 2,650 livresj even the dozen or so which follo^d

the Easter break averaged 1,100 livree each, a quite

exceptional total for the time. Yet the cost and problems

of mounting such a spectacle caused, considerable diffi-

1'+7. frercure galant. January 1710, pp. 285-286.



1ixB
culties and bad feeling, as recorded by La Grange ^ . As

early as 12 October 167*+, La Grange states that the play

will be performed "incessamment", but it is not until

after a performance of L'Avare on 26 February 1675 that

rehearsals and preparations for Circ6 can begin in earnest;

they will last two and half weeks until the premi&re.

Some confusion has arisen over the printing of the

text of Circg. perhaps understandably so. The B.N. con¬

tains copies of two 1675 editions, one a i+— volume of 51

pages printed by Pierre Bessin (Yf 701) and the other a

12^ volume of iv + 136 pages, brought out by Pierre Prom6

(Yf 7830). The Bessin edition has a privilege of 28

February 1675 (for Circ6 avec le Desseln)and an achev& of

1i+ March 1675; it is enregistr6 on 29 March 16751^» This

has led some critics to say that the play was printed be¬

fore its first performance. In fact, the *+— edition has

the decorations for the prologue and the five acts, the

text of the prologue, but only a prose summary of each of

the acts themselves. The decorations for the prologue,

acts II, IV and V are slightly different in wording from

those in the 12~ edition. The main feature of the Bessin

edition, though, is the Argument. much longer than in the

Prome one. The first paragraph - omitted 3a ter - gives the

reason for the performance of Circg - the king's recent

victories -, justifies the machines and says that "tout

y est grand, tout y est n^cessaire". The paragraph ends

1*+8. Le Reglstre. ed. cit.. vol. I, pp.163-169; vol II,
pp. 28-30.

1i+9. MS. B.N. f.fr. 219^+6, f- 16.



10?

by mentioning the source of the play: the 1Uth book of
Ovid's Metamorphoses.

Pierre Promt's 12- edition, with a privilege of 28

February (for Circe alone) and an achev<§ of 17 May 1675*

contains the full verse text of five acts, divided into

scenes, with, as in the Bessin edition, a note on the

decoration of each act and the decoration and text of the

prologue. In addition, Prom£ provides a list of the

draiaatls personae. The Argument omits the opening para¬

graph of the earlier edition, and on to the end of the

second paragraph Thomas has now added: "Le succ£s en a

est£ si grand, & il ne s'en faut £tonner, puis qu'on n'a

rien vu jusqu'icy de si beau, ny de si surprenant, que les

Machines, qui en ont fait le principal ornement".

The actual text of Circ£ is thus printed some two

months after the first performance; even Lancaster, who is

careful to distinguish two editions, gets his dates mixed
1 50

up . In the autumn of 1675* the Gazette de France

states that "Hier, Monsieur & Madame, accompagnez de Made¬

moiselle & de grand nombre de Dames* vinrent icy (fe Paris),

prendre le divertissement de la Trag£die de CircS, composee

par le sieur de Corneille le jeune: & Leurs Altesses Roy-

ales furent merveilleusement satisfaites de ce beau Spec¬

tacle, dont les Decorations, les vols, & les Machines sont
1 51

extraordinaires" .

150. History, vol. IV, p. 909* note 1,

151. Gazette de France. 5 October 1675, p. 736.
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Shortly after this, L'Inconnu, a "comedie meslee a*

ornemens & de musique", appeared at the Guenegsud, on 17

November 1675, and was published at the sai e time (, privi¬

lege 14 November 1675; like Ariane, its privilege is

granted shortly before performaa ce a. d is registered on

15 January 1676). The acheve of the first edition is

dated 17 January 1676; the Gazette d*Amsterdam of 27

February 1676 mentions the play bd ng on sale in Faris,

along with Doia Cesar d'Avalos. The sa e journal, in its

issue of 5 December 1675, says, in a dispatch from Paris

dated 29 November, that "le Livre du sujet de oete grande

Piece se vend au Palais & dans la Sale de la Comedie".

It appears that L'inconnu was completed fairly

hastily, for in the au Lecteur Thomas says that "vous ne

trouverez point ces grandes Intrigues qui ont accoutume de

faire le noeud des Comedies de cette nature, parce que les

Ornemens qu'on m'a prestez demandant beaucoup de temps, n'

ont pu soufrir que ,1'aye pousae ce Su.jet dans toute son

* 1SP
etendue" . le Mercure galant of January 1710 explains

why: de Vise wrote L*Inconnu in prose, and then Th. Cor-

neille put it into verse. "(Comme) il y avait des raisons

pour donner promtement cette piece au public (i.e., in or¬

der to cash in on the success of Circe, whose initial run

ended in mid-October), ... pour avancer, je fis toute la

piece en prose, et pendant que je faisais la prose du se-

152. My italics.



cond acte, il mettait celle du premier aote en vers; et

comme la prose est plus facile que les vers, j'eus le

temps de faire ceux des divertissements, et surtout le dia¬

logue de 1 * Amour et de l'Amitie, qui n'a pas deplu au pub-
153

lie" . This must have been useful practice for the ver¬

sifying of Moliere's Bom Juan, which will probably be

Thomas Corneille's next task, even although it is preceded

on stage by Le Triomphe des Damea.

De Vise, in the Mercure galant, organised extensive

publicity for the revivals of both Circe and L'Inconnu in

the following years, thereby attesting to their popularity.

Certainly, L1Inconnu was successful, if rather less so than

Circei it was, according to La Grange, played thirty-two

times at the Guenegaud in its first season, three times in

the early summer of 1676, then, after a two and a half year

break, thirty times between Jenusry 1679 and March 1684

at the Guenegaud and the Comedie-FranQaise, including a per¬

formance at Versailles in May 1681. The Mercure galant for

January 1679 comments, for example: "la Troupe du Roy qui

joue au Fauxbourg S. Germain, a remis pour nouveaute 1/

Inconnu, de Mr de Corneille le jeune. Cette galante

Piece a des agremens si particuliers, qu'on commence d*y

courir en foule, comme on faisoit il y a trois ans: le

cinquiesme Acte en est change, & a este pris d'une autre

Piece du mesme Autheur, qui n'ayant aucune part a ce

changement, ne doit pas repondre du manque de justesse qui

153. Mercure galant, January 1710, pp. 283-284.
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s'y pent trouver."

Of the remaining plays, we have only the libretti for

le Triomphe des Dames, published in 1676 and for la Pierre
1 54

phllosophale, published in 1661 .

31. Le Triomphe des dames. Le riomphe des Dames was

performed at the Guenegaud on 7 August 1676 and had a

reasonable success: twenty-six performances in all in that

calendar year, eleven between 7 August and 4 September,

then fifteen from 20 November to 27 December. The play

is entitled a "comedie meslee d'omemens, avec 1*expli¬

cation du combat a la Barriere & de toutes lea Devises".

It has an Au Lecteur-type preface which explains the

reference to the barriere in act V.

Between Le Triomphe des Dames and La }ierre philoso-

phale came three plays, each in its own way successful and

interesting: Le ffestin de Pierre, Le Comte d'Essex and La

Devineresse.

32. Le lestin de Pierre. This adaptation has been ade¬

quately dealt with elsewhere, in books on i.oliere in gene¬

ral and on his Pom Juan in particular. It appeared on 12

February 1677» at the Guenegaud, but was only published in

1683 - privilege 14 March, «~nregistrernent 23 March, acheve

30 March. In the meantime it had been moderately successful,

no more: the Avis from the bookseller mentions several

154. These libretti are also to be found in iarfaiet, His-
toire du theatre franpais, vol. XI, pp. 457-490 and
vol. XII, pp. 225-265 respectively



per ormances a year, and the fact that the play is always

presented in Moliere's own name. We know from la Grange's

Registre, whose entries end in August 1685, that it had

six performances before the faster closure in March 1677,

eleven more airing the 1677-8 season and an average of five

or six performances a year after that. By 1683, its popu¬

larity was clearly waning. In the first edition, the only
indication of authorship is a "T.C." in the privilege.

Lancaster^assumes that the play was completed no

later than 1676, probably after Le Triomphe des lames,

which occupied the Guenegaud stage in late November and

for virtually all December. January 1677 saw Pradon's

Phedre et Hippolyte rivalling Racine's tragedy, and Le

Pestin de Pierre followed immediately after the Pradon

play had run its short course.

33. Le Comte d*£asex. The second of the three plays

mentioned in this category is Le Gomte d'Bssex, for which

Thomas momentarily moved back to the Hotel de Bourgogne.

Because of this, the exact dating of the tragedy is a

little more difficult. The Mercure galant of 31 January

1678 gives an account of the premiere and notes its

sucoess, despite yet another cabale: "Elle (La piece) a

deja couste bien des larmes a de beaux yeux, & c'est une

assez forte marque de son sucoes. Ce n'est pas qu'elle
ait eu la destinee de tous lea Guvrages qui ont le

155. Lancaster, History, vol. IV, p. 439, note 8.
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mieux reussy ... line douzaine de Vers qu'on a pretendu estre

negligez, a fait dire aux ions & aux autres, qu'il (le comte

d'Sssex) seroit encor plus promptement condamne en France,

qu'il ne l'avoit este autrefois en Angleterre. On l'a

publie, on l'a ecrit en Province. dependant les grandea

Assemblies y continuant, & il n'y a pas d'npparence qu'on
156

les voye si tost cesser" v . The play was thus probably

played in early January, perhaps 7 January, a3 ftouhy and

Lancaster suggest; this was a Friday, the traditional day

for first pe rformai.ce3 and would coincide with the promise

that the play would be ready for "le lendemain dee Rois
1 *57

sans remise" . The Mercure galant (ibid.) also mentions

the play's success "par quelques Lectures". This would

suggest completion a number of weeks before, at least;
158

Lancaster's guess of early November s ems quite plausible .

Yet, despite the number of subsequent performances, a

privilege was taken on 8 February 1678 (but only enre-
0 1RQ #

glstre on 21 February) and the acheve d'imprimer is

dated 17 February 1678.

The subject of the play, according to the Au Lecteur,

"semble n'avoir point deplu, & la matiere est si heureuse

par la pitie qui en est inseparable, qu'elle n'a pas

156. Mercure galant, 31 January 1678, pp. 157-158.

157. Mercure galant, December 1677, p. 164.

158. History, vol. IV, p. 148

159. MS. B.N. f.fr. 21946, f- 68.



laisse examiner mes fautes avec toute la severite que

jkvoia a craindre".

34. La )evineresse. Finally, there is La Devinerease ou

les faux Lnchantements, a comedy written in conjunction

with de Vise and performed at the Guenegaud on 19 November

1679. The play had been announced in the Meroure galant
160

of October 1679 in the following terms: "La mesme

Troupe ("la belle & grande Troupe du Roy du Fauxbourg 5.

Germain") doit faire paroistre en suite la nouvelle Piece

qu'elle promet depuis quelque temps, intitulee la Devin-

eresse. On 1'attend avec d'autant plus d'impatience, que

ce Titre excite la curiosite de toute (sic) le monde, 8c

que le Theatre Franpois imite parfaitement la Nature."

The following month, de Vise comments sagely on the use-

lessness of fortune-tellers ("Femmes de rien, & par con¬

sequent tres-ignorantes") and adds: "on ne doit pas estre

surpris des grandes Assemblies qu'elle attire, puis qu'elle

est fort rejouissante d'elle-mesme, 8c qu'elle apprend a

se garantir des pieges de tous les Diseurs de bonne avan-

ture"1^1. Already in the August 1679 issue, the Mercure

had mentioned the forthcoming play: "Je ne sqay pas bien

encor ce que c'est; mais de la maniere qu'on m'en a

psrle le spectacle de cette Piece approche fort des choees

surprenantes que je vous viens de conter. Si cela est, il
16?

vaudra bien les Machines ©rdinaires" .

160. Mercure galant, October 1679, 1ere partie, p. 179.

161. Mercure galant, 30 November 1679, pp. 168-170.

162. P. 25.



The LJercure galant of January 1710 says that de Vise

thought up scenes - enough for three or four plays on the

subject ^ave the material to Thomas Corneille and with it
4 C •Z

"Corneille composa un sujet" . There were forty-seven

consecutive performances (not forty-five, as usually

stated)1^, from 19 November 1679 to 10 March 1680, a good

number for the period, and a handful in the years following

but, by its very nature, La Devineresse is more a piece d'ac

tualite than most. The Au Lecteur testifies to its success:

"Le succes de cette Comedie a este si grand, qu'il s'en est

peu veu de semblables. On y a couru, & on y court encor

tous les jours en foule." Thomas Corneille adds that his

aim has been to "instruire en divertissant", but warns that

"il est pourtant vray (& on se croit oblige de la protester)

qu'on n'a eu aucune veue particuliere en faisant la. Piece".

Both the privilege (1 February 1680) ana the acheve

(14 February 1680, like the enregistrement) anticipate the

end of the play's run by several weeks. Thomas explains why

in the Au Lecteur: "Cornme beaucoup de Gens assurent toujours

qu'lis ont deja veu la Devineresse imprimee, & que cette

Impression ne peut estre qu*imparfaite & pleine de faates;

pour connoistre la veritable, il faut regarder si le titre

de la premiere Page, & les mots de Scene, sont formez de

lettres figurees telles qu'on les trouve icy."

163. Pp. 281-282.

164. E.g. most recently by Y. Giraud in his edition of
Timocrate, Geneva/Paris, 1970, p. 15
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55. La Pierre philosophale. La Pierre philosophale, per¬

formed at the Comedie-Franpaise on Sunday 25 February 1681,

with onl; one other performance two days later, when

receipts fell from 1,794 to 598 litres, is another prose

comedy, a "comedie melee de spectacles", as the title-page

states. The libretto has no author's nama, an unsigned Au

Lecteur, and only a permis d'lmprimer (dated 12 February

1681), hence no identifying privilege name. La Grange in¬

dicates that the play was written by Th. Corneille in col¬

laboration with de Vise, and this is accepted by Tralage in

his Recueil of 1696 and by Lancaster; there is, though, no
1 if C

firm evidence . Melese says that La "ierre philoeophale
1 fkfi

was played at the Comedie-Francaise, Reynier and Lan¬

caster opt for the Guenegaud. Clearly, the latter two are

mistaken. In his History, Lancaster dates performance

correctly as 23 and 25 February 1681, but in his List of

pla>s 1675-1700, he quotes the month wrongly as February
1 0

1680 . The Comedie-Franpaie3 came into being on 21

October 1680 with the merger of the Guenegaud and the

Hotel de Bourgogne.

56. I'Usurier. The remaining straight plays include

L'Usurier, smother prose comedy, written again in colla-

165. La Grange, Le Registre, ed. cit., p. 257; Lancaster,
History, vol. IV, p. 920.

166. Melese, Repertoire analytlque, p. 172; Reynier, Thomas
Gorneille, p. 567.

167. Lancaster, History, vol. IV, pp. 920 ana 952.
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16B
boration with de Vis£, as La G-range indicates performed

at the Com£die-Fran<?aise on 13 February 1685, according to

the Resistre. and subsequently eight times till 10 March 1685,
169

but not published. The frferes Parfaict reproduce extracts

from the Mercure galant of January and February 1685, the

first announcing the play, the second defending it against

attacks. The two brothers, claiming that the authorship of

the comedy cannot be determined (de Vie6 certainly never

reveals his own collaboration), end their item on L'Usurler

thus! "Ce discours (de Visa's defence of the play) est pitoy-

able, c'est un pur galimathlas d'un bout & 1'autre. L'£loge

de la Pi£ce y est aussi mal fait que la defense: mais n'

importe, ces passages sont instructifs, & apprennent des

details curieux ..." Mouhy comments that L'Usurier is "1a.

premiere Piece, ou il parut un Abb£ sur le Theatre. Le

Parterre en raurmura. La cabale des gens de cette robe nui-
170

sit be^ucoup et empescha son succez" •

1 71
The play is announced in January 1685 for "un des

premiers jours de la semaine prochaine" and an account is

given in the Nouvelles ncuvelles in Leyden on 6 February

1685. This dispatch, dated from Paris 30 January, runs;

"L'on joue ici une pifece qui fait bruit; le titre de

1'Usurier qu'elle porte cache celui de banquier". If

168. Le Reglstre. ed. cit.. p. 3^6.

169. Histolra du thdgtre francals. vol. XII, pp. 57-461.

170. MS. B.N. f.fr. 9235, f2 1263.

171. Mercure galant. p. 333.



L'Usurier is already successful in late January, the Com£die-

Prancaise date of 13 February must be wrong; but the Nou-

velles nouvelles may just be reporting the announcement in

the January i .sue of the Mercure galant, as the latter's

terms are somewhat similar: "Cd qui fait l'agrdment de cette

Comddie, qui peut etre aussitot appellee le Banquler, que

l'Usurier. ..." As the play itself is lost, not much can

be done to rectify the details, although La Grange, noting

details of each play performance by performance, would seem

a far more reliable guide than the popular chroniclers of

the time.

37 • Le Baron dee Fondriferes. This play, a prose comedy,

receives only one performance at the Com6die-Fransaise, on
1 72

Ik January 1686, and is not published. Mouhy suggests

that this was the first play to be siffl^e by the parterre;

until then, patrons had either yawned or blown their nosesj

38. Bradamante. Almost ten years later, Bradamante is

brought out at the Comddie-Franpalse on 18 November 1695

and printed shortly afterwards: privilege 20 December

1695, enreglstrement 2k December, achevd 5 January 16961^^.
M^lfese again makes the authorship a joint one, de VlsS and

Thomas Corneille; the title-page only bears the letter's

172. MS. B.N. f.fr. 9231, f- 1520 v-.

173* These, at least, are the dates given in the printed
extract in the first edition. The privilege register
entry is almost unreadable, but there the privilege
date looks more like 23 December than 20 December,
and the enregistrement could read 29 rather than 2k
December.
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name, although this is not conclusive proof, of course .

Tiie privilege. too, is in Th. Corneille's name alone. The

Au Lecteur explains the circumstances surrounding the pre¬

sentation of Bradamante: "II y a plus de quinze ans que

cette Piece auroit paru au Theatre, si je n'eusse pas

apprehende que la reputation de l'Arioste, tout fameux

qu'il est, n'eust pas est£ d'un assez grand poids, pour

autoriser 1'incident sur lequel toute l'oeconomie en est

fond£e ... Si j'ay pu chercher & me satisfaire en composant

cet Ouvrage, J'ay peut-estre eu tort de l'exposer au Public

puisqu'il pouvoit n'estre pas du goust de tout le monde ...

mais cfet une faute que mes Amis m'ont fait faire ... S'il

est un age qui semble permettre ces sortes d'amusemens, il

en est un autre qui demande que l'on songe & la retralte."

Thomas was 70 on 20 August 1695.

The play had twelve performances, according to Par-
1 75

faict , the last being on 20 December 1695, the day of

privilege, and an initial success. The abb£ Bordelon,

in his Diversity curleuses of 1696, says that "La Tragedie

de Bradamante de Mr. T. Corneille, dont vous avez vu la

premiere Repreeentation, a eu assez de succ^s; elle en

auroit eu davantage, si les combats de femmes contre des

hommes estoient de nostre goustj & si l'Auteur avoit voulu

s'^carter un peu de l'Histoire de l'Arioste, c'est-&.-dire,

17h. M^lfese, Repertoire analytique. p. 201.

175. Histoj.re du theatre francais. vol. XIII, p. U29,



faire combattre Roger contre Leon, en luy declarant qui il
176

estoit, les Spectateurs auroient est£ plus contens" #

Lastly, with regard to the straight plays, there is

the question of Les Dames vang^es. attributed by most
1 77

critics to Thomas Corneille and de Vis£ - an attribution
178

rejected by Lancaster . The play was performed on 22

February 1695 at the Com£die-Franqaise, where it had fif¬

teen performances in all between then and 2l\. April. Pub¬

lication came the same year: privilege 17 April, enregistre

ment 23 April, acheyg 22 April (sic). It sports an Au

Lecteur and an Epistre to the Dauphin. There is no author'

name on the privilege and none on the title-page; the

Epistre is signed D., but there is nothing about the author

in the Au Lecteur.

It seems clear that Thomas Corneille can have had

little, if anything, to do with the play. The Gazette

d'Amsterdam of 17 February 1695, in a report from Paris

dated 11 February, announces the play as forthcoming and

says it is believed to be "de 1'autheur du Mercure galant".

Donneau de Vis£, as I mentioned, founded the Mercure in

1672, and Thomas Corneille only collaborated officially

from 1681 onwards. As for the text of the Epistre. it is

obvious that this is not Thomas speaking to the Dauphin:

176. 170U edition "suivant la copie imprim£e & Paris",
vol. VI, p. 1h6, letter XVI.

177. E.g. -^ynier, Thomas Corneille. p. 367; M6l£se, Reper¬
toire analytique. p. 197.

178. History, vol. IV, p. &J.2, note 16



"j'ose me flater que vous aurez les memes bontez pour cette

Comedie que pour mes autres Ouvrages, qui sont depuis dix-

neuf ans sous votre protection ... Je ne repeteray point

icy, MONSEIGNEUR, ce qui a fait une des plus belles parties

du grand nombre de volumes que vous m'avez permis de vous

offrir ..,"179.
33a, Psychg )
33b, Bell^ronhon )
37b M6d6e ) 0ne sa^ a word about the
operas or tragedies lyrlques. especially Psychi, 8ell(§ro-

phon and M£d£e. The first two are usually said to have

been written in collaboration with Fontenelle, and with

music by Lulli; the last by Thomas Corneille alone, with

music by Charpentier,

Psyche was performed at the Acad^mie de Musique on

19 April 1678, after only three weeks' preparation of verse
1 80

and music, according to the Mercure galant ' . The play

was printed in 1678 - no author's name on the title-page,

no privilege, permis or achev6.

Bellerophon was written for "le Roy, ayant donn£ la

paix k 1'Europe" (Au Lecteur), i.e. by the Treaties of

Nijmegen, concluded in August and Sept mber 1678, and per¬

formed on 31 January 1679« It was a great success. Reynier

179» Cf. P. M^lfese, Donneau de Visg. Paris, 1936, pp.
207-215.

180. April 1678, p. 191+.



and Collins mention the collaboration of Boileau, as does
1 81

M&Lfese . Fontenelle, in a letter to the Journal des

Savants in 17h1, denies that Boileau wrote anything more

than the Prologue, a part of act IV and the canevas. "ce

qu'on appelle dans les Opera canevas. de petits vers faits
1 82

sur les airs A qu'on met dans les Divertissements" .

Active Joint authorship by 3oileau and Th. Corneille would

appear improbable, if only in view of the former's scath¬

ing remarks, as reported by Monchesnay in the Bolaeana:

"C'eet un homme, disoit-il (of Th. Corneille), emport£ de

1'enthousiasme d'autrui, A qui n'a Jamais pu rien faire de

raisonnable: vous diriez qu'il ne s'est 4tudi£ qu'A copier

les d£fauts de son fr&re ... AhJ pauvre Thomas, continuoit

Monsieur Despreaux, tes vers compares avec ceux de ton

fr&re a£ne font bien voir que tu n'es qu'un cadet de Nor-

mandie"''
In the Mercure galant of 1679, Donneau de Vis6 makes

no mention of Th. Corneille's name in connection with

Sellgrophon. The January 1679 issue (dated 31 January, the

day of the first performance) mentions the crowd and adds:

"Chacun convient que Mr de Lully s'est surpass^ luy-mesme,

A que ce dernier Ouvrage est son Chef d'oeuvre". De Vis£

181. Eeynier, Thomas Corneille. p. 57ff; Collins, Thomas
Corneille. p. 191 ; P. M61£se. Le th^Stre et le public
&. Paris sous Louis XIV. p. 107.

182. Fontenelle, OEuvres. Paris, Saillant, 1767, vol. Ill,
pp. 366-378.

183. J. Locme de Monchesnay. Bolaeana. Amsterdam. Lhonor£.
1742, pp. 129-130.



himself attended the thirtieth performance on 19 March

1679: "le plaisir que j'y regeus m'emp£cha d'estre surpris

du grand monde que j'y trouvay. Ce n'est point ce qu'on

appelle Chansonnetes qu'il y attire. Elles y sont en fort

petit nombre, la grandeur du Sujet n'ayant pu soufrir que
18h

I'Autheur soit sorty de sa matiere" . But some thirty

years later, when writing his friend's Eloge. de Vis6

attributes Bellgrophon to Thomas Corneille and adds that

it was played "pendant pr£s d'une ann£e entiere". It was,

too, the first work of its kind to have "un su^et aussi
185

plein & aussi intrigu£" .

Now this statement by de Vis6 would seem to clear up

all doubts about who wrote 3ell£rophon« Given the circum¬

stances surrounding the January 1710 Mercure article, and

also de Vise's selectiveness in mentioning Thomas' works,

it is clear that little attention should be paid to an

account by Fontenelle, according to which his uncle got a

stand-in to do his part. Thomas, recounts Fontenelle, was

approached by Lulli, who asked him to write an opera, while

allowing him (Lulli) to approach Boileau "pour tacher de

lui fermer enfin la bouche". "M. Corneille ne goutoit pas

trop cette sorte de travail," continues Fontenelle, "il s1
avisa de mettre en sa place, mais sans en rien dire, un

jeune hoinrne qui Stoit en Province. II lui envoya le Plan

18+. Mercure galant. January 1679» p. 181; March 1679,
PP. 95-96.

185. Mercure galant. January 1710, p. 287.
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de Bellerophon, qui avoit <§t£ montr£ b M. Despreaux, % oft

il est vrai que le nom du Magicien Amisodar, qui est heur-

eux & sonore, fut fourni par lui. Le jeune Auteur ex£cuta

tout ce Plan dans sa Province, .fc il ne toucha pas aux

Canevas, qui ne pouvoient se faire qu'fe Paris de concert

avec le Musicien ... Tout le reste est de lui seul, hormis
186

les endroits qui ont StS marquee..." .

The play, according to the title-page of the first

edition, was printed in 1679, although the Avertlssement

sur 1*impression de ce Llvre in the 1728 edition has the

words: "Ces Paroles (on the early performances) ayant StS

imprim^es dfes l'Ann£e 1680, par exprfes Commandement de Sa

Majeste; on peut se persuader que le Public en revera 1*

Edition avec plaisir...."

Thirdly, MM£e, "trag^die en musique", performed on

December 1693 and printed the same year, The Mercure

galant comments that "1*Opera de MSdSe et celuy de Bell^ro-

phon du mesme Auteur, sont aussi remplis de sujet qu'aucune

autre pifece de Theatre que nous ayons", but to judge from

contemporary chansonniers (quoted by M^lfese), the work was
1 87

not a long-lasting success

37a. Orion. A final brief note must be devoted to a

work by Thomas Corneille, a mention of which I have only

186. Fontenelle, OPuvres. Paris, Saillant, 1767, vol. Ill,
p. 369.

187. Mercure galant. December 1693, p. 331; P. M^lfese, Le
theatre et le public & Paris sous Louis XIV. p. 26*^7
note 1•



recently discovered. In his Journal chronologique du
1 88

thggtre francais , the chevalier de Mouhy mentions, under

the date 1683, a "tragedy" by Thomas Corneille entitled

Orion. According to this rather unreliable eighteenth-cen¬

tury cataloguer, the Com^die-Francaise had read the play,

but rejected it as not being up to Thomas' usual standards.

To judge from the subject-matter, the work was presumably

a tragedle lyrique.

The Com£die-Fran<?aise archives contain no trace of an

Orion manuscript, but Madame Syl'ie Chevalley, archiviste-

bibliothecalre. has kindly drawn my attention to a note

concerning the play. In the Catalogue des pieces presen¬

tees h la lecture des Comgdiens francais. there figures

the following text, part of the minutes of the tenth

"Assembles des Com£diens" on Monday k January 1683: "On a

x*
Resolu de rendre response a Mons de 1 Isle sur sa piece

d'Orion et de luy faire dire que la Compagnie ne croit pas

que cette piece luy fist honneur comme beaucoup dautres

qu'il a faittes et quelle le prie de faire reflexion sur

ce sentiment de sa Comedie. La Compagnie estant dans le

dessein de luy faire plaisir en nexposant pas cette piece."

Prom the above text, it would appear that only certain

actors had given the play a preliminary reading, and that
1 8Q

it had never been brought before the whole company .

188. MS. B.N. f.fr. 9231, f- 1453 r2.
189. Since the above was written, the minute extract has

been published by Madame Chevalley in her Album du
theatre classique. Paris, 1970, p. 235.



What conclusions can we draw from this attempt to

ascertain the dates of performance and publication in

Thomas Corneille? Firstly, we must note the variety of

his output which, coupled with its quantity, establishes

Thomas as an author worthy of examination, if not always

of praise, ^e produced 38 plays, ranging from comedies

adapted from the Spanish through tragi-comedy (Timocrate.

1656) and machine-plays to great tragedy, as in Stilicon

(1660), Laodice (1668), Arlane (1672) and Le Comte d'Essex

(1678). In addition, there are his tragedies lyriques

Ps,ych<§ and Bellgrophon. together with the enigmatic Orion

mentioned by the actors of the Comddie-Francaise. The

overall range of interest is matched by an equally dis¬

concerting juxtaposition of different types of play: Timo-

crate and La Mort de Commode in 1656 and 1657* Le 0-aland

doublg and Stilicon in 1660, Le Baron d'Alblkrac and Laodice

in 1667 and 1668, La Comtesse d'Orgeuil and Ariane in 1670

and 1672, to name but a few. Two-thirds of all this out¬

put was Thomas' alone, and when, in the early seventies,

he did come to collaborate with others - Donneau de Vis€

in particular it was for two reasons. The nature of the

spectacles he chose to write demanded a variety of talents,

musical and otherwise, as we have seen; and from the mid-

seventies, he was increasingly involved in writing and sell¬

ing the Mercure galant. which occupied him until the end of

the century.

Additionally, during the mid and late sixties, he

must have been working on the first part of his verse



translation of the Metamorphoses, books I and II appearing

in 1670 and V and VI in 1672; all fifteen are published to¬

wards the end of his life, in 1697. Work on the Ovid trans¬

lation may well explain the gap in dramatic production be¬

tween the performance of Pyrrhus at the end of 1663 and

that of Antiochus early in 1666, and again between Laodice.

staged in February 1668, and La Fort d'Annibal. which

appeared in November 1669.

The end of Thomas' active dramatic career in the

early 1680s coincided with the increased responsibilities

to the Mercure inherent in the contrat d'association passed

between himself and D. de Vis6 in December 1681 and made

legally binding the following month. As early as 1678,

the Mercure's editors are forced to state categorically

that contributions must be properly presented and that no

correspondence can be entered into ("On ne fait r^ponse £1

personne, faute de temps", runs a solemn Avis pour tou.iours

after the October 1678 issue). In these years, too, there

began his new activities as a scholar, Academician and

dictionary-compiler: his remarks on Vaugelas appear in 1687,

his two massive dictionaries, the Dictlonnaire des termes

d'art et de science and the Dictionnaire universel geo-

graphique et historlque are published in 169^ and 1708

respectively, and Donneau de Vis£ informs us that notes

had been completed and a second edition of the Dictionnaire

universel was being actively prepared by Thomas at the time
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of his death in December 1709 . The latter work, all

2,500 double-columned folio pages of it, was the fruit,
the author tells ue in the preface, of "plus de quinze

ann^es d'un travail trfes-assidu, & presque sans aucun

relasche". It is fashionable to decry these last two

compilations by pointing out their deficiencies, the in¬

accuracies in them, and so on. They fall outside the

scope of the present study; suffice to say that they show

Thomas' industry and considerable talent continuing at a

high pitch until he was in his early 80s and going blind,

A second conclusion we must draw from our enquiry into

dating and performance is that Thomas Corneillels plays come

out rather less regularly than critics would have us be¬

lieve. The mechanical production of one play a year or

per theatrical season is happily not true, to judge from

available evidence. Even a scrupulously prudent scholar

like Lancaster can state, or imply, this criticism, for

example when dealing with the dates of Pom Bertrand and

L'Amour & la mode. While, in the absence of autobiographi¬

cal material or even of an adequate correspondence, it is

well nigh impossible to determine when all of Thomas' plays

were written, it is clear, for example, that a period of

twelve to fifteen months saw the first performances of Le

Ge6lier. Le Charme and Tlmocrate in 1655-6. A similar

bunching occurs with Le Galand double. St 11icon and Comma

(all major plays) between January 1660 and January 1661.

190. Mercure galant. January 1710, p. 296.



Later, at the Gu£n£gaud, there were three first performances

of Thomas Corneille plays in eleven months: Pom C&sar in

December 1674, Circe in March 1675 and L'Inconnu in Novem¬

ber of the same year. We saw earlier how L'Inconnu was a

self-confessed attempt by Th. Corneille and de Vis£ to

cas} In on the huge success of Circ£.

A further argument advanced by those who have studied

Thomas Corneille's rhythm of production is that he wrote

quicKly, the implication being that fast means badly.

'"hen Lancaster discovers two plays which appear to have

come out in rapid succession, as in the case of Les
1Q1

Bn,r;a-'oments and ^e Feint astrologue, he concludes that

this must be so "in view of the fact that Thomas wrote so

much that he must have composed rapidly". If the one-play-

per-year theory is far from accurate, we need not necessar¬

ily assume that many of his works were hurriedly written.

■Rl'ewhere, I have discussed this point in relation to Le
192

Galand double and St 11 icon , and the gaps in Thomas'

performance schedule (e.g. between Le Berger extravagant

and Les Ii lustres ennemis. between Pyrrhus and Antiochus

and so on) leave room for more thorough writing or pre¬

paration than certain of his detractors would allow. By

this, I do not mean, of course, that all the plays are

skilfully composed. One cannot deny that he did write a

191. History, vol. II, p. 749.

192. "Composition et representation chez Thomas Corneille",
Studl francesi. 36 (I968), pp. 471-476.



lot; but the hoary old myth propagated by Fusee de Voise-

non of the trap-door, which Pierre opened when he needed a

rhy ,e from his younger brother, is more a comment on Pierre's

failing or uncertaLn powers than a criticism of Thomas*

apparent ease of writing. for the trap-door, if it ever

existed, must date fro.., the post-1662 Paris period, as

prior to this, in Rouen, the brothers lived in contiguous

but separate houses, while the nearby ftson de campagne at

Tetit-Couronne, still happily preserved, contained a commu¬

nal first-floor study ... and no trappe.

Phis brings me fto a third main point - the obvious
success of much of Thomas' work. It is this fact, more

than any other, perhaps, which justifies a re-appraisal of

his theatre, lor cutting remarks by seventeenth-century

and later critics to the ef ect tnat his was a passing for¬

tune, that he wrote for his contemporaries and not for

posterity, belie the high quality of certain (but definitely

not of all) of our autnor's plays. One cannot really hold

him responsible for the p rti<lity and short ightedness of

later generations, whose view of sev iteenth-century liter¬

ature is only now, and happily, being corrected. If Thomas

did write largely for his own time (and this is indisputable),

must h be criticised for it?

The legendary succe;s of Timocrate tends to obscure

the reception given to onher plays of varLous kinds. Circe

in 1675 had virtually the same run as Timocrate had had,

while Gamma, back in 1661, was so popular that extx Thurs¬

day performances were added to the normal thrice-weekly ones.



La Devineresee (1679) cashes in on public interest in

1'affaire des poisons and deals with la Yoisin at the time

of her trial and execution. The play has forty-seven con¬

secutive performances. Ariane a few years earlier, in

1672, rivals Bajazet. which is performed in Paris at the
» 1Q3

same tLmej de Vise, in the Mercure , writes that "pour

tout dire enfin, les oharmes de Bajaget n'ont pas empesche

leurs Admirateurs d*en trouver dans cette piece (Ariane), &

d'y retourner plus d'une fois". We have noticed, too, how

many of the now lesser known comedies and tragedies were,

to judge from contemporary accounts, well received, and how

they enjoyed what were, for the seventeenth century, long

initial runs and successful revivals, Indeed, the favour

with which La Mort de Commode was greeted, so soon after

the overwhelming reception given to Tiaoorate, may well

have encouraged Pierre to accept the challenge offered by

Oedipe and return to the theatre. Was Thomas* success

solely baaed on a pandezi ng to current tastes? For if it

was, he must have had his ear close to the ground for a

remarkably long time ...

Like Pierre, he started with a series of comedies,

which, we can fairly suppose, were performed at the Hotel

de Bourgognej his brother had patronised the Marais withhis

comedies of the 1650s. Between 1655 and 1659, he dealt

with the Larais, as far as we can judge, and had performed

there three comedies (and also perhaps a fourth, Le Galand

193. Percure galant, 5 Parch 1672, p. 57



double), together with tragedies of a largely romanesque

nature, such as Timocrate and, probably, Berenice. In

1660, he left the Maraia and moved to the Hotel de Bourgogne

whose troupe was to perform moat of his major tragedies,

-^ro:a Stilicon and Gamma to Laodice, Aunibal and Ariane.

After Theodat in 1672, Thomas gave the remainder of his

plays, apart from the pieces lyriquee, to the Guenegaud,

i.e. the theatre with elements of the Marais and Moliere's

troupe, and then, after 1660, to the Comedie-franoaise,

which in luded the Hotel de Bourgogne players. The only

exception to this pattern is the successful presentation of

Le donate d'Essex at the Hotel de Bourgogne in January 1678.

Is it pure chance that this fl. ne play should have been per¬

formed by what was, or had been, the best of the seventeenth

century Paris companies, rather than by the Guenegaud? On

hearing of the merit of Thomas' play, the Guenegaud, we are

told, was farced to retaliate: "Elle (Thomas Cornel lie's

tragedy) a fait du moins aasez de bruit par quelques Lec¬

tures, pour obliger 1*autre Troupe a promettre auesi un

Comte d*Essex (Boyer's Coiate d'Essex) qu'elle luy doit
194.

opposer" .

Public performance, and successful performance at that,

seems to have been necessary to Thomas Comd lie, to judge

by the way he changes theatres or moves from comedy to

tragedy and so on. His choice of the Hotel de Bourgogne

for his early comedies was probably dictated by Pierre,

194. Mercure galant, 31 December 1677, p. 164.



who gave his own plays to that theatre between 1647 and 1659?

we have noticed how the privilege for the earliest of Thomas'

plays were taxen out in his brother's name. The switch

from the Hotel de Bourgogne to the Marais coincides with

Pierre's withdrawal from the theatre after the failure of

Pertharitej during the 7-year silence, Thomas appears to
195

patronise the Harais exclusively . Well he might, for

195. It should be pointed out that Pierre, having finished
kis Imitation, starts on Le Toison d'Or, for the curious
Marquis de Sourdeac, in the spring or summer of 1656
(G. Gouton, La vielllesse de Corneille, p.25). Thomas'
letter of 1 December 1&59 to de Pure points out that "Mr
de Sourdeac fait tousiours trauailler a la machine» et
j'eapere qu'elle paroistra a Paris sur la fin de Januier.
J * y seray auparauant pour Stilicon (MS. B.N. f.fr.
12765, f— 172). In fact, the spectacle is first put on
by the Marais company at Sourdeac*s chateau de Neuborg
only in November 1660, five months after Louis XIV's
wedding, for which the tragedy in its final form, with
prologue,^was supposedly written: "L'h^ureux mariage de
Sa Majeste, et lapaix qu'il lui a plu de donner a ses
peuples, ayant ete les motifs de la rejouissance publique
pour laquelle cette tragedie a ete preparee, non-seule-
ment il etoit juste qu'ils seryissentAde sujet au pro¬
logue qui la precede, mais il etoit meme absolument im¬
possible d'en choisir une plus iliustre matiere." (Le-
coration du prologue of La Toison d'Or, M.-L., vol. VT,
pp. 253-254. Cf. what Corneille says about the place
of^the prologue^in Andromede and La Toison d'Or: "Notre
siecle a invents une autre espeee de prologue pour les
pieces de machines, qui ne touche point au sujet, et
n'est qu'une louange adroite du prince devant quices
poemes doivent etre representee". Liscours du poeme
dramatique, M.-L., vol. I, pp. 46-47.) Only in February
TZST is the play mounted at the theatre du Marais itself.
Also in 1656, in the preface to the complete Imitatlon.
published in March, Corneille announces a revision of
his plays and what will become the ..xamens. The more
substantial Piscours are not mentioned until August
1660, when he writes to de lure. The three volumes of
the 1660 edition of Corneille, containing the plays and
all the prefatory matter just mentioned, appear two
months later, at the end of October.



Timocrate is a huge success there. But after ha fort de

Commode, Berenice (as involved as Tiaocrate) and Darius. a

simpler play, are relative failures, and this lack of con¬

tinuing triumph may well have occasioned Thomas Corneillifs

return to the Hotel de Bourgogne in 1660. We have seen, too,

how his own opinion of the Karais was not high at the time,

how the cost of his plays was becoming a burden on the ac¬

tors - and these facts, together with the successful perfor¬

mance of Pierre's Oedipe at the H&tel in anuary 1659, serve

to explain his change of allegiance. According to de Vise

in the Mercure galant fifty years after the event, Inomas'

decision was aided by a request from the company itself:
4

"Les comediens de 1*Hotel de Bourgogne, chagrins des avan-

tages que recevoient les Comediens du Marais, mirent tout en

usage pour s'acquerir M. Comeille de l'lsle, il se trouve

oblige de travailler pour eux, parce qu'ils avoient fait

entrer dans leur Troupe quelques Comediens du Marais, sans

lesquels ses Pieces auroient ete mal jouees. II fit done

representor StHicon sur le Theatre de Bourgogne. Je ne

vous dis rien de cette Piece; personne n'ignore qu'elle fut
1Qfi

le charme de tout Paris" .

In 1672, the tragedy Theodat failed, partly because of

its poor quality, partly, as we have noted, because of a

cabale. So far, it has not been possible to determine

exactly what the cabale was that arose over this play or

196. Bloge de Thomas Cornellle, Mercure galant, January
1710, pp. 277-278.
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over the Courte d'Essex, which succeeded just over five

years later, despite criticism (see above). At any event,

Thomas' next play, a comedy, is given to the Guenegaud, as

are the subsequent plays until 1678, with the exception of

the tragedy La Mort d'Achille, which had only a relative

success.- Clearly, the Hotel was the theatre for tragedy,

while the G-uenegaud troupe, as might be expected, were

better at comedy and could cope with spectacles like Circe,

L'Inconnu, and so on.

All in all, Thomas is seen to be fairly astute. On

the whole, he gives his plays (or has them given) to the

best available actors, those who are either most suited to

the type of play or who currently have the finest reputation.

It has been 3aid that Thomas moves from the Hotel to the

Guenegaud because of the reputati on of Bacine at the for¬

mer theatre; but Bacine was atccessful there several years

before 1673* even if Mithridate's success in January 1673

comes hard on the heels of the failure of Theodat in the

previous November. Donm.au de Vise, with whom Thomas is

about to collaborate, is a passionate enemy of Bacine,

and his criticism of Mithridate in the new Mercure galant

is mildly ironical in tone, at best grudgingly favourable.

One must assume that Thomas* view of his rival is, or will

be , coloured by de Vise's opinions.

hen a particular p rformance fails, Thomas soon

switches either company or form. The au Lecteur to I'amour

a la mode, published in the spring of 1653, opens thus:



"Voicy vne Comedie d'vn caracteresi different de la der-

niere de ma fagon qui 1'a preeedee sur le Theatre, que quoy

qu'elles soient toutes deux da mesme genre, il n'y a guere

plus de disproportion du Tragique au Comique, que des extra-

uagances ridicules de D. Bertran, a l'eniouement galand d'

Oronte qui. fait tout en celle-cy." Such terms are almost

the echo of what his brother wrote nine ys ars earlier, in

the .L-.pltre to Le Menteur; MJe vous presents une piece de

theatre d'un style si eloigne de ma derni^re, qu'on aura de

la peine a croire qu'elles soient parties toutes deux de la
a * 1Q7

meme main, dans le meme hiver" . The admitted failure of

Le Charrae de la voix, after a series of oomedies also based

cn ipanish originals, is followed by a quite different kind

of play, the tragedy/tragi-comedy Timocrate; this, rather

than Pierre's ab3en.ce from the theatre at the time, is no

doubt the explanation for Thorns' move into tragedy, for

otherwise why would he wait almost five years after the

collapse of Pertharite before attempting to rival his bro¬

ther? It would be unfair to suggest, 1 think, that Pierre

was so occupied in 1656 with the publication of the complete

Imitation de Jesua-Christ or with preparations for La Toison
198

d'Or, underway in July 1656 , that he had no time to give

his younger brother much help with his comedy ... Timocrate

succeeds, and Donneau de Vise maintains that Thomas' initia-

197. M.—L., vol. IV, p. 130.

198. G. Couton, La vieillesse de Comeille, p. 25.



tive encouraged other dramatist:, to write plays in simi¬

lar v^in199.

To his astuteness, Thomas a ds a becoming modesty and

circumspection. The early prefaces, in particular, prove

that it is either reluctantly, or else only after consider¬

able though^ that he is releasing his works to the printer -

unless such statements are, of course, mere bluff. Care

seems to have been taken in several instances to organise

informal readings, often long before first performance,

Admittedly, as the abbe d'Aubignac points out in his Pro .jet

pour le retablissexnent du theatre franqais, written circa

1640 and published in the Pratique in 1657i this is not an

infallible procedure: "Car souvent il arrive que lee moins

agreables a lire, sont les plus parfaites en la represen¬

tation: et qu'au contraire, celles que l'on trouve iaer-

veilleuses sur le papier, se trouvent quelquefois tres-

defectueuses sur le Theatre ... Les choses belles a dire,

ne le sont pas toujours a faire, la douceur de la lecture

rend certaines choses agreables, en fait passer d'autres

pour molles et foibles; au lieu que la vehemence du Recit

change les agreables en indecentes, et fortifie les

foibles But the encouragement which Thomas

Corneille received then ox- at other times is duly acknow¬

ledged in the prefaces to Les ffigagements du hasard, Le

199. Mercure galant, January 1710, pp. 274-275.

200. La Pratique du theatre, ed. P. Kartino, Algiers,
1927,"p. 392.
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Berber extravagant, Lea lilustres ennemis. 'Himoorate,

Berenice. Larius and so on.



Chapter 2

Tragedy and Tragi-Coaedyj the Question of Tlaocrate (1656)



Tragedy and tragi-comedy : the question of Timocrate.

Perhaps it is significant that, with the exception of

Antiochus. which he had performed as late as January 1666,

Thomas Corneille wrote no play to which he gave the title

tragi-comedy. And this despite the fact that he was com¬

posing plays of various types and in quite large quantities

throughout the 1650s and early 1660s. Equally noticeable

is the fact that, although Antiochus is called a tragi¬

comedy on the title-page, the Au Lecteur to the first edition

starts: "II n'y a rien de plus connu que le sujet de cette

Tragedie", while the remainder of this piece of prefatory

matter is largely devoted to an explanation of changes

made to the historical account, principally for reasons

of biensgances.

Yet the 1650s, although witnessing a decline in the

tragi-comedy's popularity, still saw many produced. Even

at the end of the decade there was Chappuzeau's Armetzar,

Morel'8 Timocl^e. Gilbert's Chresphonte and Quinailt's .main-

eon!e. all performed in 1657, while in 1658 Scarron brought

out his Prince corsaire and Quinault two more tragi-comedies:

Le ^eint Alcibiade and Le Mariage de Camblse. The following

two or three years saw, among the best known, Boyer's Pgd6ric

and Policrite performed, as well as Q.uinault's Stratonice

an& Agrippa. and Gilbert's Le Courtisan parfait and Les

Amours d'Anggllque et de M^dor.

It is surprising, to say the least, that Thomas Corneille
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did not take advantage of what was, it would seem, a form

still favoured by French audiences. Or did he? '"as his

use of the term tragedy in the late 50s and early 60s wide

enough to incorporate features more usually described as

tragi-comic? What, indeed, was seventeenth-century prac¬

tice in this respect, an'~; how far was Thomas merely ignor¬

ing a distinction that now perhaps existed in name only?

Definitions of what constitutes a tragi-comedy can be

traced back to the early part of the seventeenth century

in France; but the term could be first attributed to Plautus,

who, in the prologue to his Amphitruo. has Mercury, dis¬

guised as Sosia, say:

quid contraxistis frontem? quia tragoediam
dixi futuram hanc? deus sum, commutavero.
eandem hanc, si voltis, faciam iam ex tragoedia
comoedia ut sit omnibus isdem versibus.
utrum fit an non? voltis? sed ego stultior,
quasi nesciam vos velle, qui divos siem.
teneo quid animi vostri super hac re siet:
faciam ut commixta sit tragicocomoedia.
nam me perpetuo facere ut sit comoedia,
reges quo veniant et di, non par arbitror.
qui6igitur? quoniam hie servos quoque partes habet,
facj.am sit, proinde ut dixi, tragicomoedia.

However, as the abb£ d'Aubignac will point out in his

Pratique du theatre, published in 1657» "e'est une raillerie

qu'il (Plaute) fait dans son Prologue, en poignant les noms

de ces deux Po€mes, comme il en avoit m£l£ les Personnages...

Aussi Plaute n'a-t-il jamais nomm£ son Amphitryon une Tragi-

Com£die ... mais ... il la nomme hardiment Comedie en plus-

ieurs endroits de son Prologue". Plautus's meaning of the

1. Plautus, Amphitruo. ed. A. Palmer, London, 1906, pp. 8-9.



word, says d'Aubignae, was "une veritable Comgdie, dans

laquelle les personnes illustres estoient introduites pour
2

bouffonner et rendre leur propre grandeur ridicule" .

Gamier's Bradamante of 1582 is really the first French

tragi-comedy (or "tragecom£die"), although there had bee :,

attempts to play with this combination earlier in the six¬

teenth century, under the guise of morality and mystery

plays. Theorists like Scaliger and Castelvetro, and later

Mairet and Chapelain, will restrict tragedy to plays with

an unhappy denouement, and thus leave a clear category

for tragi-comedy. Very early in the seventeenth century,

in his Art pogtique. Vauquelin de la Fresnaye gives a defi¬

nition:

On fait la com£die aussi double, de sorte
Qu'avecque le tragic le comic se rapporte.
Quand il y a du meurtie, et qu'on voit toutefois
Qu'& la fin sont contents les nlus grands et les rois,
Quand du grave et du bas le parler on mendie,
On abuse du nom de trage-com^diej
Car on peut bien encor par un succes heureux,
Finir la trag^die en 6bats amoureux:
Tels £taient d'Euripide et 1'Ion et l'Orest^
L'Inhigdnie. H^lfene et la fidfele Alceste.
Tasse, par son Aminte au bois, fait voir d'ailleurs,
Que ces contes tragics ainsi sont les meilleurs.

(chant II)

In 1628, in the preface to Jean de Schelandre's tragi¬

comedy T.yr et Sidon (which started out twenty years earlier

as a tragedy and was remodelled under Hardy's influence),

Francois Ogier discusses the limitations of tragedy as con¬

ceived by Antiquity. Tragedy had a religious bias, and hence
fo

a need r attention to biens^ances; many, too, were wr.tten

2. D'Aubignac, La Pratique du theatre, ed. P. Martino. Algiers,
1927, pp. 151 and 153.



for competitions, and perhaps as a result tended to be

conservative in form, employing messengers: "Le second in¬

convenient qu'ont encouru les pontes anciens pour vouloir

resserrer les accidents d'une tragedie entre deux soleils

est d'estre contrairts d'introduire & chaque bout de champ

des messagers..And he continues: "II est bien plus

raisonnable de mesler les choses graves avec les moins
serieuses en une mesme suite de discours, et les faire

rencontrer en un mesme subject de fable ou d'histoire, que

de joindre hors d'oeuvre des satyres avec des tragedies,

qui n'ont aucune connexit£ ensemble et qui confondent et

troublent la veuS et la memoire des auditeurs: car de dire

au'il est mal seant de faire paroistre en une mesme pikce

les mesmes personnes, traitant tantost d'affaires serieuses,

importantes et tragiques, et incontinent apres de choses

communes, vaines et comiques, c'est ignorer la condition

de la vie des hommes, de qui les jours et les heures sont

bien souvent entrecoupes de ris et de larmes, de contente-

ment et d'affliction, selon qu'ils sont agitez de la bonne

ou de la mauvaise fortune"^.

Three years If ter, in the preface to his Silvanire.

Mairet states that tragi-comedy is a mixture of tragedy

and comedy, both of which he defines in fairly standard
If.

terms . The main interest of Mairet's theory, which Scherer

3. J. de Schelandre, T.yr et Sidon. Preface au Lecteur par
F.C.V". (Francois Ogier, Parisien) in Ancien theatre
francois. ed. E.L.N. Viollet-le-Duc, Paris, 1856, -vol.
VIII, pp. 12, 20.

J. Mairet, Silvanire. ed. R# Otto, Bamberg, 1890, p.1i|-.
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describes as "une preface sensationnelle, dont le reten-

tissement en son temps peut etre aujoura'hui compare a
» 5

celui qu'a eu la preface de Cromwell de Victor Hugo", lies

in his definitions of the unities, his insistence on unity

of plot and in the consequently fuller psychological study

of the characters. In the early thirties, tra#i-comedy is

flourishing: the Memoire de ilahelot^ shows twenty-nine

tragi-comedies at the Hotel de Bourgogne in 1633» along

with only two tragedies, two tragedies pastorales, eight

pastorals and a similar number 01 comedies. lu Ryer and

Scudery are indulging in the fashion, as is 1. Comeille

himself. Clitandre, a tragi-comedy from 1632 to 1644, is

then re-christened a tragedy; Le Cid, five years after

Clitandre's appearanc?, goes through the same process;

even L*Illusion comique, perfb rmed in 1636, is called a

comedy, but is in many ways a tragi-comedy or, as Comeille

himself describes it, in the dedicace, "un etrange monstre".

Lancaster indicates that more tragi-comedies were acted at

the Hotel de Bourgogne from 1633 to 1636 than plays of all
7

other types put together .

Soon after Le Cid, Desmarets provides a definition of

tragi-comedy in the Aux lecteurs to his Scipion, published

in 1639. Despite the happy ending to the play, he had been

tempted to call it a tragedy, on the accepted basis that

5. J. Scherer, La dramaturgie classique en France, Paris,
1950, p. 186.

6. La Lemoire de Mahelot, ed. H.C.Lancaster, Paris, 1920,
pp. 65-161.

7. H.C. Lancaster, The French tragi-comedy, Baltimore,
1907, p. 149.
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tragedy was concerned with "des Roys, des Princes & ...

autres p rsonnes illustres", while comedy de,-lt with "des

personnages pris d'entre le peuple" and "de3 sujets has, &

des accidens ridicules, auec des propos ordinaires & cap-

ahles d'exciter le rire par leur naiuete". But he has

given in to current usage and decided to call it a tragi¬

comedy, that is, "vne piece dont les jx* incipaux personnages

sont Princes, & les accidens graues & funestes, mais dont

la fin est heureuse, encore qu'il n*y ait rien de Comique

qui y soit mesle."

In Desmarets' mind, then, the tragi-comedy is a tragedy

in all hut the denouement, which is "happy" in the sense

that death is avoided; otherwise the characters are nohle

and the subject-matter" that which he describes as eminently

tragic, "des sujets graues, auec des discours serieux &

digne des peraonnes de ce rang". La Mesnardiere, too, in

k*8 Poetique, insists on the happy denouement of tragi¬

comedy, "vne Auanture de Theatre ou les malheurs sont
Q

effacez par quelque hon euenement" . In the Spltre (1650)

in front of Don Sanche, Comeille will posit a tragedy
q

without elevated characters , while hoth in his theoreti¬

cal writings and in his practice he will, from as early as

Cinna. admit of a tragedy without bloodshed, offering

8. Oit. H.R. Reese, La Mesnardiere's "Poetique" (1659),
Baltimore, 1957, p. 62.

9. P. Comeille, Writ n^a on the theatre, ed. H.T. Barnwell,
Oxford, 1965, pp. 196-197 and note 58.



the characters not just a dead-end hut an acceptable way

out of their otentially mortal dilemma.

At the same time as Corneille ia writing his tragedies

heureuses, the abbe d'Aubignac is, we must suppose, drafting

the Pratique du theatre which, although it only appears in

1657» is commonly accepted as having been largely written in

the early 1640s. For d'Aubignac, too, tragedy need not have

an unhappy ending: "ce terme ne veut rien dire sinon Une

chose magnifique, serieuae, grave et convenable aux agita¬

tions et aux grands revers de la fortune des Binces; et

qu'une Piece de Theatre porte ce nom de Tragedie seulement

en consideration des Incidens et des personnes dont elle

represente la vie, et non pas a raison de la Catastrophe."

D'Aubignac criticises the use of the word tragi-comedy,

"ce nouveau terme qui semble ... peu a peu 3*estre intro-

duit pour signifier quelque nouvelle espece de Poeme Drama-

tique", for it seems to him to be superfluous: in so-called

tragi-comedies, "il n'y a rien qui ressente la Comedie:

Tout y est grave et merveilleux, rien de populaire ny de
10 *

bouffon" . Tragedy, with its variety of possible denoue¬

ments, is a more interesting category, for tragi-comedy,

like comedy, reveals all too soon what it is about:

"..j'adjoute que ce nom seul (tragi-comedie) peut detruire

toute (sic) les beautez d'un Poeme, qui consistent en la

Peripetle ... Des lors qu'on a dit Tragi-Comedie. on

10* ^d. cit.. pp. 143, 142 and 148,



decouvre quelle en sera la Catastrophe." The audience's

identification with the characters and the "willing sus¬

pension of disbelief" are thus adversely affected. Like

Besmarets, he defines tragi-comedy as "tin loeme Dramatique

aont tout le Sujet est hero'lque, et la fin heureuse, la

plus noble et la plus agreable espece de Tragedie, fort

commune parmy les Anciens", and concludes prophetically

that the future may well see the dropping of the word tragi¬

comedy and a return to tragedy, "conservant ce nom indiffere-

mment aux Poemes Lramatiques dont les personnes sont hero-

lques, sans distinguer si les catastrophes sont heureuses

ou funestes, afin d'empecher que d'abord les Spectateurs

ne decouvrent l'evenement de leurs Intrigues"11.
Desmarets* and d'Aubignac's definition of the tragi¬

comedy as a potentially tragic subject, dealing with

socially elevated characters but having, in the event, a

happy ending, is still that put forward by Samuel Chappu-

zeau in his study Le Theatre franqois, published in 1674.

"La Tragedie est vne representation graue & serieuse d'vne

action funeste", says Chappuzeau, "qui s'est passee entre

des personnes que leur grande qualite, ou leur grand merite

releuent au dessus des personnes commune*, & le plus souuent

c'est entre des Princes & des Hois." Tragi-comedy is diffe¬

rent in only one respect: "La Tragi-Comedie nous met deuant

les yeux de nobles auantures entre d'lllustres personnes,

PP. 148, 153 and 157.



menacees de quelque grande infortune, qui se trouue suiuie

d*vn heureux euenement". And soon afterwards Richelet, in

his Bictionnaire franpois of 1 80, sums up this feeling;

tragi-comedy, "c'est une tragedie clont la fin est heureuse.

On croit que le Poete Gamier a int oduit le premier dans

notre langue le mot de tragi-comedie mais inutilement,

parce que tragedie & tragi-comedie est la meme chose, & la

tragedie qui finit par la mort n'est pas plus tragedie que

celle qui finit par la joie. En efet de dix-neuf tragedies

qui nous restent d'ISuripide, la plupart finissent heureuse-

ment"^.

It would appear, then, that while Jean de Schelandre

and Mairet, in the prefaces b,y them which I have quoted,

regard tragi-comed^ as in some way a mixture of tragedy

and comedy - and consequently a more realistic for® of

drama than pure tragedy - , neither states explicitly that

it should have a happy ending; tnis is at best assumed.

But almost simultaneously, or at most ten years later,

Pierre Corneille is writing tragedies which are clearly

tragic, whatever the Prenchman of the 1640s understood by
13 »

the term , and have a happy denouement. Later definitions

of tragi-comedy, such as Chappuzeau's, v iere the "heureux

12. 5. Chappuzeau, Le Theatre franpois, ed. G. Fonval, Paris
1876, p. 255 P. Richelet, Lictionnaire de la langue
franpaiae, anoienne et moderne, Paris, J. 'festienne, 1728
vol. Ill, p. 736. The dictionary was originally pub¬
lished by Widerhold in Geneva in 1680 under the title
Dictlonnaire franpois.



euenement" is opposed to the "representation graue &

serieuse d'vne action funeste" of tragedy, seem forced in

the distinctions they r ise, as if at least one element

must be found by which to differentiate the two categories.

As far as theory goes, little clear difference is apparent

either in the rani of the characters or in the dangers they

face. And if all extant French tragi-comedies, both roman-

esque and otherwise, have happy endings, by no means all

seventeenth-century plays whioh are not comedies but have

happy endings are tragi-comedies. Both Desmarets and d*

Aubignac, for example, separated by almost twenty years of

dramatic production, refuse to see as necessary the intro¬

duction into tragi-comedy of comic elements, whereas those

writing just previo 3 to this - Schelandre and Iv'airet, for

example - had done so.

Having seen what, in their theoretical writings at

least, some of the main French dramatists of the first

half of the 17th century thought of tr&gi-eomedy, let us

look now at some definitions of tragedy with which to com¬

pare the points raised so far. What are the basic ingredi¬

ents of tragedy in a seventeenth-century author's opinion?

/hat structural and other distinctions can he made between

a tragedy and a tragi-comedy?

Remarks on - or even merely assumptions about - the

nature and form of tragedy occur later in the century than

those on tragi-comedy, and naturally enough, as it is not



■until the advent of Le Cid in 1637 that much interest is

aroused by what is, or is not, appropriate. Scudery, in

his Observations sur le Cid of that year, points to the

inevit ability of a tragedy and the absence of any oppor¬

tunity to catch the r ader or spectator unawares: it is a

genre, he says, in which "on n'a pas besoin de surprendre

le spectateur, puisqu'il sait deja ce qu'on doit representor"

Pierre Oorneille, the author aimed at in Scudery's Obser¬

vations, would not have agreed, for although the end-result

or effet of his tragedies may be foreseen - his attention

to historical verite, even if this is at times invraisem-

blable, occasions this - , the means to that end, the

acheminements and peripeties which keep the action moving

through the five acta, can be invented and therefore come

as a surprise to the spectator. Corneille's dramatic prac¬

tice leads one to assume that he sought to gain as much

capital as possible out of his choice of largely unknown

subjects, and that, in part at least, his aim was to "sur¬

prendre le spectateur". Of course, he was not alone in

this in seventeenth-century Prance.

In his critical writings, apart from advocating the

necessity of verite as a basis of good tragedy, Corneille

also, at one point, suggests that tragedy can exist without

elevated characters, provided that the action if of a

sufficient quality. The Epitre of 1650 in front of Son

14. M.-L., vol. XII, p. 443.
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Sanche is an important document, as Coraeille here makes

clear his understanding of the terms tragedy, comedy and

comedie herolque. Don Sanche itself is a comedie hero'lqua,

he says, that is "une veritable coiedie, quoique tous les

acteurs soi nt ou rois ou grands d'Espagne, puisqu'on n'y

voit naltre aucun i'ril par qui nous puissions etre j ortes

a la pitie ou a la crainte", to which is added the word

hero!que, "pour satiafaire aucunement a la dignite de ces

personnages, qui •ourrait sembler profanee par la bassesse
- 1 ^

d'un titre que jamais on n'a applique ai haut" .

Tragedy is different, but not in that it necessarily

deals with well-known figures. "J'ose ra'imaginer que ceux

qui ont restreint cette sorte de poeme (trageaie) aux per-

sonnes illustres nhn ont decide que sur 1'opinion qu'ils

ont eue qu'il n'y avait que la fortune des rois et des

princes qui fut capable d'une action telle que oe grand

maitre de l'art (Aristote) nous prescrit. Cependant, quand

il examine lui-meme les qualites neoessaires au haros de la

tragedie, il ne touche point du tout a sa naissance, et ne

s'attache qu'aux incidents de sa vie et a ses moeurs. II

demands un homme qui ne soit nl tout mechant ni tout bon;

il le demande persecute par quelqu'un de ses plus proches;

il demande qu'il tombe en danger de mourir par une main

obligee a le conserver; et je ne vois point pourr .oi cela

ne puisse arriver qu'a un prince, et que dans un moindre

15. ritlrigs on the theatre, pp. 1S7-198.
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16
rang on soit a couvert de oes malheurs" .

The hero's rank is thus of secondary importance; his

conduct is what counts, and hence Corneille's acute obser¬

vation, in the same hpitre to ons antin Huyghens, that the

characters are less important than the action in a play.

This is the basis tor Corneille's attack on the word

tragi comedie and on Plautus, the "bonhoiame Haute". "farce

qu'il y a des dicux et des rois dans son Amphitryon," says

Jorneille, "il veut que e'en soit une (tragedie), et parce

qu'il y a res valets qui boufionnent, il veut que ce soit

aussi une comeaie, et lui donne l'un et 1'autre nom, par

un compose qu'il forme expres, de peur de ne lui donner
17

pas tout ce qu'il croit lui appartenir" .

Yet the question of conduct tends to be overshadowed

in the sevexiteenth century by insistence on rank, an 1657»

d'rtubignac denies that tragedy must n oessarily have deaths

as an ending and defines at least ancient tragedy as "une

chose m&gnifique, serieuse, grave et convenable aux agita¬

tions et aux grands revers de la fortune des frincea". A

play is tragic "seulement en consideration des incidens et

des personnes dont elle represents la vie, et non pas a

1 ft
raison de la Catastrophe" . This is why, in I)*Aubignac'a

eyes, the term tragi-eomedy is unnecessary: "ce que nous

auons fait sans fond.ment, est que nous avons oste le nom

16. Ibid.. pp. 195-196.

17. Ibid., p. 195.

18. La Pratique du theatre, p. 143.



c.e Tragcdie aux lieces de Theatre dont la Catastrophe est

heureust, encore que le Uujet et les personnes solent Tra¬

giques, c' st a dire heroiques, pour leur donner celuy de
* 1Q

Trc;;,i-Coraedles" . Corneille agrees, too, along with

Aristotle, that tragic action can move from good to bad
20

and also from bad to good

As tne tragi-comedy died a natural death in the late

50s ana early 60s, attention turned to tragedy, ana critics

commented both on t- stes in tragedy ana on what seemed to

them to be necessary ingedients. in the Apistre in front

of his tragedy Qropaste ou le faux Tonaxare, performed in

the winter of 1662, Boyer writes: "La icrtune a'est enfin

declares pour luy (le faux Tonaxare), apres auoir este

baiancee par le malheur du Siecle, qui tombe insensible-

mcnt bins le dcgoust des Pieces serieuses". The pubi-o is

still unaccustomed to serious works. 3y the time Bacine

has brought out the majority of his plays, the view nas

altered; and Chappuzeau can wri : in 1674, in his Theatre

franqois: "Le goust change, & l'emporte souuent sur la

raison. On veut de 1'amour, & en quantite, & de toutes

les manieresj il faut le traitter a fond, & dans la Comeaie

on d m.nde aujourd'huy beaucoup de bagatelles, & peu de

solide. Pour ce qui e :t de la Tr&gedie, ... la Sophonisbe

qui a de la tendresse pour Masslnisse iusqu'a la ...ort, a

19. Ibid.. pp. 147-148.

20. i cours de l'utilite et es parties du poeme dramatique,
in writings on the theatre, pp. 13-14.



este plus goutee que eelle qui sacrifie cette tendresse a

la gloire de sa Patrie , quoy que le fameux \utheur du der-

ni r ie cee deux ouurages l'ay traite auec toute Is

science qui luy est p xrticuliere, qui luy a ei bien

appris a faire parler 4 lea Carthaginois, 4 lea Grecs, &

las Romains comme 11s deuoient parler, 4 mieux qu'ilr; ne
?1

p rloient en effet" *

Corne.ille's tragedy dophonisbe in 1662 is thus less

popular than MalreVs of thirty years earlier, and a major

consi ,©ration is the relative importance of the love-ele¬

ment in attracting the audience's inter st. The following

year, 1675, Villiers provides, in his ntretiens »w..r lea

tragedies de ce temps, a discussion in which Clearque

defends love in plays against Timante who, favouring its

abolition, points out (pp. 71-77) that over the previous

thirty years some of the best plays, puch as Pompee, Rodo-

guti', or . ndroaaque. depend essentially on vengeance, am¬

bition, politics or some similar, powerful force, not on

love.

Also in that same year, Pherotes de Lacroix brought

out the first edition of his Art do la poeaie francolse, a

greatly e .pnaded version of which was published in 1694.

His early definition of tr gi-comedy ( "une representation

un peu aoins serieuss, que la Tragedie; elle nous represents

lea nobles avantures de quelques Iliustres Personnes menaces®

21. ,/d, cit., pp. 41-42. Cf. Kicomede. Au I.ecteur and
fxamen. —



d'une grande infortune qui se trouve suivie d'un heureux

evenement" is added to and refined later, when he notes:

"L'une (trag£die) a un sujet plus triste & plus serieux; &

l'autre (tragi-comSdie) est un melange d'affliction & de

joie, & represente ainsi mieux l'£tat inconstant de la plu-
22

part des gens" . Equally, tragedy is redefined: "une rep¬

resentation serieuse de quelque Action funeste, qui a'est

pass^e entre des Personnes de quality, ou d'un grand merite,

comme entre des Roys, des Princes, de grands Seigneurs &

autres Gens, que la naissance, la fortune, ou le merite

6levent au dessus des Personnes communes" becomes, in 169*+,

"une representation serieuse de quelque action funest^ qui

s'est pass£e entre des personnes de quality & d'un grand

merite; ce qui excite la terreur ou la piti£, ou toutes

les deux ensemble, & instruit avec plaisir les specta-

teurs . .."^.

Pity and fear: Aristotle's terms have by this time

become the mainspring of Racinian drama, and the romanesque,

tenderly expressed works of Quinault and his contemporaries

ten, fifteen or twenty years earlier - tragedies and especi¬

ally tragi-comedies - have already been superseded. For La

Bruyfere, in his Caractferes. tragedy "n'est done pas un

tissu de 3olis sentiments, de declarations tendres, d'entre-

tiens galants, de portraits agreables, de mots doucereux, ou

22. Lyon, 1675, p. 59; Lyon, 169*+, p. 176.

23. Lyon, 1675, p. 59; Lyon, 169k, p. 173.
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quelquefois assez plaisants pour faire rire, suivi h la

v6rlt6 d'une dernifcre scfene ou les mutins n'entendent aucune

raison, et oh, pour la biens£ance, il y a enfin du sang r£-

pandu, et quelque malheureux & qui il en coute la vie% Now,

at the very close of Racine's dramatic career, "le pofeme

tragique vous serre le coeur d£s son commencement, vous

laisse & peine dans tout son progrfes la liberty de respirer

et le temps de vous remettre, ou s'il vous donne quelque

relache, c'est pour vous replonger dans de nouveaux abfmes
et dans de npuvelles alarmes. II vous conduit St la terreur

par la piti£, ou r£ciproquement & la piti£ par le terrible,

vous mfene par les larmes, par les sanglots, par 1'incerti¬

tude, par l'esp£rance, par la crainte, par les surprises
2U

et par l'horreur jusqu'fe la catastrophe" .

Now, La Bruyfere's sympathies lay with Racine rather

than Corneille, although these remarks on tragedy appeared

some two years before the attack on La Bruyfere by Thomas

Corneille and Fontenelle in the June 1693 Mercure galant

and La Bruyfere's condemnation of these two writers in his

Discours de reception k l'Acad&nie Francaise of the same

month. Quite apart from the well-known distinction he

makes between the idealisation of Corneille's characters

and the realism of Racine's, La Bruyfere finds the earlier

dramatist "in£gal", even though he praises his poetry, his

dramatic technique, his denouements and his essential

variety. But La Bruyfere's correspondingly favourable view

21+. Pes ouvrages de 1'esprit. LI (1691), in Caractferes.
ed. R. Garapon, Paris, 1962, p. 86.



of Racine, in the same passage of the Caractferes. as a

refined, penetrating and regular dramatist is not biased;
the later remarks on tragedy quoted above are fore-shadowed

in an important comparison between Corneille and Racine:

"L'un 6lfeve, £tonne, maitrise, instruit; 1'autre plait,
25

reaue. touche, p£nfetre" .

Already this late insistence on the creating of emo¬

tion is taking us beyond the limits of our field of study

in Thomas Corneille, although it is necessary to make the

point, as Thomas may well have been a precursor of Racine

and his contemporaries in this respect, and such a new

interest or aim would be bound to colour, if not mould,

Thomas' dramatic practice. Yhat conclusions can we now

draw on the distinctions made in the seventeenth century

between tragedy and tragi-comedy, at least as far as theo¬

rists or dramatists in their critical or prefatory matter go?

Differences between the two forms are largely blurred}

features of one or other are frequently regarded as option¬

al, and many are common to both categories. For some, sucn

as d'Aubignac or Chappuzeau, tragedy deals with noble char¬

acters, although Chappuzeau and his contemporary Ph£rot£e

de Lacroix also consider as suitable characters of relatively

low rank but of genuine merit. Corneille, for his part,
while normally taking characters of elevated status, does

suggest that this is not necessarily so, although the

25* Pes ouvrages de 1'esprit. LIY (1688); ibid., pp. 87
and 88 (my italics).
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suggestion comes in the context of his comgdie h^rolque
Don Canche. The rank of characters in tragi-comedy is

also a noble one, according to, :"or example, Desmarets in

1638 and d'Aubignac in the Pratique du thggtre of 1657.

Theorists and commentators insist on the "seriousness"

of the action in both tragedy and tragi-comedy: among them,

Desmarets and d'Aubignac. The denouement or "catastrophe"

in tragedy can be, and often is, unhappy, but both Corneille

and later Racine, as well as, for example, the abb£ d'Aubi¬

gnac, are at pains to point out that bloodshed is not nece¬

ssary - a notion which is put into practice from the earliest

days of "regular tragedy". Or tragedy, according to Cor¬

neille and d'Aubignac, can have a "happy" ending, i.e. one

which avoids not only death but also the inevitable separ¬

ation, frustrated love and so on, which are basic h. r-e-

dients of much seventeenth-century tragedy} Corneille,

following Aristotle, points out that characters' fortunes

can, in tragedy, move not only from good to bad but also

from bad to good. Indeed, both Corneille and d'Aubignac

insist more on the possible h ppy ending of tragedy - and

hence on the superfluity of the term tragi-comedy - than

does say, Samuel Chappuzeau, for whom, in 167k, a happy con¬

clusion is the sole distinguishing feature of tragi-comedy.

A happy outcome, while possible in both forms, is a

prerequisite of tragi-comedy. "Happiness", though, for a

seventeenth-century dramatist, did not mean purely comic

elements or "bouffonnerie", although the earliest tragi¬

comedy in Prance had indeed been a combination of tragedy



and comedy, Bimply juxtaposed. Some , like Ph4rot£e de

Lacroix, looked on tragl-comedy, with its mixture of various

elements, as being more natural than tragedy, which remained

on a different level, whatever the attempts to broaden the

scope of the characters and the nature of the denouement;

but the mixture in tragi-comedy had to be controlled, for

it was the over-exuberance, the exaggerated portrayals

with their accompanying excess of incidents, which started

the decline of the form from the heyday of regular tragedy

in the early 16h0s onwards.

Finally, linked to the question of the denouement,

there is a matter which preoccupied commentators of both

tragedy and tragi-comedy: the inevitability of the outcome

of a play, once the very form has been announced. Scud£ry,

in his Observations sur le Cid. mentions the limitations

of a tragedy whose bounds the audience or reader can pre¬

scribe almost from the beginning; and d'Aubignac, in his

turn, comments that the end of a tragi-comedy, too, can be

foreseen, for such a play, by definition, cannot end un¬

happily. The same remarks would apply to comedy also, of

course, and serve to emphasise the dramatists' need to

work within the limits of his subject, to so co-ordinate

and structure the various episodes that tension and drama¬

tic interest are kept alive despite the inevitability of

much of the action. Perhaps tragedy, with its range of

denouements, offers as much scope as either of the other

two forms; but tragi-comedy and also comedy must, to compen¬

sate, introduce a variety of threads to the plot, while at
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the same time striving to maintain a certain unity (or

better, unification) of action. It is perhaps here, in

the elements of surprise that lead up to the more or less

foreseen conclusion, that tragi-comedy differs most from

tragedy. Or does it? In the opinion of some critics, like

Georges May, surprise is not only the means but also the
26

e.id for a dramatist like ierre Corneille ; and who is

to say that he is not largely correct, for we know little

or nothing about what seventeenth-century France under¬

stood by the tragic element in tragedy and we cannot tell whether or not

it always looked for it.

If this isrealised, then arguments about the possibly

didactic purpose of classical tragedy, the moral aims be¬

hind it and so on, fall into their proper perspective.

Plaire et toucher is as common a concern as rlaire et

instruire in seventeenth-century ranee, and is backed up

by P. Corneille's words in the irst Discours in favour of
27

"la naive peinture dee vices et des vertus" . Similarly,

we should try to understand that the feelings stirred Up -

whether they be surprise, admiration, pity or fear - seem

as often as not to be arouBed not only in the audience but

also (or perhaps exclusively) in the stage-characters, and
that this play on the emotion of everyone involved in a

performance is part of what the dramatist desires.

25. G. lay, Traggdie cornelienne. trar^die racinienne.
Urbana, 19U8.

27. "Titings on the theatre, p. 5.
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All in all, then, it seems difficult and indeed arti¬

ficial to try and separate tragl-comedy from tragedy, for

in most respects the plays are, theoretically, similar in

overall tone and construction. Some, like Le Cld. changed

designation without significant alterations in cant t,

while other plays, including some by Thomas Corneille, are

called tragedies but are in fact the most roraanesque of

creations.

Given this situation, it would seem profitable, when

examining the dramatic effectiveness of Tlmocrats. to com¬

pare that play with other seventeenth-century tragi-comedies,

er ecially with those written immediately before and after

1 ">56. To complete the picture, a play such as Le Prince

dfnisf, dating from the mid-1630s, will provide both a

parallel and a contrast to Thomas' best-seller. Our aim

should be to establish two main points: how far does Thomas

Corneille's romanesque play differ from contemporary or

earlier tragi-comedies in structure; and what are the

essential differences between Timocrate or BSrinice of the

following year and the more obviously pure tragedies of

the 1660s (particularly Thomas' oman tragedies and Camma).

fruddry's tragi-comedy Le Prlnct d£guls(g of 163V5 has

been mentioned by critics in connection with Timocrate. and

it provides a close structural parallel from the heyday of

tragi-comedy. Its belle Intrigue has been praised by D'Aubi-
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pQ
gaac in La Prati "me du thgfitre but eighteenth-century

29
critics like the frferee Parfaict and La Vallifere " point

to the complexity of the plot, resulting largely from lack

of attention to the unities. This will not be a criticism

levied directly against Tlmocrate, where indeed Thomas Cor-

neille manages to observe the recommendations of the three

ur ties fairly well, provided that, the spectator grants

the author the benefit of the doubt over his initial situ¬

ation. Certainly, in Le Prince d&guls£. Scud£ry uses the

unities freely. The place is fairly unified, inside the

town of Palermo, but the scene ahifts considerably within

th t boundary, as he says in the An Lecteur: "La face du

Theatre, qui change cinq ou six fois entierement, & la

representation de ce PoSme". The time, too, extends over

several weeks. But given the date of the tragi-comedy,

there is nothing particularly remarkable about this. Five

or so years earlier, in the preface to Ligdamon et Lidias.

his first play, Scuddry reserves the right to use the uni¬

ties fairly freely. By the time of Didon (1635). he will

be observing at least the unity of place.

Twenty years before Timocrate. Le Prince d£guis6

seems to have been a great success, too, to Judge from the

author's own words in the preface (1643) to his 4ragi-come-

d;; rmlnius: "Insensiblement noue voicy arrives ce bien-

Ed* clt.. p. 67.

29. P. and C. Parfaict, Hiatoire du thdgtre francais. Paris,
1745-171+9, vol. V, p. 130; La Valllfere. Bib'liothfeque
dn thdatre francais depuls son origlne. Dresden, 17o8,
vol. II, p. \21. "
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heureux prince Ieguls£. qui fut si longtems la passion. &

les delices de toute la Cour: jamais Cuvrage de cette eorte

n'e't plus de bruit, 4 jamais chose violente n'eut plus de
d.ur£e . '7hy? Largely because its plot is sL rail , r to

Ti ocrate'a and sets out to cause a similar surprise, Pit

Scud^ry's tragi-comedy is considerably lees successful on

t veral scores.

Six years before the action starts, Cl^arque, son of

Aitomire king of Naples, while travelling disguised, falls

in love with Arg&nie, heir to the Sicilian throne. He

then returns to Naples, and his father asks Poliante, the

king of Sicily, to give ArgSnie to his son in marriage.

Poliante refuses, is taken prisoner by Altomire and dies

soon after. The Sicilian king's widow, Rosemonde, swears

vengeance on Naples ani in particular on the unfortunate

Cl^arque, whom she suspects of the death. As in Timocrate.

the reward for capturing the foreigner will be her daugh¬

ter's hand.

Cl£arque arrives and, disguised as Policandre, a

gardener, succeeds in gaining Arg&nie's affections. jut

he has a rival for his attentions; ^^lanire, the wife of

tie Sicilian queen's gardener. M^lanire sees through oll-

candre's disguise and tells all to Roseraonde. As neither

Gl^arque/Policandre nor Arg&iie can agree on who loved whom

first and who, therefore, has precedence in dying at the

30. Cit. Parfaict, Histolre du theatre francais. vol.
p. 131.
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stake, they resort to choosing champions who will fight it
out within the week.

As good luck will have it, each escapes from prison

and, unknown to the other, appears as the other's champion.

Champion Cl^arque./Policandre not unnaturally wins the duel,

but Arg^nie, who is thus saved, refuses to live on, where¬

upon Policandre reveals to queen Rosemonde that he is "ce

Clearque odieux, msis pourtant innocent", whose head she

has been after. Both Cl£arque and Arg^nie desperately want

to commit suicide, but Rosemonde tactfully sentences Poli¬

candre to death, while sparing the same person as Cl£arque,

nd thus solving her dilemma.

Superficially, the play rese bles Tlmocrate in etruc-

t re, but there are notable differences. Broadly speaking,

Timocrate will be seen to be a much more regular and credible

example of its genre. Scud<5ry's errant prince, for example,

is disguised as a knight when he first falls in love with

rglnie; his disguise in the play itself is that of a

gardener. Already the illusion, at the level of the char¬

acters and especially between audience and actors, is less

than in Th. Corneille's play. The widowed queen Rosemonde

of Sicily wrongly suspects Cl£arque of killing her husband,

for he died of heartbreak, while the king of Argos had died

in the war with Crete (although Just possibly at the hand

of Timocrate'8 father, despite Cl^om&ne's denial of this

in Tlmocrate. act I, scene 3). There is no council scene

in Bcud^ry's play, and the rival love which there is - the

gardener's wife's passion for Cl6arque/Policandre - is



thankfully absent from Th. Corneiile's. There is no equi¬

valent in this early play of the rapid changes of fortune

of the central act of Tiiaocrate and of Trasile's revelations

which follow in act IV. The events which complete the

noeud and lead up to queen Rosemonde's dilemma are consid¬

erably more melodramatic than those that face the Argive

queen: a possible double suicide with burnings at the

stake; recourse to champions; multiple disguises; and piti¬

ful, final pleas for death. Y t the solution that koae-

monde finds is altogether neater: she understands the para¬

dox of the split personality, and sees that, by condemning

one half and pardoning the other, she can escape from the

vow she has earlier taken. The queen of Argos will be

less perspicacious ("J'aime ce cue je perds, & je perds

ce que jj'aime / ... / Je ne fais point de voeux qui

n'allient contre moy" - Tjmocrate. V.5)» and it requires

the Cretan seizure of Argos for her to devolve her power

on to Timocrate reconnu and so end the play.

So much for the main outlines, he Prince d£guise can

be seen to be a relatively fussy, irregul.r play, and a host

of small details point to the lesser meri' of it when com¬

pared to Timocrate. oth plays require to fill in the back¬

ground in the early scenes, as does any tragedy or tragi¬

comedy. But in Timocrate. this is done quickly and rela¬

tively interestingly; the longest continuous speech in the

exposition is Nicandre's forty-four lines in 1.2. With this

s: hoaid be compared the unbroken 157-line r£eit which

Cl^arque makes to the gentilhomme Lisandre in the opening



scene of Scud£ry's tragi-comedy, on the basis of Lisandre's
excuse that he does not know of past events because "J'e®-

to is lore / Fans ces heureux climate d'oti viennent les

threeors". Part of this fascinating history-lesson brings

out the parallel sea-settings of the two plays, but Feu"'ry
holds nothing back in Cl£arque's account of the Neapolitan

a tack on king Poliante of Sicily:

^ar de longs cris aipus que le soldat envcye,
II se fait un chao3 de tristeese et de joye,
Les vaisseaux accrochez sont horribles h voir,
On attaque, on resiste, et tous font leur devoir:
L'on combat main & main, et chacun s'evertuS,
Pour trainer avec soy 1 ennemy qui le tuS •••

Un vaiseeau coule h fond, un autre tout brisd,
De crainte d'estre prie se fait voir embras&,
Ft couvrant le Soleil d'une espaisse fum^e,
"£robe aux yeux de tous, et I'une et 1'autre armde.

(Le Prince d£guis<5, I• 1 •)

The luxuriance ("baroque" quality?) of the detail in

Le :• rinee d£guis6 comes out in other ways, -uring the last

scene of the first act, when Rot euonde is threatening ven¬

geance on the Neapolitans, especially Cl£arque, our hero

is hiding behind a pillar; his long-suffering friend >ieendre

advised him in the previous scene (sc. 5) "Couvrez-voue d'un

pilier". Later, in act III, when M&Lanire begins to ee

through CIbarque / Policandre, we have a series of multiple

disguises which will make Tlmocrate pale in ca parison.

The gardener's wife hides as Cl#arque / Policandre ay roaches

(ill.3). The prince in turn conceals himself (III.U) hen

he hears Arg&iie coming ("Couvrons nous toutefois de ceste

palieaade"). After all this, the resourceful K&Lanirt does

not even succeed in piercing Cl&irque / Policandre's identity



first. For Philise, Arg^nie's fille d'honneur. antici¬

pates the discovery that "Policandre" is not just a gardener,
thus reducing the impact of the event both for M^lanire and

for the audience. She says to Arg&iie, in scene 5:

Et puis, qui peut scavoir si ce n'est point un Prince,
Que 1*amour ait conduit dedans ceste Province?
Bien qu'il soit dangereux de se taire et brusler,
Peut-estre le respect 1'empesche de parler.

At the start of act V, too, Arg^nie will adopt a disguise -

she changes garments with Philise - in order to escape

from imprisonment and appear as "champion" of Cl^arque /
Policandre.

Later in this last act, the reaction of queen Rosemonde

contrasts noticeably with the queen of Argos' remarks after

the unmasking of Timocrate / Cldomfene. The Argive queen

will be angry, but controlled, breaking into antitheses

which show her dilemma, but also her ability to see and

express, if not solve it:

Puis-je donner la mort & qui je dois ma Fille,
Ou si je suis contrainte & ce funeste effort,
Puis-je donner ma Fille h. qui je dois la Mort?

(Timocrate. IV.7)

Rosemonde, in the earlier tragi-comedy, is rather less

effective, although perhaps more natural, when she justi¬

fiably asks in act V scene 9s "Ce miracle nouveau me rem-

plit de raerveille: / Bone Dieux, qui veit jamais advanture

pareille?"

Other infelicities exist 'which hardly enhance the

true drama of the situation in Scud^ry's play. There are

a number of stage-directions which emphasise the artifici¬

ality of the actions. In II.6, Cldarque / Policandre says
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to Arg&nie: "Je cache mon destin, et d'otl je suis venu, /
M'eetant advantageux de n'estre pas connu", to which £cud£ry

adds: "Ces vers ont un double sens". So with the dramatic

double suicide attempt by Ang&Lique and Cl£arque in V.9:

"Elle se jette sur l'esp£e du Princej mais on l'empesche",

Scud£ry warns his audience; and after Cl£arque's desperate

bid, "Comme il se veut tuer, la Heine le retient" (ibid.).
But the author makes up for such frustrating disappoint-

ments by having the two "champions" actually duel on stage

earlier in the same scene. Equally impressive is the "gros

volume" from which Anth&ior, chanceller de Siclle. reads in

IV.7 when he informs Arg£nie and Cl6arque that

Bes amans, qui le premier aura
Monstr6 la sale ardeur qu'il nourrissoit en l'ame,
Afin de le punir, qu'il meure dans la flame.

The construction of Scud^ry's tragi-comedy is, in the

end, less taut than it might be and inferior to what we

shall find in Thomas Corneille's I656 play, as can be seen

by a breakdown of characters and events in the various

acts. Cl£arque / Policandre is present in half the scenes

(eighteen out of thirty-four), about the same as Cl6om£ne /

Timocrate (fifteen out of thirty), but Scud^ry's hero

appears regularly throughout the play: three times in Act

I, five times in act II, four times In III and IV and twice

in the last act. The virtue of Timocrate is that he main¬

tains his bluff until the end of act IV by being virtually

absent, as Cl^omfene, from the two preceding acts. In Scu-

dgry, it is true, a climax is reached in the last, ninth

scene of act V, where the champions duel, Cl^arque reveals



his identity, he and ArgSnie attempt suicide and Roseaionde

reaches her decision. Life in Palermo certainly had its

busy moments ... But the invraisemblance of this is only

heightened by earlier "leaks" or rumours, like Philise's

in III.5, where she foresees that Policandre may not be

just a gardener, without having sufficient insight to rea¬

lise that he is neither a gardener nor Policandre. Thomas

Corneiile will arrange his crucial final interval well,

for in it the queen of Argos has to begin her re-appraisal

of the position and reflect on her decision, taken within

the next eight scenes. In Le Prince d6guls&. the death of

the two lovers is ordered in the second scene of act IV;

two scenes later, Arg^nie still does not know who the dis¬

guised Policandre is ("Vais dites votre nom") and it re¬

quires a further eleven scenes and an interval to pass

before the hectic, concluding activities. The fifth act

in particular is loosely engineered, with the grand sacri-

ficateur de la Sicile and the ministre du temple de Palerme

joining in, and Mllanire, the gardener's wife, still pro¬

testing her love (scene I4.).

Having looked at a typical tragi-comedy from the hey¬

day of that form in the raid-1630s, and in order to have an

idea of those with which Timocrate will directly compete,

we could profitably examine two and comment on the others

in the three of four years immediately prior to 1656. The

first is Tu Ryer's Anaxandre. probably played in 1653 and



published in 1655} it seems to me to offer a good example

of contemporary tragi-comedy which, although "simple" in

structure, does not really succeed in interesting its audi¬

ence. The second example, with which we could compare it,

is another "simple" tragi-comedy, Boisrobert's Theodore,

reine de Kongrie, performed in 16^6 and published in Novem¬

ber of the following year, soon after the appearance of

Somaize's pedantic and at times malicious Remarques criti¬

cising it.

r-u Ryer's Anaxandre is a play which, unlike most of

his earlier tragi-comedies, has no physical disguise or

recognition, although disguise occurs in the characters'

feelings for each other; only Alph&nor, the second of the

two princes, is exempt from this and always speaks his mind.

On the surface, it is a banal situation: Alph£nor loves the

king's daughter C^phise who loves Anaxandre, a captive

prince, who in turn loves and is loved by Alcione, C^phise's

younger sister. Finally, we learn in 1.6 and III.1 that
»

rrodote, Alph^nor's confidant, brother of C^phise's confi¬

dante Ast^rie, and villain of the piece, has feelings for

Alcione, largely "pour empescher qu'un autre emporte un

si grand bien" (I.6) and despite difficulties with his

lower social rank.

Prodote's peace of mind will depend on hie master's
success with C^phise, whom the king intends to marry to

Alphlnor, but who shows little direct interest in him. Thus

the bulk of the action in the play falls on the three charac¬

ters C^phise, present in sixteen scenes out of thirty-three,



Anaxandre (thirteen) and Alcione (seven). Alph^nor him¬

self appears as infrequently as does Alcione, but Prodote's

appearances equal Anaxandre's. The small number of scenes

involving the younger princess can be attributed to the

arrangement whereby the king her father has ordered her to

feign love for Anaxandre, for political reasons, although

it is clear in his first appearance in II.2 (the only one

before act IV) that her feelings are real and not pretended.

Squally, the rarity of Alph^nor's r8le is explained by

C^phise's unambiguous rejection of him in their interview

in the opening scene of the play. The king, the princesses*

father, has a small part: one scene in the first act, three

in the third and two in the last.

The exposition has features which characterize the

whole play and explain its unsatisfactory nature. The

first act is dominated by C^phise and her confidante

Ast^rie; neither Alcione nor Anaxandre appears until act

II. Here, Anaxandre and his confidant Ph^dime monopolise

attention in all eight scenes; only four other characters

appear in the act, in one scene each. After act II, Phtfdime

is not heard of again. The play is thus largely, thou h

not exclusively, a revelation of character, with little

internal action; what events there are come from outside

the characters. Thus, at the end of act II, when Anaxandre

is told that C^phise loves him and could secure his release

if he reciprocates the feeling, he agrees; and although he

hesitates in the next scene (scene 7), his mind seems made

up. Then Prodote arrives (II.8) with the news that the



king is granting him provisional freedom, on "vostre seule

foy" and this alters his obligations to C^phise, for it
"me met en estat de ne plus £couter / Ce qui pourroit me

vaincre, ou du moins me tenter." Again, in act V, when

Anaxandre seems on the point of being forced to merry

C^phise, with Alcione's unwilling agreement (sc.1), the

elder sister, at first protesting that she is too ambitious

to marry Alph£nor, suddenly changes her mind, thanks to "un

rayon d'une clairt£ Celeste" (scene 5)«

These two incidents, while unexpected within the

framework of the play, do not really affect the unity of

action. One episode that does is the news, at the end of

act IV, that Anaxandre's father, who has no part in the

tragi-comedy, is prepared to end the war between his country

and that of the princesses' father by marrying his son to

C^phise; Alph^nor, at the same time, is threatening to

rebel if this plan goes through (IV.6). As it is, Anax¬

andre and A1clone occupy the opening scene of Act V and

their determination that nothing should change, followed

by C^phise's sudden acceptance of Alph£nor, reduces the

need for this p£rlp£tle and leaves the way open for the

conventional happy ending.

Du Ryer's tragi-coraedy can thus be seen to have

several major defects. The change of fortune just men¬

tioned could have been both dramatic and psychologically

fruitful, but it comes far too late in the play, has no

immediate effect, and is eventually completely overruled,

when, in order to resolve the final details of the eenti-
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mental plot, Anaxandre reveals that ambassadors now inform

him that his father is prepared for him to marry either

princess (V.8). Prodote's role, while lengthy, is largely

concerned with the static third act, and his love of

Alcione is improbable. Indeed, it is the unevenness of

progression in the action which is the play's greatest

failing; the spread of material is not uniform and both

dramatic tension and interest suffer accordingly. This is

clearly brought out when one examines the characters' main

actions. Alph^nor, rejected by c£phise.in 1.1, leaves; and

when in II.1+ (his only meeting with his rival Anaxandre

before the denouement), he concludes from ambiguous replies

that C^phise is loved by Anaxandre, he accepts the situ¬

ation and departs. Anaxandre, as we have seen, while on

the point of compromising himself to secure release, is

able to step back from the brink at the end of act II,

thanks to the king's generous gesture. Thus, at the close

of this act, both Alph<5nor and C<§phiee are struggling to

ulfil th ir ambitions, while Anaxandre and Alcione' s

mutual love seems fairly secure.

The third act brings Prodote's interests to the fore,

but his attempt to make the king believe that Anaxandre

loves C^phise rather than Alcione gets nowhere, for the

king adheres to his original plan. The lack of progression

in the whole of act III is continued through the first three

scenes of act IV, until C^phise elicits from Anaxandre

that he loves, not her, but Alcione (iV.h). It is only the

news from Anaxandre's father, coming, significantly, imme-



diately after this discovery, that alters the position and

makes C^phise a slightly interesting character; for without

it, her eventual acceptance of Alph^nor would merely coin¬

cide with her father's wishes.

Anaxandre, Du Ryer's last play, is interesting, If

only by its obvious weaknesses. Dramatically, even the

title character'8 ambiguous reply to Alph^nor that "Si l'on

a pu scauoir laquelle des deux (princesses) m'ayme, / L'on
scait pour qui des deux mon amour est extreme" (II.4), is

not fully worked out; the phrase is merely repeated twice

by Alph^nor, once at the end of the same scene, and again

in the opening scene of act III, but to no effect. Love

clearly plays an important r61e, for a marriage arrange¬

ment is the spur to resistance at the start, while, at a

deeper level, the desire for love leads to scenes like IV.3

where two princesses anxiously ask Anaxandre which of them

he loves. But if C^phise's struggle between amour and

orsueil is carefully depicted, it at no point catches the

spectator's interest, for although the is the only charac¬

ter to develop, she does so unconvincingly; and Alcione's

is too short a role to compensate adequately. Even Anax-

andre, present throughout act II, fails to make his atti¬

tude clear until he is alone with C<§phise in the second

half of act IV. The action of the play, though, is largely

unified, and time and place probably completely so, al¬

though details of both are left vague by Du Ryer. Liaison

des scenes is observed, there are only four main mono¬

logues and no lengthy rgcits.

Boisrobert'e tragi-comedy Theodore, reine de Hongrie



appeared in the same year as Tiraocrate. yet the differences

are startling^1. The list of characters is even further

reduced; Theodore, her lady-in-waiting and relative Irfene
and the king's only brother, Tindare, are available in all

the five acts, but the king Ladislae does not appear until

IV.2 and Ramfese, the capltaine dee gardes, is equally ab¬

sent. Irfene and Ladislas have confidants, but neither is

a major figure.

The action proceeds logically, almost mathematically,

with one major item in each act. In 1.5, Tindare dis¬

closes that it is the queen, Theodore, and not Irfene that

he loves; in II.h, Irfene finally reveals this information

to the queen. The middle of the play sees the ultimate

step of Aindare declaring his love to Thfeodore, and this

is followed, in the last scene, b>y news of Ladislas'

imminent return. Tindare again takes the initiative in

act IV by suggesting to the king that it was his wife who

had made the first approaches to him ("(Elle) passa brusque

ment dfes le troisifeme iour, / A 1'insolent adueu d'vn crimi

nel amour"), and Theodore's death is ordered. The last act

is dominated by the rehabilitation of the queen, begun

when Ramfese, saying that he has carried out the execution,

produces a letter from Tindare to the queen, proving the

brother's guilt, and continued when Theodore, who had not

31. It would be useful eventually if some scholar of
seventeenth-century French drama were to provide a
study in depth of all plays produced in a specific
calendar or theatre year.



in fact been killed, re-appears to beg Ladislas to show

mercy.

Theodore does not appear in the first act; this is

quite normal practice and accords well with the nature of

the story, but Boisrobert has some difficulty in filling

his seven scenes without her. The play is opened, not by

a major character in dialogue with a minor, but by the two

confidants, introducing the two young people of the second

scene and explaining their apparent break, for Tindare

loves, but refuses to say whom. Irfene eavesdrops on Tin-
dare's startling revelation, in scene % then leaves Tindare

to a proper monologue in scene 5 before closing the act with

her confidante Carinte. Three scenes - the third, fifth and

sixth - are thus virtually monologues, and the last two of

the seven scenes are rather repetitive. Tension is reason¬

ably maintained, because of the possible incestuous situ¬

ation, but its effect is reduced by Irene's exaggerated

wrath in scene 7 and her passionate desire to seek Tlndare's

death.

Act II, with its four scenes, one of which is only a

few lines, appears short, in comparison with the third act,

which has three times as many, and could thus be compared

to .oisrobert's other tragi-comedy of the period, Cassandre.

where act III is much longer than II# But in fact, act II

covers fifteen pages of text, while III only runs to twenty-

one - the difference lies in the pace of the action. Act

II of Th£odore is indeed fairly slow: Irfene believes she

has explained the situation fully enough to the queen, but



Theodore merely thinks that Irkne is in love with Tindare

(scene 1), and this position is maintained in scene 2, even

although the king's brother believes that the queen is

aware of all the facts, Roisrobert makes full use of am¬

biguity, for Ir&ne's name is only pronounced at the end of

the second scene; and it is left to the latter to give Theo¬

dore the first inkling of Tindare's love for her. So far,

then, events have been handled reasonably skilfully, if a

trifle heavily in places. The third act, despite its quick-

fire scenes, is less successful: Tindare's declaration of

love (III.3) suffers from the queen's awareness that it will

come, and gives rise to a feeling of pleasure in the brother-

in-law that the queen was not as taken aback as he had ex¬

pected. Scenes 5 to 12 are then occupied by Tindare's fur¬

ther attempt to send a letter to Theodore via T^rslde his

confidant - the repetition of situations here is only ended

in the last scene when the king's return is announced.

Like Thds6e, Ladislas returns to an extremely diffi¬

cult situation; and like him, too, he condemns, on the

basis on inadequate information (differing from Theodore

herself who, although convinced of Tindare's guilt at the

end of act II, had decided to keep the story quiet). The

action moves forward with his condemnation of his wife, but

a link is built into act V when we learn in IV.7 that amfese

has not yet carried out the deed. All seems lost in the

middle of act V, but the tragi-comedy merits its title by

the re-appearance of the victim and her successful pleas

for mercy for Tindare.



The subject of Boisrobert's play laid itself open to

attack, and the cantankerous Bomaize took up the cudgels

wielded only a month or two before by d'Aubignac in hie

Pratique du theatre (whom he quotes), when, in his Remarques

he criticises, inter alia, the lack of veri- militude in the

plot. Vralsemblance, says Somaize, "qui es~ la premiere

re le du PoSme Dramatique, & celle que nostre Autheur a lu

mo ins suiuie" is apparent neither in the build-up of the

action nor in the denouement, for Tindare's crimes should

have been punished. In as much as the criticisms seem more

a moral judgement (and a naive one at that) than a comment

on the number and structuring of the various elements of

the plot, what Somaize says falls outside our study. Put

if the initial situation is accepted, it can be seen that

the plot is handled soberly, that an effort has been made

to maintain dramatic tension at the close of the acts; the

unities of time, place and action are well preserved, and

the outcome, resting as it does in Ramfese's purely human

hands, does not violate the facts presented in earlier acts.

Somaize may at best be right in criticising the numerous a

parte in the play^2.
Anaxandre and Theodore, reine Ce Hongrie thus present

two examples of tragi-comedies from the mid-1650s and,

while both have common features - maintenance of the unities

including that of action, use of love as a spring for the

32. A. de Somaize, Remarques sur la "Th^o&org' de l'auteur
de Tassandre". Paris, au Palais",'" n.d, (1&57), PP. 1£>#
21-22 and 92-103.



action, and so on there are important differences. Du

Ryer'e play handles disguise in feelings, if not physical

mistaken Identity, and the initial situation is rather more

complex than in Boisrobert's tragi-comedy. The earlier

play lacks the continuing progression of the second, and

has to resort to a change of fortune, which goes far be¬

yond the return of Ladislas in Theodore. What of other

tragi-comedies in the years immediately preceding Tlmo-

crate's appea ranc e?

As in the two plays just examined, love is seen as

a necessary reesort. in works by .ontauban, Boisrobert

again and Quinault. Isabelle in uinault's he .-antome

amoareux (probably performed in 1656) shows the same kind

of hesitant love or pudeur as can be seen in Lu Ryer's

Anaxandre. In his Sdleucus. performed in 1652 or 1653,

and printed in 165U, Kontauban emphasises the importance

of the love-affair by the slight but significant changes

he makes to his historical sources. Justin, in his Victory

of the world, books XXVII and XX7III, gives Glympias (the
dramatist's Olympie) two sons and Laodice, the Syrian queen,

t /o also: Sdleucus and Antiochus. Vontauban lets Laodice

keep Sdleucus, the title-character, but turns Antiochus

into Olympic's son and calls him .ntigonus. In order that

there may be a tidy, double-love plot, each queen is -iven

a daughter, Alcyonde to Laodice and Eryphile to Olympie.

Ant gonus, too, is freed of the historical blame for having

killed Bdronice, as Kontauban places this on the shoulders

o" his father .Antiochus Theos, and the relationship between

the two families is strengthened and made more dramatically



suitable by having the dead Blronice depicted as Olympic's

mother-in-law.

Eisguise and the resultant mistaken identity are popu-
•

lar. In his Le conte de Hollande. played in 1652 or 1653

and shown to have a certain parallel in P. Corneille's

H^racliutr^. Pontauban has Pal&mkde masquerade as B^leucus,

son of king Fernand of Friesia, who, as luck would have it,

has not seen his son since birth. Sophronie, Palamfede's

sister, is disguised as S£leucus' sister, Laure - both

situations arising because of love. Le comte de Hollande.

in fact, typifies the ridiculous extents to which an un¬

controlled disguise play can go, for all vraisemblance and

even audience identity is lost when, at the end of three

successive acts, the king is unable to tell the due de

Zdlande, who has been promised his daughter's hand, which

young lady is his daughter. "0 CielJ o& sommes-nous, * qu'

est-ce que i'entends", says Fernand un II.3, and when in

IV.1 he is no further advanced, little sympathy is evoked

by his cry: "Ah! Pere malheureux, iniortun£ ! onarque". hen

at last Laure's aged gouvernante arrives on the scene and

clears up the problem in the nick of time ("Bieux! e'est la

Gouvernante, & que le croyois morte"), it is hard to accept

that all along "i'en auois, rnee enfans, quelque pressenti-

ment" (V.h).

In a slightly later tragi-comedy, Cassandre. performed

in October 1653, Boisrobert starts with a simple initial

33. ancaster, history, vol. Ill, pp. 155-156.



situation (love of Aetolfe, son of the due de Cardone, for

princess Cassandre; love of D. loncade, a Spanish nobleman,

for leabelle, Astolfe's sister, who in turn is loved by

D. Pfedre) and complicates it by misunderstanding and a

but • osed identity mix-up before resolving it as it began.

By misinterpreting letters, Astolfe at first believes that

Caseandre may be in love with D. foncade, but by II.3 t.

two lovers have expressed their mutual affection. Then, in

a 59-line r£clt. the due tells Astolfe that Caseendre is

his sister and that hence they must pert, but the news is

not given to Cassandre until the end of act III, and then

without reasons. Only in V.3 will the due Inform both

Cassandre and Isabelle that the former is hie daughter,

and this situation is then reversed by the arrival of

Caseandre's long-absent gouverneur. who puts matters right.

Almost inevitably, disguise plays such as Cassandre

or he comte de Hollande give rise to repetition. In Cas¬

sandra. for example, act IV in particular, leading up to

the Cassandre - Due - Astolfe meeting in the last scene,

covers much of the ground of acts II and III (Il.h and IV.1j

III.7 and IV.3, and so on). The need may be there if, as

in Boisrobert's play, one or two of the characters know the

truth (or the suprosed truth) fairly early on, while the

others do not; but the repetition must be skilfully and

briefly handled, not extended to the ten pages of Bois¬

robert's act IV scene 6.

Linked to this problem and perhaps common to all tragi¬

comedies, and tragedies as well, is the maintenance of



dramatic tension. H.C. Lancaster, for example, finds that

in Mcntauban's Le comte de liollande "the suspense is well

sustained"^4 - but is it? King ernand, free after twenty

years of captivity, tells his supposed son in 1.1 that he

is no doubt acquainted with the past story - then proceeds

to retail it for 89 lines, having already had fifty lines

to himself earlier in the scene! Dramatic excitement

\S scarcely induced when the characters t em~

selves forgot they are playing parts and answer to their

real names (1.2; II.5). -hat of the rather ridiculous

battle of words between Sophronie, pretending to be Laure,

and Laure, who protests her identity (II.3), to say nothing

of the wait for the aged, if enterprising gouverneur of

S^ieucus to turn up and reveal all or the stubbornness of

the other characters, refusing not only to believe /hat is

s..id but to say anything helpful iuemselves? Among con¬

temporary tragi-comedies, uina_.lt' f. Le Fantome amourenx

;o s iUrthest in its melodramatic exposure of a mutilated

or se (all grisly details provided: 1.8 and II.h), U3e of

a convenient underground "mine" for visiting one's beloved,

with one's hapless rival conveniently falling into it at

the end of an act ...

From what has been said about the last few plays, it

is clear that the denouement of tragi-comedies in the 1650s

was not always brought about by the previous action or by

foreseeable events. In his .Az.c : . admittedly a tragl-

3u Ibid., p. 153
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com6dle h^rolque. and a rather undistinguished, rigidly

compartmentalised play, Montauban solves the situation by

an uprising of Syrians. In his he comte de Hollands, a

long-despaired-of gouvernante turns up in the nick of time,

while in Boisrobert1s Cassandra. D. Bernard arrives half¬

way through the last act to disprove the due de Cardone -

at least he has written proof to back up his statements,

which is more than D. Bernardo in Villages' source play

had. Thus the varlouB plots are solved, "happily" in that

no major figure perishes and that natural justice is seen

to be done; but the outcome does not always depend sir ply

on skilfully manipulated, well-prepared incidents.

The characters are noble, or are supposed to be soj

indeed, in ;uinault's Le "antome amoureux. Alphonce pro¬

vides us with a defence of power even when the wlelder of

authority could be said to be unjust!

II (le due de Perrare) est r.on Prince encor raalgr ' sa
tirannie,

Le destin des Sujets depend des Souverains.
Un crime devient juste en partant de leurs mains,
Et malgr6 leurs rigceurs, ei ces Tieux de la terre
Doivent etre punis, e'est d'un coup de Tonnerre. (ll.u)

The action is in general unified, given the defects

mentioned above, although a close analysis of a play like

Cas. andre would show that the secondary love-affair - Chat

between the two Sjanish nob le sen and Isabelle - , while

occupying the greater space in the exposition, fades out

after III.5 and leaves the main action in the last two acts

to C- -sendre and Astolfe. The example is a useful one, for

a subordinate plot is necessary so hat Astolfe can suspect

that he has a rival for Cassandre's hand and react accordingly
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when he, alone among the five in love, is informed of his

"true" identity by the due in act IIj the link between the

main and the secondary actions is effected by the hackneyed

intercepted and misinterpreted letter. Technically, none

of the plays mentio. ed is brilliant - there are often a

parte, frequent stage-directions, an occasional weak liaison.

But the basic mixture is there, the structure has been worked

out, and it only needs a skilful hand, with a touch of

imagination, to turn an interestin form into a masterly one.

Such an event occurs with Timocrate, first performed

at the end of 1656. Before studying the play, notice must

be taken of remarks that Thomas makes in the important Au

Lecteur. Here, the author answers two objections, and in

so doing, makes clear his position with regard to the very

nature of drama. For Thomas, as indeed for Pierre in the

1660 critical writings and in earlier prefaces, the notion

of vraisemblance is important, and has to be carefully de¬

fined. Aristotle, says Thomas, "nous apprend qu'il est

vray semblable que plusieurs choses arriuent contre le

vraysemblable", and this argument serves as a justification

for his play, where "i'aduotte que Timocrate est fort adroit

"i: fort heureux dans sa conduite, & qu'il faut l'eetre beau-

coup pour trouuer toujours au besoin des occasions si

justes 1 si fauorables, de passer comme luy d'vn party h

1'autre aelon les diuers interests qui l'y obligent". But

for Thomas, his hero's individual actions are not improbable

at all: "il ne fait rien qui soit impossible, & tout ce qui



ut arriuer, sans violenter beaucoup l'ordre commun de la

nature, doit estre repute vray semblable1'.

The subject as a whole, th n, benefits from the veri¬

similitude of the component actions. In putting this point

forward, Thomas would seem to anticipate - Timocrate is

published in February 1658 - the important idea made by

;: ierre in the opening paragraph of the first Discours of

1680 and continued in the second, that the subject can or

even should be invrnlsemblabl . provided that the tre itment

is vraisembl Ms or necessaixx.. xoth authors would admit

that the initial situation may be improbable - what is essen¬

tial is that the various achemmcments and episodes should

in themselves be credible and clearly motivated. This will

be a point worth examining, for the Au Lecteur which men¬

tions criticism of this point appeared only eigi j. vi months

after the publication, in June 1657* of d'Aubignac's . ra¬

ti ;ue du theatre, where the abo* had provided a passionate

defence of vraisemblance. "1*essence du PoSme framatique"

and "la seule lu.ii&re du Theatre1. Historical truth by

itself and mere possibility re unsuitable in plays, s ys

the abb£: "il n'y a que le Vraysemblable i puisse rai-

sonnablement fonder, oustenir et terminer un PoSme Drama-

ti-iue: ce n'est pas que les choses veritables et possibles

soient bannies du Theatre; mais elles n'y aont receues

qu'entant qu'elles ont de la vray-semblance"^^.

• ^d. clt.. pp. 76, 253 and 77. Thirteen years before
-iscours, it is true, f. Gorneille had envisaged

possible lack of verisimilitude in the sujet (10+7 --u
. ecteur to ii^raclius. M.-L., vol. V, pp. 1h"o-1i+7) ;
see note 59 below.



The second point that Thomas makes in the Au ,ecteur

is related to the question of vraisemblance just treated.

The last act of the play had been criticised as being super¬

fluous, for by the end of act IV Cl£om£ne and Timocrate have

been shown to be one and the same person. Two remarks

occur to the author, one concerning the play up to this

point, the other the full significance of the d6noueme

"Les trois premiers Actes", he says, "ne seruent que "'ache-

minement & mettre la Reyne dans I'obligation de deux ser-

ments qui la forcent de faire espouser sa fille & celuy

mesme qu'elle ne se peut dispenser de perdre". This posi¬

tion, still true at the end of the fourth act, resembles

the situation in H^racllus (16^-7), where Phocas finds him¬

self in an equally impossible dilemma, and it must, in

each case, be followed by some solution - for a rule of

drama is that the futures of all the main characters

should be clear to the audience before the play ends.

But the conclusion to Timocrate had to be carefully

managed: Thomas, in fact, devotes eight scenes to his last

act and even at the end of scene 7» the queen of Argos is

still criticising her possible son-in-law in no uncertain

terms, Thomas adds, in the Au Lecteur: "Je laisse &
t

iuger ,,, s il m'estoit permis de finir Timocrate par vn

sentiment de generosity qui auroit porty la Reyne incon-

tihen apr4s sa recognoissance, A violer les serments qu*

elle auoit faits de vanger la mort de son mary, en faueur

de ce qu'elle doit & Cleomene; l'Auditeur n'auroit-il pas

eu lieu de me dire qu'il attendoit autre chose de cette

exacte religion que les Anciens auoient & les obseruer,
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% de 1'inquietude ou la deuoit reduire cette contrariety

des sermente ausquels elle e'estoit temerairement engages?"

The story of Timocrate is well-known and one need only

recapitulate the main lines. The "source" of the play is,

as the author tells us in. the last paragraph of the Au

Lecteur. the eighth part of La Calprenfede's novel 01eo~

cat re, which started to appear in 1&+6. Yet the story of

Alcamfene / Alcimydon and M&ialippe, while initially similar

to that of Timocrate / Ciyomfene and Eriphile, is far from

exact in all details. Thomas, like his elder brother, has

taken a subject and moulded it to suit his dramatic pur¬

poses; as he says, La Calprenfede's tale "m'a fourny les

premieres id£es de cet ouurage". The king of Argos, at

war with Dymochare, king of Crete, had died in imprison¬

ment and his daughter's hand has been claimed by the Cretan

Ciyomfene. On attacking Crete, the widowed Argive queen is

repelled by Timocrate, who soon succeeds to his father

Dymochare's throne and besieges Argos. As Ciyomene, Timo¬

crate takes part in a discussion (1.3) on whether peace

should be obtained by giving Eriphile in marriage to Timo¬

crate, and is the sole person to advise acceptance of the

Cretan offer. The queen refuses this solution and says

that Eriphile will marry the eventual captor of Timocrate.

The hero dispatches two of his three rivals and takes

prisoner the third, Nicandre (II .if.). Almost immediately,

Nicandre is released (III.5) and Ciyomfene enters, announcing

that he nas captured Timocrate (ill.6). Suspicions arc.

aroused that the prisoner may not in fact be Timocrate, and



Trasile, a friend of the Cretan king, unaware of what is

happening, fails to confirm that it is Timocrate who has

been captured (IV.6). Act IV ends with the exposure of

Cl£om£ne's disguise and the last act contains the queen's

dilemma, Nicandre's intervention, the arrival of the

Cretan in Argos, the abdication of the queen and the final

victory of Timocrate, who will marry Friphile.

Before we examine the exposition, the noeud and the

denouement of Timocrate in detail, a word about its over¬

all structure. Virtually all the action takes place on the

Argos side; at least one of their representatives is pre¬

sent in every scene. Crete, with Timocrate and Trasile,

is absent until act IV scene 6, when Trasile appears;

Timocrate himself is only featured in the last five scenes

(V.U-8). Before this, of course, he is active as Cl£om£ne,

but only in ten scenes out of the twenty-two in the first

four acts. His presence is frequent in acts I and IV, but

rare in II and III (one appearance in each). The two kings

Chresphonte and L^ontidas feature only once, in act I.

The action, in fact, is largely a series of dialogues

involving the four Argive characters: the queen, Cl£omene,

Eriphile and Hicandre. Only one scene of the play is a

pure monologue, and even it (Eriphile, III.1) takes the

form of stances. A plot such as that of Timocrate does

not lend itself to the serious deliberations y/hich charac¬

terise seventeenth-century tragic monologues. But each act,

apart from act III, starts off with a semi-monologue by a

main character with his or her confidant, and there are



other cases in the "tragedy" where this occurs (II.3; III.2

and 7; V«3). Apart from these monologues, though, the play

consists principally of dialogues, at least until the denoue¬

ment, with occasional scenes embracing three main charac¬

ters (1.3 and III.6 with the queen, ClSomfene and Nicandrej

IV.6 with the first two and Trasile).

A. distinguishing feature of Timocrate. though, is the

importance of the confidant. The princess Eriphile has

two, and taken together they appear twenty-seven times in

a play of 30 scenes. Mostly, one or the other is there,

singly, to advise Eriphile, but both appear in six scenes

when the queen is present. Nicandre's confidant, Areas, is

busy, too, making fifteen appearances, one more than Fi-

candre himself, in fact. Conversely, Cl^omfene's lack of a

confidant is vital, for both the audience and other charac¬

ters must be kept in the dark about his true identity, and

hie 11 and daring are heightened by his ability to act

alone. Like the twins in Anouilh's L'Invitation au chateau,

he cannot, of course, appear in both guises simultaneously.

The pattern of action is thus remarkably unified and

normal and clearly the suspense which marks Timocrate and

presumably was the prime factor in its Oox-office success

must go beyond an external analysis such as this. The play

increases in speed as it progresses - four scenes in each

of the first two acts, seven in acte III and IV, and eight

in the last. 7/hile a steady increase is common in seven¬

teenth-century tragedy-56, the difference between the two

36. J. Scherer, La Dramaturgic classique en France, p.



opening acts and the last three is important. Eriphile

does not appear at all in act I, where the attention is

focussed on Nicandre, Cl£omfene and, to some extent, on the

queen of Argos (scene 3). The princess's turn comes, though,

in act II, where the only other two characters are Nicandre

(scene 2) and Cl£omfene (scene ij-), and she will go on to

dominate the play as far as presence is concerned, being

on stage seventeen times in comparison to Nica.n ire's

fourteen and the queen's twelve appearances.

Act I , traditionally the expository act, is important,

not only for the information it conveys concisely, but for

the tension it arouses, by the mystery and unsolved prob¬

lems mentioned. The entree en ,jeu is skilfully managed,

for Timocrate is before Argos, but Cl£omfene, the letter's

defender, has mercifully returned to base. The audience

is thus prepared for a forthcoming struggle, with its argu¬

ments and counterarguments, but is also already well-dis¬

posed towards Cl£omene - this solves Thomas' problem of

how to arouse enthusiasm for a Timocrate who does not, and

cannot, appear until the game is up. Two points in the very

opening scene serve to heighten the audience's reaction: time

is shown to be pressing, through references to dJjiS., d&s ce

.jour, l'orage qui s'appreste and (le) besoLn qui la presse.



and secondly, ClSomfene's arrival back is an occasion for

ArcaB to tell Nicandre about him and hence let Nicandre

reveal Chresphonte, Leotitidas and even Eriphile to the audi¬

ence.

Curiosity is increased in scene two when we learn

that Cl^omfcne, although twice defender of Argos, had left

the city without permission. No satisfactory reason is

given by him for his absence: fate is invoked, rather am¬

biguously, as the main cause. Cl6omene's disappearance

is paralleled by our learning, in scene 2, of Timocrate's

miraculous re-appearance after being presumed dead and his

assumption of Royal power in Crete on the death of his

father D^mochare. A final hint to the audience that Cl£o-

mfene and Timocrate can never appear together is contained

in Nicandre's account of how the queen of Argos had decided

to wage war on Crete without Cl£om&ne, and how she had been

driven off by Timocrate.

The necessary jigsaw puzzle of events is thus being

slowly assembled, providing not only the necessary story-

so-far facts, but also a carefully-programmed recital of

presences and absences, without which the plot would floun¬

der. Past events have been adequately sketched in for the

present dilemma to be evoked in scene 3» a council scene

such as Comeille uses in Clnna or Pomp^e. but here with

four, widely-ranging views expressed. Each in its way is

provocative and could orientate the play in an important

direction. Chresphonte's advice that the Cretan ambassador

be killed raises the spectre of an invasion by Timocrate;



LSontidas' recommendation that nothing be done is poten¬

tially as dangerous as Nicandre's, that war be resolutely

waged. Only Cl£omfene advises acceptance of Timocrate's

bargain, and when, in the next scene, Nicandre learns of

his love for Eriphile, this rival for the princess's hand

is as bemused as Maxime at Cinna's apparently self-contra¬

dicting advice to Auguste in the deliberation scene of

that play.

Amidst doubts of how the king of Argos met his death

at T)£mochare's court, the widow decides in favour of ven¬

geance and offers Eriphile's hand to the captor of Timo-

crate. The diverse strands of the plot have thus been

limited, the advice of the two neighbouring kings has been

rejected (and hence their roles virtually dispensed with)

and the spotlight can now fall on Nicandre and Cl£omfene in

their dealings with Eriphile. Perhaps dealings is the wrong

word., for Nicandre only meets her once before act V and

Cl£omene only twice; but Eriphile and Nicandre will succes¬

sively occupy the stage (the former continuously from II.1

to Ill.h and the latter from the following scene, III.5,

to IV.3), while Cl£omfene is busy elsewhere - he has only

three appearances in these two and a half acts.

Compared with act I, act II is transitional and rela¬

tively static, as will be the fourth act. Indeed, one can

see an attempt by Thomas to vary the rhythm of his action

by increasing the speed, in various ways and for different

reasons, in alternate acts: I, III and V. Act II's main

purpose is to portray the feelings of Eriphile for Cl£omfene,
whose love for her has been shown at the end of the opening



act. Yet Eriphile is neither a very sympathetic nor a

particularly effective character, and her attitudes in act
II and the opening scene of act III are as off-putting as

those of another young girl, Placidie in Thomas' Stilicon,

whose fiertg and orgueil forbid her to marry below her

station in life. Within these five scenes, then, she can

move from expression of love for Cl^omfene (II.1, with her

confidante) to rejection of him even if he conquers Timo-

crate (the stances of III.1). The argument that lack of

status is no bar provided merit can be proved is discarded

a few scenes later, and even if this rejection is but a

temporary one, its position in the play serves to emphasise

the essentially negative value of Eriphile's love.

It is paralleled by her treatment of Nicandre, urged

to defeat Timocrate and thereby gain her hand, but dismissed

in the very next scene, when the princess reveals to her

confidante that he, too, lacks foolproof credentials. On

the one hand, all four suitors have been warded off (there

will soon be only two left, anyway), and at the same time

opposition to Timocrate has been strengthened, even in the

case of Cl^omene, who has had to renounce the advice he

gave the queen in the council scene of act I.

This skilful counterbalancing of situations, move¬

ment from one position to its apparent opposite, is con¬

tinued in act III, where the rhythm again increases. Only

here, in fact, in the admittedly strategic central act, do

the action and the resultant quidproquos reach the level of

Incredibility which much criticism suggests is maintained
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throughout the play. Into act III are compressed the tales
about Nicandre, Trasile and Timocrate, and in comparison

the fourth act will provide the leisurely, inexorable un¬

masking of the impostor, the fifth the queen's long drawn-

out decision to abdicate, an anticlimax, perhaps, but

still necessary.

The movements in the third act are well-engineered.

Eriphile's unwillingness to accept Cl£omfene is balanced,

not only, as we have seen, by the opening scene of act II,

but again by scene 6 of act III, after the discomfiture of

Nicandre, and thus the audience's interest is aroused for

what will happen in the interval after act III and in the

subsequent acts. Even as early as the second scene of the

central act, Eriphile learns that Trasile was captured by

Nicandre, not by Cl£omene - but her suggestion that Cl£o-

mfene must be responsible shows that she is still thinking

oi , nd this offsets the effect of the stances in

scene 1, while foreshadowing scene 6.

Nicandre's fortunes oscillate wildly throughout the

act, but the balance is finally in his disfavour. His

victory (the taking prisoner of Trasile) is countered by

his own capture by Timocrate - or so the story runs. This

would destroy all his hopes of winning Eriphile, even al¬

though Chresphonte and L^ontidas are now dead, and puts

him, as scene i+ recounts, in the invidious position of

being bartered for Trasile. His release by Timocrate is,

shameful enough, but is made more so by Cl£omene's reported

capture of Timocrate, in much less advantageous circumstances.

Nicandre's military defeat at the hands of Crete leads to



his sentimental defeat by Cl£omfene (scene 6). The re-

establishment of Cl^omkne's fortunes, and his hopes of

winning Eriphile required Nicandre's capture and his sub¬

sequent release by Timocrate, for otherwise Nicandre would

have had precedence over Cl£omfene. To add to his poor

image, Nicandre hints in the last scene (scene 7) that he
wou? d like Timocrate, captured by Cl£omfene, released in

return for the favours which the Cretan leader had shown

him.

Nicandre's victory over Trasile is needed in its

turn, as it allows Cleomene to disappear from the Argos

scene and appear as Timocrate, urging on the Cretans (scene

3) despite the capture of the prince su.jet. The perspec¬

tive of the play now widens: the queen of Argos' account

describes Timocrate being seen in conflict with Argos. The

two sides to Timocrate's personality are not only evoked

se ~'t~ly in this act; the illusion of their existing at

one and the same time is fostered.. As Cl6omene / Timocrate

thus extends his visible range of operations, the field of

rivals for Eriphile'e hand narrows, for Timocrate kills

Chresphonte and L^ontidas. This may add new renown to his

own reputation, but it also comes close in time to his cap¬

ture by Cl^omfene (if we accept to look on this as possible,

as we surely must do, for the audience can). Equally im¬

portantly, Th. Corneille effects another dramatic juxta¬

position of circumstances: by the deaths of the two neigh¬

bouring kings, Nicandre is left to carry on the fight for

Argos; yet in the second half of the act, he is discredited

and his valour and sentimental hopes are called in question
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The difficulty of his personal position at this moment io

only underlined by the queen's determination (scene 5) to

wage war all the more strenuously on Crete.

The role of Nicandre is important, principally, it

should be clear by now, as a foil to Cl£omfene / Timocrate.

The fortunes of the two men are at opposite poles at the

clo' a of act III, yet all is changed by the gradual un¬

masking of the supposed Timocrate, thanks to Trasile in act

IV. It is significant, therefore, that at the start of act

IV, Nicandre's plan to release the prisoner should be

superseded by Areas' suggestions (scene 1), but that both

should give way to the information brought by Eriphile's

confidante in scene 2. Cl£omfene's deception, already brought

out in this scene, is cleared up, not by what he says or by

what Nicandre or Areas do, but by Trasile, whose actions are

first reported and then seen when he appears in scene 6.

Thu ifher of the chief male characters present - Cl£o-

mfene and Nicandre - can influence his own destiny. 3ut in

scene h, before he is aware that he has been found out -

the stichomythia argument with Nicandre (sc. 3) does not

get as far as this - , Cl4omfene does attempt to make Eri-

phile appreciate Timocrate for what he is and this is part

of the psychological preparation for the discovery thit

Cl^oraene and Timocrate are one person.

3ut it would be wrong to see the structure of the play

as permitting the rise of Nicandre to compensate for the

sudden fall of Cl£om£ne. The fifth act does not allow of

this interpretation, and even before the end of act IV,



Cl£omkne / Timocrate has secured from the queen of Argos

a promise that he can marry Eriphile before she, the queen,

disposes of him as she has vowed to do all along. So the

question of whether act V is superfluous is not strictly

relevant; the play would have to close even earlier, before

the last scene of act IV, if it were to leave no loose ends

By introducing the promise of marriage, Thomas Cor-

neille has necessitated a fifth act and has also seen how

to construct it. His queen plays a largely negative r6le

in the tragedy as a whole, as a widow seeking advice and

assuring contenders for Eriphile's hand that they will win

it if they deserve it. Her dilemma on finding that, as

she later puts it neatly (V.5) "J'aime ce que je perds, &

je perds ce que j'aime", has often been held up to ridicule

and obviously, if she had simply to choose between letting

Tirnocrate marry her daughter and putting him to death, that

dec J could be unconvincingly facile. But this is not

so. The careful soundings taken in the council scene of

act I reveal a lot about the queen's power of decision, and

it is to be expected that she will only be able to make a

two-stage decision about Timocrate.

Eriphile therefore holds one's attention in the first

four scenes of act V, but clearly no decision can be made

until the queen arrives. The first half of the act thus

serves two purposes: it allows rumours to spread - that

Cl£om£ne has been discredited in the eyes of the people;

that Crete is about to invade Argos again and so on -, and

at the same time gives the queen the chance to make up her



mind. Even so, her speech in scene 5 is inconclusive, and

it needs Nicandre's action, paradoxically, to make her give

expression to her thoughts. Nicandre's admittance of the

Cretans into Argos only speeds up an inevitable process and

brings forward a decision which the queen was bound to make

sooner or later.

That Timocrate is a fairly complex play should now be

clear; but it is not excessively complicated. Rather, it

is a marvellously skilful and well-designed juxtaposition

of episodes, rumours, disguises and facts, with each piece

carefully fitting into its place. Situations and events

are counterbalanced in such a way as to heighten tension

through changes in the characters' fortunes. The exposition

is full, but clear and compact, and the rhythm of the re¬

maining acts is successfully varied.

The characters are all noticeably noble - if one makes

aixo.vances for Cl£om§ne's nobility through merit - and the

ending is happy, in that only Chresphonte and Leontidas

die, and they are minor figures serving Timocrate's greater

glory. But whether the play is a tragedy or a tragi-comedy,

on the basis of the definitions provided earlier in this

chapter, is neither here nor there: certainly Lancaster's

arguments*^ that Th. Corneille "wrote a tragi-comedy that

would appeal to the altered taste of a public recovering

from a civil war, but, by calling it a tragedy, he prepared

the way for a fceturn to a more nearly psychological kind of

37. History, vol. Ill, p. 18h.



play" (and especially the latter) seem very weak. Although
the title-character, or his alias, thanks to the quidproquo

of the disguise, holds the centre of the stage, he does so

despite frequent absence, especially in acts II and III.

At these points, it is first Sriphile and then Nicandre

who are present, but their rare appearances together per¬

haps symbolise the impossibility of a lasting friendship

between them. The queen1s role in the play is, as we have

seen, limited, but it is through her that the main obstacle

(the difference in nationality between Timocrate and Eri-

phile) and the dilemma that precedes the denouement - how

to keep the promise to Cl£om&ne without putting him to

death - are given expression.

What of th£ two maia cntici'sms of fhe plcny,
as reported in the Au Lecteur, and which are relevant to
a consideration of the dramaturgy? When all is said and

done, ...ach of the action of the tragedy is not improbable

in itself, given the initial situation, which the audience

either accepts or refuses to accept. The author has been

at pains to prepare his incidents, to allow for absences,

to explain shifts of fortune in terms of the necessary

interplay of characters. There are a dozen or so r£cits

in the play, especially in the first three acts, but none

of them is of any great length; much of the action is con¬

centrated in front of the audience's eyes. Even the busy

but well-organised central act is not impossible, and the

play as a whole may well be less romanesque than is often

supposed. Timocrate / Cl£om£ne's single-handed victories,

for example, are often seen as highly contrived - but what



about Nicandre's capture of Trasile, or the even more

demanding promise by the queen of Argos (III.5) that she

is prepared to fight Crete alone, for Cl£omfene is at this

point believed dead and Nicandre captured (scene h)? The

one point that only strikes us aprfes coup is how Nicandre,

at the end of the third act, can fail to recognise Cl£omene,

when the same man, as Timocrate, had raised his visor to
1Q

him, spoken ten lines and even embraced him (III.5) . Both

in content and in form - the increasing number of scenes in

each act; the general pattern of a dialogue between a main

character and his confidant in the first scene giving way

to scenes with two or more characters; the observance of

the liaison des scenes convention and so on -, Timocrate

is regular and its success, far from being invraisemblable.
39

as Reynier claims , must depend on its merit. As Thomas

says, in lines from the preface already quoted, "il (Timo-

cmte) ne fait rien qui soit impossible, & tout ce qui peut

arriuer, sans violenter beaucoup I'ordre commun de la nature,

doit estre repute vray semblable".

Equally, as I have tried to show, criticism of the

last act is misplaced, for it fulfills a need in allowing

the queen time for reflection. The intervals in any seven¬

teenth-century tragedy are important, and those in Timocrate

38. Areas tells us in Ill.h that Cl<5om£ne is believed dead
(we know his disappearance is due to his re-appearance
as Timocrate). Could Nicandre be so convinced of this
death that he fails to recognise a resurrected Cl£omfene,
alias Timocrate, in lit.6?

39. Reynier, Thomas Cornellle, p. 117.
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are used intelligently and in a varied way. The one between

acts I (Nicandre and Cldomfene) and II (Eriphile and confi¬

dante) , with little, if any, action occurring, is quite-

different, for example, from the next but one, for Nicandre

and Areas appear both in the closing scene of act III and

the opening one of act IV. But the queen of Argos must be

shown to be hesitant, if only to contrast with the enter¬

prising Timocrate, and Thomas makes a virtue out of nece¬

ssity by dramatically delaying the solution of the play un¬

til the very last scene. One may be tempted to compare the

last act of Timocrate with that of Horace, equally criti¬

cised - but the purpose is different in each case. In

"ierre's tragedy, Camille must not become the heroine, as

she would if the play ended just after her death at the end

of act IV; and Horace must be not merely pardoned by the

king but given a newly defined task to perform ("Vis pour

servir I'Etat", V.3, line 1763). T?or Thomas, the problem

is not how to re-establish his title-character in the audi¬

ence's favour and to some extent justify his action; he

has to wind up the fortunes of the other characters - the

princess, Nicandre, the queen herself - and show that, des¬

pite a fihal, conclusive victory of Crete over Argos (V.6),

love wins over pride and theoretical hatred. Arguments

such as Gustave Reynier's: "Personne ne s'avisa de penser

que la donn£e n'en £tait gufere acceptable et que Timocrate

aurait bien pu ne pas tant compliquer les choses si, aprfes

avoir gagnS le coeur de la princesse, il s'£tait fait conn-

aitre sous son vrai nom"4^, just do not begin to be relevant
to a dramatist.

^0. Ibid.. p. 126.



What of the tragi-comedies written shortly after

Timocrate,in the late 1650s and early 1660s? The authors

are varied, but certain names stand out, and one in parti¬

cular: after Chappuzeau, Morel, Montauban, Magnon come

Scarron, Gilbert, Boyer, Du Ryer, Boisrobert and perhaps

the best-known, Philippe Q.uinault, with his Le PantSme

amorreux, Amalasonte. Le Feint Alcibiade. Le Mariage de

Cambise. Stratonlce and Agrippa spread over a mere six or

seven years. How do his tragi-comedies, and those of the

other authors mentioned, compare dramaturgic^lly with Le

Prince d£guis£ of the mid-1630s and more particularly with

Timocrate in 1656?

We saw, in examining Th. Corneille's "tragedy", how

the source of the story can be pinpointed, traced back to

a section of La Calpren&de's novel Cl6opatre. Yet this

only provided a point de depart for the events of the play,

th ious p6rip6tles. which Thomas created and arranged

to suit his dramatic purpose. Twenty years and more earlier,

SCud£ry was even more cavalier in choosing his material for

Le Prince d<§guis£: Barbara Matulka, in her study of the

play , examines possible sources, mostly common-place

themes (pp. 8-23), and concludes (p. 9) that "Scudlry ...
did little else than %rk together a mosaic of literary

motives, current themes and stock situations".

The same can be said of most of the tragi-comedies

around the time of Timocrate. Somaize, in his Remarques

on Roisrobert's Theodore, performed in 1656, accuses the

4*1. G. de Scud<5ry, Le Prince dd nis£. ed. B. Matulka, New
York, 1929
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author of taking his story from De la Caze's tragi-comedy

L'Inceste supposg. published some sixteen years earlier.
l±2

But as Tenner has shown in his book on Boisrobert' , the

accusations of verbal plagiarism are false and the order

of scenes is quite different in several important places

in the play, so much so that motivations for action are

radically changed. Gilbert's Chresohonte. on the other

hand, performed in 1657» has most of the historical back¬

ground compressed into the first act, and historical facts

are altered to suit the plot and the pattern of relation¬

ships which the author has dreamt up, for example the r6le

of Chresphonte's rival, Tysamfene, king of Argos*"1"^.
In Amalasonte. played at the end of the same year,

1657, and which we shall be looking at in closer detail

in connection with Thomas Corneille's tragedy La Mort de

1'empereur Commode. Quinault uses Flavius Blondus, as

Thomas will fifteen years later for Th£odat. but he keeps

little that is historical, apart from the names: the char¬

acters in the play, and the details are of his own inven¬

tion. The same is true of Le Feint Alcibiade (1658), with

its borrowings from Plutarch and contemporary novels, and

Le Mariage de Gambise (performed the same year), whose

sources are studied by Etienne Gros. The basic source is

Herodotus, but Quinault effects major changes, and Gros

concludes: part la donn£e essentielle, plus ou moins

i+2. F.O. Tenner, Francois Le Metel de Boisrobert als Drama-
tiker. Leipzig, 1907, pp. 103—1 OLp•

i+3. Of. E.J. Pellet, A forgotten French dramatist: Gabriel
Gilbert. Baltimore, 1931, pp. 138-1i+0. " " * * "



d£form£e, et les noms, la tragi-com£die n'a pour ainsi

dire plus rien d'historique... Le Mariage de Camblse est

bien, en somme, ... un sujet d'invention"^. Stratonice

(1660) is rather different: both ancient historians - Plu¬

tarch and Appian - and a modern dramatist, Brosse, are

used. But not only are important details from them sup¬

pressed, new ones are added which, together, forma sub-
k5

stantially original play .

Study of some of the other main tragi-comedies of the

period confirms that history was openly flouted, or con¬

sidered unimportant; it is often impossible to determine

where an author may have found his story, something that

is rare in tragedy at the time. In the Au Lecteur to Timo-

cl£e ou la QgnSrositg d'A.lexandre. performed in 1658, Morel

answers objections of historical infidelity by giving as

wide a definition of the vraisemblable as Th. Corneille

had done in Timocrate: "ie r^pondray qu'il n'iraporte pas

que la chose so it ainsi arriu^e effectiuement; que c'est

assez que cela soit vraysemblable & moralement possible".

Discussing the plot of Scarron's Le Prince corsaire (1658),
H.C. Lancaster says that it is one "which Scarron may well

have derived from some novel of the period that has not
ii6

yet been recognised as his source" . The origins of

UU. E. Gros, Philippe Quinault. sa vie et son oeuvre. Paris,
1926, p. 28U.

^5. Ibid.. pp. 291-296; C.J. Gossip, "Le role et les ante¬
cedents de 1'Antiochus de Racine", Chiefs ra<?th1,gflS>
XXI (1967), PP. i+5-68.

i+6, Lancaster, History, vol. Ill, p. 137.



Boyer's Flddric (1659) are unknown, and his Pollcrite of
a year or two later, while drawn from an episode in Mile

de Scud6ry's Q-rand Cyrus, is a compressed, less picturesque

and, in several important details, different version of the

story recounted there. Gilbert's An&llique et f/£dor,

seven years after Chresphonte. has only suggestions from

Italian poets and perhaps a few reminders from Chresphonte

itself*^, while Mile Desjardins' Le Favory takes its main

lines from Tirso de Molina's El amor y el amistad. but

adapts the facts in order to maintain suspense up until the

end. Both Boisrobert's Cassandre and Quinault's Le Fantome

amoureux can be traced back to Spanish sources, but the

latter especially goes its own way, while even Boisrobert

has altered Villegas' La mentirosa verdad of 1636, as he

informs us in his Au Lecteur; "Si Villegas Espagnol assez

obscur, qui a est£ assez heureux pour trouuer vn si beau

noeud, eust eu la mesme fortune dans le desnougrnent, cette

seule production l'auroit sans doute esgal6 aux plus fameux

Inuenteurs de sa nation, & de son siecle ... J'ay la vanitd

d'esperer que tu priseras peut-estre moins des richesses &

des profusions de l'Autheur, que ma petite Oeconomie".

Nothing is gained by labouring the point: with few

exceptions, authors of tragi-comedy (like most authors of

tragedy, too) took it upon themselves to construct their

plays and the psychology of their characters as they saw

fit, perhaps starting from a historically identifiable

source, but adapting and expanding this as necessary. From

kl• Ibid., pp. 5k3-5Uk
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our point of view, in examining the dramaturgical aspects

and quality of the play, this is perhaps no bad thing - for

it means that the tragi-comedies were conceived of as

theatre, not as versified and slightly dramatised prose.

At the same time as this freedom was given to (or taken

by) playwrights, it is important to note that, again with

few exceptions, the basic unities, as they had grown up,

were largely observed. And with the unities, the blen-

seances. too. We noticed that even Scud£ry*s Le Prince

d€guis€, in pre-Cid days, was relatively faithful to both

sets of restrictions - if "restrictions" is the word -

and Thomas Corneille's Timocrate, again despite obvious

difficulties arising from the subject-matter, observes the

unities fairly well. This feature, along with the freedom

with source-material from which dramatists benefited,

means that we can study the dramatic side of the plays with

an easier conscience. They may be, they cannot help being,

reflections of their time, with literary and social influ-
•»

ences and pressures apparent. But as plays, they are what

their authors made them. We shall look at the main tragi¬

comedies from the time of Timocrate up to Thomas Corneille's

Antiochus of 1666, which saw virtually the end of the form,

starting with those by lesser-known authors and working up

to the major figures like Gilbert and Quinault.

Samuel Chappuileau' 8 Armetzar ou les Amis ennemis (1657)

provides a good starting-point, for the subject is reminis¬

cent of Timocrate. Here the Tartar prince Armetzar and the

Chinese prince Vanlie, being in love with each other's

sister, exchange places, alter their names and ranks and



render signal services to each other's father, Vanli^s
sister Ladice repels Armetzar alias Phocate's advances,

and Vanlie's step-mother, Zarimene, attempts to promote

her own son Artaban's cause, Ladice discovers who"Phocate"

is, but the latter, Armetzar, is soon occupied, for his
host is defeated by the Tartars and Ladice believes a

report that Armetzar has helped his father Tamerlan in

the defeat of the Chinese. Shortly afterwards, Armetzar

is captured by Tamerlan, and each father, to his surprise,

discovers his son in the opposing camp. Artaban is killed

in battle, Zarimfene dies of grief5 Armetzar wins Ladice

and Vanlie the former's sister, Hermasie.

As in Timocrate, love is the spring of the action, if

not the centre of psychological interest . Indeed, in the

dgdlcace to M. Snoeckaert de Schaunburgh, Chappuzeau in¬

sists on the fact that "il est tres rare de voir l'amiti£

4 la haine compatir ensemble, & deux personnes se declarer

la guerre au moment qu'ils se declarent de 1'affect ion.

C'est vne avanture si peu commune, que 1'amour seul peut
v

la rendre vraysemblable ... Les plus critiques m£mes ...

auoient treuu£ 1'intrigue hors du commun." And in the

furtherance of this affection, Chappuzeau has Armetzar

produce a portrait of Ladice (1.5), with the stage-direction

"II tire une boite de portrait, sans que Vanlie se montre

curieux de la voir".

The plot may seem complex, with its disguising of

both Armetzar the Tartar and Vanlie, the Chinese king's son,

especially when each decides to use the same alias, Phocate!



But in fact this is not so, and some of the dramatic ideas

are rather wasted. The Armetzar-Ladice affair dominates

the Vanlie-Hermasie one; indeed Hermasie does not appear

on stage. Each of the men has pierced the other's disguise

by the end of act I; the remaining four acts depend on

the demystification of the other characters. Ladice only

learns of Armetzar / Phocate's identity in the last scene

of act IV, although the prince had said two acts earlier:

"Cessons d'etre Phocate, % montrons Armetzar". So on the

one hand the audience is soon put in the picture concerning

the false identities; it is the actors, the minor charac¬

ters, who are misled. At the same time, further confusion

is caused by the belief, fostered by the existence of

Vanlie / Phocate, that Armetzar / Phocate has abandoned

the Chinese cause: Armetzar tells an angry Ladice in V.U:

"Sous le semblable nom, sous des armes pareilles, / Votre

frere (Vanlie) a tromp£ ses yeux & ses oreilles .../ II

assistoit mon pere, & i'assistois le votre."

Other details show that, although Armetzar is of the

generation of Timocrate. it is a less skilfully constructed,

less classical play. The stepmother / stepson episode

mav induce a thrill, but not much more. Zarim&ne is as in-

vraisemblable as M^lanire, the gardener's wife in Le Prince

d£guis£ (and of lowly estate, too; she is "fille d'vn

suiet", II.1), and her melodramatic command to Artaban to

kill Armetzar / Phocate (III.8) gets her nowhere. There

are a number of stage-directions still: "Vanlie commence ?

paretre, prec£d£ de Mennon & autre Suitte. Le Roy s'entre-

tient bas un moment auec Artaban, pour donner lieu A la



surprise d'Armetzar & de Vanlie." (1.3)} "Aprfes s'6tre

tenu un peu de temps embrassez: les deux confidens en

faisant de m£me de leur cot£" (1.5) and so on. Tamerlan

only appears in the last two of the thirty-two scenes in

the play, and the final one (V.6) lasts for a seventh of

the whole play, thirteen pag ;s out of ninety.

With Le Prince corsaire. published posthumously in

1663 but probably performed in 1658» Scarron offers a

tragi-comedy which appears simple in construction and with

a pirate plot in the same vein as that of Timocrate. Two

Cypriot princesses, daughters of the late king Pisandre,

are in love with the sons of Nicanor, Pisandrefs brother.

One of the princes, though, Alcandre, is in the play dis¬

guised as Orosmane, a pirate whom he, Alcandre, has in fact

killed. Elise, however, believing the supposed Orosmane

to have dispatched her beloved, seeks revenge on him

through the second prince, Amintas. Twice the pirate is

captured: the first time Elise is on the point of killing

him when she recognises him as Alcandre. On the second

occasion, when Elise is being forced to marry Amintas as

Pisandre had ordered before his death if she were to rale

over Cy; rus, the palace is Invaded by pirates and Alcandre

is set free. Nicanor is recognised as Alcandre's father,

his threat to put Elise to death is lifted, the princess

marries Alcandre anc" her sister wins Amintas.

The play is clearly centred oh Elise, who appears in

twenty-two of the thirty-three scenes, twice as often as

any of the other characters. Orosmane, the title-character,



is present least, in only nine scenes, from the stances of

act IV scene 1 onwards. This is presumably due to Scarron's

preoccupation with unity of place - the scene is, in fact,

limited to the town of Paphos and to Orosmane's prison

there -, but in Timocrate Thomas Corneille had managed to

introduce his hero into half the scenes, ten times as

Cl£omene in the first four acts and five times as Timocrate

in the last. In other ways, too, the distribution of

characters and material is poor. The five scenes of the

first act include three with only Elise as the main charac¬

ter; the second act, on the other hand, although short

(three scenes) has four of the five main characters in each

of the first two scenes and one, Elise's sister Alcione, in

the third. Act III, with its eight scenes, is held together

largely by Nicanor (scenes 1-5 and 8) and Amintas (scenes

h-8). Both Amintas and Nicanor are absent for two whole

acts out of five, and Alcione is only present in seven scenes.

Act I is typical of the mixed quality of Le Prince cor-

saire. The opening scene, between Orosmane's confidant and

the confidante of the two princesses, provides good thumb¬

nail sketches of the characters, but the closing scene of

the act (scene 5) is much less successful. After Elise

has recounted to Alcione the life-story of Alcandre (i+1

lines), she ends: "Vous voulez tout scauoir, & ie vous ay

tout dit". However, Alcione is not satisfied: "Ie ne

vous quitte pas d'vn plus ample r£cit", and there follow

another i+5 lines of description and 32 lines of conclusion

on what she has said, making a total of 11S lines from
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Elise in this scene alone. One is forced to compare this

with an account of Orosmart?s meeting with Amintas, given

in act III to Nicanor by his cauitaine des gardes:

Licas : C'est ce qu'en peu de mots ie vais vous declarer.
Les troupes d'Orosmane en terre descendues,
Se eont en diuers corps dans l'Isle r4pandu£s,
L'on a pris Amatonte, & le plus fort de tous,
Que les autres suiuront, marche, & vient droit k nous.

Nicanor: C'est assez. (III.2)

Clearly, disguise ha3 its own problems of presentation;

one presumably cannot expect distraught girls like Elise to

seize hints such as that dropped by Alcandre's confidant

in I.i+: "Orosmane n'est pas tout ce qu'il paroist estre, /

Et possible le temps le fera mieux connoistre." Yet

Scarron is not content with one disguise for Alcandre;

even when Elise, in IV.5, has pierced Ordsmane's identity,

the hero has to change into Amintas' clothes in order to

escape from Nicanor (IV.7). In some respects, this type

of disguise is less satisfying dramaturgically than when

each of two characters operates throughout the play under

the other's name and/or in his clothes. Although here it

acts as a suitably dramatic conclusioh to the fourth act,

it is essentially a repeat of the main disguise, and the

effect of Nicanor's threat to kill "Orosmane" (whom he has

not yet recognised), followed by his threat to put Elise

to death, is reduced by Elise's near-miss at stabbing

"Orosmane" in act IV, where Scarron combines two moments

of tension: a murder attempt, followed immediately by a

recognition of identity. This moment shows, however, how

the author has tended to distribute his material unevenly

throughout the play and has been required to add unnecessary



details in order to keep his fifth act alive.

Minor dramatists line Morel, Boyer and Mile Des-

jardins were also active in the field of tragi-comedy over

these few years, but their plays, although good in parts,

also have grave defects. Morel's Tlmocl6e ou la Q€n6rosit6
a1Alexandre of 1658 is one that dispenses with disguise,

as does Besjardins' Le Favory - but neither makes a success

of this apparent simplification. The former is a poorly

constructed play, in which the heroine, living in Thebes,

is loved by no less than four men at once - by Ph£nix and

Prothite, Theban captains, and by the invading Alexander's

general Arminte and a Thracian captain, Trasile. There is

some movement in the play, for after two acts Alexander

succeeds in capturing the city. But otherwise the action

is badly engineered: Alexander appears in only three scenes

before act V, as does his general Amintej Trasile, the

villain of the plot, is tipped into a convenient well in

act III and battered to death. Thus the main force oppos¬

ing Thebes is absent from two vital acts (ill and IV), and

these acts are filled by the heroine's two lovers Ph£nix

and Prothite and by her mother, Th<§aclee, who is a c.uite

episodic figure in the play, appearing for the first time

in IV.3. Most tragi-comedies of the period have stances

(-.raietzar has some in III.1; Scarron's Le Prince corsaire

in the opening scene of act IV); but Timocl^e has three

passages of stances, two in act III and one in act IV.

Although the unities may be kept, liaison des scfenee is

not observed - not just once, but nine times, in a play

with only thirty scenes. This in itself is a comment on



the fragmentary nature of Morel's tragi-comedy, a feature

which neither Thomas Corn ;ille in Tinocrate nor Scarrcn in

Le Prince d£guis£ had tolerated in their plays.

Disguise, in the true sense, does not enter, either,

into Mile Desjardins' Le Eavorv. and the action is thereby

simplified. But the penalty paid is a rigidity of struc¬

ture, apparent in the exactly equal number of scenes in

the first four acts (the last act, with eight, has two

more) and in the almost mathematically calculated number

of appearances of each main character. Moncade, the

"favori" of the king of Barcelona, is present in fifteen

scenes; Clotaire, the refugee prince, twelve; Lindamire,

Moncade's beloved: sixteen; Done Elvire, dame de la cour:

sixteen: L^onor, another of the same: fifteen; Dom Alvar,

Moncade's friend: sixteen. Moncade, though, is absent from

the end of act II until the middle of act V (with the ex¬

ception of the last scene of act III); Lindamire, with

but two appearances in the first twelve scenes, occupies

almost all the stage in act III, with two monologues and

four dialogues.

The play is really nothing more than a little moral

tale, of innocent love (Moncaae-Lindamire) endangered by

the jealousy of Clotaire and the delight which Done Elvire

takes in disturbing the lovers, not for love of Moncade

but out of hatred of Lindamire. The action drags accord¬

ingly. The king ceases to look on Moncade as a favourite

as early as scene 6 of act I, but he is not exiled until

II.5. When this is announced, the others take a hurried

leave: Clotaire remembers that a friend's quarrel "m'est



depuls un moment venu dans la xnemoire" (scene 6), while

Elvire and Llonor claim it is too hot: "sauvons nous on

y cuit". Clotaire is Moncade's rival, but riot sufficiently,

and Lindamire quickly scorns his affection. The attitude

and characterisation are perhaps the most interesting

feature of Le Favory: Dom Alvar's description of the king's

favours to Moncade in better days recalling in detail the

situation of Fouquet and Louis XIVj Done Elvire's desire

for love if accompanied by power ("Moy qui cherche par

tout la joye & l'allegresse" - IV.1) and her final cry in

V.6: "Vive 1'amour commode & la bonne amiti6"j the kin 'a

explanation, in the same scene, that his anger with Mon¬

cade was but feigned, for "J'ai jur£ par les droits du

secr£ diad^me / De montrer si c'est vous ou ma faveur qu'

on aime." This pretence could, in surer, more skilful

hands, have provide I a highly dramatic situation into which

the dramatist might weave a number of contrasted end active

characters: why, Moncade has started in Timocrate's foot¬

steps, he is "sorty de nos Rois" (1.1), "depuis dix ans

1'appuy de cet Estat" and twice saviour of Barcelona I

Boyer's two tragi-comedies I:6d£ric and Policrite are

very different from one another. Farfaict pays the for¬

mer he backhanded compliment of saying that "on doit la

trouver assez passable apres la lecture d'Ostorius" (the
abb£ de Pure's play, performed, shortly before)^®, but there
is certainly too much detail in the play. Disguise is not

48. Parfaict, Hlstoire du th^Stre francais. vol. VIII,
p. 302.



only present, but important and pushed to the limit of

credibility. In order that Yolande, the Sicilian princess,

may have a chance to rule that country one day, she has

been brought up as a boy and disguised for twenty years.

Although F£d£ric and a couple of the minor characters know

of her true identity from early on in the play, the others

do not - so while Fld^ric, amiral de Sicile. can express

an old man's love for her, and through that, betray his

regal ambitions (II.1), Valfere, ^4d6ric's son, cannot re¬

ciprocate the love Yolande feels for him and Camille, queen

of Naples, engaged to Yolande / Manfrfede, has her work cut

out to stimulate the princess's interest. In addition,

there is a further relationship, as Fabrice, F£d£ric's

other son, is in love with Camille.

The complexity of the material is not only reflected

in the number of scenes, thirty-nine, the six monologues

and, again, the regularity of appearance of each of the

main figures in the drama; the characters themselves have

difficulty in keeping track of what is going on. There are

several references to time - the twenty years of Yolande*s

disguise (1.1), her six-year affection for Valere, the

"six ans entiers d'ennuis, de crainte & de silence" she

talj - to him about (IV.9) once the mask is off - and also

to complexity: Camille's bewildered "Seigneur, dans ce

discours ie ne puis rien comprendre", to the person she

believes to be called ManfrSde (1.2), and her words to her

confidante when, four acts later, she exclaims (V.2):

Que de trouble, Plorise! Vn Roy cesse de l'estre;
On donne vne Bataille; on change ici de Maistre;



Ie trouue vne Princesse oil i'auois vn Amant;
Vn jour peut-il produire vn si grand changement?

It is perhaps typical of Boyer's F£d£rlc that a poten¬

tially dramatic feature is introduced, then discarded.

?4arcellin, the disguised princess's confidant, says to

Yolande in 1.1 before he learns of her identity that when

his (Marcellin's) wife was dying, she had been unable to

pass on vital news, which "me fit craindre pour vous, mais

n'en dit pas assez". No capital is made from this dramatic

device, often used elsewhere, for Marcellin is then told by

Yolande who she is.

Pollcrite. performed in 1661 or 1662, is rather

different. It is a rustic tragl-comedy, a mixture of pas¬

toral delights and classicism, in both content and especi¬

ally form. Again we have a princess in disguise, turned

into a shepherdess by her father Solon, heir to Athens,

in case her excessive beauty led her astray. The play is

concerned, though, not with the benefits Policrite can

draw from this, but rather with its effect on other char¬

acters. For the princess/shepherdess has only had vague

rumours about her status from her supposed father ("En

des termes confus il vanta ma naissance./ Et m'en a refus£

1'entifere confidence" - III.1), and she disappears from

the action three scenes later, to appear again only in the

last act. The remainder of the play turns on a series of

misunderstandings, avoidable and unavoidable. For an act

or more (II.5 - III.6), the king of Cyprus thinks that

Philoxipe loves Aretaphile, whom he himself adores, and

Philoxipe, in love with Policrite, does nothing to deny



this. While Cl£on, Philoxipe's rival, learns of Policrite's
true identity between acts IV and V, v.Snandre, Philoxipe's

father, is only informed in scene 5 of act V, after he has

already told Cl<5on to abduct Policrite (V.3) in order to

prevent his son marrying below his station in life. Phil-

oxipe is the last to be told about the situation (V.7) and,

although he does not believe it, he is less worried than

his father: "Pourquoy chercher le rang oh brille le nitrite?"

The title-character appears in only eight scenes out

of thirty-six, and is completely absent from half the play.

Philoxipe'e role is larger in the first two acts (ten

appearances), but here he is dealing with the king and

Cl£on, who each lock on him as a rival. Cl£on, paradoxi¬

cally, has the largest part in the play and Philoxipe's

father Menandre has as important a role as his son in the

second half. Poride, the daughter of Policrite's supposed

father Cl^ante, appears in six scenes in the first three

acts, but is a superfluous character, and Aretaphile, loved

by the king, has as little justification for being present

in the play, as distinct from being mentioned as a necessary

character. But Boyer succeeds la the difficult task of

introducing romanesque elements - pirates, shepherdesses

and an Astr^e landscape - into a tragi-comedy which is

well-structured and coherent, does so by limiting the

romanesque to the first two scenes and the melodrama to

the fifth act, where M^nandre darkly plots with Cr£on to

abduct Policrite "dans vn lea::- Esquif" (scene 3), and

by making the fourth act, for all its deficiencies, into

the delaying act which is a feature of Racin-



ian tragedy.

Disguise, too, plays an important role in Gilbert's
tragi-comedy Les Amours d'Angelique et de to'gdor (I66q)»

but the play draws little benefit or success from it.

M&dor, a Saracen prince at Charlemagne's court, love3 Ang§-

lique, who is in turn adored by three young men Roland,

Renaud and Roger. The last two are loved by Marphise and

Bradamante. Having already saved Angelique from a bear

(1.1, where Gilbert launches into rustic descriptions simi¬

lar to those in Boyer's Policrite). M^dor is disguised as

a late lamented friend, Arimunt, and this incognito ca: "

the play along: Ang<§lique only had "vne confuse image" of

her saviour (II.1) and this she reiterates in his presence

in IV.i+. fldor, for his part, maintains his disguise i...

order to be able to appear as a vaInqueur before Ang^lique

(ibid.).

The main event of the play is a tournament to decide

whom the princess will marry, but as A.ngelique is not

allowed to witness this "De peur que ma presence y cause

quelque trouble / Et que de mes Amante la fureur se re¬

double" (V.3), she has to receive a long recit of the

events from Alidor, whose account occupies 113 lines in the

second last scene of the play. The tragi-comedy is badly

constructed: An§-4lique appears in twenty-one scenes out of

twenty-six, including all from III.3 onwards, with a mono¬

logue iu V.3 and a monologue with stances in V.1; but no

other character appears in more than nine. Act II is- occu¬

pied by conversations between Marphise, Bradamante and a

third female character Isabelle, the third act by similar



talk by the three male lovers - but the three women never

meet the three men.

The main author of tragi-comedy of the late 50s /

early 60s is Philippe Quinault. We shall be examining

Amalasonte in connection with Thomas Corneille's La Mort

de l'empereur Commode, and at present we shall restrict

ourselves to Le Feint Alcibiade (1658), Le Mariage de

Cambise (same year), Stratonice (1560), a play in writing which
as we have seen, Thomas refused to be a rival of Quinault,

and Agrippa (1663). Each of these four tragi-comedies

has interesting structural points which should be examined.

Le Feint Alcibiade is the least satisfactory of the

four from the point of view of construction and, eventually,

of dramatic effectiveness. Although the number of scenes

le limited, increasing act by act, the exposition is badly

handled and acts III and IV show little progress or end

in stalemate. The four scenes of the first act have a regu¬

larly rising number of main characters (two, three , four

and five), but this is achieved at the expense of crude

link ng: "Je croi le voir paretre, il faut nous separer"

(scene 1); "La Reine ignore encor ... mais elle vient & nous"

(scene 2); "Tout malheureux qu'il est, je croi ... mais le

voici" (scene 3). The second act is more successful, being
a series of dialogues between TimSe, the wife of the king

of 8parta, her husband and his sister. Act III, with its

five scenes, adds little to the progress of the plot, while



the iourth act, despite its false news of the death of the

king's favourite Lisandre, and "Alcibiade's" warning to

king Agis of a plot to assassinate him next day in the

Senate, ends where act III did, for Lisandre, on his re¬

appearance, is still wanting to fight "Alcibiade". The

result is an overcharging of act V where Timee's advice

to "Alcibiade" that he should reveal his identity is i£-

nox-ed until the end, while a little matter of two traitors

is cleared up and "Alcibiade" given another chance to

appear superhuman before he reveals that he is his own.

sister Cl£one.

The play has two major threads: Lisandre-Alcibiade/

Cleone-Leonide (sister of king Agis, in love with Alcibiade

but whom the king wishes to have married to Liaandre, who

in turn loveu ^cone) and Agis-Alcibiade/Cleoxxe-Timee,

wife of the king and momentarily in love with Alcibiade

too. To this should be added a third,minor relationship,

Charilas' jealousy of king Agis, who has all the power,

and his crony ^indate's similar feeling, aroused by his

own rormer arfe tion for Tim£e. These two minor charac¬

ters serve to get the action going and nothing else, hence

the need for a convenient method ox disposing of them at

the end. For the rest, Ti'mee occupies by far the longest

role (twenty scenes out of twenty-eight), paradoxically

enough, for from II.3 onwards she knows the identity of

Cl6one and for two full acts does nothing about it.

Lisandre is the character most frequently present after her,

but the title-figure appears only nine times in the whole

play, less even than Agis* chef de la garde Mindate, who
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has a minor role.

uinault's Le Mariage de Cambise. performed in the

same year as Le Feint Alcibiade. has a more supple struc¬

ture. The exposition is much more complex, but then the

play centres round a double excha; ge of children in in¬

fancy, so that Atosse, daughter of Palmis, is believed to

be the. sister of Cambise, king of Persia, while Aristonno,

Cambise's sister, is taken to be the daughter of Palmis.

After t I, the plot is really very simple, being pri¬

marily two love affairs prevented by the fear of incest.

As in Le Feint Alcibiade. part of the identity mix-up i:

known to a small number of the characters and to the

audience, when in III.1 Palmis reveals to her son Darius

that Aristonne is not his sister; this, though, reduces

the force c " previous short act II (3 scenes), where

Aristonne relates (scene 2) how she had felt more that

sisterly affection for her "brother" Darius, and the

latter (scene 3) tells her that he has equally strong

urges now. Palmis, who has the smallest main part in the-

tragi-comedy (five scenes) is absent from the stage be¬

tween III.1 and V.1, but Darius is present in three more

scenes in act III, and in all but one of the six in act

IV, bu- it is not until halfway through the latter that

he acts on the information he now has, although he does

not actually indicate his identity. The initiative in act

IV lies with the Persian king Cambise, who announces that

he loves Aristonne, unaware that she is his sister, and

offei's tosse to Darius, not realising that the two are

related.



By the end of act IV, the action has, as so often in

a tragi-comedy, reached a point of stalemate. Insufficient

characters are aware of the true pattern of relationships,

and those who are refuse to act upon it, for one reason

or another. The position, to this extent, has hardly

changed since act II. Palmis, with a short, if important

rSle up to now, has to give an impetus to the denouement,

by telling Aristonne (V.1) that she could marry Darius, as

he is not her brother. Yet both women, on the evidence of

the previous act, believe Darius to be in love with Atosse,

so although Atosse is unwilling to take a new initiative

(scene 2), Palmis departs in order to sort things out.

The third scene of the last act brings Darius and Aris¬

tonne face to face: the latter seems bent on making Darius

keep his word to Atosse, and on herself marrying Cambise,

so it is not until the last scene of the play that this

remarkably short denouement is completed by the arrival of

a letter which makes the situation clear.

Disguise breeds rumour and suspense. Rumour is rife

in Le Feint Alcibiade. for Lisandre, believed killed in a

boar-hunt, turns up safe and sound in scene 3, saved by

"Alcibiade" at the very spot where they had arranged to

fight it out between them. In the same act, "Alcibiade"

tells Agis of a plot to kill him in the Senate the follow¬

ing day. Earlier, the first act had ended with a rather

facile coup de theatre: Lisandre, whom all expect to come

out against "Alcibiade", speaks up for him, while Tim<§e

unexpectedly speaks against him. Agis is made to look

foolish - but Quinault cannot use the surprise adequately,



for the weak Agis refuses Alcibiade asylum, as was to be

expected. The last act of Le Feint Alcibiade introduces

another irrelevant moment of tension, called for by Quin-

ault's creation of the p rts of Charilas and Mindate.

These two figures attempt to assassinate Agis in his "cabi¬

net", but the king is saved by "Alcibiade", who had hidden

there. The fifth act already has sufficient elements in

it without this, and Alcibiade's true identity is on the

point of being revealed.

Le Marlage de Cambise. although simpler than Alcibiade

in many ways, has a double disguise. Quinault withholds

from Aristonne the information that she and Darius are not

related, and for quite a while we do not know who Aris¬

tonne is. As early as the last scene of act I, Palmis'

confidante has revealed to her that Darius and Aristonne

are not brother and sister; the audience and Palmis know

what Darius will learn only in act III and Aristonne in

act V. Darius, in fact, wishes to pass on the news straight

away, but is prevented by the arrival of Prexaspe, an unim¬

portant secondary character (ill.2).

Le Mariage is thus a more satisfying tragi-comedy

than Le Feint Alcibiade. although it is far from perfect,

even only as regards structure: M^gabise, the Persian cap¬

tain, and Prexaspe, Cambise's favourite, are quite super¬

fluous characters. Stratonlce. which appeared two years

later, marks a step backwards in structural technique.

The plot of the play is simple. Stratonice, daughter of the

king of Macedonia, is engaged to S^leucus, king of Syria,
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but loves and is loved by Antiochus, the Syrian king's

son; Antiochus in turn is engaged to Barsine, niece of
the king of Pergamum, but she is in love with Sgleucus (for
his power) and he, a widower, loves her. It is only Strato-

nice's pride - a common trait in female characters of the

period, both in tragi-comedy and in tragedy - that prevents

natural love from overcoming these forced engagements.

The scene-distribution in Stratonice at once brings

out the dilemma and shows how little Quinault has pro¬

gressed from the method employed in tragedies in the 1630s,

where characters were divided into two opposing camps and

rarely met before the final act, if then. The first act

concentrates on Barsine and S^leucus; Stratonice is absent

from all six scenes and Antiochus present only in the last

two. The second act introduces the rival group: Antiochus

(scenes 6 and 7) and Stratonice (scenes 1-6), but S^leucus

does not appear and Beraine only once, in the fourth scene.

Act III takes us back to Bar -ine (scenes 3-5) and S^leucus

(scenes 1-i+); Antiochus is absent and Stratonice only pre¬

sent in the opening scene. Deadlock thus prevails and is

seen to prevail until Barsine (III.5) sends a messenger

to suggest to S^leucus that Stratonice loves not him but

Antiochus. The fourth act sees marginally more contact

between the two sides, with a second meeting between S£leu-

cus and Antiochus (IV.2) and two scenes (scenes 3 and i+)
between S^leucus and Stratonice. But the action is still

deadlocked until act V, where in the last scene Stratonice's

uncle Philippe, whom we have only met once before (II.1),
arrives like a deus ex machina and insists that his niece



must marry a king. So Seleucus hands over power to his

son Antiochus in order to facilitate the marriage, and

Barsine has lost her main reason for loving S^leucus.

A word from Antiochus to his father would have solved

the whole problem of hind love, for as early as 1.5

the ling admits that he himself prefers Barsine to Strato-

nice. In this respect, the mutual ail opce, and the feel¬

ing of pride in Stratonice herself, fulfil a. function

similar to disguise in Quinault's other two plays, but

less satisfactorily. In Le Feint Alcibiade. Quinault had

introduced a character disguised as a member of the oppo¬

site sex, as did Boyer with his Yolande/Manfrfede in F<|dJ-
ric. He reduced the impact for the audience and for Tim£e

by having Alcibiade reveal his identity as early as the

beginning of the second act, and capitalised on the others

ignorance by having impossible relationships continue

after this point, even although Alcibiade drops hints in

act III that he may not be what he appears to be. Le
\

Mariage de Cambise goes further still, with an exchange of

infants and double confusion of identity, with the corres-
l±9

pondingly higher risk of incestr". The chink in the ar¬

mour occurs later in Le Ivlarlage than in Le Feint Alcibiade

for it is act III before Palmis tells Darius who he is

(or rather who Aristonne is not), but general ignorance is

maintained until well on into the closing act.

h9. C. Cherpack's book The call of blood in French class!
cal tragedy. Baltimore, 1958, deals in detail with
this important subject.



Finally, Agrippa ou le faux Tfllrinus. The improba¬

bility of the plot of this tragi-comedy has been remarked
50

on by Lancaster , but given that a young girl such as

Lavinie, in love with Agrippa, son of Tirrhfene, is un¬

likely not to recognise him when he appears as Tib£rinus,

king of Alba, believed to have murdered the said Agrippa,

the action is basically similar to that in other plays

with false identity. Tirrhfene, who witnessed the drown¬

ing of the real king and who, because of ambition, main¬

tains the pretence that his son, who luckily has identical

features, is Tib^rinus, lets the audience know what is

what in the last scene of act I. The struggle between

HTib£rinus"/Agrippa's love for Lavinie (who despises him

as king) and Tirrhene's desire that all should be kept

quiet provides a minimum of credibility, and, in Tirrhfene,

an interestingly unsentimental character, rare in Quin-

ault, but reminiscent of Thomas Corneille's Stilicon, who

had appeared on the stage almost three years earlier.

Structurally, the play suffers, as others of Q.uinault

have done, by a rather rigid distribution of characters.

Lavinie occupies all but one scene of the first act, and

is replaced in act II by Albine, sister of Agrippa mourning

his death. After her five scenes here, act III is domi¬

nated by M^zence, Tib^rinus' nephew and rival of Agrippa

for Lavinie's hand. He disappears from the play in IV.1,

and Albine only appears ih two scenes after act II. Clearly,

luinault's aim was to maintain tension, as there is little

50. History, vol. Ill, pp. 566-567



action to speak of, and he succeeds in postponing a meeting

between "Tib£rinus"/Agrippa and Lavinie until IV.2 by hav¬

ing the princess advised to leave at two previous junctures

when the supposed tyrant is about to arrive (end of 1.4 and

II.3). Indeed, the "faux Tib^rinus" has only met his real

sister, Albine, once before this in the play, in act II,

and each of these 3cenes adds little to what we learned

about the two women's position in their opening dialogue

in 1.1.

Only the audience, TirrhSme and Agrippa are aware of

the true position until IV.2, where Agrippa tells Lavinie in

confidence. But, to serve his own purposes and in accord¬

ance with what he had said to his son earlier, in 1.5, about

how "LfAmour est indiscret", Tirrhene refuses to acknowledge

"Tib6rinus" to be Agrippa, and it is only when, in V.3, "Tib£-

rinus" is believed killed, that Tirrhene can hold back the

news no longer: "la voix du sang m'§chape, & ne peut plus se

taire". Luckily though, the rumour of Agrippa's death was

false, and all ends happily, although the title-character

needs a 48-line r£cit in the last act to explain it all.

Dedicating Timocrate to t duede Guise, Thomas Corneille

writes in the £pltre: "Je me souviendrai toujours avec ad¬

miration de cette merve ,lleuse vivacity, qui vous fit d£couv-

rir d'abord les int^rets lee plus caches de Cl£om£ne, & d6-

velloper d&s see premiers sentimens le secret d'un noeud qui

pendant quatre actes a laiss£ Timocrate inconnu presque h tout
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le monde". Three hundred years later, an English critic

will see in Cl^omfeme/Timocrate the precursor of the modern
81

detective novel hero , while more soberly Jacques Scherer

can write: "C'est ... sur un effet de surprise que compte

Thomas Corneille quand il ne r£vfele b son public 1'iden¬

tity de son h£ros qu'& la fin du quatrifeme acte de son
82

Timocrate" . The audience, then, as the dramatist points

out, and as the author of La dramaturgic classique en

France repeats, is not meant to see through Timocrate's

disguise until almost the beginning of the denouement;

and, as we saw in de Pure's La Pretieuse. even a man very

close in spirit and in friendly relations to the Cor-

neilles benefited from two visits to the play, the first

in order to "me donner vn regal & la Francoise, en me

donnant le plaisir d'vne chose nouvelle", while the re¬

turn visit was intended to "me faire seuourer le plaisir

que je n'auois goustd qu'imparfaitement". The disguise is

a relatively simple one, involving only one person possess¬

ing - and aware of possessing - two identities. From the

wide variety of tragi-comedies we have looked at in this

chapter, it is clear that mistaken identity, a potentially

dramatic device even if handled with little competence,

covers a significant number of different situations. The

character can know or not know who he is, and the audience

may, or may not, be allowed in on the secret before the

51. P.J. Yarrow, "Timocrate, 1656: a note on French classi¬
cism", Orpheus. Ill (1985). pp. 171-182.

52. J. Scherer, La dramaturgie classique en France, p. 81



denouement. Thirdly, the situation of the secondary

characters in the play with regard to the disguised hero

is important, as the dramatist can choose to enlighten or

not to enlighten them, and if the latter, decide at which

stage in the action they shall pierce the disguise.

Mistaken identity, physical disguise, is an extremely

important dramaturgical device in most of the playB exam¬

ined up till now (Morel's Timocl^e and Mile Desjardins' Le

Favory are clear exceptions), for, of whatever degree, it

is the guiding force behind the dramatic structure and con

trols most of the plays' other elements. InLe Prince

d£nuis6. for example, Scud£ry has chosen a character who,

like Timocrate, knows his real identity but acts in the

play under a false one, only revealing the truth to the

main characters at the very end. As a result, like Thomas

hero, Cldarque/Policandre is an active hero, dominating

and directing the action, for he holds the trump card of

knowing who he is - a wanted .an, like Timocrate - and yet

being able to lead his own existence undisturbed. As soon

as a character divulges his secret to another, not only

does the audience's attitude and interest change; the dis¬

guised person's own actions are no longer exclusively his

but are controlled, to some extent, by the other's know¬

ledge.

At the other end of the spectrum is the tragi-comedy

with a double disguise, where A is B without knowing he

is A, and vice versa. Chappuzeau's Armetzar. we saw, was

a play in this category, although there both men concerned



are aware of the situation by the end of the first act.

Another example, although considerably more tangled and

which provides a useful comparison with Timocrate. is the

play (again called a tragedy) which Th. Corneille wrote

next but one, 3|r5nice. Although Reynier claims that this
new play "n'obtint qu'un demi-succ^s ... parce que 1'in¬

trigue n'en £tait pas assez compliqu€e" and Daniel Mornet

can hopefully claim that "le ressort essentiel de cette

action est le meme que celui de la 3£r£nlce de Racine" '

there is no denying that the plot is a complex one, ren¬

dered much less forceful than Timocrate's by the existence

of two false identities.

Inspired directly by the episode of SSsostris and

Timarfete in Mile de Scud<§ry's Le Grand Cyrus. Thomas' new

play goes beyond the romaresque account there, adding a

number of chance events to an already complicated situ¬

ation. The double confusion over identity results, as in

many plays of the time, from substitution of infant chil¬

dren, Atys, the young son of the late ling of Phrygia,

being brought up by L^arque, now king in his place, and

then lost at sea by a subject, Araxe, entrusted with his

upbringing, along with the sole means of identification -

a box containing his father's portrait. Two simultaneous

births, one of them fatal, mean that L^arque's new daughter,

53. Reynier, Thomas Corneille. p. 130; D. Mornet. Jean
Racine, Paris, 19^3, p. 81. Cf. M. Descotes, Le
public de theatre et son histoire. Paris, 196^, p.
119: "L'intrigue reste, en son fond, de ligne assex
simple. Elle est, en tout cas, infiniment plus
claire que celle de Timocrate."



given to Araxe, is reared as Araxe's own, and eventually,

due to a happy chance, can no longer be traced back to

Llarque, while the son born to Araxe dies. On top of this,

Cl^ophis, who had a son, was entrusted with the son of the

king of Phrygia, but both children died, whereupon one

day, "sur le bord de la mer", Cl^ophis chanced upon "un

Enfant aux flots abandonn<S" lying in "un esquif qui suivoit

le debris d'un vaisseau" (V.10).

Now, this child, named Philoxfene, who passes for the

king of Lydia's son, is, it will transpire, Atys, the

late king of Phrygia's son, lost at sea. In the meantime

he falls in love with the girl Bt§r£nice, believed to be

Araxe's daughter and in fact that of Learque. Philox&ne's

hopes of marrying fi£r£nice are frustrated by the _,ydian

king, although Anaxaris, the suitor whom the latter pro¬

poses for her, would prefer another match, thus leaving

Philoxfene free to take 3£r6nice. A further complication

arises when it is suggested that Philoxfene is not the king

of Lydia, but the son of Cleophis, but a letter, happily

found, puts paid to Philox&ne's hopes by showing that

B<§r<§nice is, in fact, the daughter of L^arque, the new

king of Phrygia, and not of Araxe, and hence of too high

a rank to become Philcxfene's wife.

The first mistaken identity problem is now disentangled.

Although Anaxaris, attempting to jealously make off with

B£r6nice, who has turned down his advances, is killed by

Philox&ne, it is only when Cl£ophis arrives in the last

scene of the play that it is discovered that Philoxene is
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nei her his own son nor that of the king of Lydla, but

Atys, and he has the box and portrait to prove it. Philox-

fene/Atys, although entitled to the throne of Phrygia, is

willing to share it with Lbarque, and marries B£r£nice.

Even this bare analysis shows clearly how Thomas Cor¬

neille's Berenice differs structurally from Timocrate.

Events prior to the beginning of the play are added to

Mile de Scud6ry's account, whereas in Timocrate the drama¬

tist had kept fairly close to La Calprenfede, at least in

the first three acts. B£r<§nice. too, depends to an exag¬

gerated extent on a whole series of chance events (a ship¬

wreck, an abduction, the recovery of a letter and so on),
both to set the story in motion and to effect the denoue¬

ment. 'Then compared with even Du Ryer's prose tragi¬

comedy B^r^nice, published in 16h-5# which Th. Corneille

may have consulted (although Du Ryer's play precedes Le

Qr-and Cyrus), it is apparent that Thomas' tragedy is far

from achieving his predecessor's simplicity of plot and

psychological vraisemblance. Bath the exposition and the

denouement of Du Ryer's tragedy are clear, well-engineered,

dramatic and dependent, not on events, but on character¬

isation.

On a more general level, what differentiates Timo¬

crate from the early tragi-comedy we looked at, Scud^ry's

Le Prince dgguise. and from others in the 1650s, and what,
in eonclusion?are Timocrate's own merits and influence?
In comparison with Thomas Corneille's play, Le Prince &6-

is slacker in its observance of the unities, less

regular, more melodramatic, less credible perhaps, for



with a multiplicity of disguises it is difficult to main¬

tain the illusion. Scud6ry introduces a rival love-pattern

into his play and on the whole takes longer than Th. Cor-

neille to fill in the background material. Overall, the

dramatic structure of Timocrate. including the denouement,

is more tense than that of Le Prince deguise. Where

Scud6ry has perhaps the edge on Thomas is in the queen's

resolution of the dilemma, for Rosemonde, in an equally

difficult situation, is more logical than the queen of

Argos, whose hesitations are, in the end, overcome by

Nicandre's intervention.

The tragi-comedies written in the ten or so years

around 1656 have a number of features common to the major¬

ity of them. As in Timocrate. love is the starting-point

of the action, as can be ^en in Du Ryer's Anaxandre,

Boisrobert's Th.6od.ore and so on, while occasionally this

love element given a greater emphasis still, as in Mon-

tauban's S6leucus. Many of the tragi-comedies deal freely

with their sources, if indeed any useful purpose is served

in trying to define where the idea for some of them may

have originated. If in tragedy it is felt legitimate to

alter and add to a given historical situation for the pur¬

pose of dramatisation, authors of plays with consistently

happy endings - bar the death of the occasional minor

villain or hapless character - clearly feel no constraint

to accept slavishly the detail in the episodes of a novel

or other source. With notable exceptions, among them Anax¬

andre and Theodore prior to Timocrate and Quinault's



Mariage de Camblse after, there ie a luxuriance of detail,

a web of complications due in p rt to the deeire for a

romanesque plot and the introduction of new characters,

leading to new love relationships. If the unities (and the

bxens£ances) are largely observed, it is only at times des¬

pite, not because of, the amount of matter contained in

the play. Conversely, there are clearly superfluous char¬

acters, even in a fairly simple play like Le Mariage de

Cambise. or in Morel's Timocl^e. to take another example.

If, in general terms, the tragi-comedies of the period

and other plays deserving that title are variations on a

theme, the dramaturgical devices, the skill in construction

the proportion of melodrama and so on become vital diffe¬

rentiating factors. Poor distribution of material and

uneven progression can be seen in a number of plays, in¬

cluding Du Ryer's Anaxandre and Scarron's Le Prince cor-

saire, resulting at times, as in Quinault's Le Mariage de

Cambise, in a position of stalemate. Elsewhere, for exampl

in Quinault's Stratonice and Agrlppa. the spread of charac¬

ters is on the other hand too rigid, and in Stratonice the

two clearly defined "sides" remind one of some of the tra¬

gedies of the late 1630s. The denouement is often ill-

prepared (Anaxandre) and illogical, while the decision

which a character makes to speak or remain silent can have

an important effect on the rest of the action. In Quin¬

ault's Stratonice. for example, Antiochus' silence holds

up the solution of the problem in an artificial manner, and

is in no way similar, say,to Camm&'s silence in Thomas Cor-

neille's 1661 tragedy or Fauste's tactic of refusing to



betray her father in the same author's Kaxlmlan (1662),
for in both these plays silence allows steps to be taken

to prevent disaster; to speak out - or so the characters
believe - would be to precipitate disaster. This is not

the case in a situation such as that obtaining in Strato-

nlce. where a deus ex machina is required in the last scene

to resolve the dilemma. A favourite form of deus ex machlna <

in tragedy as well as in tragi-comedy, is the popular up¬

rising; Montauban's S4leucus is a case in point, ahd Thomas

Corneille will still use this, although unnecessarily, as

part of the denouement of his tragedy Maximian.

If evidence of dramatic skill is often lacking, or

if a play at times sinks into melodrama, as in Quinault's

Le . antome amoureux. moments of potential tension can also

b wasted. To take but two examples: Chappuzeau fails to

make capital out of the stepmother/steps >n relationship in

his Armetzar and Boyer, in his r£d£ric. does not adequately

use the information arriving from a person now dead. Most

authors of tragi-comedies, though, such as Boisrobert in

Cassandre or Montauban in his Le Comte de Hollands, make

full use of physical disguise, although in a few plays

(Morel's Timocl£e and Mile Des;jardins' Le Favory. as we

have noted), this is not the case. The benefits to be

gained from confusion about physical identity, and the dan¬

gers to which this same device can give rise, have been

fully dealt with above in discussion of individual plays.

How, then, in conclusion, does Timocrate fit into this

pattern, and what importance does this well-known play -



often quoted, frequently misquoted, and, one suspects,

little read - have for French drama in the late 1650s and

early 16606, and in particular for Thomas Corneille's own

development as a dramatist? An examination of Timocrate

and of ether plays of its type shows, I believe, that the

1656 "tragedy" is not, as a recent critic puts it, "aujour-
Kll

d'l !i h peu prfes illisible" . The unravelling of the plot,

"cet ahurissant imbroglio", is far from being an "entre-
KK

prise ... fastidieuse" , and is certainly less exhausting

than dealing with the convoluted situation in the same

author's Berenice. If, as any audience must, one accepts

the initial donn^es - more clear-cut than in many other

contemporary plays - , Timocrate can be seen to be an

interesting and very skilfully constructed play, arousing

and maintaining a high degree of dramatic tension. Like

its companions, it deals with noble characters and, as was

not always the case, lives are clearly at stake: the queen

of / rgos has sworn to kill Timocrate and give his captor

in marriage to Eriphile.

Love is important throu^liout, present in Eriphile's

stances in III.1 and providing the motivation behind Timo-

cr&te's deeds both at the beginning and later on in the

play. As he says when :till known as ClSomfene, he is "moins

prisonnier de guerre que d'amour" (iV.h). If Thomas Cor-

neille makes full use of love as a spur to action, he is

5h. M. Descotes, op. cit.. p. 107.

55. Ibid.. pp. 116 and 11^,



following the tastes of his time, where pr6ciosit€ and the

salons lay a premium on the analysis of feeling. Some fif¬

teen years after Timocrate. in the summer of 1671» Mme de

S^vigne, a fervent admirer of Pierre Corneille's tragedies;

can tell her daughter that, from her reading of Cleopgtre.

La Calpren&de's novel which Inspired Timocrate. "Je trouve

done qu'il (the style) est d6testable, et je ne laisse pas

de m!y prendre comme & de la glu. La beaute des sentiments

la violence des passions, la grandeur des £v£nements, et

le succfes mlraculeux de leur redoutable 'p£e, tout cela m'
56

entraine comme une petite fille" • An equally famous

image exists of the due de Guise staying up all night and

learning the second volume of La Calprenfede's Cassandre

off by heart, so that he can recite it next day to his lady

love, Mile de Pons, "sans l'anror aux paroles de l'auth-
57

ear" . Rven Pierre Corneille, returning to the theatre

just over two years fter fJimocrate. is forced to recognise

that romanesque love stories, dominating the salons and fir

interminable novels, must at least be reflected in drama:

"Je reconnus que ... cette ^loquenteet s£rieuse description

56. Mme de S6vign£, letter of 12 July 1671 to Mme de Grig-
nan, in Lettres. ed. Glrara-Gailly, Paris, 1963, vol.
I, p. 332. The first two of the four qualities which
captivate the indefatigable letter-writer may well be
an echo of Racine's famous vords ("une action simple,
soutenue de la violence des passions, de la beautl dea
sentiments et de 1'Elegance de 1'expression") in the
preface to 3^re. 5 e, published four and a half months
earlier.

57. Tallemant des Rgaux, Hlstorietfes. ed. G. Mongr6dien,
Paris, 1933, vol. V, p. 226.



de la manifere dont ce malheureux prince se cr&ve les yeux...

ferait soulever la d£licatesse de nos dames, dont le du¬

gout attire ais^ment celui du reste de l'auditoire, et qu'
enfin 1'amour, n'ayant point de part en cette trag£die,

elle £tait d£nu6e des principaux agr^ments qui eont en

possession de gagner la voix publique. Ces considerations
m'ont fait cacher aux yeux un si dangereux spectacle, et

58
introduire l'heureux Episode de Th6s£e et de Pirc£

Timocrate is not the

shapeless, tangled play that critics taxx about. The hero

is brought to the forefront, although for most of the time

he is known as Cl^omfene and his other role of Timocrate

is skilfully suggested by brief recite. Between these

two identities the character dominates, which is more than

can be said for Berenice's Philoxbne, who is himself un¬

able to fathom the protracted confusion about his identity.

The problem of one ae tor and two identities is solved by

the use of reports, the changes of fortune in the battle

of act III being dramatically portrayed, it is no slur

on Thomas' originality to compare the process to that used

in Horace, and we should remember that the aim is diffe¬

rent: while Pierre had to keep the unity of place and re¬

port events which could not be brought on to the stage, his

58. This version from he 1660 ixamen of Oedipe ('Pri tings
on the theatre, p. 155) is a slightly condensed form
of the passage in the Au Lecteur. published along with
the play nineteen months earlier, in March 1659, where
Pierre, embellishing his account of Oedipus' gouged-
out eyes, adds that not only ie love absent from the
play, a full woman's role is, too.



younger brother has to do ! 3th of these things and also

maintain the belief that Timocr ' o and Cl^omfene are

s. arete beings.

The denouement, as we sa • , is .lees tidy than it

might be, for Nicandre's intervention and the Cretan in¬

vasion of Argos are needed finally to save Timocrate'e

life. Marriage to Rriphile, followed by death, which is

the outcome foreseen before this, /ould have resolved the

queen of Argos' dilemma, but also turned the play into a

proper tragedy. Yet the final t.1st does not destroy what

Thomas says about vi semblance in his preface to the play

nor what Pierre wrote in the .u uactcur to radius in

161+7. The freedom which poetry en.joys to bypass vralsem¬

blance. wrote the elder brother, cannot be turned into

an obligation, "et la vraisemblance n'eet qu'une condition

n£cessaire h. la disposition, et non pes au choix du sujet,

ni des incidents qui sont appuyds de l'histoire. Tou oe

qui entre dans le poeme doit etrc croyablej et il I'est,

selon Aristote, par I'un de ces trois moyene, la v#rit£,

la vraisemblance, ou l'opinion commune. J'irei plus outre?

... je ne craindrai point d'avancer que le sujet d'une

belle trag^die doit n'Stre pas vraisemblable"^. How¬

ever improbable the donn^es of the 1656 play, the devel¬

opment of these details, the eri £ties of the plot, have

followed logically from the initial situation. This is

59. "ritings on the theatre, p. 190. Cf. the second
Tiscours of 1660.



surely the ultimate test of a dramatist's skill as a con¬

structor of plays.

Finally, there is the question of disguise. The suc¬

cess of the play, and most of the preceding remarks, de¬

pend on Timocrate's two identities, and the tension to

which these give rise. It is little wonder that the 1656

and 1657 publics were captivated by the situation which

Thomas offered them, and if, as critics have said, the

play, although so popular at the time, was not maintained

in the repertoire all that long, is it not perhaps because

Thomas' plays in the late 50s - B|r|nice, Darius in 1658-

59f and above all Timocrate - were superseded by tragedies

(Stilicon. Camma. Maximian) where physical disguise gives

way to disguised feelings.



Chapter 3

isaaode (1657) and _ama (1661): two ideals of tragedy



Commode (1657) and Gamma (1661); two ideals of tragedy.

"Dans la foule de ses ouvrages, Laodice Darius
La Mort d'Annibal, La fcort de Commode ...» Maximian
ne meritent iaeme pas d'etre nommes."

LA HAKFE.

The abbe d'Aubignac's ideas on vraisenblance, made

public with the Pratique au theatre in June 1557 (i.e. some

week;- after the probable end of Timocrate' s initial lengthy-

success on the stage) no doubt stimulated the reply which

Thomas provides in the Au Lecteur when Timocrate is pub¬

lished in Feb uary 1658. for d'Aubignac, verisimilitude is

necessary in two distinct fields; firstly in what, in chap¬

ters 6 and 7 of the opening book of the Pratique, he calls

"1'action theatrale", that is the subject of the play in

question, and secondly in the way in which the author

approaches his subject - the dramatisation. A.necessary

and complete link is needed between these two aspects of

the dramatist's art, for otherwise vraisemblance is not

achieved and the spectator cannot fully identify with what

is happening on stage. Further on in his treatise, talking

of disguise and recognition, d'Aubignac declares that, "s'il

est necessaire qu'un .icteur soit inconnu aux Jpectateurs,

merne jusqu'a son nom, ou a sa condition, pour leur donner le

contentement d'une ingenieuse Heconnoissance, il faut au

^oins qu'ils scachent que son nom et sa condition ne sont

pas connus: que s'il est pris pour autre qu'il n'est pas, il

faut consiaerer s'il est besoin, pour 1'intelligence



des '3psct; teurs, qu'on sqache ses noma, et ses deux con¬

ditions, ou seulement celuy qu'il porte a faux, et lever
1

toute la confusion qui pourroit roster au Theatre" . Plays

witri ronanesque subjects are not automatically banned; but

d' ubignac would wish them to be easily understood by the

aulionce ana able to offer "des raisons de vraisemblence".

Fis aim is a radical simplification of the tragi-comedy as

it e-isted at the beginning of the decade.

:\s if to underline his own position or the matter, as

well as to cash in on the success of Timocrate, Thomas

Oorneille beings out another identity play -round the very

time of the oreface to Timocrate and after the performance
2

ox the Loman tragedy La fort de 1'empereur Commode .

Berenice is, in its turn,followed by .Darius, another dis¬

guise play where the historical sources (Justin, Diodorus,

flutarch) are supplemented by det. Is drawn from Berenice
3

itself , harius marks an important development from Timo-

ciate and particularly Berenice, in that the audience is

informed of the title-character's true identity as early

as the second scene of act II ("J'ose dons Codoman vous

montrer Darius '). V/hat, in the meantime, about La ' ort

1. D' ubignac, La Pratique du theatre, ed. P. k'artino,
Algiers, 1927, pp. 275-274.

2. or a discussion of these dates, see Chapter 1.

3. Lancaster, History, vol. Ill, pp. 189-190. This para-
11.1 with Berenice, which two earlier critics of harius
had failed to see (M. G-oldstein, Darius, Xerxes un
Artaxerxes im Drama der neaeren Literaturen, Leipmig,
1912 and R. Levy, "The sources of Thomas CorneiiUs
.■•■irius", torn riic P.-view, i'.i (1929), pp. 35-41), is taken
up and developed by D.A. Collins in his book Thomas Cor¬
nel lie: protean dramatist, The Hague, 1966, pp.77-82, to
which the reader is referred.



de l'empcreur Commode, which is almost the first printed,

s cnlar tragedy to have appeared in Prance for four years?

In deciding to write the first toman tragedy of any

importance since Cyrano de Bergerac's ha Port ri'Agrippine,

performed in 1653, Thomas Come ills turned to the Empire

in particular to the end of the Antonine dynasty which mar-ted

its turning-point. This period, at the beginning of the 2nd

century A.j., saw the annexation of the west unaer Trajan,

the gradual Roraanisation of the provinces and a preponder¬

ance of provincially-born emperor^ who, through the aaoption

system, succeeded in maintaining an enlightened succession

and in establishing the pax romana. It should be noted

that peace was only established with difficulty at the be¬

ginning of the Christian era: over three centuries, as

Duruy notes4, thirty-one out of forty-nine Caesars were

assassinated. After Augustus, there came the Caligulas

and the Neros before the Flavians and, at the close of the

first and during the second century, the five good emperors:

Nerva, Trajan, Hadrian, Antoninus Pius and Marcus Aurelius.

By his sadism and despotism, the last of the Antonincs,

Commodus,brings us back to the corrupt tyrants of the 1st

century, whose reigns provide the background to one Roman

tragedy in six in Prance between 1635 and 1670. Vith him

begins a series of violent revolutions taking place simul¬

taneously with the rise to power of military emperors.

4. 7. uruy, Histoire des Romains, Paris, 1877-1685, vol.
VII, p. 532.



The life and death of the emperor Commodus tempted no

other seventeenth-century French dramatist. This monopoly

would lead one to suspect that Th, Corn.ille chose rela¬

tively unknown historical subjects, which had not yet been

treated by a contemporary. In this he would resemble his

better-known brother, whose spirit of independence, as far
5

as subjects go, is no longer questioned by critics'. Of

Thomas Gomel lie's six Roman tragedies, only Me imian con¬

tains elements directly taken up by earlier dramatists,

Whether premeditated or not, this wish by the younger Oor-

neille to avoid the well-beaten tracks led him to study

very dif erenu periods of Roman history. If we exau ine his

choice of subjects, we can detect a progression from the

Empire in the first three tragedies (La fort de l'empereur

Commode. Ctilicon, Maximian) to the Republic in the 1 .st

three (Persee et Demetrius, haodice, La t- ort d' xnnibal).

It may be that Thomas first found the subject of

Commodus in Coeffeteau's Histoire romaine^, where in the

twelfth book a fairly full account of the episode is given.

Equally, he could have come across it either in Dio Cassius

or in Herodian. Dio, v/riting his Roman history in Greek,

provides a very different version from that of Herodian: he

5. Perhaps the most radical point of view on tin question,
and one which seems to me to go too far, has been ex¬
pressed by Georges May in his Tragedie cornelienne, tra-
gedie racinienne, Urbana, 1948,

6. N. Coeffeteau, Histoire romaine, contenant tout ce qui
s'est passe de plus memorable depuis le commencement de
1'histoire de 1' mpire d'Auguste jusqu'a ceiui de Con-
stantin le Grand, Paris, 1621, 1 quote from the 3,
Oramoisy edition, Paris, 1628.



does not mention the tablets in which Commodus inscribed

the names of those close to him whom he wished to put to

death, and he gives to Laetus, the prefect, and Electus,

the cubicularius. a more active, spontaneous part in the

struggle against Commodus:

Nam Laetus & Electus, qui ei infensi erant, partim quod
versarentur in huiusmodi rebus, partim quod ipsum timerent
(quippe minabatur eis quod haec se facere prohiberent) in
euro coniurauerunt. Statuerat Commodus vtrumque consulem,
Erycium Clarum, & Syssium Placcum interficere atque ipse
Kalendis ex eo loco, in quo g'ladiatores aluntur, vna oc
consul secutor exire. non longe enim a gladiatoribus,
ita vt si esset vhus ex eorum numero, praecipuam domum
habebat. Idque mihi omnes credent facilius, si intelli-
gent, eum abscisso Colossi capite sui capitis imaginem
reposuisee, data ei h ua, leoneque aeneo subiecto, vt
Herculi similis esset; atque praeter supradicta nomina,
ita inscripisse: Primus pugnator inter secutores, qui
solus sinistra manu vicit hominum (vt opinor) duodecim
raillia. His permoti rebus Laetus &. Electus, in eum con-
iurant, communicato cum Marcia consilio, Itaque postremo
die anni, quum homines die festo celebrando eesent occu-
pati, venenum ei noctu per Karciam dant in carnibus bouinis
quumque non posset interire subito, propter vinum (quod
largiter bibere) & balneas, quibus vti abunde semper con-
sueuerat, iamaue vomere inciperet, ac suspicatus id quod
erat, minaretur; Narcissum athletam ad eum interficiendum
mittunt, lauantemque eius opera suffocant 7.

The three conspirators' motive is here less strong than

in the two other versions: Laetus and Electus are led to

regicide partly because they fear that Commodus wishes to

get rid of the two consules designati. while Marcia's role

is reduced to that of a simple, although very competent

executant.

The same Dio Caesius, in the fourteenth chapter of

book LXVII of his History, recounts the death of the empe-

7» Dionls Cassii Cocceiani Historiae homanae llbri XLVI.
Hanoviae, apud Claudium liarnium, 1606, book LXXII, '
chapter 18, pp. 827-828.
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ror Bomitian (the last of the Flavians, who died in 96 A. P.),

The details of the account are remarkably close to elements

which otherwise can only be found in a mixture of both

Herodi n's and Coeffeteau's versions. Those who were close

to omitian - including his wife Domitia, the jreject Nor-

banus and his colleague Petronius Secundus - feared his

anger. "Nam & Domitia in odium ei venerat, timebatque ne

se inter:ici iuberet; & ceteri a plius eum carum non hate-

bant* quod iam quibusdam eorum nonnulla crimina inferebai.-

tur, quodque caeteri ne idem sibi eueniret, metueb.nt". The

emperor, or his part, took actions

iiiquidem illud etiam accepi, lomitianum statuisse eos
onnes inter, icere, quod iam ei suspectl forent; atqtie
eorurn nomina script:, in tabulis tiliaceis, lisdemque
duplicibus, sub puluinari eius lecti in quo requiescebat
abdidisse: quas quuia inde nudus & garrulus puer forte
dormiente eo accepioset, easque inter diu haberet in manl-
bus, ignorans quid ferret, Domitiam forte ocourrisse,
quaeque scripta erant, legisse; ac rem omnem illis signi-
ficauisse. wua re aniraaduersa, maturauere insiciias: et
si ante ad rem gerendam norv,sunt aggressl, quani suceess-

c orem imperii confirmassant d.

ventually bomitian was killed off by jtephanus, a

freedman, and Parthenius, a chamberlain, btephanus him¬

self wa3 killed in the process.

The second contemporary account is that of Hero ian,

whose History of the Roman Empire in eight books covers the

period from 180 to 238 A.l). His version of the death of

Commodus fits into the end of book I and the beginning of

book II. Now, we know that Pierre Oorneillehad received a

complete copy of Herodian and Zosimus on 12 February 1618

8. Ibid.t pp. 766, 766-767.



as the 2e prix de versilication latine while he was a

Q

pupil at the Jesuit College in Rouen*', and Thomas, living

with his brother until at least 1662, must have had access

to this book if he so desired. Herodian pays less atten¬

tion to small details than does Dio, but the abs.nee of

dates and historical exactitude is made up for by the

liveliness of his pleasant style.

His account resembles in several respects Bio's

account of the death of Domitian and the story of Commodus

in Cofeffeteau. Chapters 13-15 of book i tell of the

emperor's licentiousness, his chariot-driving and lights

with v/ild animals and of his desire to rename the months

and change his own name to Hercules. His killing of exotic

animals from a terrace ibove the arena was approved of by

the people, but his gladiatorial displays were considered

disgraceful. However, Commodus was not to be put off by

this:

vniuersis diem concelebrantibus, statuit Coram©dus non
quldem ex imperatoriie (vt mos erat) aedlbus, sed ex
ipso gladiatorio ludo prodire in publicum, ac pro ele¬
ganti vestitu purpuraque imperatoria, procedere armatus,
deducente gladiatorum agmine, in conspeotum Romani populi.

Neither Marcia, his most esteemed mistress, nor laetus

9. The Bibliotheque Nationale Notice des objets exposes dans
la salle du Parnasse franpais a 1*occasion du second cen-
1;enaire de la mcirt de "Tierre Corneille, octobre 1684»
Paris, 1864, pp. 35-36, suggests that the prize was of
book VII of Herodian. But the copy in question, with the
award inscription on the first leaf (B.N. Res. J 3006) is
of the complete Herodian and Zosinus texts, Greek with
Latin translation in separate columns on each page. The
edition is the 1611 octavo one, published in Lyon by A. de
arsy. ^'here are no manuscript comments of any kind on
ierre's copy.



or Electus, when informed of the plan, could persuade

him to change his mind. Whereupon,

Quibus Com odus, ira percitus facessere ab se iussis,
statim in cubiculum reuersus, vt quemadnodum consueuerat
meridiaretur, sump to in manus libello, quales de philyra
t nuissiai atcue in vtramque partem replloabilec ^iunt,
conscribit in eo quoscunque ilia nocte interi'ioere des-
tinauerat. L,t quibus prima erat artia, mox Laetus atque
Electus: post hos ingens eorum numerus qui plurimum auto-
ritatis in senatu obtinebant. Siquidem senes vniversos
paternos amicos tollere e medio, ne censura illoxuia sua
interpellarentur flagitia.

The tablet was pHa ced on his couch, where it was found by

a boy while Commodus was having a bath. Marcia met the

boy and seized the tablet:

gnita dein Commodi manu, ac legend! cupidine magis
illecta, vbi funesta contineri ac se , rirnam peti intell-
exxt, Laetumque & lectum subaequi, tantamque deinceps
reliquorum futuram caedem: haec secum ingemiscens con-
susurrabat, Suge Commode, haeccine praemla beneuolentiae
a:.-orisque sunt? ita cilicet de te merui, quum tarn mul-
to annos contumelias ebrietatemque tuam pertuli? aed
nequaquam tibi haec ita succeaserint, viro temulento,
aduersus sobriam mulierem.

His dictis, Slectum ad se accersit (quem exiam ipsa
aliquando per se conuenire, vtpote cubiculi custodom
solita, & cum eo quoque stupri habuisse consuetud•aem
credebatur.

..clecxus was given the tablet to read, then sent it

to Laetus, who hurried back to Marcia. They resolved to

act:

Placidum autem est rem veneno agi: quod ee facile
daturam ...'artia recepit, quippe solita primum illi mis-
cere atque offerre poculum, vt ab arnica porrectum
suauius biberetur.

Com-odus accordingly drank the poisoned wine and began to

vomit:

Caeterum quum multum euomisset, veriti illi ne veneno
quoque omni eiecto colligeret sese, utque vna omnes
caedi i perar t, persuaserunt magna mercede Narcisso
cuidam, audaci strenuoque adolescenti, vt ipsum in
cublculo strangularet. Hie irru..tpens ilium & veneno &
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10
erapula languescentera, constricto gutture inter!icit .

Herodian's emperor, then, plans to accomp ny the

gladiators into the arena, but there is no question of

getting rid of the consuls, an episode indicated in

Coef etteau but absent from La . ort de 1'empereur Commode

and from the biography of the emperor in Thomas Corneille's

Dicxiormaire universel geographique et historique, a.v.

11
Rome . Marcia's fears, then those of Laetus and Blectus,

*

are overcome, and the preparation of "the plot is described

as in Ooeffeteau's work, which here follows Herodian's

account ver,y closely.

Ooeff'eteau tells how Commodus, on the last aay of

192 A.D., "estoit delibere d'entrer sur le theatre en

qualite de suiuant de gi.adiateur & de Consul pour en

deshonorer la aignite, & la dessus s'estoit encor resolu

de faire mourir les deux Consuls Erucius clarus &■ oocius

Placco, aiin de se faire nommer en leur place". .'here¬

upon, in aii attempt to dissuade him, "sa Concubine Marcia

qu'il tenoit presque au rang d'vne femme legitime, & a qui

il auoit fait decernsr la plus grande part dea honneurs qu'

on deferoit aux Imperatrices, s'alla ietcer a ses pieas,

luy remonstra l'indignite de cette action, le coniura de
12

ne souillcr point ainsi I'honneur de 1*Empire Remain.." .

10* Herodiani historiarum libri Y1I1, Lyon, A. de Harsy,
1611, pp. 4&, 47-48,"49, 50, 51.

11. Th. Come ills, hicti onnaire universel geographique et
historique. Paris, 1706, vol. Ill, p. 272.

12. Joeffeteau, Histoire romaine, p. 610.
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Laetus and Electus wished to do likewise, but after dis¬

missing them, Commode "prit des tablettes, & y coucha les

noms de ceux qu'il vouloit faire depescher la nuit suiuante,
\

& tout a la teste des autres mit Marcia, puis Laetus &

Electus, & apres eux vn nombre infiny d'autres personnes

signalees qui deuoient mourir". By chance, one of his boys

came across the tablets and on leaving the emperor's bed¬

room was met by Marcia, The death-order "l'effraya, mais

ne luy osta pas le iugement, & l'emplit seulement de colere

contre Commode, duquel elle ne pouuoit assez blasmer 1*in¬

gratitude" . Along with the two condemned men she decided

to poison Commode after his bath. Having offered him a

cup of poisoned wine, she spread the news that he needed

some rest, "Craigaant que la nature ne reiettast & ne

repoussast puissamment le poison, & que reuenant en sante

il ne les fist tous mourir, a raison dequoy a force d'ar-

gent ils perauaderent a vn nomme Narcisse homme fort & ro¬

buste , de l'aller estrangler, sous ombre de le vouloir se-

courir. Cet athlette prenant le marche, & luy serrant le

col, l'estouffa entre le vin & le poison

Now the source of no other of Thomas' plays can be

adequately traced back to the bishop of Marseille's modem

historical digest. What is significant, though, is the

prestige which this Hiatoire romaine enjoyed in the seven¬

teenth century. Charles Urbain, in his study on Coeffeteau1^,

13. Ibid.. p. 611.

14. C. Urbain, Nicolas Coeffeteau, dominicain, eveque de
Marseille, feris, 18^3, PP. 35>3$4.



lists the numerous reprints of the work between 1623 and

1680; and Chevreau, in a letter of 1687, tells us that
N v

";jusqu*a la fin du siecle, les gentilhommes campagnards

avaient dans leur bibliotheque 1*1118 to ire romaine (de

Coeffeteau) a cote du Plutarque d'Amyot et des Essais de
15

Montaigne" . Pierre Corneille used Coeffeteau in writing
16

Polyeucte and perhaps also Cinna , while Vaugelas and La

Bruyere quoted him approvingly. We know nothing of Thomas

Corneille*s library; when he was writing La Mort de l*em-

pereur Commode, he was, however, still living in the rue de

la Pie in Rouen, in the "grande maison" alongside the "pe¬

tite maison" where Pierre resided from 1639, on the death

of his father. It is therefore very likely that Thomas

was able to consult Pierre's copy of the 1611 Herodian

and also a copy of Coeffeteau*s work, and that he even

took care to do so, for this was his first foray into Ro¬

man tragedy. As there is no Examen to the play, only an

epitre in general, flattering terms addressed to Pouquet,

it is difficult to be more precise.

Prom our study of the historical sources it is poss¬

ible to conclude that Thomas used mainly either Herodian

or Coeffeteau, or perhaps both to some extent, when tack¬

ling Commode: it is an account in the Herodian style which

he followed, at any rate for his description of the tablets

Dio*s life of the emperor Domitian also contains the main

15. Quoted in Urbain, op, cit..p,28l.

16. Corneille, Abrege du Martyre de Saint-Polyeucte (M.-L.
vol. Ill, p. 4*78); lirbain. op. clt.t p. 260, note 3.
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lines of what Thomas Corneille wishes to dramatise, and

omits certain elements - Commode*s homosexuality, Marcia*s

concubinage - which, for reasons of bienseances. could

not be shown on the seventeenth-century French stage. But

in the end, this omission cannot be attributed with any

certainty to Dio's influence, as Thomas himself could well

have realised that these features were unacceptable. As

the dramatist's account of the actual death of Coi.imodus is

17
different from that of Dio, Herodian or Coeffeteau , and

as he places less emphasis on Commode*s former crimes than

do the historians, it is very probable that at some stage

Thomas Corneille used Dio's account of the death of Domi-

tian. As for Coeffeteau, he adds little to Herodian*s ver¬

sion, to which we know Thomas had easy access, and would

appear as a possible additional check rather than an orig¬

inal source.

For a play which follows Timocrate and precedes Bere¬

nice probably by only a month or two, ha Mort de l*em-

pereur Commode proves that Thomas has the ability to write

simply, clearly and dramatically, inventing major episodes

as he does so. There are only five main characters - the

four of the historical account and Helvie, who, along with

17. From the strictly historical point of view, Dio's ver¬
sion, contemporary with Commodus, is preferable to
Herodian's rather fanciful account. See J. Zurcher,
"Commodus. Fin Baitrag zur Kritik der Historien Hero-
dians", in bncersuchungen zur romischen Kaisergeschichte.
ed. M. Budinger, Leipzig, 1bbiJ, vol. I, pp. 2^5-263;
E. Hohl, "Die Ermordung des Commodus", Philologische
Wochenschrift. LII, n 35-38 (1932), ppte 191-200, and
Kaiser Commodus und Herodian. Berlin, 1954.



Marcia, becomes a daughter of Pertinax, who will succeed

Commodus on the Imperial throne in 193• Both Marcia and

Helvie have confidantes, and each of the women appears in

just over half the scenes (seventeen out of thirty-two).
But they only meet on four occasions in the first four acts

(1.1, III.5, IV.4 and 5): neither is prominent in the se¬

cond act, where Electus and Laetus occupy the main positions,

and while Helvie holds the stage in the fourth act, Marcia

takes over at the end of act IV and continues until scene

6 of the last act. The two men, Laetus and Electus, appear

slightly less frequently than either Marcia or Helvie; only

Electus appears in act III and then only once, in the last

scene. In fact, the opening acts of the play present an

interesting, symmetrical pattern: Helvie, at the beginning

of act I, then with Laetus in 1.3, followed by a scene

between the three men and a dialogue between Electus and

Laetus. The second act is almost parallel: Marcia, then

Marcia and Electus, followed by another dialogue between

Electus and Laetus and a scene between these two and Comm¬

ode, which initiates the first major change of direction.

Commode, however, the title-character, is the rarest

of the characters: one appearance in each of the first

three acts, one in each of the first four scenes of act

IV, after an initial attempt to murder him, then a final

entry in the middle of the last act, for the purposes of

the denouement. Eight scenes, a quarter of the play - there

is nothing uncommon about this in French plays of the time

dealing with the death of an illustrious figure (Pompey,

Hannibal ...). Yet Commode is, for a large part of the
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time in Th. Corneille, the only protagonist, a man de¬

prived of relatives or friends who might help him; for

larcia, despite all her ambition, is not taken in by him.

The freres Parfaict, in their criticism of the play, affirm

that "a la verite, on trouve dans cette Iragedie des mor-

ceaux dignes de l'auteur de Stilicon, de Gamma, d'Ariane,

& du Comte d'Essex; mais on n'y remarque pas moins que les

personnages sont mal choisis, & peu interessants. Celui

de Commode, qui doit faire tout l'interet de la Piece, est
X- IP

manque totalement" . This last remark is not strictly

true.

One important change which affects the dramaturgy

has already been mentioned! the presence of a second fe¬

male character. Both Helvie and Marcia are brought close

into Commode*s circle by virtue of their father Pertinax,

and yet each of the women is clearly defined and different.

Helvie has a reciprocated love for Laetus, vfhile from the

middle of act II onwards the latter is destined by Commode

to marry the emperor's sister, thus leaving Helvie free to

replace Marcia in the emperor's affections. Marcia, for

her part, declares her love for Commode, although she is

driven on primarily here by ambition and desire for power.

She admits in scene 2 of act II that she is not unmoved by

Electus, by love or rather estime for him, and although at

the time her other feelings overcome this ("Je sgay que sa

vertu voudroit la preference / Mais Commode Empereur emporte

18. Parfaict, Histoire du theatre frangais, Paris, 1745'
1749, vol. VIII, p. 243.



la balance", II.2), both she and we are aware of the two

possible outcomes, and to some extent this helps to explain

and justify her reactions in act V.

Thomas Corneille's Commode is thus largely, but by no

means exclusively, the dealings of lovers and the unfolding

of events which condition and alter these relationships.

Virtually all this is new, and even Marcia is upgraded from

concubine to mistress. But on to this framework, which

occupies four acts out of five, is grafted the story of

Commode*s attempt to dispatch those closest to him: the wax

tablets, their discovery, the organisation of a plot to

overthrow the emperor, the carrying out of the plot, and

finally the two or three scenes which justify the play's

title. These two very unequal parts are easy to distinguish,

but do have an important element linking them: the charac¬

ter of Helvie, invented by the author not only for drama¬

turgical purposes or even to preserve the bienseances (al¬

though both of these are part of her function), but in

order to engineer the passage from one part of the tragedy

(Commode's plans to marry off the four other characters as

he saw fit) to the other (the tablettes, the four charac¬

ters* plot and the Emperor's death). It is important to

note that Commode's crimes recounted in history remain

undetailed in the play until IV.2, and from this it is

clear that it is principally Helvie's assassination attempt

before the act opens which, for Thomas Corneille, justi¬

fies the preparation of the tablettes.

This dual state raises its own problems, of vraisem¬

blance and of dramatic presentation. How does Thomas
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Coraeille manage to graft these two fairly similar but

distinct episodes together? Is the union of an imagined

story with a fairly carefully followed historical account

successful? How is each section presented and developed?

We shall see, in fact, that the transition from the first

to the second part is skilfully prepared, by the intro¬

duction of a first assassination attempt on the emperor,

carried out by Helvie independently between acts III and

IV. What of the initial story and its exposition?

Over the first act and a half, the spectator has

each element of the problem presented from one point of

view. Each of the characters has the chance to justify

himself in our eyes and to bring out the feelings which

link him, willingly or by force, to the others. Marcia

uses her opening dialogue with Helvie (I»1) to state and

justify her position with regard to Commode and her atti¬

tude to life in general, while Helvie serves as a foil,

presenting a more realistic, less naive view of the Em¬

peror and his lack of scruples. This presentation of the

women's point of view is continued in two ways. Firstly,

by Marcia's re-appearance in II.1, where she confirms to

her confidante Lucie what she has already told Helvie.

This serves to show the audience that Marcla is much more

concerned about the position she hopes to hold than about

the person who will help her to attain it. Behind the

carefree facade lie doubts about Commode's integrity, the

future of her own ambitions, and her real feelings for

Electua, despite the social differences between them.

Secondly, after Marcia's departure in act I, Helvie has a



scene with her confidante, then an interview with Laetus,

both of which confirm Helvie1s deep, if hesitant love for

the young man, who reciprocates it. Already, before Com¬

mode's entry, a first obstacle is raised: Laetus lias been

told to marry the Emperor's sister, and his pledge to re¬

fuse the command completes what is a threefold picture of

the Emperor prior to his arrival, karcia, Helvie and Laetus

have each given a view of different aspects of Commode, -who

now appears.

It is a common and effective dramatic device to pre¬

sent a character in his absence and then show a rather diffe¬

rent, usually milder side to him when he comes on stage.

The first of Commode's three appearances before Helvie's

assassination attempt portrays him as willing - or appar¬

ently willing - to listen to Rome's requests, transmitted

through Electus, that he should abandon gladiatorial con¬

tests, and to share his power by marrying Mareia, although

an ambiguity is left here ("Au sang de Pertinax rendons

enfin justice / ••• / Faisons-luy partager le pouvoir ab-

solu", 1.4) which will account for his switch to Helvie

in the next act. The despair of Electus and Laebus (1.5),

especially the latter, is thus largely a continuation of

attitudes previously adopted - Laetus in 1.3# Electus prior

to the first act - rather than a direct outcome of Commode's

words, and Electus' meeting with Garcia in II.2, with its

confirmation of mutual affection, pushes Electus into his

second suicide threat, mirroring those of Laetus in the

first act.

The re-entry of Commode in II.4 and his plan to marry



Helvie mark the first major peripetie of the play and the

end of the exposition. Marcia and Helvie are at that

point shown to be occupying widely different positions,

although Marcia's is less intransigent than she would

have us believe. And while Laetus' attitude is substan¬

tially that of Helvie, whereas Electus is more favourable

to the emperor, as later scenes will show, the two men

are in largely analogous situations. Neither can marry

the woman he loves, although Laetua* status is about to

rise with his marriage to commode's sister; Electus sim¬

ply loses Marcia to the emperor. Of all the emperor's

opponents, Helvie is the most vociferous, and it is appro¬

priate that once his plans for her are made clear in act

II, she should occupy the stage almost continuously for

the next two acts, dismissing the captain of the guards,

Commode's emissary (111.1), then Comaode himself (scene

2), arousing Marcia*s jealousy (scenes 6 and 7), and

seeking to save an otherwise impossible situation by an

attempt on the emperor's life.

Had Thomas Corneille so wished, the play could have

ended fairly rapidly, with action taken against Helvie

and plans forced through to deal with the other charac¬

ters. But as we have seen, the dramatist has both re¬

duced Commode's appearances to a minimum, and in them out¬

lined a character different from the historical Commodus.

In the opening scene of act IV, he is still willing to for¬

give and forget; he rightly talks of "mon ame irresolue",

and Thomas requires to bring Helvie back to confront

Commode during the next three scenes (2-4), mocking and



taunting him and deriding Laetus, who tries to take some

of the blame (IV.3). It is only in scene 4 that Commode's

scorn is fully roused and his departure is marked by am¬

biguous statements regarding first Helvie and Laetus

("lis veulent estre unis, il faut y consentir"), then

Marcia, for "vous serez hors d'etat de vous plaindre de

moy" (IV.4). It requires a relative outsider, Electus,

whom Marcia had already dismissed as ineffective at the

close of act III, to come, in the corresponding scene of

the fourth, and warn her of the general danger to the

family incurred by Helvie's refusal,

Helvie*s intervention in the early part of act IV

has thus carried the action forward to the end of that

act; but whether the situation after the assassination

attempt has radically changed from what it v#as before,

in the first three acts, it is difficult to say, at

least as far as Marcia, Laetus and Electus are concerned.

To some extent act IV has been an act of rest, giving

occasion for deeper characterisation (Commode, Laetus

and Helvie) but n^t noticeably furthering the dramatic

action. Some new peripetie is required to untie the knot,

and this is provided by the discovery of the tablettes

during the interval following act IV. After this, events

take their course, although, as we shall see, not strictly

in accordance with any historical account.

General criticism of the structure of La Mort de I'

empersur Commode must take into account its division into

two parts, a division which, as we have seen, is minimised

by the presence of all the characters in each. Plays on



the death of sua historical character present problems; by

the late 1650s the crisis or death had to come late in the

play and the dramatist is faced with selecting preceding

events to fill the opening acts. The life of Commodus

raised particular questions concerning the bienseances,

although it is obviously difficult to say whether Th.

Corneille had to provide four acts which are for the most

part unhi3torical, solely in order to omit unacceptable

episodes in the emperor's life, or whether the relation¬

ships between the two women and the three men were due

partly to this but also largely to fit in with current

demands for draaa centred round a love-plot. The latter

interpretation would seem to be the correct one, although

it is difficult to prove the former incorrect. Whatever

the slant he gave to the play, Thomas Corneille would have

had to widen the perspective and probably introduce extra

characters, minor historical or else completely invented

ones.

Given the dual interest of the tragedy, its structure

is quite competently handled. The exposition is concise and

the remaining parts are also dealt with expeditiously. The

play is one of action and concerted effort, with stichomythia

(III.5) but no stances and only one monologue. The peripe¬

tias are introduced regularly - in the middle of act II,at

the end of acts III and IV. Prom the first of these on¬

wards, all the characters, and the action, are dependent

on the whims of Commode. The noeud to the first part is

continued until well on into act IV, and the denouement to

the play, although relying on an event occurring after the



end of that act, is relevant to £.11 that has gone before.

A balance, initially maintained, is altered by the end.

At the start. Commode and Karcia are relatively close

emotionally, and ars opposed by Halvis and Lastus, while

Electus in the centre maintains a position of deference

to Commode, for "Ds tout ce qua je sui3 son bras eat la

soutien" (III.6). Gradually Karcia moves over to :Join

her sister, and Electus is fully convinced of the imrai-
1 Q

nent danger by the end of act IV. Thomas Corneille

has also taken care to develop his characters as far as

his material will allow. Commode's death, recounted in

V.7, could well have provided a fitting climax, accom-
*

panicd by a guick summary of the other characters' re¬

actions; but Thomas, like the historians, looks forward

to the succession, and Marcia leans (scene 8) that her

father Pertinax has already been chosen. The final scene

9 contains details of the forthcoming marriages between

Helvie and Laetus and Marcia and E'lectus.

Thomas Corneille has been criticised, in general

terms, for relegating essential information to the inter¬

vals of his plays, instead of showing it in front of the

audience. Now in Commode, the last two of the four inter¬

vals contain episodes which have a bearing on the continu¬

ation of the plot; Helvie"s attempt to assassinate the

19* Reynier, Thomas Corneille, p. 151 and subsequently
Lancaster7 History, vol. "III, p. 193» have compared
Helvie to the Erailie of md consider her infer¬
ior to P. Corneille's heroine". The comparison is
hardly a vfLid one, for the initial situations are not
similar and unlike the conspirator" s wifc-to-be,Helvie does
not accept cLemency. In her case, there is a direct
confrontation with Commode (IV.2 and 3).
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emperor (III-IV) and tlia discovery of Ida taoiecs thanks

to the defection of Flavian, Commode's capitains des

tardea (IV-V). Before one criticises this method, one

must ask if there is a more suitable means of convoying

these events, and whether i'komas* presentation is to the

detriment of the drama.

The interval is an important part of seventeenth-

century French tragedy and, as Jacques Scherer has shown,

provides a natural and infinitely extendable break in the
20

performed action . It may contain events which cannot

be depicted on stage, either because of the audience's

sensibility (or perhaps merely the author's belief that

this sensibility would be affected) or because time does

not allow for their actual representation, hvents in

both these categories can, of course, take place off¬

stage during the course of an act. Jut whichever me¬

thod is used, some of the characters, and the audience,

will require to be informed about what has happened.

Now if the events are as momentous as those in Commode,

the news will have to be quickly given, and recite, how¬

ever concise, are not always the moat effective or dram¬

atic means of conveying information. Sometimes they can

be, as in Horace, with its eye-v/itness reports of chang¬

ing fortunes, or in ikedra. with ihcramene's account of

the death of Hippoiyte which is there more to help Ihesee

come to a realisation of his guilt than to fill in the

picturesque, if tragic, scene <*mong the rocks.

20. J. Scherert ha dramaturgic classiqua en France, Paris,
1950, pp. — '——
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Neither of the scenes consigned to the intervals

could really, or need, be shown on stage; and faced with

the choice of placing them between the acts or during

them but off-stage, Thomas Corneille has surely chosen

by far the wiser course. For this method allows the

following acts (IV and V) to open with principal char¬

acters involved - Commode and Marcia respectively - com¬

menting, naturally and fully, on the act revealed, and

showing their reactions and immediate plans. Both of

these first scenes are highly dramatic, more truly so

than would be a messenger*s recit or even the particular

action represented on stage.

Thomas Corneille has decided to make several notable

changes to received historical facts concerning Commodus

and his entourage. His Commode, rather than being "manque

totalement", as the Parfaict account has it, is a diffe¬

rent character from Herodian*s or Coeffeteau*3, or from

Dio*s Domitian: less licentious, clearly, and also a

little more subtle, in a brash way, and strong-willed in

a crisis. His presence is infrequent, but he is inevi¬

tably in the minds of the four other characters through¬

out the first three acts, for their very life, not to

speak of their happiness, depends on him. Hesitant be¬

cause of his love, and seemingly dependent on Flavian, his

capitaine des gardes, who, Livie-fashion, counsels clem¬

ency (IV.1), Commode remains lucid until the end and fin¬

ishes himself off with a dagger when the poison is slow to

take effect. The act is one of greater strength than a
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critic like de Vise would appear to believe . This de¬

pendence of the characters on Commode emphasises the close

family group which Thomas has built up: Marcia and Helvie

become sisters and they and their respective lovers are

drawn into the Imperial circle by the position, off-stage,

of a possible successor, Pertinax* Aristotle's recommen¬

dations, in the fourteenth chapter of the Poetics, that

the best tragic situations are found within the family

circle, are complied with as far as the situation will

allow. The removal of concubines proves to be a dramatic

advantage rather than a hindrance, and Electus is right

to argue, in extremis, that Helvie's fate will matter to

them all. The historical Marcia was the most favoured of

Commodus' concubines, but accounts do not speak of her

political ambition; this may have existed, and is here

made easier by her new relationship to Commode. Yet this

should not be exaggerated. The two only meet twice in

Thomas' tragedy (IV.4 and V.4, when the emperor is already

dying) and never alone together. Although she handles the

poison, she does not administer it herself; as she tells

21. In his Nouvelles nouvellea, Paris, P. Bienfaict, 1663,
vol. II, pp. 117— 11 , Thomas* future collaborator on
the Mercure has Clorante criticise Commode's cry to the
Gods in act V ("Malgre vous iusqu'au bout ie regleray
mon sort, / Et vous dementiray iusqu'au choix de ma
mort"), adding "Quoy qu'il dise, ou plutost, quoy qu'on
luy fasse dire, il doit croire, puis qu'il reconnoist
des Dieux, que le genre de mort dont il meurt, est celuy
dont ils auolent resolu qu'il mouroit, & que s'il a est6
empoisonne, c'est que les mesmes Dieux auoient ordonn6
qu'il le seroit auant que de mourir jaar le fer, & qu'il
ne se tuoit pan malgre eux." De Viee, through Clorante,
suggests that Stilicon's claim "Et pour faire un grand
crime il faut de la vertu" in the 1660 play of that
name, is also less resolute than would appear at first
sight.
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Commode in V.4j "••• A Rome Electus voulant prouver sa foy,

/ T*a donne le poison qu*il a receu de moy". Perhaps there

would have been a potentially dramatic scene here, for as
22

Ernst Hohl points out , Marcia*s handing-over of a cup she

had herself poisoned would have been "eii dramatischer Hohe-

punkt, demgegenuber der ungekunstelte Bericht Dios, dem

Kaiser sei vergiftetes Rindfleiseh vorgesetzt worden, un-

bedingt den Yorzug verdingt." No doubt Thomas has already

adequately emphasised the confrontation between the two

people by his insertion of V.4, where Marcia taunts Commode.

If the two women are each given their respective and

contrasting characteristics, so are Laetus and Electus.

Indeed, the latter, although absent from much of the cen¬

tral part of the play (II.5 to III.5 and IV.1 to IV.5 in¬

clusive), plays an essential role. Used as a tool by

larcia in her jealousy, and unheeded when he arrives to

give well-founded advice, he becomes, in the end, the chief

conspirator, administering the poison and, forgiven by

Marcia, awaiting the condemned emperor*s arrival (V.2).

To this extent, Commode is a tragedie heureuse. for the

emperor's death is a relatively glorious one, and each of

the other characters has achieved a fair part of what they

really, deep down, desire. Bloodshed there may be but,

just as Racine, some thirteen years later, will point out

that this is not necessary for a play to be a tragedy, so

its presence is not always unsatisfying. The distribution

of tarks also gives an equal share to each person and under¬

lines the careful mechanics of the construction to which I

have already alluded.

22. E. Hohl, art, cit., p. 196.



As we have seen in another chapter* Gamma was a

play which, like Stilicon the year before and La Mort d*

Annibal eight years later, Thomas Coraeille chose to treat

in place of Pierre. The source of Thomas* new tragedy,

performed at the end of January 1661, has always been

taken by critics to be Plutarch; and certainly, both in

his Bravery of women and Dialogue on love, Plutarch pro¬

vides a fairly full account of Camma's marriage to Sinatus,

the latter*s murder by Sinorix, and the ruse which the wi¬

dow employs to escape from the murderer's attentions.

Thomas Corneille will make changes, as he has done with La

Mort de l'empereur Commode and as was commonly accepted

practice; but the basic facts are as in Plutarch.

We saw earlier how Fouquet proposed to P. Corneille

that he treat Camma for his return to the theatre in 1659,

and I suggested that the subject might have come to the

surintendant dea finances through his possessing a copy of

Pierre Le Moyne*s Galerie des femmes fortes, the first edi¬

tion of which appeared in Paris in 1647. It would seem

useful to examine and compare these two different versions

and see whether Plutarch, famous in France since Amyot's

1559 translation of the Lives, followed thirteen years

later by his translation of the Moralia, from which our

accounts come, may have offered Thomas details which he

could not find in the Jesuit's recent account.

The version in the Bravery of women is much fuller

than that given in the Dialogue on love; the latter has

perhaps three points of detail not contained in the former,
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which in turn offers a wealth of extra material. From the

Bravery of women we learn how Gamma, conspicuous by her

form and beauty, but even more admired for her virtue,

modesty, quick-wittedness and high-mindedness, married

the tetrarch Sinatus. Sinorix, who was "distantly re¬

lated" to her husband, falls in love with Camma, but, un¬

able to win her affections by any other means, murders

Sinatus. Camma, a priestess of Artemis, and often seen

magnificently attired in processions in honour of the

goddess, seeks revenge in the temple.

But soon after committing his deed, Sinorix begins

to persistently woo Camma, who, it appears, is not unduly

downcast by the murder, "ains auec vn courroux couuert en

elle raesme, (elle) n*attendoit autre chose que 1*occasion

de s'en pouuoir venger". Sinorix helpfully tells her his

reasons for dispatching her husband and, seemingly con¬

vinced by the encouragement of friends, the widow sends

for the murderer. When she leads him to the altar, she

pours out a libation, drinks part herself and gives the

remainder to Sinorix. Only then is her plan revealed: she

rejoices that justice has been achieved and, as for Sinorix,

"toi le plus meschant homme du monde, donne ordre mainten-

ant que tes amis & parens au lieu de lict nuptial te pre-

parent vne sepulture".

The end is near for both, for the cup was poisoned.

But Plutarch, in the Bravery, paints a picturesque scene.

Sinorix, he tells us, "monta dessus vn chariot, esperant

que l'esbranlement & 1*agitation du chariot lui pourroit
v

seruir a faire vomir le poison, mais il en sortit tout



incontinent, & se fit mettre dans vne litiere: & ne ageut
si bien faire, que le soir mesme il ne rendist lv*ame."

Gamma lives through that night "and when she learned that
P "2

he had come to his end", she dies cheerfully .

The Dialogue on love version of the story is much

briefer. It omits the list of Camma's virtues, although

mentioning her beauty, and says nothing about a relation¬

ship between Sinorix and Sinatus. In the Dialogue. Plu¬

tarch makes Sinorix simply "the most powerful of the

Galatiaas". The Dialogue relates that after Sinatus1

death, many princes and kings tried to woo Gamma; in Bra¬

ver:/. only Sinorix is involved, and the speed and full

explanations which are mentioned there are missing from

the Dialogue, which equally says nothing about encourage¬

ment from Comma's friends. In the Bravery Gamma sends

for her husband's murderer; in the Dialogue Sinorix, trust¬

ing the widow, comes to the temple where she has sought

refuge and asks her to marry him. The longer account sug¬

gests that, by poisoning herself and Sinorix, Gamma lias

achieved justice, whereas the Dialogue on love prefers to

say that Gamma has avenged Sinatus: "I*ay eu I'heur & la

grace de venger ta mort sur co meschant cy", she cries to

her dead husband, "estant tres-aise de t'auoir este com-

pagne en la vie, & de luy (Sinorix) en la mort". The col¬

ourful episode of the chariot is omitted from the Dialogue,

where a litter suffices, and this version does not indicate

23, Plutarque, OEuvres morales, tr. J. Amyot, Paris, J.
Libert, 1616, vol. I, pp. 784, 785.



specifically that Camma knew of Sinorix's death before
2U

she herself expired courageously the following day .

If the Dialogue on love omits much of the detail of

the Bravery of women, it adds three points: the supremacy

of Sinorix among the Galatians, the arrival of kings and

princes after Sinatus' death to seek Camma's hand before

Sinorix made his appearance, and the tone of revenge that

the widow adopts once she has successfully dispatched her

husband's murderer. Each of these could have provided

Thomas Corneille with useful additions to the basic Plu-

tarchian source, which must remain the account in the

Bravery of women. What, now, about the pfere Le Poyne's

version?

Here again, Thomas could have found two accounts,

for the 3^-page story which opens Le Coyne's description
25

of Camma in the first folio edition and subsequent ones

is followed, after a sonnet, by an Slope de tamma, after

which come a Reflexion morale, a long Question morale and

arx - temple. This is, indeed, the pattern for the pre¬

sentation of the rest of Le Moyne's heroic ladies. The

opening account is less factual than the Eloge, more im¬

pressionistic, chatty and picturesque, with insistence on

the wedding ceremony. As in Plutarch's Dialogue, the ven¬

geance wreaked by Camma is underlined, as is her resultant

joy: "II a'est fait de 1& sur son visage, vne effusion de

21. Ibid., vol. II, p. 825.
25. This is the edition which Poucquet possessed (cf. MS. B.

N. f.fr.9l38» f°50, where the text is, however, dated
1618), and almost certainly the only one that Thomas
could have known before writing Camma (Paris, A. de Somma-
ville, 1617. Privilege 7 August 161+6, achevl d'imprimer
8 April 16i+7). The next edition appeared in Leyden in
1660, published by the Elseviers; but as this, of course,
has no privilfege or achev6. we cannot know its exact
printing-date.



ioye accompagnee d*vne petite fierte maiestueuse & agre-

able: La colere mesme y a de la bien-seance; & lea der-

nieres gouttes de son fiel s*y sont adoucis •.• sa mine

est d*vne Victorieuse, & dans aes atours il y a de la

feste & du triomfe". Sinorix's reaction is accordingly

more violent! "Et ne pouuant luy faire pis, il la demembre

au moins de ses desire & de son geste: & fait de son corps,

autant de pieces, qu'il luy fait d*imprecations, & luy dit

d*iniures".

Camma's response is cool, for her joy overcomes her

horror of him. As she collapses into the arms of her

attendants, "elle void dans la fuaee des flambeaux eteints

& des cassolettes renuersees, 1*Ombre de Sinnate encore

sanglante de sa blessure, qui luy fait signe qu'il est

temps de partir, & qu*elle est attendue en la Region des

Chastea & des Pidelles". Whereupon, "son coeur acheuant

de s*ouurir, elle prend conge de la Deesse; luy deraande

pardon de ce qu'en son Temple & au pied de son Autel & de

son Image, elle a sacrifie a l'Amour & a la Vengeance: E't

auec ces dernieres paroles, rend 1*Esprit d*vn visage

serain" •' Le Moyne does not here concern himself with

what immediately becomes of Sinorix.

The Bloge covers more ground, like the two Plutarchian

26. 1647 Sommaville folio edition, pp. 100-102. Camma had
already appeared four years earlier, in Le Moyne * s Pein-
tures morales of 1643, a skeleton version of the Galerie
des fsmmes fortes, as one of the "six grandes Peintures
Tes plus celebres et des plus fameux Exemples que cet
Amour (1*amour conjugal) ayt donnez au Monde". She i3
there in the company of Orphee pleurant Eurydice, Arte-
mise, Panthe e et Abradatas, and Seneque et Pauline. Cf.
H. Cherot, Etude sur la vie et les oeuvres du P. le
Moyne '(1602-W1). Wis. 18H7. o. 154'.



narratives, and with greater sobriety than Le Moyne*s

opening account. Camma, we are told now, "regna par le

droit de son sang" as well as by her looks - a detail not

insisted upon in the other versions. Her disdainful treat¬

ment of Sinorix i is again mentioned, and the latter*s am¬

bition in killing Sin at us is forcefully underlined; "il

assassine Sinnate; & de son corps se fait vn degre a son

lit & a son throsne". Her position as a priestess of Diana

is not explicitly mentionai in the Eloge. whereas "les

Pilles de Diane", her attendants, were present in Le Moyne*

initial recit. The "ombre de Sinnate" crops up again;

"elle n*ecouta point 1*Ombre sanglante de Sinnate qui

I'appelloit; & auant que de le suiure elle voulut le

venger".

Le Moyne equally insists now on the widow's intuition

and foresight. She sees through Sinorix ("elle ne laissa

pas de le voir au trauers de tous ses deguisements & de

tous ses artifices") and decides to remain firm: "de peur

qu'elle manquast son coup ... elle resserra son dessein

dans son coour auec son depit". Previous accounts were

less explicit. As in Plutarch's Bravery of women, friends

here offer Comma advice, which she pretends to accept.

At the marriage ceremony, she sprinkles drops of the pois¬

oned potion on the altar before drinking some and giving

the remainder to the bridegroom. The deaths are quickly

recounted, in a slightly moralising tone; but as in Plu¬

tarch, Sinorix dies first and Camma, "aprez auoir iouy

deux ou trois heures de sa vangeance, & de la gloire de



sa Fiaelite ... alia porter la nouuelle de 1*7116 & de

1*autre a Sinnate"^. Le Moyne's account, we note, apart

from adding minor details, has compressed the action by

reducing Gamma*s death-agony.

The only other version of the story which Xh. Cor-

neille might possibly have read is in Polyaenus* Strata¬

gemsturn, a Latin translation of which apoeared in Lyon
pO

in 1589 • The account here (pp. 612-614) is very brief

and only touches on the main points, with no controversial

details. Sinorix and Sinatus are tetrarchs; Camma is

beautiful and virtuous and a priestess of Diana. When

Sinorix assassinates Sinatus, Camma appears to fall in

with his plans, leads him to the altar, drinks a potion

and makes him share in it. The only slight change from

the four previous versions (two by Plutarch, two by Le

Moyne) is that, having given praise, Gamma dies, while

the bridegroom expires at the same times "His dictis con¬

fess tim & ipsa mortem obiit, & sponsus cum ea sirnul ad aram

Beae vitam reliquit" (p. 614). Even Le Moyne*s Bloge ver¬

sion of the deaths has been bettered, although Polyaenus*

may not be the most dramatic.

History, then, provides Thomas with a basic situation

and with three characters: the widowed queen, her dead

husband and the all-too-present usurper. The point at

which the dramatist chooses to begin his story will thus,

27. Ibid., pp. 103-104.

28. Polyaenus, Stratagematum libri ooto, Lyon, apud loan.
Tornaesium, 1^89.



to some extent, govern the choice of characters for the

play and hence the whole conduct of the action. It would

have been conceivable for the historical action to have

been compressed and for both Sinatus and Sinorix to have

appeared in the tragedy, on the lines, say, of Corneille's

Sophonisbe. where Syphax and Massinisse are both present

but where the death of Sophonisbe is still reached by the

end of the play. In this way Thome.3 Comeille might have

succeeded in including only three main figures in his plot,

with attendant confidants. If he kept to the historical

account, however, and provided for a time-lag between the

murder of Sinatus and Sinorix* s attempts to find favour

with Gamma, then the venture became more difficult, and

new characters almost certainly had to be found in order

to give dramatic form to the struggle between the widow

and the would-be king. But this being so, it was up to

Thomas Corneille to find persons who could conveniently

fit in to the structure and give it the orientation which

he thought either history or his own conception of the

story required.

Now two other French plays dating from the first

half of the seventeenth century treat the theme of Gamma:

La Caze*s Cammane (published in 1641) and Dorothee de

Croy*s Cinnatus et Gamma, a tragi-comedy which only exists

in manuscript. Even the La Cav.e play, as Lancaster states'

was almost certainly unknown to Thomas Corneille, but it is

29# History, vol. Ill, p. 440. The play is in the B.N.,
1x6s. p. Yf. 428.



useful to indicate its main features and additions if we

are to appreciate Thomas* problem fully. Unlike the his¬

torical Camma, La Caze's widow is unsure of who her hus¬

band's murderer is. She suspects Sinorix (1.1) but does

not have conclusive proof, as Sinate had expired after

saying only that his assailant was "Sino", and Caramane's

own sister, who appears in the first act and again in

the closing two, is conveniently called Sinope. The en¬

suing doubt is a well-worn dramatic device. The play is,

then, largely an attempt at identification, aided and

abetted by Sinorix, by his brother Cleomene and by Men—

and re, who are all in love with Caxama. To help solve the

problem, Camma offers to marry whichever of the three will

reveal the identity of the murderer. Eventually her choice

is centred on Sinorix, whom she attempts to stab. Whereas

in Thomas Comeille* s version she is prevented by another

character who will bear the blame, La Gaze*3 widow stops

short when the usurper speaks in his sleep. She is spared

by a suspicious Sinorix when he misinterprets words of

hers as a confession of love. The wedding ceremony, des¬

pite the intervention of the brother, takes place as in

history, but Sinorix dies on stage, still in the temple,

poisoned by Camraane, who expires shortly after him.

The change in the historical account through Camma's

ignorance of her husband*a murderer is a really major one

and, without very strong reasons indeed, Thoma3 Corneille

would not be justified in following La Caze's tragedy here.

The first assassination attempt, though, has dramatic possi¬

bilities, and in fact Thomas has a somewhat similar scene,



although another character is involved as well (III.3).
30

Lancaster, however, states^ that "the resemblance be¬

tween the two incidents is not close enough to prove

borrowing". Ihe remaining episodes in La Case are fairly

conventional: the struggle in Meriandre between love for

Camrrane and duty to Sinorlx, whose secret he feels he

must keep (1.6); the corresponding struggle in Cleomene,

whose love gets the better of his loyalty to the prince

(II.8) and the ensuing episodes where Slnorix is forced

to treat Cleomene as at once brother and treacherous sub¬

ject (III.1, 5). So Ihomas, if he renounces the fun and

games of identity, is left with a slim dramatic frame¬

work on which to build his own tragedy.

He solved the difficulty of the situation by in¬

venting two new main characters, bringing them closely

into Gamma's family circle by the creation of a chain of

love relationships. First, there is Hesione, daughter

of Sinatus by his first marriage and, we are told in 1.1,

engaged to Sinorix while her father was still alive. Al¬

though she appears infrequently in the play - in seven

scenes, less than any other character she has a key

position, for Camma is her stepmother (always an intrigu¬

ing dramatic situation), while Sinorlx is now far more

interested in the widow than in his fiancee, but still

has to contend with the latter. For Hesione's feelings

are dominated by a desire for vengeance and power, and the

30* History, vol. II, p. 196, note 13.



struggle in her between love and ambition, although an

unequal one, will give her character a measure of am¬

biguity. Between acts III and IV, she refuses to obey

Sinorix by marrying Sostrate and thus saving the usurper*s

presumed assailant, for this would leave her with less

opportunity to seise power. And it is power which fi¬

gures so much in her third and last appearance in the play

at the end of act four, for examples

Lors que l*offre d*un Trone a droit de nous flater,
Quels qu'en soient les degrez, il est >eau d*y monter.
C*est par la qu*on s*assure une illustra memoire (IV.5)

Yet in her first two appearances (1.5-6 and II.1; III.4-5),

it is clear that she believes Sostrate loves her; it is on

this basis that she gives her command at the close of the

first act and believes, after the abortive assassination

attempt, that he has acted on her behalf.

The other character introduced is Sostrate, prince

de Galatie and a favourite of Sinatus, whose position at

court is even more skilfully engineered. He i3 loved by

Hesione but is himself in love with Camma and thus comes

up against Sinorix as a rival, both for the hand of Camma

and for power in Galatia (although the latter is not in¬

sisted upon in the play). But at the same time, Sostrate

plays a key role in the work of revenge which occupies a

large part of the action. While serving Sinorix, who he

acknowledges has been of help to him, he is also called

upon, by virtue of his engagement and hi3 love, to answer

Hesione*s and Camma*s cries for help in the overthrowing

of the tyrant Sinorix. He thus feels an obligation to all

three main characters and can find no satisfaction
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in helping any of them.

While the dilemma of being at once loved by Kesione

and in love with the widowed queen is a straightforward

result of the inclusion of the former character, Thomas

Corneille has deepened Sostrate*3 problem by the debt

which he feels he owes to Sinorix. Thus Sostrate is in¬

itially in a very similar position to that of Electus in

La Mort de l'empereur Commode. There, the conspirator-

to-be had, prior to his warnings in act IV, dissociated

himself from his friends* hatred of Commode;

Et lors qu*en ma faveur chaque jour il s*explique,
Pourrois-je prendre part a la haine publique?
Be tout ce que je suis son bras est le soutien,
Pour elever mon sort il ne reserve rien,
Et i*oubli qui suivroit tant de marques d'estime
Des plus noires couleurs peindroit partout mon crime.

(III.6)

Sostrate's problem at the end of act II of Camma is the

same. Hesione and now the widow herself require his help

in ridding Galatia of the tyrant, but

Si j*aime Sinorix, il n*est point de bienfaits
Pont il n'ait jusqu*icy prevenu mes souhaits,
Sea bontea chaque jour se font pour moy paroistre,
Je puis ce que je veux, c*est mon Roy, c*est men Maistre,
Et si j*ose sur luy porter de laches coups,
Me souiller de son sang, suis-je digne de vous? (11.5)

Thomas has seen the problems involved in constructing a

five-act tragedy around a struggle for power between

Sinorix and Camma, and as in the 1657 piay, where love took

a relatively unimportant part, so too here: revenge becomes

the main motive, presented on different levels by Sinorix,

Camma ana Hesione but each time involving Sostrate, the

character who now dppedrg most |recently *

The third main change introduced oy Thomas Corneille



is less drastic than the previous two, hut is dependent

on them and fulfills the needs both of the play and of

the characterisation. Camma makes not one but two sepa¬

rate attempts on Sinorix*a life, and it is the first of

these, in act III (prepared by her reported acceptance of

Sinorix*s hand), which provides the basis for the last

three acts. Despairing of Sostraie* 3 ability to despatch

the tyrant, Gamma attempts to stab him but is restrained

by Sostrate, who eventually takes the blame for the deed.

It is as a result of her growing anxiety about Soatrate's

safety that Camma goes through the marriage ceremony and

poisons both herself and Sinorix. The first assassination

attempt, as we shall see, is a source of dramatic tension

and, as has been pointed out, is similar to scenes in pre-

viou3 plstys by Quinault and Jean Le Royer de Prade^ .

But its importance goes beyond this and affects the moti¬

vation of the characters. It is similar to, but has much

greater significance than, Helv±e*s bid to assassinate

Commode in Thomas* previous play.

Other innovations are not so exceptional, but also

have a right to be mentioned. Both Sinorix and Camma have

attendants, but they do not exceed the limit3 of the usual

seventeenth-century French confidants. To Sosine, Sinorix*

capitaine des gardes, is entrusted the recounting of the

marriage-ceremony (V.1) and the death of his master (V.b).

Hesione, having been introduced, is shown to have stirred

31. Cf., e.g., Lancaster, History, vol. Ill, pp. 440-441#



up a rebellion, foreseen in IV.6 and whose effects are

felt in V.3. This is in accordance with several other

tragedies of the time, whose denouements depended on such

external intervention, but the act, although typically de¬

fiant, is unnecessary here, for Caama has already poisoned

the cup. Yet Thomas uses this apparently superfluous in¬

cident as a pretext for Sinorix's departure and it is

while he is away off-stage dealing with the uprising that

the poison begins to take effect. Finally, it should be

noted that Camma has, in the previous scene (V.3)# re¬

vealed her knowledge of Sinorix's responsibility for the

death of her husband, so the usurper dies fully realising

the reasons for the act.

The basic historical framework is thus substantially

altered, but new characters or events are not added to the

detriment of history's account, which is followed in its

broad outline. One cannot say, however, that much local

colour is present in the play. Sinatus'e shade does not

come on stage, but Sinorix gives Phddime a full account

of its appearance before him in the opening scene of act

III and quotes a warning which has so impressed him that

he knows it off by heart. Indeed, realisation of what he

has done, awarehess of the presence of fate, even remorse,

are major features of Sinorix's character as depicted in

the play. This comes out early on in the action, but is

no more clearly seen than immediately after the assassin¬

ation attempt in act III, when Sinorix, in his first com¬

ments contained in a 20-line speech in scene 3, devotes

fourteen lines to mention of le Ciel and its influence



and only six to discovering which of those present wielded

the dagger. All the remaining characters are necessary

in their own way, and, as we have seen, Thomas has taken

care to so relate them to each other that, as in Andro-
32

majue, with which Camma has been compared , each inci-
dent inevitably affects the other members of the group#

From the very beginning, it is clear that revenge - a

feature of some, but not all, of the historical accounts -

has been chosen as the prime motivating force; the idea is

mentioned by Thomas in the Foistre. then eight times in the

third scene of act I alone, and love as such is relegated

to a secondary position.

By choosing to place his action, as we are told in

the opening scene, six months after Sinorix has usurped

power, Thomas Corneille is able to limit the extent of his

material and, in particular, avoid a lengthy account of

past events. The exposition is well handled and by the

end of the first act all the main characters have appeared:

Sinorix has met Camma, Camma has met H^sione and the latter

has encountered Sostrate. The very first scene, a dia¬

logue between the usurper and his confidant, clearly re¬

veals the present positions of Camma, H^sione, Sostrate

and "norix himself, as well as giving information about

the late king. The essential piece of information - know-

32. Lancaster, History, vol. Ill, pp. LpLi-1—5 D. Momet,
Jean Racine" Paris. 19^3, pp. 72-73; H.T. Barnwell,
"From La Th^balde to Andromaque". French Studies. V
(1951), pp. 30-35; Collin's. Tjti'oaae Corneille. p. HiO.



ledge of how Sinatus died - is regarded in different ways

by each character. Phddime reveals in the opening scene

that Sinorix has told Bostrate about the poisoning} he

believes Camma to be still ignorant of the fact. Yet it

is clear from Carama's scene with Phdnice that she is quite

aware of what happened (1.3) • Ph4fnice adds that Hdsione,

the king's own daughter, does not know the full details;

in fact, Hdsione, when she appears, is more concerned

with Sinorix*s abandoning her for Camma than with the royal

death. This successive revelation of attitudes makes for

a clear and gripping exposition and prepares the audience

for a series of tense encounters, with Sinorix unaware

that his guilt is known, and Camma striving to keep her

self-control in a difficult situation. Indeed, a sample

ie given in the second scene of the play where, although

she calls Sinorix a usurper, a tyrant and a man who usee

threats, Camma never charges him with the poisoning.

We saw, in dealing with the additions to the histor -

cal accounts, how in effect Thomas has turned Camma's bid

to get rid of Sinorix into a two-stage attempt: the abor¬

tive stabbing in act III scene 3 and the successful poison¬

ing in the last act. The play thus has two major climaxes,

the first bid acting as a corrective to the situation

reached at the end of the first two acts and as a form of

launching-pad into the second. The turning-point of III.3

is thus an important one, for ...ostrate, present in only

four of the twelve scenes before J' e stabbing, moves to

the front of the stage - he appears in all but two of the

remaining fifteen scenes - and it is in order to solve his



perilous situation that Camma makes her second attempt on

Sinorix's life,

A rather similar pattern can be seen in the first two

acts of the play. The need to organise resistance to

Sinorix constitutes the lower level of the action in Camma;

the higher level is that of the unsuccessful and then suc¬

cessful assassination attempts, Thomas Corneille approaches

the dramatic problems set by this series of episodes in an

intelligent way. Making use of Hdsione, whom he has intro¬

duced into the court of Galatia, he has her take the first

steps when, in the last scene of act I, she makes Sostrate's

attempt on Sinorix's life the price of winning her handi

J'ay receu du Tiran le plus sanglant outrage,
Tu le seals, je n'ay rien Si dire davantage.
Ou du fsu qui te brule 6coute moins 1'appas,
Ou ne m'offre ton coeur qu'en suite de ton bras (1,5)

It is H^sione, then, not Camma, who initially makes uasof

Sostrate and places him in the first of many difficult

positions. Yet Camma's attitude, as we have remarked, haB

already been made clear in scene 3 of act I, and her hat¬

red of Sinorix, revealed in no uncertain terms in the pre¬

vious scene, is shown again in the fourth scene of act II -

although in neither does she question the official account

about Sinatus' death. H^sione's resistance is thus sand¬

wiched neatly between Camma's interviews with the usurper

in 1.2 and Il.h: following on 1.5 and her orders to Sos-

trate, she meete Sinorix in act II scene 1 and leaves him

in little doubt about her feelings. The need for revenge,

expressed privately in act I (as perhaps befits an expo¬

sition), is now made public by both female characters -
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Sostrate is present along with Gamma and Sinorix in II.i+ -

and Comma's ultimatum to Sostrate (II.5) mirrors H^sione's

at the end of the first act. The rna^or character (Camma)

is thus seen to take final precedence over the minor one

(H^sione).

Now the link between the two levels of action is en¬

gines d, out of necessity, by Gamma who, faced with Sos-

trate's hesitation (II.5)» pretends to accept Sinorix's

hand. The news is conveyed to aostrate during the inter-

val between acts II and III and is then confirmed by Camma

herself ('Elle m'a confirm^ le rapport de rostrate" -

Sinorix, III.1). The scenes leading up to and immediately

following the stabbing attempt are clearly crucial to an

understanding of the characters and the play as a whole.

It is right that this central act, now that the exposition

is visibly complete, should be dominated by Sinorix, who

appears in all five scenes. The characters' attitudes to

each other have now been made apparent and Thomas is faced

with the task of showing Sinorix, for all his blindness -

and this itself is dramatic - reacting to the various

pieces of information which have come through to him.

Above all, the dramatist, having chosen to depict the

assassin ion bid, must so arrange events that scene three

neither comes as a complete surprise nor descends into

bathos. The demands here are quite different from those

in La Lort de l'empereur Commode, for example, where

Helvie's attempt - a trial run, too, in many way's - occurred

off stage during an interval.
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The last scene of act II and the first two of act III

thus provide the run-in to the dagger scene; and the main

feature here is surely Thomas Corneille's skilful juxta¬

position of doubt and confidence. The audience, if not

Sinorix himself, having witnessed Gamma's determination and

bravado in the early part of scene 5$ is left at the end

of th second act with what seems like her submission.

The usurper, in the opening scene of the third, is at

once reassured about Camma and troubled by the visions cfi

Sinatus which occur when remorse gets the better of aim -

and his and our anxiety is heightened by the knowledge

that remorse has been with him since the very first scene

of the play. The doubts of the opening scene are extended

in scene 2, the only monologue of the play, and reach a

climax in yet another vision or premonition just prie to

Camma's entry:

Mais quoy? d'oft tout & coup me vient ce nouveau trouble?
f»!on deeordre s'augmente & ma frayeur redouble.
Est-ce un avis du Ciel qui cherche h m'annoncer
L'arrest que son courroux s'appreste & prononcer?

(Sinorix, III.2)

As we have already observed, this vision and the pre¬

ceding doubts are strong enough to delay Sinorix's normal

reaction to the murder bid, and when icrced to choose be¬

tween Can a and Sostrate he has little hesitation in accu¬

sing the latter. Scenes 3 to 5 of act III, indeed, are

the working out of the closing dialogue of act I (H^sicne'a
commission to Sostrate) and Camma, who had little part

there, is equally self-effacing now. H^sione, absent since

II.1, comes back with a vengeance in Ill.h and 5, after



Sostrate has taken the brunt of the blame, but her inter¬

vention, aeco* panied by Carama's near-silence, only leads

Sinorix to order Sostrate to marry the princess and to

let hi: have his decision within the hour. The widow's

turn will come during the interval between acts IV and 7,

at the marriage ceremony which is the logical outcome of

the events at the end of act II.

The attempt on his life hat galvanised the usurper

into some kind of action, but when Hdsicne, between acts

III and IV, refuses to comply with his demands, Sostrate's

life is etill in danger. The Hdsione-Sostrate episode has

been neatly compressed into a couple of scenes and an in¬

terval, leaving the remainder of the play for the more

important role of Camma, influenced in turn by the prince's

fate. The emphasis is shifted, not just hy H^sione's

refusal, but by Camma's disclosure to Sinorix (IV.2) that

she is loved by Sostrate - the first time that Sinorix has

been made aware of this. Predictably the tyrant makes

Sostrate's life now depend on Gamma's submission ("Et

vous pouvez choisir, si ce prix est trop haut,/ De monter

sur le Trone, ou luy sur l'^chafaut", IV.3). 3y both of

his plans (Hdsione's ffiH 2 snd HOW C SSUHP ^ 3

marriage to hii self), Sinorix hopes to gain the widowj

the order has progressed logically from indirect to direct

approach. Yet the initiative, even in act IV, lies with

Camma} Sinorix disappears for four scenes (iV.h to V.1 in¬

clusive). By not having admitted to being the guilty party

in III.2, Camma had hoped to save Sostrate, paradoxically,



and in particular further her own revenge. By marrying

Sinorix, she will have a chance to kill him - but she does
not mention this fact in her conversations with Sostrate

In IV.4, joined by HSsione in the following scene. No one

is in the know, and it falls to H^sione to predict e mutiny

among the people as a solution to the problem.

All points, then, to a clash of intentions at the

end of act IV. The noeud has been prepared nicely and

the spectator, especially if unaware of all the historical

facts, is left wondering whether H^sione*s influence is

strong enough to affect the course of events. News that

she has been imprisoned (V.1), coming so soon after her

talk with Sostrate and before final confirmation is given

of Camma's marriage, seems to provide the answer. Bub in

two of his Reflexions. Fontenelle, discussing his uncle's

play, emphasises the requirements and the difficulties of

a denouement. "Comme la plupart des Sujets sont histor-

iquee, he writes, le seul titre des Pieces en apprend le

denouement, St alors il faudroit, s'il etoit possible,

prendre une route qui parut ne devoir pas conduire A ce

denouement connu par l'Histoire, 3t qui y conduislt ce-

pendant. Ceux qui spauroient que Camma fit mourir Si lorix,

seroient bien eioign^s dans le cinaui£rae Acte meme de de-

viner comment le poSte sera parvenu h cet evenement, lors-

qu'ils verroient le mariage de Gamma <& de Sinorix termine,

4 en ce cas la surprise est encore plus grande, que si on

n'avoit pas ecu l'Histoire, parce qu'on voit des choses
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toutes oppos^es & ce qu'on attend" •

The point which Pontenelle i. Akea is a valid one -

for provided that the spectator only knows the end result

(Camma's killing of Sinorix) and not the means used to

achieve that end (the marriage ceremony and the poiso.ed

cup), or even if he knows nothing at all about the his¬

torical situation, the dramatist can count on an element

of surprise even if he keeps close to what history tells

him. But in the circumstances, he would have the qdded

advantage of being able to refine on the historical

account, altering and adding to its details for his own

dramatic purposes. This could not only enhance the in¬

terest of the denouement for the ignorant but also, even

if unconsciously, satisfy those who knew the story in

detail. Modern criticism perhaps tends to ass me too

re ally that seventeenth-century French audiences knew

their classical history backwards, or at least were

willing to apply this knowledge when attending the theatre.

Thomas, then, like other dramatists of his time, was

probably faced with the problem of catering for a fairly

wide range of levels of knowledge when he came to write

his denouement. The historical account is dramatic enough;

but, as I remarked at the beginning, he adds an important

element in his fifth act, albeit one that fits in per¬

fectly with the previous characterisation of the usurper:

33. Fontenelle, PSflexlons sur la pp^tlque. XXIII. in
OKuvres, Paris, BrunetT~T7U27 vol. III, pp. 1h7-1^8.



between the poisoning and his death, Camma informs Sinorix

that she knows he is guilty of -he murder of Sinatus.

Pontenelle again comments aptly: "Un denouement suspendu

jusqu'au bout, & impr<§vu, est d'un grand prix. Camma,

pour sauver la vie k Sostrate qu'elle aiiae, se resout en-

fin k £pouser Sinorix qu'elle halt, & qu'elle doit hair.

On voit dans le cinqui£me Acte Camma & Sinorix revenue du

Temple 0C1 ils ont £t£ marine, on spait bien que ce ne peut

pas 1& etre une fin, on n'imagine point oti tout cela

aboutira, & d'autant moins que Camma apprend & Sinorix

qu'elle sea it son plus grand crime, dont il ne le croyoit

pas instruite, A que quoiqu'elle l'ait £pous£ elle n'a

rien relfich£ de sa haine pour lui ... Tout est suspendu

avec beaucoup d'Art, jusqu'a ce ru'on apprenne que Sino¬

rix vient de mourir d'un mal dont il a dt£ attaqu£ subide¬

ment, A que Camma declare h Sostrate qu'elle a erapoisonn^

la coupe nuptiale oti elle a bu avec Sinorix, A qu'elle va

mourir aussi. II est rare de trouver un denouement aussi

peu attendu, A en mSme-tems aussi naturel" .

By starting scene 1 of the last act with Sosime's

account of H^sione's imprisonment, Thomas Corneille is able

to give the audience an impression of hopelessness, even

before the ore expected, if feared, news of Gamma's

marriage is brought at the end of that scene. A different

emotion is aroused when Sinorix learns in scene 2 of Sos¬

trate' s love for Camma, and a different one again in V.3,

34. Rfoexions. XXII: ibid., pp. 12+6-147.



where Cammas in a fine interview, accuses the usurper of

murdering her husband. The third blow to Sinorix comes

with the uprising, recounted in scene 4, and which causes

his final exit from the stage. The fifth scene (Soatrate's

profession of love for Camma) serves to delay the news and

account of Sinorix's death till the closing scene of the

play, and it is only in the last few lines of the tragedy,

when Camma has learned that her efforts have not been in

vain ("Voici pour mes desirs une illustre journee; / Ma

vangeance est remplie, & je meurs sans regret") that she

announces her own suicide by poisoning.

All in all, little has been added to the historical

denouement, apart from the important third scene of act V.

But Hesione's imprisonment (scene 1), followed unexpectedly

by the citizens' rebellion (scene 4), serves as a frame¬

work for the two vital details that Sinorix must learn

of before his deaths So3trate*s love for Camma and the

reason for the latter*s hatred of the usurper. By making

use of Sosime to recount Hesione's plight (scene 1) and

Sinorix*s death (scene 6), Thomas Corneille has succeeded

in compressing the extra and the historical events into

a short space of time, while maintaining vraisemblance.

The last scene in particular, with its 30-line recit of

Sinorix*s death, Camma's news to Phenice that she, too,

has taken poison, the widow's farewell speech to Sostrate

and the latter's attempt to commit suicide, provides a

fitting climax to a carefully worked-out denouement.

From what has been said, it is clear that, as most

critics have hinted, Camma is a structurally satisfying



play, although this is not to say that the tragedy is

without its faults. But these derive more from the quirks

of characterisation than from the dramatic effect, although

the former are bound to have an effect on the latter. We

should now try to gather up the points made in preceding

pages and form some final judgements on Camma, starting

with the overall structure and character-frequency, passing

on to areas such as the end of acts, the intervals and

the denouement before discussing how these ultimately

affect the major characters.

I suggested earlier that one could distinguish a

useful series of parallels in the play, a balance between

Hesione and Camma in particular, which goes further than

the structural pattern apparent in La Mort de l'empereur

Commode. Hesione, by any reckoning the less important of

the two female characters Thomas has chosen to represent,

has her say in the first and the third acts (at the close

of the act each time), while Camma's turn comes primarily

in act II (again at the end) and at the close of act IV

and in act V. The two characters run parallel, act in a

similar fashion and only differ essentially by the level

which each attains in the end. Hesione, claiming ven¬

geance at Sostrate's hand, lives to see Sinorix die and

will, one must presume, succeed the usurper on the throne;

but Camma, with a similar, if stronger, motive for revenge,

succeeds fully in her aim by poisoning Sinorix, even though

she, too, has to die in the process.

The stepdaughter's function in the dramatic structure,

as Thomas offers us it, thus seems to me to be fully justi-
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fied. "Function" is perhaps the right word, for her

appearances are few? the three other main characters

appear in more than twice as many scenes as she does.

Their roles are of similar importance, although both Camma

and Sostrate * s appearances are concentrated more in the

second than in the first half. It is true that one could

imagine the play with Sostrate and without Hesione - a

sufficiently dramatic clash would occur were Sostrate and

Sinorix to be all-out rivals for Camma's hand, and the

widow devotedly attached, like Andromaque, to her late hus¬

band's memory. Sostrate could have been condemned without

Hesione's intervention (although Sinorix would have had to

choose between the prince and Camma as guilty parties), and

Camma could have been shown to provoke Sinorix adequately.

The end-result of such a three-character play might well

have been no simpler than our Camma. and Camma*s own role

would not have had the mirror to it which Hesione provides.

Bearing this in mind, can we really aay that Camma,

or at least its vital first act, is "occupied with pre¬

senting love-complications even more intricate than usual

in French classical tragedies"? Does "this complicated

state of affairs" extend even to the fifth act, "marred

by the especial prominence here of romanesque cliches of

thought and conduct"?I find this hard to believe, al¬

though, as we shall see, the characters' attitudes to each

other are not always very helpful. As in so much drama of

35. L. Lockert, Studies in French-classical tragedy, Nash¬
ville, 1958, pp. 525-257.
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the preceding few years, misunderstandings exist which have

an important effect on the action, and hence on the drama¬

turgy; and in addition relationships arranged against the

characters* will or without their permission have to be

resolved. Physical disguise, prevalent in tragi-eomedy,

has given way to a lack of adequate verbal communication,

Sinorix, for example, has no time for Hesione, whom Sina-

tus destined for him, and she has none for him. Both

Hesione and Sinorix believe that Sostrate is in love with

Hesione, whereas in fact, as the usurper will only learn

late on in the play, he loves Camma, who partly returns

the interest to achieve her own ends, Sostrate, Hesione

and Camma all live under threats, and the pattern of warn¬

ings provides Thomas with a further framework on which to

construct his play. Until the assassination attempt in

act III, Hesione is in danger of being exiled: " t pour

forcer les maux dont mon coeur est atteint,/ Son exil est

un ordre ou je me vois contraint", Sinorix tells Phedime

in 1,1, After the first of the two climaxes in the tra¬

gedy - Camma*s bid to murder Sinorix -, this threat is

strengthened; Hesione*s exile is replaced by Sostrate*s

life, and to save it Hesione is first ordered to marry

the prince and, when this fails, Camma is commanded to

marry the usurper.

Despite the curious atmosphere pervading the court

at Galatia, the characters are essentially active, engaged

in a form of dialogue. There is only one monologue in the

twenty-seven scenes (III.2), that containing Sinorix*e

justifiable expression of doubts after recounting the
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vision of Sinatus. Sostrate, torn between opposing loy¬

alties, has no scene to himself, either at the end of act

I or after Gamma's request to him in II.5• This last scene

ends, not with a hard "either-or" choice, but with an order

softened by Gamma's statement that she sees she will have

to act alone} the agony of indecision has not yet entered

Thomas* tragic repertoire. This absence of monologue(or

an internal dimension) is made good by the clash of inter¬

ests among the various characters. It is important that

Hesione should be Camma's stepdaughter, not her own child.

Hesione and Sinorix, whom Sinatus had destined for each

other, meet only three times in the play, first in act II

and again in the last two scenes of the third act, and are

at daggers drawn; Hesione uses the derogatory tu when

addressing the usurper. Such confrontations achieve little

but a worsening of relations, already cool, and this is

reflected not only on Sostrate but also in the demands

made on him by Hesione and Gamma.

What of the dramaturgical problems within and between

the individual acts? Whatever critics may say, the expo¬

sition is clear, brief and to the point, and raises a num¬

ber of initial problems. In addition to organising his

scenes for dramatic effect - we saw examples of this in

looking at acts I and V - Thomas Corneille has taken care

to create enfrof-act tension, in three out of four cases in

the form of ultimatums. At the end of the first act,

Hesione orders Sostrate to help her in her struggle against

Sinorix. At the close of act II it is Comma's turn, followed

by the statement that she will give in to Sinorix as Sos-
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trate seems unwilling to assist. The end of act III brings

the first of Sinorix's two ultimatums: Hesione must marry

Sostrate, and when this fails, the second is made to Camma

in the middle of the following act. The end of act IV

coincides with two events: Hesione's plan to stir up sup¬

port ("Je vais agir") and Camma's acceptance of her new

situation and her project to go ahead with the marriage.

It should be noted, though, that this is only felt by the

audience in retrospect; Camma does not reveal details of

her coming suicide to anyone, not even to her confidante

(absent from IV.4 to V.3)» and the effect thus achieved is

quite different from that in Andromaque« where Hector's

widow, often compared to Camma, informs Cephise of her

plans in advance (IV.1).

As we saw when discussing ha Mort de l'empereur Com¬

mode, Thomas has been criticised for consigning important

events to the intervals between the acts and to off-stage

during the acts, and it was suggested then that this was

not the case in more instances than could be easily justi¬

fied. In Caroma, Sinorix dies off-stage, unlike monarchs

in tragedies of the 1630s, who littered the stage with

their own and their families' corpses, Camma herself i3

present on stage until her death-agony is well-advanced

and Sostrate, in the very closing lines, so a stage direct¬

ion tells us, is prevented from running himself through

with his sword. Certainly, what physical action is shown

is both seemly and necessary. The intervals, thou^v are

well used to cover incidents arising from the preceding

act and thus allowing the following act to open dramatically.



Between acts II and III Sinorix is told of Camma*s un¬

willingness to marry him and obtains confirmation of this

from Carama herself. In the interval following act III,

Hesione refuses to marry Sostrate on Sinorix's orders,

while in the break between the last two acts is

arrested and the marriage of Camma to Sinorix is cele¬

brated. Now the incidents in only the last of these three

intervals would have presented difficulties of staging;

both Camma and Hesione*s refusals could have formed the

basis of tense, dramatic scenes. But one must bear in

mind the context. Had Camma appeared in act III before

the dagger scene, the latter*s effect would have been lost,

to say nothing of Sinorix*s moments of helplessness in the

first two scenes. Equally, after her scathing remarks to

the usurper in III.4 and 5, Hesione could not be brought

back in person at the start of act IV without either a

lessening of tension or the risk of repetition. In fact

she and Sinorix never meet again in the play.

What of the denouement? Certainly Sostrate presents

a problem, but understandably so. Camma is absent in the

first two scenes of the final act and in the last four is

fully occupied with Sinorix, Sostrate and her own fate.

Sinorix, present in three scenes of act V, has his mind

fully occupied, too. Hesione does not appear and Phedime,

Sinorix*s confidant, only once, to bring news of the re¬

bellion. Camma*s confidante is present, but only utters

one Ah Madamei in the course of four scenes. Sosime has

quite a busy time, with his recits in scenes 1 and 6.

This then leaves Sostrale* who figures in all the scenes.
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Are hia remarks to Sinorix in scene 2 (some thirty-eight

lines on the recent marriage) and to Camrna in scene 5

(forty-nine lines on how she may come to forgive Sinorix,

now that she is his wife), are these overdone, an anti¬

climax, out of character? Having introduced Sostrate,

Thomas is bound to work his fate out to a conclusion - Sos¬

trate is the only one of the four main characters who is

present on stage and alive at the end, and in the circum¬

stances he cannot help but be the odd man out. Given the

chain of relationships, actual, past and supposed, he is

affected by the deeds of Camma, Sinorix and Hesione; when

the first two of these appear, married, Thomas cannot let

Sostrate remain silent. His remarks may be excessive, in¬

coherent in places; but then Hermione, who has suffered

less than Sostrate, is far from logical at the end of

Andromaoue. and one cannot talk of a folie de Sostrate as

one can of the folie d*Qreste.

The deaths of Sinorix and Camma are caused by the

same wedding cup that the historical sources speak of.

Thomas, however, has added an incident interestingly simi¬

lar to an early scene in his play, for in 1.3 Camma re¬

counts how, during her marriage to Sinatus, wine spilled

from the cups; this "fatal augure", she adds, "a^annon^a

des lors les funestes raalheurs / Qui pressent ma vangeance,

& font couler raes pleura". Sinorix dies, not as Sostrate

at first hears, at the hands of the mob he has gone out to

disperse (V.6) but as a direct result of the poison. The

secret he keeps to himself, telling his helpers that "le

Ciel" has caught up with him, but prefacing this with the



words

Je meurs, dit-il, je meurs, n'en eherehe z point la cause,
Je la S9ay, Wale bien loin d'en oser murmurer,
Je me trouve en secret contraint de 1*adorer. (V.6)

Gamma's euicide is as determined as Plutarch and his suc¬

cessors show, and met with the approval of Fontenelle, who

listed Gamma among those for whom "une mort volontaire ...

ne doit pas etre contee parmi ces denouemens malheureux
36

qui renvoyent le Spectateur mecontent"J • With the intro¬

duction of Sostrate, the widow's actions are given a new

turn, though: while her hatred of Sinorix is evident from

her first appearance and again in her interview in act II,

the first attempt on his life proves unsuccessful. By

waiting for another opportunity, and in the meantime let¬

ting Sostrate take the blame, Gamma is forced finally to

achieve two ends by the poisoning: make amends to Sostrate

by guaranteeing his freedom, and assassinate her husband's

murderer. Yet it is the notion of revenge that dominates

the denouement as it did the exposition? Camraa must wreak

personal vengeance, just as later for Hermione it must be

Oreste who kills Pyrrhus. When in V.3 Sinorix learns from

Camma that she knows of his responsibility for Sinatur*

death, he offers to kill himself. But this is not enough

for Gamma, for "Tu I'offres (ton bras) a 1'amour, je la

dois (ma vangeance) a la haine". For the act to be com¬

plete Camma, too, must die. She proudly says, in her

closing lines, that had she wished to survive, she could

have arranged for only Sinorix to be poisoned.

36. Fontenelle, Reflexions, hill; ed. cit., p. 180.



The additional characters are thus a rich source of

dramaturgical interest - or seen from the opposite angle,

the tension and conflicts of the historical situation are

given draiaatie expression suitable to a 5~act tragedy in

the use Thomas Comcille makes of both Hesione and Sos-

trate# The action is almost entirely necessary, following

on from the initial situation. The only element of chance

which enters in is the stabbing attempt in act III - and

rather than compare the use of ambiguity here with the

several melodramatic scenes in Quinault• s Aiaalasonte (and

there is the one obvious parallel, with act IV scene 6 of

that play), one should examine the purpose for which Thomas

included such an invented episode. Primarily, it is not

the act itself he is interested in, but the consequences!

Comma's silence and the blaming of Sostrate will allow her

tiiae to achieve at least the same, if not a higher goal

later. The act is thus comparable to that of Stilicon

letting Eucherius be blamed in the play of 1660. Par from

detracting from the historical death of Sinorix in act V,

act Ill's bid is necessary to Gamma, which is more than

can be said of the comparable episode in Quinault.

In the end, it is the villain of the piece, Sinorix,

to whom Thomas has given most thought. The dramatic situ¬

ation of a tyrant being overthrown had been fully explored

in Commode; Stilicon. in 1660, had shown a frustrated

attempt to gain power and, more importantly, the prickings

of conscience in the titla-eharacter, when his son is

killed in the process. Thomas Corneille's Sinorix is a

fascinating mixture of strong desires and illogicality, of



determination and feelings of guilt. Not for him the

pictures que chariot departure le- icted in Plutarch's Bra¬

very of women. His remorse is a -parent from the very first

scene of the play and is fed, not just by guilt on the hu¬

man level but by a belief that fate ie dogging him. Thomas

has made use, too, of the ombre dc 3inate which Le Moyne

introduces into his Qalerie account - but which Plutarch

does not mention -, making the vision appear to the us r-

per, not to Camma, as had been the case in the Jesuit's
version. This dramatic use of a source detail, strategi¬

cally placed before a monologue which is followed by the

first assassination attempt, is fully justified and handled

with restraint, respite hie strong guilt complex and sense

of fste, however, Sinorix is still determined to obtain

Camma, and Thomas uses the Iwo moments of pressure - the

order that Hdsione marry Sostrate and then the command

to Camma herself - to underline his determination. Th

indirect method, involving the invented characters, is

thus a prelude to, but also a strengthening of, the his¬

torical episode with Camma, and taken together they per¬

haps serve to offset what would otherwise be an inconsis¬

tency in the character.

Thomat Corneille'e tragedy has, as was mentioned

earlier in passing, been compared to /.ndromsque and the

latter to another possible "source", Pierre Corneille's

Perthsrite. The similarities in the; three stories are

too well known to need repetition here, but perhaps one

should point out two or three differences between Andro-

maque (1667) and Camma (1661). Firstly, the relationship



between Hermione and Pyrrhus is not the same as that

existing between H^sione and Sinorix. Hermione loves

Pyrrhus, but H^sione has no affection for the usurper in

Comma, so the orders which the respective women give to

Oreste and to Sostrate are based on different motives.

Secondly, the link between Aitdromaque and Astyanax is of
a quite different kind and degree from that which unites

Camma and Sostrate. In Racine's play, the strength of the

blood-relationship is all-importantj Sostrate, on the

other hand, is unrelated to Camma, whose only relative

in the play, H^sione, is at a significant remove from her.

In both of the above cases Andromaque seems much more

directly attributable to P. Corneille's tragedy (1652)

than to that of his younger brother.

Thirdly, Camma's plan to commit suicide differs from

indromaque's. Hector's widow plans to kill only herself}

Pyrrhus, she hopes, will live on and care for Astyanax

("Veille auprfes de Pyrrhus; fais-ltii garder sa foi", she

tells C^phise in IV.1). In fact it is Pyrrhus who, along

with Hermione, dies and Andromaque who survives. Camma,

on the other hand, wants revenge, the deaths of Sinorix

and then herself, and in the end both events occur. Andro¬

maque tells her confidante and hence the audience of

her plan; Camma does not. In mdromaque. Pyrrhus is un¬

aware of Andromaque's plans before he dies (for he dies

through scheming by others); Sinorix, howevea; is made

aware in act V that Camma knows all about his criminal past.



When taken together, Commode and Gamma, two tragedies

separated by only four, but four immensely important years,
can be seen to follow largely similar means in achieving

different ends. In comparing them now and bringing out the

changes and the dramaturgical procedures adopted, one could
draw a useful parallel with Quinault* s Amalasonte. first

played in early November 1657> perhaps soon after La Mort
de I'empereur Commode. In editions before 1697, Quinault's

play is described as a tragi-comedy, and this designation

may be more accurate, although blood Is spilled. An im¬

portant point, however, is that Amalasonte could very

easily, with a few small changes - and perhaps should -

be termed a tragedy. The story of Amalasonte's love for

Th^odat, his affdction for her, the rivalry of Amalfrfede,

the hatred and cunning of the latter*s brother Clod^sile

and his crony Arsamon, the unrelenting desire to punish

of Th^odat's father Theudion are well-known; Gros, Buijten-

dorp and Lancaster have s ludied the play, and the first-

named in particular has brought out Quinault's cavalier

treatment of the historical accounts of Procopius, Cassio-

dorue and Plavius Blondus, in particular his inversion of

the roles and personalities of the queen and Th£odat and

the possibility of two love relationships, by making Amala¬

sonte no longer ?h£odat's cousin and Amalfrfede no longer
"57

his mother .

37. E. Gros, Philippe uinault, sa vie et son oeuvre. Paris,
1926} J.3.A. Bui.itendorp. Philippe Quinault. sa vie.
ses tragedies et ses tragl^6&g&lefe. AmstfeMfltt. 192bt
Lancaster, History, vol. Ill, pp. 1h8-150.



We have seen how, in both Commode and Camma. Thomas

Corneille is also willing to alter and add to history in

order to achieve both a viable play and an interesting love

plot. The latter is all important in Quinault's tragi-come

dy: if Amalfr&de shifts restlessly and quite arbitrarily

from affection to hate and back to love, Amalasonte, like

Hermione some ten years later, will never cease to love

Thdodat, despite the suspicions raised in her mind by Amal-

frfede, Clodesile and Arsamon, and her own blusterings.

In comparison with the two women's attempts to conquer

Th^odat, and Arsamon's barely sketched-in love of Amal-

frede, Clod£sile*s desire to avenge his father's death at

the hands of Amalasonte (I.1) are soon forgotten. Both

Amalfr&de (1.8) and Amalasonte (II,k) declare their in¬

terest in the prince - the numerous cl iff-hanj.ng p£rip6-
tlea which Quinault engineers during the opening acts

cannot remove this feature, particularly clear in Araala-

sonte's motivation.

Thomas Corneille, in his two plays, is looking for

something rather different. Quinault's subject, as the

historians present it, offered great potential - the his¬

torical Amalasonte was a clever and bold woman, with noble

qualities, showing wisdom and justice as a ruler but also

negotiating with the emperor Justinian to save her own life,

as, for exanq-'e, Procopius relates. Theodatus, too, while

versed in literature and uninterested in war, was fond of

money, we are told; and when invited by Amalasuntha to

share power with her on the death of her son Atalaric,
"quidquid placuit Amalasunthae, iurato promisit, sed malo



animo ac fraudulenterj quippe mernor, uti ante ab eo fuisset

habitus. luravit quoque Amalasuntha Theodato ex anirai sui
•JfQ

sententia, ac decepta, Regem ilium constituit" . The

si .uation was ripe for a confrontation or indeed series

of confrontations on a grand tragic scalej Boileau has
XQ

not yet cried "Enough" after Attila and its Ostrogoths.

But Quinault has simply taken over the names, changing the

functions of the three main characters drastically, leav¬

ing very little local -olour (a letter from Justinian, and

Clod&sile and Arsamon to represent Gothic resistance to

Amalasonte) and filling up the five acts with plainteo

d1amour or expressions of loyalty interspersed with conns

de thMtre.

For Thomas, Commode and Camma presented an equal

challenge and one which, on the dramatic plane, has been

resolved much more successfully. In the earlier play,

the dramatist, while obliged to omit some of Commode's

characteristics (principally but not entirely for reasons

biens^ances). keeps most of the historical details

surrounding the closing actions of the emperor's life and.

provides not merely history's justification for the assass¬

ination, by the insertion of the tablettes incident, but

a careful preparation along quite different lines. The

38. Procopii ci bello Gotthico. 1,4, in Procopius ex
recension© G. Dindorfii, Bonnae, 1833, vol. II, p. 23.

39. This seems to me to be the meaning of the celebrated
four lines on Ag^silas and Attila (Boileau, OEuvrea
completes, ed. F. Escal, Paris, 1966, p. 248JI CFT
Satire IX. lines 177-180, ibid.. p. 53, and F. Escal's
note 25, ^p. 922, reminding us that Holji meant "II euf-
fit, arretez-vous" in the seventeenth century.
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love-plot, very different from Quinault's, summons the

characters to action and leaves them receptive to, and

prepared for, the bid to murder Commode in the closing act.
To this end Helvie is added to the given characters and

is made March's sister, thus bringing her into the close

family circle, built around the absent Pertinax. (The

opposite is really the case in Amalasonte where, to satisfy
the pattern of love-relationships, Amalfr&de has to lose

the tie which historically linked her to Th6odat and Amala-

sonte. Amalfrfede's relationship to Clod4sile is neither

here nor there.)

The Commodus episode offered Thomas four main charac¬

ters - Marcia, the emperor, Laetus and Slectus, and to

these is added Helvie. For Camna. the historical story

provided fewer figures - only Sinorix and Camma in the

front line - so the dramatist was no doubt forced to add

two new ones, H^sione and Scstrate, the latter being par¬

ticularly caught up among the other three figures. Features

of the incident in Plutarch or Le Moyne, among them Camma's

beauty, are not insisted upon in the 1661 tragedy, and

other details are changed. Sinorix is no longer related

to Binatus (cf. Plutarch's Bravery of women) nor does he

tell Camma why he murdered her husband(cf. the Bravery

again). On the contrary, as perhaps suggested in Le Koyne's

Eloge. Camma decides to keep her knowledge about Sinate sec¬

ret. Both the Dialogue on love and the Jesuit's opening

account mention revenge, and this is kept in preference to

the Bravery's idea of justice being done. The ombre de

Sinate of Le Moyne's two accounts is introduced, but it



appears to Sinorix and not, as had happened at a diffe¬
rent point in each of the Le Moyne versions of the story,

to Camma herself.

Thomas Corneille, then, adds more than he subtracts,

and the inserted characters and incidents are necessary

for the historical episode to take on full dramatic form.

In both his plays, prior events are rapidly dealt with -

especially in Commode - and the new situation is soon

established. The exposition in both cases is concise,

leaving the new characters, Helvie, Hisione and Sostrate,

to make their own positions clear. In the Quinault play

the initial situation is more complex, for Amalasonte does

not appear until act II and Theudion does not clarify his

own position for us until then, as well. But the play has

a fine opening scene between the two scheming princes and

opposition to Th£odat is progressively built up.

It is in the organisation of le noeud. though, that

the difference between Amalasonte and its contemporary

Commode can be seen, and the distinction is equally valid

in the case of Camma. The action of Quinault's tragi¬

comedy proceeds in a series of forward and backward move¬

ments, the characters' feelings changing at the whim of

the various perio^ties. Theudion's accusations against

his son Th^odat are rejected by Amalasonte in II.h and

this pardon is emphasised in II.5» when the queen rebuffs

Clodisile and Arsamon. But in the following scene the

letter which Amalfr&de pretends Thdodat has sent her throws

the queen into a rage and leads into Th^odat's monologue



in the last scene of the act. By the opening of the third

act, the prince has all against him: the conspirators
await the decision of the queen, hut then (III.1) decide

to go ahead and dispose of him secretly. Amalfrfede fears

to agree, then thinks of her rival, then has doubts when

the death of Th^odat is announced. Amalasonte, in her

turn, has thought out her position and in III.5 and III.9

re-affirms her love for the man she had so recently dis¬

missed with contempt.

In the face of further hesitation (IV.5) Amalfr&de

must therefore try yet another ploy, and it is the scene

where Th£odat appears to be trying to assassinate Amala¬

sonte (IV.6) which persuades Amalasonte to take action.

She summons Z^nocrate, the expert in poisoned letters, in

scene 7 but, once the letter is sent, the queen is again a

prey to doubt (V.2), expressing her love clearly in V.5.

Indecisiveness has prolonged Amalasonte's struggle between

faith in Th£odat and love for him and the adverse reports

she receives about him from all sides. It is only chance

that keeps Th^odat alive despite the poisoned letter, yet

it is now,when she is powerless to halt the events she has

set in motion, that Amalasonte learns from the dying Amal-

frfede (V.6) that the prince is totally innocent.

Given that Quinault's Amalasonte is supposedly in

command, the play's action can only proceed by a series of

impulses provided from outside the character. In II.Jj.,

her confidence in Th^odat is assured, and the conspirators

with their various motives, led by Amalfrfede, the most

mixed-up of all, must find a series of trues - the anony-



raously addressed letter, the stabbing in the dark passage,

the picturesque assassination attempt on the queen her¬

self - to persuade Amalasonte that her beloved is in fact

worthy of death. ThSodat does not help matters by meekly

accepting all the blows that come his way, professing his

love and his desire not to cause Amalasonte any trouble

("Vous l*ordonnez, et Je vais obelr", in II.i+, is typical

of his attitude).

If Amalasonte proceeds in this ;jerky fashion until

enough evidence is piled against the victim to make even

the title-character act, Commode and Gamma are rather more

skilfully constructed in the middle three acts. Both tra¬

gedies deal with the removal of tyrants and, as we have

seen, Thomas introduces fresh characters into both. In

each play the historically attested assassination attempt

comes towards the end, during the last interval and act V#

but a prior bid is made as well, by ^elvie between acts

III and IV in Commode and by Camma in the 1661 play, III.3.

I mentioned earlier how the new female characters, ^elvie
and H^sione, form a contrasting force to Marcia and Camma,

how their actions are parallel, in a way, to those of the

principal women. It is Heivle who tries to kill Commode

towards the end of xhe long first part of that play, and

it is principally this unsuccessful act that leads the

emperor to draw up the tablettes. Thus Heivie forms a

link between parts 1 and 2 of Comm de. although the killing

of Commode is entrusted to Electus and Marcia. Similarly

H£sione is the first to ask Sostrate to kill Sinorix;
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Cannes ovm request only comes in the second act, but it

is she, not H^slone, who carries out both attempts, the

second being made dependent on the first, for marriage to

Sinorix is a result of Camma' s letting Sostrate take the

blame for the stabbing incident in act III. Camma is thus

a better constructed play than Commode: the two parts of

the earlier tragedy are fused into one in the later, and

attention is more directly concentrated on Camma as she

seeks her revnge. Criticisms such as those of P.-J. Tan-

querey, to the effect that "Dans Comma. ... Thomas Corneille,

au lieu de d«5velopper successivement see deux intrigues...,

les traite simultan^ment, avec beaucoup d'habilet£, mais

ne r&issit pas h les raccorder exactement l'une avec 1*

autre" and that H^eione's plot is "p>resque sans rapport

avec la premifere, moins int^ressante et pourtant presque

aussi longuement d£velopp£e"^, seem quite misplaced.

Camma is simpler thereby: the first assassination attempt

leads directly to the second, whereas the tablettes inter¬

vene in La Mort de lfempereur eommode.

Suspense, too, is better maintained in the 1661 play.

The chief contrast in situation, as Fontenelle says, is

between the marriage of Camma and the death of Sinorix so

soon after-wards, followed by the widow's own suicide. One

can also pick out the contrast between the first assassin¬

ation attempt (known as such to the audience) and Camma's

h-0. P.-J. Tanquerey, "La technique de la composition dans
les tragedies de Corneille et de Racine", Revue dee
cours et coherences. XL I (n° 12), 30 May 1940, pp.
283-28h.



apparent acquiescence in Sinorix'a wishes at the end of
act IV. Not so in La "ort de l^ apereur Commode. for after

Velvie'e attempt on Commode's life there is barely one act

before Electus' warning (IV.6) and immediately after that

the discovery of the tablettes and the murder bid.

But for dramatic suspense tout simple one must turn

L. 3iasonte. First, there are the letters, engineered
by Amalfr&de, Clod£sile and Arsamon: the one from Justinian

(1.1), the le ter which ^Th^odat intends for Aroala: ate and

which is intercepted by Amalfr&de (1.9) and used for her

own ends, and the poisoned letter from Amalasonte to Tii£o-
dat which kills the over-curious bearer Clod£sile (IV". 10).

'hen there are other deeds: the attempted stabbing in the

dark "petit degr£, qui mfene au cabinet" (III.1) and the

bid by .malfrede to blame attempted murder on I'n^odat in

the scene with the sleeping iueen (IV.6). Add to this

other dramatic moments such as Theuclon's announcement of

Th^odat's imprisonment (1.3)* Clod^sile's anxious moment

when he thinks that the game is up fill.6) and Amalaaonte's

inner torture in act V, until she knows that Th^odat is

safe, and it should be obvious that the perir£ties form an

important part in Amalasonte'e effectiveness as a play.

Irony through do iu;le-en tenure, coups de theatre depend¬

ing on the use of generic terms anu chance are also features

of Auinault's play. Clod£sile in 1.2 talks to Th^odat of

"des actions dont vous seres surpria", "votre fortune arrive

au dernier terme" and "le bien / De vous mettre en £tat de

ne craindre plus rien", while .malfrfede assures the same



character that "j'en prendrai soin, Seigneur (de la lettre)

plus que voue ne pensez" (1.9) a&& "Oui, ;}'ai parl£ de

vqus fort long-terns & la Reine" (II.7)« Two moments of

suspense arise from ambiguous use of generic terms. Tr

III.6, Euric reports that the assassin of le Prince roort

is known and will be brought in. Clod^sile believes this

to be Arsamon, who he thinks helped him to kill Th£odat,
but it is in fact Th^odat who is accused in the very next

scene of assassinating prince Arsamon (hence the insistence

in 1.1, on the princely status of both the villains and

Th^odat). A better example of the same amgibuity is the

use of le couoable by Theudion in V.3j he knows it is

Clod^eile, but Amalfrfede and Amalaeonte believe it to

mean Th£odat, and the suspense is not lifted until six

scenes later, when Th£odat arrives.

Thomas Corneille eschewed these devices in Commode

and Gamma, but a chance happening (the meeting of Camma

and Soetrate in III.3) was present in the latter play and

some predictably occurred earlier in Amalasonte. Clod£sile*

death in the very last act depends on his incorrigible in-

quisltivenese, and Amalfrfede's suicide is due to a matter

of timing: she takes poison in V.4 and 5, after believing

Th^odat to have been killed, and the prince's arrival in

scene 8 comes seconds after her death. These two incidents

raise eeriou® p.obiems concerning the denouement and in¬

deed the nature of Amalasonte. The play is very close to

being a tragedy and would surely truly be so, had Th£od.at,
as we might expect, been killed. As it is, good triumphs



over evil (Arsamon, Clod£sile, Amalfrfede), and contempo¬

rary practice, as we established in an earlier chapter,

would consider this sufficient to justify the term tragedy,

■With the substantial modification of the historical sources,

Amalasonte lives on and will marry the man she has just

attempted to assassinate - if, that is,her fluctuating for¬

tunes and indecisiveness allow it.

However "neat" the death of Amalfr&de, that of Clod6-

sile seems justly deserved and is certainly consistent

with his earlier ferocious hounding of Th^odat. The de¬

nouements of Thomas' two plays are much closer to history,

and necessarily so. Having finally reached the standard

view of Commodus in the tablettes episode, for example, the

dramatist could hardly let his tyrant survive. The un¬

customary "ame irresolue" of earlier in the play is roused

to action by Helvie's scorn and far from succumbing immedi¬

ately to the poisoned drink, he procures for himself a

defiantly personal death. Sinorix, on the other hand, al¬

though also depicted with original traits of grief, re¬

morse and a sense of fate, dies as history says he did,

but the mort volontalre which Commode achieved is here

given to Camma who, dying as Plutarch recounts, affirms

that she does so willingly and could have chosen to sur¬

vive, had she so desired.

Amalasonte is the most surprising of these three

plays but not the most truly dramatic. Both Commode and

Gamma are clearer because more logical, and more closely

structured. The Thomas Ccrneille plays maintain suspense,
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but not at the expense of psychological vraisemblance: for

they use the intervals to give different levels to the per¬

formance, whereas all seems on the surface in Quinault's

tragi-comedy. Of the two tragedies, Gamma is the more suc¬

cessful dramaturgically, although Commode is not as poor

as some critics make out. Both of them give an important

role to love and the crises of relationship, the jealousies

and rivalries which inevitably follow - but these are only

means to another end, the overthrow of tyranny. And it is

this, in the long man, which is more dramatic than Quin¬

sult's insipid love, despite the movement in those forty-

eight scenes. If one really cannot agree with Reynier

when he says of Camma (not Amalasonte!) that "Pans tout le

th^Stre du XVIIe sifecle il n'y a peut-etre pas de tragMie

oh 1'action soit plus vive et plus press^e, ou les coups

jU1
de surprise soient plus nombreux et plus saisissents'0' ,

one can see in Commode and in its natural successor Gamma

a mixture of Quinault's art of the dramatic, suspenseful

situation but without the tendrerre. and Thomas' own sense

of the tragic, sketched in in Commode, developed brilliantly

in Stilicon (1660) and coming to fruition in Camma the

following year.

1+1. Reynier, Thomas Corneille. pp. 160-161.
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Studies in conspiracy: Stiiicon (1660) and Maximjan (1662)

Dutifully if unenthusiastically compiling a chapter

entitled "Bes tragiques d'un ordre inf^rieur sous le

sifecle de Louis XIV" to follow his remarks on Corneille

and Racine, La ttarpe devotes some fifteen pages or so of

his Cours de literature to comments on Thomas Corneille,

mostly Ariane and Le Comte d'Essex. "Gamma et Stiiicon.

he writes, qui eurent du succfes pendant long-temps, n'ont

d'autre m£rite qu'une intrigue assez bien entendue, quoique

compliquee. Ce m£rite est bien faible quand 1'intrigue
n'attache que 1'esprit et qu'il n'y a rien pour le coeurj

et c'est le vice capital de ces deux ouvrages: ils manquent

de cet int£ret qui doit toujours animer la trag^die. II

n'y a ni passions, ni mouvemens, ni caracteres; les h6ros

et les sc£l£rats sont £galement sans physionomie: ils

dissertent et ils combinent: voil& tout. Les situations
A

6tonnent quelquefois, mais n'attachent pas" . The good

critic's words about the later of the two tragedies can,

on the evidence of the previous chapter, be seen to be

largely untrue. What, though, about Stiiicon and its

later sister-play, Maximlan?

In his study on Thomas Com* tile, Gustave Peynier

airily affirms that "on connalt l'dtrange destin£e de

Stiiicon. Redout^ des Saxons et des Francs, vainqueur

1. La Harpe, Lyc^e ou Cours de literature ancienne et
moderne. Faris, Agasse, an VII, vol. V, p. 317.



d'Alarlc et de Radagaise, ancien tuteur d'Honoriu3, devenu

son mini8tre tout-puieBant et son beau-pfere, il se laissa

enivrer par toute cette gloire et coniplota la mort de 1'

empereur pour mettre sur le trone son propre fila. 3a

conspiration fut d£couverte et on l'dgorgea S Ravenne.

C'^tait 1& une trag^die toute faite, et Thomas Corneille
2

n'a preBque rien eu & ajouter h 1'hlstoire" • This state¬

ment is manifestly untrue, for even the historian who

gives the fullest account of Stilicho's exploits does not

endow the character with the host of features of Thomas

Corneille's protagonist. In the plays of the younger Cor¬

neille which we have already examined, important alterations

and additions have been made, and necessarily so, to his¬

torical source-material, and it would be surprising if in

gtllicon the dramatist were to radically change this habit.

There are three main accounts of Stilieho's life:

Claudian's history, which stops short of the soldier^

death; Orosius' History against the pg.gans and the version

in Zosimus' Roman history. These are to be filled out

with the ecclesiastical histories of Sozomen and Philos-

torgius.

Claudian spent the ten-year period from 395 to h-Oif A.D.

in Rome and thus witnessed and wrote about the activities

of the young emperor Honorius and in particular his leading

military commander Stilicho, whose consulship in U00 pro¬

vides him with material for a panegyric which is also an

2. Reynier, Thomas Corneille. p. 151.



important historical document. Crosius the Spaniard,

having fled from the Vandals to Africa in h1h, had no love

for Stilicho and in his work attributes most of Rome's

disasters to the ambition and treachery of the general whose

father was a Vandal. His History against the -pagans, written

at the request of St. Augustine, probably between about i+15
and h.18, covers the period down to h17 A.D,

Zo8iraus, the Greek historian, in his six-book Roman

history, describes the period from .gustus to h-10 A.D.

and thus includes not only the military career of Stilicho

but also the circumstances surrounding his death in h08.

As for the two church historians, Sozomen's History in

nine volumes, dedicated to Theodosius II, deals with the

hundred years down to h-22 and runs parallel to that of

Socrates Scholasticue, whose seven books on the Eastern

em)arors cover the period to k39 but do not mention Stili¬

cho at all. Philostorgius, th« Arian ecclesiastical his¬

torian, who lived most of his life in Constantinople, pro¬

duced a Church history covering the period to i+30, which

only survives in fragments.

Claudian, in his History, makes numerous mentions of

Stilicho, praising him as a superb military commander

(First and second books against ufinus. The war against

Gildo. Against Eutronius. The E .Ithalamium. The fourth con¬

sulship of Honorlus. The sixth consulship of Honorlus and

The Gothic war)• A passage from the Epithalamium gives the

tone of Claudian's ecstatic image of his hero:
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quia consilio, quiB iuris et aequi
nosse moduin melior? quod semper dissilit, in te
convenit, ingenio robur, prudentia forti.
fronte quia aequali? quem sic Romana decerent
culmina? sufficerent tantie quae pectora curls?
stes licet in populo, clamet qulcumque videbits
"hie est, hie Stilieho!" 3

In his The '7a r against Gildo and elsewhere^, Claudian

mentions Stilicho's marriage to Serena, the niece of the

emperor Theodosius I, daughter of his elder brother Honorius

and of Marcia and younger sister of Thermantia. As the

historian also brings in Maria, Stilicho's elder daughter,

given as a wife in 398 to the younger emperor Honorius,

much play can be made of Stilicho's rank of "father-in-

law and son-in-law of an emperor" • Eucherius is born to

Serena in Rome in 389? about four years after Maria's

birth; Thermantia, his younger sister, will in turn be

given in marriage to Honorius after Maria dies in U.08, as

ZOfimus recounts: ".. Imperator autem Honorius, ^aria con-

iuge iam pridem rebus humanis exempts, sororem eius Ther-

mantlam sibi matrimonio iungi petebat"^.
Now elsewhere, and particularly in his shorter poem

In praise of Serena. Claudian fills in details about Stili-

3* Claudian. ed. M. Platnauer, London, 1922, vol. I, p. 2fi+,
lines 313-319.

k* E.g. On Stilicho's consulship. book I, lines 69-88.

5. Ibid.. line 78.

6. Zosimus, book V, ch. 28, ex recognitlone I. Bekkeri,
Bonnae, 18J7, p. 285.



cho's wife, recounting how she helped her husband against

Rufinus and how, after the death of her father Honorius,

she was unofficially adopted by Theodosius as his daughter

(laua Serenae. line 10LO* Of her help against Rufinua

Claudian says:

Nec deside cura

segnis marcet amor: laudem prudentia belli
feminea pro parte subit. dum gentibus ille
confligit, viglli tu prosnicis omnia sensu,
ne quid in abaentem virtutibus obvia semper
audeat invidiae rabies neu fervor iniquue,
ne qua procul positis furto ahbsederit armis
callidata8 nocitura domi. tu sedula quondam
Rufino meditante nefas, cum quaereret artes
in ducis exitium coniuratosqjue foveret
contra pila Qetas, motus rimata latentes
mandatis tremebunda virum scriptisque monebas.

This awareness was linked, Claudian tells us, to a gift for

peace-making; Serena, he reports, had a calming influence

on the temper of her adopter Theodosius:

ambas ille quidem patrio complexus amore,
sed merito pietas in te proclivior ibat;
et quotiens, rerum moles ut publics cogit,
tristior aut ira tumidus flagrante redibat,
cum patrem nati fugerent atque ipsa timeret
commotum Placcilla virum, tu sola frementem
frangere, tu blando poteras sermone mederi.
adloquiis haerere tuls, secreta fateri. ®

Flacidia, daughter of Theodosius I and his second wife

Calls, is not mentioned directly by Claudian in his history

of Stilicho's consulship, but in the second book, a gold-

woven garment appears to depict three couples: Stilicho and

Serena, Honorius and &aria, and iacidia with Eucherlus,

Stilicho's son:

7. Claudian, laus Serenae. lines 225-236 in Claudian. ed.
clt.. vol. II, pp. 22+-256.

Ibid., lines 132-139, p. 2h8.
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Venue hie invecta Columbia
tertia regali iungit conuoia nexu,
pennatique nurum circumstipantur Amores ~

progenitam Augustis Augustorumque sororem.

This would suggest that in Claudian'e mind Stilicho may-

have thought of marrying Kucherius to Placidia, in order

to strengthen his own position and eneure that, if at all

possible, the childless Honorlus would be succeeded by his

own son or his offspring. Ir fact, she will later marry

Alaric's brother-in-law Athsulf.

But the main references in Claudian'e various accounts

are to Stilicho himself, and in the three books giving a

history of his consulship, the author's adulation of his

contemporary is not difficult to detect. True, at times,

his mlitary tasks leave him with little opportunity for

family life. In a passage in book I of the fle consulatn

Stllichonis. lines 120-121, Kucherius is shown as deprived,

like Serena, of attention from his over-successful father;

Stilicho has no time for an embrace from his son:

nee stetit Eucherl. i dum carperet oscula saltern
per galeam. patrris stimulos ignieque mariti
vicit cura duels.

But later in this book, and again in book III, for example,

nothing can tarnish the image of the God-like figure, for

Claudian's account necessarily stops short of the hero's

death. Thus in lines 291-303 of book I, for example, he

exclaims:

Quid primum, Stilicho, airer? quod cautus ad ozones
restiteris fraudee, ut te nec noxia furto

9. Te consulatu Stillchonis. book II, lines 354-357;
ibid., vol. II. -p. 28.
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littera nec pretio manus inflemmata lateret?
quod nihil in tanto circurn terrore locutus
lndignum Latio? responsa quod ardua semper
Eois dederis, quae mox effects probasti-
securus, quamvis et opes et rura tenerent
insignesque domos? levis haec iactura; nec umquam
publics prlvatae ceseerunt comiroda causae>
dividis ingentes curas teque omnibus tinum
obicis, inveniens ani.no quae mente gerenda,
efficiens patranda manu, dictare paratus
quae scriptis peragenda forent. 10

Further on, he continues (book III, lines 106-112):

cani virtutibus aevi
materiam pandit Stilicho populumque vetusti
culminis immemorem dominnhdi rursus in usum

excitat, ut raagnos calcet metuendus honorea,
pendat iustitia crimen, pietate remittat
errorem purosque probet damnstque nocentes
et patrias iterum clemens exerceat artes 11

Nowhere does the reader catch a glimpse of the other side

of Stilicho - for Claudian, he is a soldier and a military

genius.

Orosius and 2osiinue, along with Sozomen and Philos-

torgius, fill in the details of Stilicho*s life between

the consulship of i+00 A.D. and his death in h08. To his

account of how Theodosius entrusted the care of his children

to Stilicho who, desiring Royal ignity for his son, suppor¬

ted the entry of the barbarians, "so that the needs of the
1 7

state in the sudden crisis might veil his wicked aim" ,

Orosius adds the following version of the general's last

act8:

1®* Ibid.. vol. I, pp. 38h-386. My italics.

11. Ibid., vol. II, p. 50.

12. Paul! OroBii Hlstoriarum adversum paganos. book VII,
ch. 37, ex recognitione Ca!roli Zangemeister, Leipzig,
1889, p. 288: "ut rebus repente turbatis necessitas
reipublicae scelus ambitus tegeret".
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Interea comes Stilico, Vandalorum inbellis auarae
perfidae et dolosae gentis genere editus, parui pendens
quod sub imperatore imperabat, "^cherium filium suum,
sicut a plerisque traditur, iam inde Christianorum per—
secutionem a puero priuatoque meditantem, in imperium
quoquo aodo substituere nitebatur. quamobrem Alaricum
cunctamque Gothorum gentem, pro pace optima et quibuscumque
aedibus suppllciter ac simpliciter orantem, occulto foedere
fouens, publice autem et belli et pacis copia negata, ad
terendam terrendamque rempu blicam reseruault. praeterea
gentes alias copiis uiribusque intolerabilee, quibus nunc
Galliarum Hispaniarumque prouinciae premuntur, hoc est
Alanorum Sueborum Van&alorum ipsoque simul motu inpulsorum
Burgundionum, ultro in arma aollicitans, deterso semel
Romani nominis metu suacitauit. eas interim ripas Rheni
quatere et pulsare Gallias uoluitt sperans miser sub hac
necessitatis circumstantia, quia et extorquere imperium
genero posset in filium et barbarae gentes tara facile
comprimi quam commouerl ualerant. itaque ubi imperatori
Honorio exercituique Romano haec tantorum scelerum scaena
patefacta est, commoto lustiest^© exercitu occieus est
Stilico, qui ut unum puerum purpura indueret, totius generis
human! sanguinem dedidit; occisus Eucherius, qui ad con-
ciliandum sibi fauorem patanorum restitutione templorum et
euersione eccleaiarum inbuturum se regni primordia minaoa-
tur, paucique cum iedem satellites tantarum molitionum
punlti sunt, ita minimo negotic paucorumque poena eccle-
siae Chrlsti cum imperatore religioso et liberatae sunt et
uindicatae. ^3

The last months of Stilieho's life provide a fascin¬

ating contrast to his former loyalty, courage and leader¬

ship, first under the late Theodosius I, now under Honorius.

In his Roman history Zosimus speaks of the military comman¬

der just before the period of his downfall, before ambition

and greed had taken a complete hold of him:

vir (Stilicho) omnium, quotquot id temporis magna
cum potestate fuerunt, modestiesimus; licet enim
filiae fratris Theodosii maioris matrimonio iunctue
esset, amborumque Theodosii filiorum regna ei credits
fuissent, et annos tree et viginti militum ducis
munus gessisset, nunquam tamen animadversum est eum
militibus interveniente pecunia magistratus praefe-
ciese vel annonam ailitarem in lucrum suum vertiese.
cumque pater filii duntaxat unius esset. hanc ei

13. Ibid., ch. 38, pp. 291-292
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dignitatis metam statult. ut ad offlcium Tribunl
notarlorum f quern voc'a'nty^pr-ovecto nullam aliam
potestatem acqulreret.

The historical accounts of utilicho's ambitious plans

more or less concord, but the versions vary when it comes

to relating how Honorius was informed of the potential

treachery. We have seen Orosius' account of both episodes,

in books 37 and 38 of his History against the pagans. hat

of Zosimus, Sozomen and Philostorglue?

Zosimus' version runs like this:

ac Stellcho quidem nulliue indigni vel adversus
imperatorein vel milites consilii sibl conecius haec
agebat. Olympius vero quidam, oriundus a Ponto
Euxino, splendida quadam militia palatina donatus,
qui sub specie pietatis Christianae magnam intra
se malitiam tegeret, atque hominem se frugi modest-
umque simulans cum princi e colloqui frequenter
soleret, multa, ut cum poSta loquar, animum labe-
factantla verba contra Stelichonem effuntiebat, quod
earn nimiruro ob causam iter illud in Orlentem sifci
mandari curaeset, ut Theodoeio rainori morte per
insidias Btructa regnum Eucherio filio suo traderet.

Sozomen is very brief in his Ecclesiastical history;

Stilico vero Magister militum Honorii, cum in suspicionem
venisset, quod filium suum Eucherium Orientis Imperatorem
renuntiare vellet, a militibus qui Ravennae erant, occiditur.
Hie porro jam antea, superstite adhuc Arcadio, cum adversus
duces illius inimicitiae suscepisset, utrumque Imperium in¬
ter se committere studuerat. °

Philostorgius, though, goes into greater detail, first
in chapter 3 of book XI:

In Orientis quidem partibus Rufinus apud Arcadium
summam potestatem obtinebr.t: In Occidente autem
Stilicho apud Honorium eundem obtinebat locum.
Uterque enim ietorum, Imperii nomen ac speciem penes
utrumque filiorum Theodosii reinanere facile passus,
robur Imperii penes se retinuit. Alter sub Magistri
militum, alter sub Praefe:. appellatione Imperatori

1h. Zosimus, book V, ch. 3!+; ed. clt.. p.296. My italics.

15. Ibid.. ch. 32, pp. 291-292.

16. Sozomeni Ecclesiastics Hifitoria henrico Valesio interprete.
book IX, ch. 1+, Cantabrigiae, 1720, p. 369.
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suo imperans. Neui-er porro illorum eo loco quern
apud principes suob obtinebat, contentus fuit, 17am
Rufinus quidem etiam Imperatorium nomen ad se ipsum
trahere omni arte studeb. t: Stilicho vero fillo suo
Eucherio I. .per-lam vindicare niteoatur. f "

Then, in the next book, he continues in these terms:

Omne enim insidiarum genus adversus Imperatorem
struxisse ait tilichonem, nec ob id saltern reveri-
tum esse quod generum ilium haberet, data illi in
matrimonium filia; sed potionem ei praebuisse, qua
procreandae sobolis facultas adimeretur: neque illud
animadvertit, se, dum uc'.i rium filium Imperatorem
contra jus fasque renuntiare studeret, nepotem cui
successionis jure Imperium debebatur, ante adultum
florem succidere ac pe *dere. Porro Stilichonem adeo
manifeste ac sine ullo metu tyrannidem exercuisse
scribit, ut etiam nummos oercuteret. in quibus prae-
ter ipslus effigiem nihil deerat. '8

But the most interesting detail, not given in Sozomen,

and only mentioned in passing by Zosimus (book V, ch. 32),
is Philostorgius' account of the one man, Olympius or

Olympiodorue, who sa-tf through Stilicho's plans, and while

the general was in Bologna, stirred up his troops which

were being reviewed by Honorius at Pavia. Stilicho, re¬

fusing to believe that any action need be taken to quell

this mutiny, is in the end forced to flee to Ravenna. The

epitome of Philostorgius runs:

kefert etiam quomodo Olympius quidam Magister,
gladium qui adversus Imperatorem strictus erat in
palatio, manu sua corripiens, Eeipsum quidem
laeserit. Iraperatorem vero servarit, eique ad
occidendum Stilichonem qui tunc Ravennae morabatur,
operam ac ministerium suum commodaverit. Alii hune
non Olymrium, sed Olympicdo rum nominant: Kec Impera-
tori suppetias eum tulis3e dicunt, sed Stilichoni

17. Ex Ecclesla3ticis Philostorgii Historils epitome. Hen¬
rico Valesio interprete. book XI, ch. 3, Cantabrigiae,
1720, p. 539. My italics.

18. Book XII, ch. 2, pp. 5d3-59A



bene de se merito insidias struxisse, eumque affec-
tatae tyrannsdis falso accusasse. Wee Magistrum
eo tempore adiuc fuisse scribunt, sed post injustam
Stilichonis iemf earn dignitatem praemii loco
accepisse. Sun^em tamen haud multo post fustibus
interfectum, ..nefariae caedis poenas pependisseStilichoni."9

Finally, Sozomen, very briefly, and then Zosimus, at

greater length, recount Stilicho's death:

Ipse quoque Stilico a militibus occisus eat
Ravennae: vir, si quis unquam, ad magnam potentiam
evectus, & qui universos, ut ita0dicam, Romanes ac
Barbaros ibi parentes habuit. c

ea re cognita vicinam quondam Christian©rum eccle-
aiam intempesta nocte ingressus est Stelicho. quod
conspicati barbari qui cum eo erant, aiiique faiai-
liares, armati cum servis suis quid futurum esset
dispieiunt. posteaquam illuxisset, ingressi sunt
ecclesiam milites, et episcopo praesente iureiurando
Stelichoni confirraarunt non imperatum esse sibi a
principe ut eum necarent, sed tantum ut custodirent.
cum vero egressus extra ecclesiam sub custodia rnili-
tum esse coepisset, alterae reddebantur ab eo qui
priores attulerat literae, in quibus Steliehonis,-in
rem publicam delictis poena capitis irregabatur."1

What of Eucherius? After the death of his father he

flees to Rome, Zosixaus tells us ("Eucherio Steliehonis filio

fuga, cum haec fierent, versus urbeni Romam elapso") and

there takes shelter in a church: "quern ubi fuga quondam

in ecclesiaai Romae delatum repperisserxt, ob loci reverentiam
22

missum fecerunt". Later he is killed by Honoriua* eunuchs .

Philostorgius adds his version of the events, in book

19. Book XII, ch. 1, p. 543.

20. Sozomen, book IX, ch. 4; ed. cit., p. 370.

21. Zosimus, book V, ch. 34? ed. cit., p. 295.

22. Zosimus, book V, ch. 34, 35, 37? ed. cit., pp. 295»
297, 300.



XII of his History:

Interfectc Stilichone, Barbari qui "una cum illo erant,
assumpto eius filio statim abscesserunt. Cumque Romam
approplnquassent, huic quidem permiserunt ut in templuin
quoddam quod jure asyli fruebatur, confugeret. Ipsi
vero cuncta quae circa urbem erant vastarunt: turn ut
Stilichonem ulciscerentur, turn quod fame presai erant.
Ubi vero literae ab Honorio missae jure asyli potentiores,
Eucherium morte multarunt, post haec Barbari Alarico^ >
juncti, eum ad expugnandam urbem Romam incitarunt. .

Thomas Corneille was thus faced with two main accounts -

those of Orosius and Zosimus - for his treatment of the

last actions of Stilicho, and could supplement these with

Claudian*3 version of the general at the height of his

career and with the more restricted accounts of Sozomen

and PhilostorgiUB. If Claudian may have provided an in¬

spiration in his depiction of an almost superhumanly ener¬

getic character, it is in Orosius and Zosimus that the

events of 408 are told. Yet when we come to examine the

tragedy, it is at once clear that Thomas Corneille has

made considerable changes to the historical narrative and

has decided to ignore a number of points which one might

have thought would have proved useful to him as a drama¬

tist.

He has, for example, omitted Serena, Stilicho's wife

who was still living at the time of her husband's death in

Ravenna. We have seen that Claudian makes much of Serena -

the poet himself seems to have married a protegee of hers

in 404, very shortly before his death - and her role as a

23. Philo3torgiua, book XII, ch. 3j ed. cit., p. 544.



helper and a peacemaker co-Id have allowed Thomas to turn

her into an important confidante of Stilicon. Zosimus, too,

in his Roman history, adds to our knowledge of the histori¬

cal character. She allowed the marriage of Honorius and

Thermantia to go through in 1+08, following Maria's death,

and this despite opposition from her husband, who wished

Honorius to remain childless so that he (Stilicho) could

have imperial heirs through lacid.ia and Eucherius:

in hoc Stelicho quidem h ad assensurus videbatur,
sed urgebat Serena, quae ho see nuptias ob huiusmodi
causam conciliari vellet.

'Vhile her husband sought to increase his influence by

trying to separate the Eastern and .'estern Empires, Serena
pi,

strove for reconciliation . ■ Before Stilicho's downfall,

Honorius breaks with the new empress Thermantia and sends

her back to her mother Serena in Home:

imperator autem Honorius uxorem Thermantiam, au~us-
tali deiectam solio, matri suae reddi iussit, nulla
tamen iccirco suspicione gravatarn, et filium Stel.i-
chonis Eucherium pervestigatum undique iugulari 2b.

Not long afterwards, recounts Zosimus, Serena is executed

by Alaric when he besieges Home in the autumn of i+08, on

a charge that she intended to betray him:

cum iam Alarichus prope Roman eeset et inclusos
obsidione cinxisset, Serenam senatus suspectam habere
coepit, quasi quae barbaros adversus urbem attraxisset.
censuitque pariter et universus senatus et Placidia,
principle uterina soror, Serenam esse necandam, quae
praesentium nalorum auctor exsisteret. nam et Alarichum
ipsum Serena de medio sublata discersurum ao urbe. quod
nemo superaturus esset, a quo ille sibi proditum irf
urbem sperare posset, erat autem haec quidem suspicio
reapse falsa: nam nihil huiusmodi Serenae ad animum
acciderat

21+. Zosimus, book V, ch. 28; ed« cit.. pp. 285-286.
25. Zosimue, book V, ch. 35; ed. clt.« p. 297.

26. Zosimus, book V, ch. 38; ed. clt.. p. 301.



Serena plays no part in Thomas' play: Stilioon

stands alone between two couples, Honorius and Thersaantie

and Eucherius and Placidie, although with an important

stake in both camps. He is too purposeful a figure, too

diabolical a conspirator to need axi adviser to mastermind

his ambitious schemes. At most he has a confidant, Mutian,

who plays a very minor role.

A second omission by Thomas Cornsilleis the character

of Glympius or blympicdorus brought to life by PLilo&tor-

gius* account, although this would probably only be a secon¬

dary source for Thomas Comeiile, and we cannot be sure

that he read the account, but Olympius* role as the only

man aware of Stilicho's plotting Las great dramatic poten¬

tial, and Philostorgius• version of how he caved Honorlas

from assassination could Lave formed an early part ef the

unmasking cf the conspirator, providing a scene on the

lines of the assassination attempts in Amalasonte or in

Thomas' Gamma, which will appear in 1661» Alternatively,

Thomas Corneille could have made use of the second version

of the story, the tale of Glympiodorus, his plots against

Stilicho, the suggestion that Olympiodorus' claims are

unjust, and so built up in Stilicho a figure who is admired

for his acts and receiving sympathy for the attacks made

upon him. Whichever form of Philostorgius' account he used,

Thomas could ultimately have eome to show up Stilicor as an

ambitious conspirator, working under '"over to establish

Eucherius in Honortus' place.

Serena, then, and Olympius/Clympiodorus are discarded.

What remains, and what changes are made to the historical



characters whose names, at least, are kept by the cfeoma-

tist? First, the women. Thermantia, Stilicho'e daughter

and wife of the emperor, was, historically, sent back to

her mother just before Stilicho's collapse, as wo have 3een

Zosiraus relate (book V, ch. 35). Thomas Corneille moves

the scene of Ftilicho's death from Ravenna to Rome, so his

Thermantie finds herself in the right place, but in reality

she should be out of contact with her husband. Thomas, in¬

deed, gives her only a small part in the play, although

having kept her on the scene he could, if he had wanted,

have made capital out of the presence of Euoherius end built

up a link between brother and sister. The second female

character, Flacidia in history, is altered beyond recog¬

nition. Claudian's brief mention in the second, book of his

account of Stilichc's consulship is blown up into a re¬

lationship between Flacidie and Fucherlus and between Pla-

cidie and Honorius and Stilicon which has caused some com¬

ment and which I will deal with shortly. Orosius filled

out slightly the picture of Placidia which was briefly

sketched by Claudian: the daughter of Theodo3ius, we are

told in chapter 40 of book VII, is captured and married

to Alaric*s brother-in-law Athaulf when the former storms

Rome after Stilichc's death. In chapter 43 she is des¬

cribed. as a woman of keenest intelligence and exceptional

piety, giving good advice to her husband Athaulf; she was,

says Orosius, "sane ingenio acerrimae & religionis satis

probatae". Recent American critics would doubt the "keen

intelligence" of Thomas Corneille's Placidie, although she
is not nearly as foolish as they make out; her piety does
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not enter into the play.

On the male side the Alaric of Qrosius* chapter 38 is

altered to become a possible replacement for Sueherius in

his endeavour to satisfy Placidie's longing for a husband

able to dominate all in authority. Honorius is rather more

obtuse than in any of the historians, blinded by Stilicon's

machinations and unable, until too late, to pierce the con¬

spirator's sophistry and see that Bueherius is innocent.

"Ahl vous aeule, ma Soeur, en avez bien juge" (V.4), As

for Eucherius and Stilicon, their roles are immeasurably

altered, the former's partly because of the new Placidie,

who also provides the excuse for Stilicon's decision to

go ahead with the conspiracy (1.6), Eucherius, the perse¬

cutor of Christians in Orosius, put to death because of

this, becomes the victim of his father's political am¬

bitions, and this despite his considerable valour, which
27

Honorius emphasises, Stilicon, for hie part, unravelling

a plot which none of the historians begins to describe,

dies a hero's death at his own hand and avoids the igno¬

miny of execution after a soldiers' mutiny, as Orosius re¬

counts, Stilicho the son of a Vandal is transformed, into

28
Stilicon, a dependable, respectable imperial aide'" ,

27. Honorius, 1,4: Stilicon, que toujours ont craint nos i^nnemis,
Se verroit nans cgal s'il n'avoit point ie Fils.
De raille exploits farneux le superbe avantage
En lioua lieux a 1' wavy fait brilltr leur courage

28, In his victionnaPro urxivc:rso1 published in Paris in 1708,
Thomas gives" the following account of Stilicon's end, it will
be seen that, in what claims to be a scientific account, he
reverts to the historians for his version of the death of the
conspirator. "I'honneur que I'Pmpereur avoit fait a Ctilicon
d'epouser sa fille, ne put satisfaire son ambition, Ii^avoit
un file app-le Puchorius, qui IX voulut mettre sur le Trore,
& les pratiques quTIi fit contre la vie de son Maitre, tiyant
ete decouvertes, Honorius les fit aiourir l'un & 1'autre ivec
leurs complices." (vol. Ill, p, 280.)



Thomas Comeille's tmatment of his possible his¬

torical sources is far from being negligible, as Reynier*a

remark would suggest* A couple of potentially dramatic

characters have not been taken up, and the others, with

the possible exception of Honorius, have been transformed,

radically in the case of Placidie, Eucherius and Stilicon.

History does not relate in detail the circumstances of

Stilicho's plot, but the image of a father conspiring to

raise his son to power provides the dramatist with a star¬

ting-point and the first elements of his character-por¬

trayals.

What of the overall structure of Stilicon? The play

can, at a pinch, be said to have two plots, the scenes of

Eucherius* love for Placidie and those devoted to Stilicon1a

conspiracy against Honorius. Or rather one can distinguish

three levels in the tragedy: the "active" conspiracy, which

forms the 3tarting-point for the action (1.6), continues

behind the scenes during acts II, III and IV and comes to

the foreground again in the second scene between Stilicon

and Mutian in V.I} the enquiry which Honorius institutes

and which is entrusted first to Eucherius, uhen to his

father} and finally the sentimental development of Pia-

cidie. A modern critic has found, however, that the parts

of the play dealing with Placidie and with btiiicon's am¬

bitious plans violate the unity of action. In Commode, he

says, "Thomas Comeixle a assez nabilement uni I'interet

sentimental et I'interet politique", whereas in stilicon

the dramatist has grafted on to the main conspiracy "une

peripetie fondee sur un inceret sentimental: iuuchaiua est



amoureux de Placidie, soeur de l'empereur Honorius, qui

l'aime, rnais .qui refuse par orgueil de l*epouser. Cet

episode n*avarice en rien 1*action, sauf que Stilicon saisit

ce pretexte, bien faible, pour fomenter sa conspiration

contre Honorius ... Nous avons la un petit commencement
, OQ

d*intrigue secondaire dont l*auteur n*a tire aucun parti" •

In reality the three threads of the action are nece¬

ssarily linked, for Placidie's feelings depend largely on

Sueherius * reaction to Honorius* enquiry, while the latter

is itself a means used by Stiliccn to further his own

cause. We shall have to ask ourselves later, however,

whether Thomas, although achieving an adequate series of

links, was obliged to include so much material and, if so,

whether he has kept each part within proper proportions.

The action is, as we shall see, unified and does not suffer

from the same defect as ha Mort de l'empereur Commode where,

despite the link existing between the two uneven parts,

the discovery of the tablettes does, at least at first eight,

seem like a deus ex machina. Jacques ocherer, too, is

surely wrong when he claims that Stilicou's death, recounted

29, F.-J. Tanquerey, 'La technique de la composition aaau
leg tragedies de Comeille et de Racine", R.C.C.. XL1
(n 12), 30 May 1940, pp. 261-282. In addition to these
remark© on the action*s unity, Tanquerey comments on
Stilicon and hucherius in a manner which suggests that
he has not studied the play at all closely, "Pour des
motifs personnels, qui nous aambient futiieo at tout
a fait injustifies, Stilicon conspire contre l*empereur
Honorius} son lils,Lucherius, rests deliberament a 1*
ecart du complot" (p. 282). Thomas Corneille, how¬
ever, provides Stilicon with mora than sufficient rea¬
son? for conspiring, and Euch^rius does not have the
chance to remain "deliberately1 outside the plot.
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in act V scene 8, is a "changement brusque et iraprevu"^0.
His suicide, the final deed in the play, is clearly fore¬

shadowed by his very nature and in particular by his last

words on stage, when he exits on

Scachant ce qui m*est du, Seigneur, je vais l*attendre,
Et connois trop encor un reste de devoir,
Pour vous plus exposer a l*horreur de me voir. (V.6)

The distribution of characters and scenes emphasises

both the different levels and the unity of the action#

Honorius is present most regularly and in most scenes (twenty
out of the thirty-one), although his role is not the most

important* Ihariaantie, his wife, is the least frequent

character, appearing in act I to back up Honorius* pleas

to Placidie and again briefly in the second half of the

pLay, where she begs her husband to exercise clemency on

Euclhriua (IV.6). But her main business will be done off¬

stage, in receiving the warning letter from Zenon (II.3)
and protecting Houorius with extra guards, as the emperor

himself recounts in V.4« Placidie, developed, as we have

seen, from slight historical indications, occupies sixteen

scenes, more than either Stilicon cr Hucheriue. kfter her

iattiul appearance in the exposition (scene© 4 and 5)» she

has two i:r railel appearances at the beginning of acts II

and IV, a scene with her confidante Luclie (11,1 and IV.1)

followed by ar~ interview with 'hichdriu© (IT.? and IV.3).

Beth she and Thermantic are absent from stare from the end

of act II scone 2 to act III scene 4, during the part of

the play concerned with 3ehon*s murder .and the identity of

30. J. Scherer, La dramaturgic claesique en Prance, Paris,
1950, p. 87. ~ "
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the assassin. These seven central scenes are thus exclu¬

sively occupied by the male characters, but Thomas Corneille
has not fallen into the trap of weakening this effective

exclusion of the wornen from an episode which does not

directly concern them by having their re-appearance in III»U-

(their only meeting in the play) marked by a long r&elt of
what has happened since their departure. Thermantie had

heard rumours of her brother*s apparent guilt ("Ah, Seig¬

neur, que vient-on de me dire;", II.4) and the very long

scene of that act leads naturally into expressions of

Thermantie's surprise and Placldie's confidence in Pueh£-

rius, further developed in thejoung woman*s stirring

speeches of IV.i+. Placidie occupies all but the first

scene of act V, her interviey with Stilicon (scene 2)

marking the start of his downfall and the remaining scenes

contributing to her own self-realisation as she is grad¬

ually forced to publicly admit her love and previous mis¬

judgements.

Both Kuch^rius and Stilicc are present in scenes in

each of the first four acts, but the father stands poig¬

nantly alone in act V, after the death of his son. Stili¬

con* s appearances earlier in the p ay are noticeably con¬

centrated at the end of the acts: the last two scenes of

act I and act II, scenes two to four of act III and the

last scene of act IV, coming in there only after PXich^rius

has had two difficult interviews with the Pjaperor (IV. 5 and

6). Although father and son figure in thirteen scenes

each, they only meet four times; II.2, III.2 and 3 and IV.7,
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whereas Stilicon shares eight scenes with his intended

victim, Konorius^1. Yet the very nature of Stilicon's
activity demands that he work behind the scenes, through

other characters, and his influence on the play and on

EuchSrius in particular is felt throughout the last four

acts. Thomas Corneille has drawn the logical consequences

from the historical situation, seeing that the dramatisation

of the conspiracy was greatly helped by the closeness of

Stilicon's relations to three, at least, of the other char¬

acters. Father-in-law and former guardian of Honorius,

father of the emperor's wife Thermantie and of Euch^rius,

Stilicon can wield his power over them; his constant

access to Honorius is a fruit not merely of his military

exploits but of the family relationship. Only Placidie

is at a slight remove from the conspirator, and in fact

he meets her but twice before act V (in 1.5 and Ill.h-),

although the first of these scenes, with its cutting re¬

buff ("Je voy ce que le Ciel l'a voulu faire naistre")

provides the excuse for Stilicc to set in motion his

long-prepared plans.

The first act of the play provides an excellent expo¬

sition in which all the five main characters appear at

least twice and where the tension gradually builds up to

a climax in the final scene, ^rom the first pair of bro¬

thers and sisters (Fuch£riue and Thermantie, scenes 1 and 2)

31 • Stilicon. 11.5-6; 111.2-!+; IV. 7; V.h and 6. F.uch^rius
meets Honorius ten times: 1.2; II.3 and 6; III.1-3;
IV.h-7.



Thomas passes to the second and move important (Honoring
and Placidie, scene h) before introducing ^tilicon (scenes

5 and 6). Only this last scene is devoted to the con¬

spiracy, the first five being an expose of Placidle's
unwillingness to marry Such^rius because of his relatively

low rank. The Placidie affair is presented gradually,

Thermantle and £uch£rius provide a fairly full account of

it, seen as it were from a distance - Eueh<§rius is from

the cutset convinced that he has no chance: "Je puis en

sotfpirer, mais ;j'y dois consentir", 1,1 - , then Honorius

adds his comments and Imperial authority. Before Placidie

appears, Thomas Corneille has been careful to include a

dialogue between Honorius and Therraantie where the views

of the previous two sceneB are given nuances, Thermantie

has reservations about persuading I-lacidie, but the emper¬

or's mind is made up and his own gloire is at stake.

When he meets his sister the inevitable clash occurs be¬

tween two sets of absolute ideas and Stilicon, in scene

five, gets the tail-end of the stubbornness which Honorius

had aroused in Placidie. One could almost say that it is

Honorius, not Placidie, who sends Otilicon's plot on its

way in scene 6, although the dramatist has taken care to

avoid a meeting between the emperor and his general before

the second last scene of act IT,

Scene Bix provides a vivid contrast to the preceding

ones, for even in scene five, and certainly in the previous

four, the audience could not have suspected the existence

of a plot. Yet Stilicon has all the details fixed ("tout



prest d'eclater / Un lasche repentir ne s§auroit m*arres¬

ter", 1.6) and the scene cam be, and is, more devoted to

explanations by the conspirator than to arranging the work¬

ings of the conspiracy. As befits such an important bid

for power, preparation has been made behind the scenes and

will go on, during the interval, at Zenon's house. So if

the Placidie episode appears to take up an inordinate

amount of space in act I, we must realise that its presen¬

tation, slowly in front of a succession of witnesses and

the character herself, is quite different from that of

Stilicon's conspiracy. Thomas Corneille has provided a

presentation of the two situations which is in accordance

with their content and the nature of the characters invol¬

ved.

The exposition can be said to be complete by the end

of act I, by which time both main topics - conspiracy and

love-affair - have been treated. Most of the next three

acts, dominated by the three main male characters, will be

concerned with Honorius' enquiry into the letter that is

received from Zenon (II.3) and the circumstances surrounding

the latter's murder, recounted by Mutian in III.3. Ther-

mantie and Placidie take second place in these three cen¬

tral acts, the first appearing in only three scenes out

of seventeen, the second in seven. Z^non's warning letter

forms the main peripetie of the play, coming as a surprise

to all the characters, but it and the ensuing investigation

are clearly linked to Stilicon's conspiracy, primarily be¬

cause Zenon is attempting to provide warning of its exis¬

tence but also, and more importantly from the dramatic angle,



because Stilicon is eventually jiaeed in charge of the en¬

quiries and thus controls both his own plot and the bid to

undermine it. Act V brings the audience back to the plot,

its apparent success, then the news of its failure and the

gradual downfall of the conspirator.

But the structural pattern is not as straightforward

as this. If it were, criticisms about the unity of action

might well be justified. There are two points to consider

here. Firstly, into the noeud Thomas Corneille has in¬

serted two confrontations between Placidie and Eucherius

(II.2 and IV.3)» prepared by dialogues with her confidante

(II.1 and IV. 1). The first of these is a natural outcome

of the information given in act I: the two characters had

to meet after the portrait of Placidie painted by Thermantie,

Eucherius and the emperor. The second meeting takes place

in quite different circumstances when Eucherius, exonerated

momentarily (IV.1), is again accused (IV.2) of Zenon's mur¬

der. But, as I hope to show when dealing with Placidie's

important r6le in the play, neither meeting is entirely

lacking in a love-element, far from it. If the first of

the scenes relates back to Stilicon's ambition and Honorius'

gloire, and the second is directly connected with Eucherius'

part in the investigations concerning Zenon, both together

form an important step in what, in act V, will be seen to

be Placidie's significant sentimental development.

Secondly, Thomas Corneille has realised that, while

the double role of Stilicon the conspirator and Stilicon

the conspirator-hunter has great possibilities, the char-



acter must not be allowed to dominate Eucherius, while at

the same time enough evidence has to be forthcoming to

condemn the son and ease Honorius' acceptance of what

Stilicon will tell him. Thus, when Zenon* letter is re¬

ceived, it is Eucherius, not his father, who is put in

charge of immediate investigation ("Ton zele me repond de

tout ce que j'attens" - Honorius, II.3) and Stilicon him¬

self does not arrive until two scenes later. Although he

characteristically offers a helping hand to Honorius (II.6)

and is told "Change, dispose, agy", it is only when Euche¬

rius has been discredited in the middle of act III that

the father is given complete control (III.4).

The core of the play takes on the following pattern:

two ecenes of the love plot at the start of act II, followed

by over an act in which Eucherius is able to maintain his

dignity and innocence. The close of act III coincides

with the intensification of Honorius* investigations, now

entrusted to Stilicon. After a return to the love plot

in the first half of act IV, the remainder of the act deal3

with the murder investigation, in what is virtually a

trial of Euch6rius. Now clearly, as I have suggested, these

divisions are at best arbitrary, for the accusations against

Eucherius are allowed, indeed fostered, by Stilicon, os¬

tensibly to favour his son's cause, just as Camma will

allow Sostrate to take the blam? for what appears to be an

assassination attempt on Sinorix in III.3 of Camma. The

betrayal by Zenon forces Stilicon's hand but the search for

his murderer and the conspirator's own plans are obviously

linked. Placidie, too, by her unwillingness or hesitation
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to accept Eucherius unless his status is raised, pro¬

vides a further dimension to Stilicon's aim of overthrow¬

ing Honorius and giving his son the power he needs.

Each of the three central acts of the play presents

its difficulties to the dramatist and each is tackled

in a different spirit. One important point which Thomas

Corneille has to hear in mind results from his decision

to have the conspiracy and the chief conspirator revealed

in the very first act. No other character in the play,

least of all Eucherius, has definite proof of what is

going on until the denouement. Both Honorius and Placidie

see briefly that either Eucherius or his father must be

guilty, as only the latter two and Honorius knew of the

arranged meeting between the emperor and Zenon, but neither

follows t: up and Honorius, perhaps naturally suspecting

Eucherius first, has little cause 1d consider the other

possibility in view of Stilicon's own plausible condem¬

nation of his son. Eucherius, dying in order to defend

Honorius, will never know of the onspiracy conducted

supposedly in his favour. But for the audience Stilicon's

good faith is jeopardised: each of his six appearances in

acts II, III and IV is in front of Honorius and all but two

with Eucherius as well. Here both they and we the audience

have but one consistent view of Stilicon the double agent,

and only in the opening scone of act V does the true figure

reappear as he was in 1.6. Until then, the public which

is in the know has to treat all that Stilicon says as un¬

true; its insight into his plans and the workings of the
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conspiracy comes, as it were, at second hand^2.
The main dramatic interest of the second act lies

less in the scenes with Placidie at the beginning than

with Stilicon at the end. Honorius* confident dispatch

of Eucherius to deal with the problem of Zenon's letter

(11.3) is followed almost immediately by Stilicon*s arri¬

val. This fifth scene shows both a well thought-out and

skilfully handled situation and a moment of tension which

could have been much better exploited. The two incidents

are closely linked and perhaps Thomas has chosen to con¬

centrate on the more important. Firstly news that "on

conspire'- takes Silicon by surprise and creates a situ¬

ation not unlike that at the beginning of act II of Cinna,

for neither Stilicon nor Cinna/Maxime know how far the

emperor is aware of their plot. In Thomas* play the effect

is perhaps even more successful than in Pierre's, for

while Cinna has time to ponder and decide a course of

action between acts I and II, Stilicon must give an imme¬

diate reply to Honorius. In the second place, once the

effect of the news has sunk in, Honorius assures his

general that the matter is being looked into ("L*ordrr-

jest donne, demeure, on me va tout apprendre", II.5)» but

he makes no mention of Eucherius* name and because of the

short intervening scene between the emperor and Marcellin

(11.4), Stilicon has not even seen Eucherius take his

leave of Honorius. Had this situation been developed,

32. One small chink in the armour is the aparte assurance
to Mutian at the end of act III (scene 4).



Stilicon could have overreached himself in hi3 eagerness,

although it i3 doubtful whether the Iionorius that Th.

Cornsille portrays would have grasped the meaning any

better than he does in the present play. As it is, Euche¬

rius ' return puts an end to the ambiguity and allows Stili

con to cast suspicions on Zenon's character (II.6).

The central act of the play is even more compact

that the second and appropriately marks the turning-point

in Eucherius' fortunes. T pace of the p.Ut increases,

through another intelligent use of the interval, for Stili

con, between the end of act . I and his re-entry in III.2,

has been as diligent as Eucherius, whose errand called

hi i away from II.3 to II.6. Stilicon's power, rendered

(quasi-official by Honorius, is now so great that teps

must be taken to offset its effect on the audience and

perhaps on the very characters. Thus scene 3, the first

long battle between Stilicon and Honorius and Eucherius,

is sandwiched between two incidents that give us truer

picture of Eucherius: scene one, his dialogue with Hono¬

rius, which otherwise seems superfluous, but which serves

to show that the emperor is still on friendly terms w. ,h

Stilicon's son; and the closing aparte of scene four,

when Stilicon counters Mutian's worried question by assur¬

ing him that "Je scais ce que js fais, ne t'en mets point

en peine". Yet the contrast between scene 1 and scene 3

and between Stilicon's closing remarks and his all-out

attack earlier in scene 4 is eventually to the detriment

of Eucherius and to the strengthening of Stilicon. It is



the all-powerfulness of the conspirator, his credibility,

which creates difficulties of dramatisation for Thomas

Corneille. Honorius may seem gullible, and Eucherius in¬

effective: but their reactions to Stilicon are natural ones

and Euchgrius in particular can do little but protest his

innocence. The dramatist is obliged, therefore, to pre¬

sent the events in an order and with a timing which at

once brings out the commanding position of Stilicon and

attempts to offset the c nces of his acions.

It is Euch^rius' helplessness which dictates the

ordering of scenes in the fourth act. Like many fourth

acts, that in Stilicon marks little progress in the action,

being rather a time in which the characters L :e further

stock of the situation and make or strengthen decisions

which were already all but made in act III. Act IV con¬

tains what amounts to the trial of Eucherius, but to avoid

a mere repetition of the last two scenes of act III, the

dramatist must introduce fresh details or giv >id ones

new expression. His task is to offset the power of Hono¬

rius backed by Stilicon, to keep Eucherius' chances alive

as long as possible, for without this the play will come

to a sudden end. To achieve the proper balance, then,

Thomas has created three main points of interest and

spaced them throughout the ; it, in scenes 1,4 and 6. The

first scene is in the nattrt fa counter-peripetie, when

Lucile informs Placidie that according to Mutian, Stilicon*

confidant, it is Felix, not Eucherius, who assassinated

Zenon. But Placidie's joy is short-lived, for in the next



scene Marcellin says that Felix denies any responsibility

and puts the blame back on Eucherius. The effect on Pla-

cidie is not what we might have expected; as we shall see

shortly, her opposition to Eucherius begins to crumble

(scene 3) and her declaration of confidence in his inno¬

cence (scene 4) is the first positive step in his favour.

The second comes in scene 6, with Thermantie's plea

for mercy. The sister*s appeal follows Honorius' fruit¬

less attempt to get a confe ion out of Eucierius and

partly achieves its purpose when the emperor relents. But

when Eucherius again refuse? to admit guilt and Stilicon

(scene 7) declines to accept grace for his son, the action

moves on: Eucherius' fate seems now sealed ("Traistre, tu

veux perir, il faut te contenter") and Stilicon*s command¬

ing position assured.

Thomas Corneille's main problem, then, in acts II,

III and IV, has aen one of disposition of scenes, the

ordering of events. He has to try to maintain t\ things.

Firstly, a difficult balance between three widely diffe¬

rent characters: a powerless Eucherius, a gullible emperor

and a scheming conspirator, especially when for most o

the time Honorius sides with Stilicon, and Thermantie and

Placidie, who could come to Eucherius* aid, are absent

from the stage. Secondly, the tension must not be allowed

to flag; the very helplessne?3 .f two of the three male



characters is not in itself enough to maintain the audi¬

ence's interests-^.

If, as I think lie is, Thomas Corneille is largely

successful in maintaining a tense situation up until the

end of the noeud, the denouement is conducted with no less

skill, The unmasking of Stilicon is delayed as long as

possible, until the sixth of the eight scenes, and in the

end it is he himself who confesses his guilt, not Honoz s

who accuses him of it. In these circumstances Stilicon is

left free to exit (scene 6), and the last scene has arrived

before we, and the other characters, learn of his suicide.

The fate of the prot. gonist is thus determined in the very

closing seconds, leaving Honorius time for only ni lines

of comment before the curtain falls-

Now, this well-manageci. ending comes at the conclusion

of a busy act. With Thermantie offstage and Eucnerius

first defending Honorius and then dead, it is left to

Placidie, Stilicon and the emperor to hold the fort;

33. As Pontenelle will remark (Reflexions sur la po^tique,
XX, in OEuvrea completes, Paris, J.-P. Bastien, 1790,
vol. Ill, pp. 123-129): "Un des grands secrets pour pi-
quer la curiosite, c'est de rendre l'evenement incer*-
tain ... Honorius voit clairement que Stilicon, ou Euche-
rius, ses deux favoris, sont les chefs de la conjuration,
parce qu'ils etaient les seuls qui sgussent que l'Lmpe-
reur devoit donner une audience secrette a Felix (sic,
for: Zenon). Voila un noeud ui met Honorius & Stxlicon
& Eucherius dans une situation tres-erabarrassante, & il
est tr£s-difficile d'imaginer comment ils en sortiront.
Qui seroit-ce qui pourroit laisser la Pidce en cet en-
droit-la? Tout ce qui serre le noeud d'avantage, tout
ce qui le rend plus mal aise a denouer, ne peut man^uer
de faire un bel effet. II faudroit m£me, s'il se pou-
voit, faire craindre aux Spectateurs que le noeud ne
se peut pas denouer heureusement."



supported by a considerable number of recits (Lucile's

in scene 3» Honorius' in scene 4, and two by Marcellin,

scenes 5 and 8). Up until scene 4, Stilicon's position

is secure: the opening dialogue with Mutian, the return

to the active conspiracy, is a further expression of his

confidence and whatever effect Placidie's attack on him in

scene 2 might have had is offset by the report of Eucherius'

assassination of Honorius. Coming as it does, Lucile's

account delays further consider- ;ion Stilic 's guilt,

but Thomas Corneille has little time left: Honorius re¬

appears as if from the dead (scu 8 4) and the surprise pre¬

vents both him and PI. cidie from questioning Stilicon who

departs, to return only when the emperor, Placidie and he

have learnt of Eucherius' death.

Contemporary critics gave Stilicon a good reception.

If Somaize found it "tout a fait beau" and Saint- ,/remond

was touched by it, the Mercure galant eloge of Thomas

shortly after his death stated that "personne n'igno.

au'elle fut le charme de tout Paris". Be Boze, in a rather

erratic passage of his funeral oration to the Academie des

Inscriptions et Belles-Lettres at the rentree after Eastei

of the same year, places Stilicon among the plays which,

he recounts, Pierre Corneille said he would lave liked to

have written. But it is Loret, echoed in the next century

by thefreres Parfaict, who provide the most helpful com¬

ment for once. This usually undiscriminating chronicler

was bowled o\er by the "incontestable conduite" of the

play's plot and praised the beauty of the action which came

off so well "que j'en fus tres-emerveille". In their his-



tory the Parfaict brothers distinguish between the play's

versification, which they find "foible & entortillee, &

remplie de choses inutiles" and the play's structure, des-

cribed as "reguliere .. & parfaitement bien conduite" .

This distinction is a useful one and whatever can

be said of Thomas as a versifier and poet, it is his

specifically dramatic skills which concern us now. Stili-

con is an essentially active play - the complete absence

of monologues is . sign of this - rnt a_ aough the pro¬

gress of Stilicon's plans is not denied by critics, the

same cannot be said for Placidie e. In order to appre¬

ciate the nature of the play, the meaning that Thomas

Corneil-.e wished to give it and the means used to ti

end, it is important to fully understand Placidie's role

and how it fits in o and helxs the play's structure.

There seems to be considerable lack of appreciat n,

indeed misunderstanding, of Placidie's function. In dis¬

cussing the 1660 tragedy, critics have resolutely shut

their eyes to anything above the humble level at which

they place Thomas Corneille's talent. Lancaster judges

34. Somaize, Les Veritables pretiei es (1660), ed. P. L< -
croix, Geneva, 1b6b, p. 36; Safnt-Evremond, Sur les
tragedies in OBuvres en prose, . R. Ternoi3, Paris,
1966, vol. Ill, p. 2b; Mercura &alant, January 1710,
p. 270; de Boze, Ploge de Thomas Corneille, in Qhuvres
de Th. Crmeille, avec les Commentaires de Voltaire,
Paris, A.-A. Renouard, 1b17» p» 5b; horet, Muse histc-
rique, 31 January 1660, lines 211-215; Parfaict, His-
toife du theatre frang,ais, Paris, 1745-1749, vol. VIII,
pp. 342 and 344,



the heroine of Stixicon in a single line: "Placidia is so

devoted to her 'gloire' that she seems utterly lacking in

feeling" . D.A. Collins confirms hat Lancaster said

thirty years before and appeals to pass the character by

completely, seeing no sentimental development in her. For

Collins, "Placidie nurtures along with a dogged wilfulness

an unconscionable pride"; in other words she is "on the

whole ... unconvincing", indeed "grotesquely portrayed",

for it was Thomas1 a . -consuming desire

to one day depict "a female of indomitable will and pride

just s Pierre had done"" . A final example of critical

treats, nt of the "female" is Lacy Lockert's, in his Studies
"}7

m Pre; ch-classical tragedy . According to the last of

these three American writers,

Placidia woul ~ be equally difficult to match among
•proud' heroines for sheer perversity and dislikableness.
Unlike many of the princesses in the plays who isdsin
to wed anyone but a sovereign, she has not the excuse of
being a queen in her own right or the heir to a throne;
and she at least could have refused jiucherius* suit
firmly without the spiteful contempt which she continually
exhibits towards him. When he tries to please her jy fur¬
thering a royal marriage for her, she is not only miffed,
like Eriphyle under analogous circumstances in Timocrate.
that her lover is willing to give her up - a favorite
situation with Thomas Corneille - but also furious that
3he should owe anything to him. ... She says that she
treats Eucherius with such scorn because she hopes that
on this account her brother will reward his great merits
by sharing the Empire with him, to make him a fit husband
for her; she says that Eucherius cannot have conspired
to gain the throne in order to win her, because a love
for her could never prompt anyor ; to do anything bad! It

35. Lancaster, History, vol. Ill, p. 439.

36. Collins, Thomas Comeille, pp. 110, 112, 114, 112.

37. Nashville, 1958, p. 225.



is hard to imagine that this woman would confess to her
confidante that she loves him, though by French-classical
convention one tells one's confidante everything; it is
utterly incredible that she would confess it to Eucherius
himself, not when she believed him falsely accused of
treason - then the confession would have been natural
and good psychology - but when she has decided that he is
guilty of it!

In fact, Placidie's portrayal is both consistent and

interesting, for the character develops and her progress

forms one of the basic structures on which the play depends.

A.s such, it deserves a fairly close analysis. Wow one has

to admit that her conception of love, dominated by orgueil.

seems strange, even ludicrous at times, and she has pride

over and above the reticence which governs much acceptance

of love by women in seventeenth-century French drama. hit

Placidie, as we saw when we looked at the basic structu¬

ral pattern of the play, has an important part to play,

and has a mighty enemy to face in the end, in the person

of Stilicon. Her characteristics must make of her as

large and exaggerated a character as the conspirator

attempts to be.

Her two appearances in act I, in front of Honorius

(scene h) and then Stilicon himself (scene 5), show her

to be adamant in refusing to publicly profess any feeling

for Euch6iu8. But her reason is one of proud ambition,

which for the moment outweighs the estime which she admits

in both scenes to feeling for Stilicon's son . Unless he

is in complete command, she cannot agree to Honorius and

Thermantie's plan, for "Le faisant mon Epoux, en fals-ie

un Empereur?" (i.h). Her motives, then, appear to be

exclusively self-centred; "Je ne prens interest qu'& ce



qui me regarde" (1.5). Act II, however, shows her in a

different light, at least in the opening scene where she

is alone with her confidante; and one must not be put off

if, in the second scene, she rebuffs Euch£rius at this,

their first meeting in the play. The whole interest of

the character is in her evolution, the way she moves from

self-centred reticence to acceptance of Euch£rius as a per¬

son, from orgueil revealed in public, denying any outward

signs of love, to an outwardly-expressed love that con¬

quers orgueil. Her last words in the play, after the

death of Euch£rius, sum up the change that has been wrought

in the course of the action:

Je dois & sa chere Ombre une pleine vangeance.
D'un trop superbe espoir le succfes decevant
Veut qu'il obtienne mort ce qu'il n'a pu vivant,
Qu'avec eclat pour luy mon coeur toujours s'explique,
Qu'ainsi que mon orgueil ma flame soit publique ...

In private, then, with Lucile, she unburdens herself,

here at the beginning of act II and again in act IV scene

1; with Euch^rius in equally parallel scenes, II.2 and IV.

3. In the opening scene of the second act, her love is

revealed to a surprised confidante, but only after Fla-

cidie has passed through three initial stages: a restatement

of her first act position ("Je me dois le refus dont la

fiert£ t'£tonne"); a suspicion that Euch^rius' love is not

entirely genuine, that it "du plus beau feu s'imposant la

contrainte, / En affecta les soins sans en sentir l'atteinte"

and a demand to know why Euch^rius has suggested renouncing

38. V.5.
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her in favour of Aiaric:

^uand il faut que 1*Amour iusque-lft se trahisse,
La revolte plaist mieux qu un si grand sacrifice,
Et quelque dur revers dont I'on soit combatu,
C'est aimer lachement qu*avoir tant de vertu. (II.1)

The love which she then expresses, going as it does against

"De l'4clat de mon sang la jalouse fiert€", is no longer

restricted to the mind, but has reached her heart: "De 1'

erreur de mes sens mon coeur a'est fait complice". Her

disdain is a proof of love, for she hopes \h-t her refusal

will induce Honorius to give power to Fuch^rius, as pre¬

cedent allows. It is true that her argument proves her

self-seeking nature, but the character is already more

nuancg than in act I. Her first meeting with Euch^rius in

scene 2 adds further details ("A cause qu'on me cede on

croit m'avoir aim£e?"), and when he gives indications of

his love ("Mais pour cesser d'aimer Je dois cesser de

vivre"), she says that "Jamais I'orgueil d'un Diademe /

Relftche une Princesse ft confesser qu'elle aime".

The final dismissal - "Spachant ce que Je suis, aime

sans esperer" - would seem to end Euch^rius* hopes. But

for the audience, knowledge of Placidie has been greatly

increased, and it can be seen that the interview with Stili-

con's son was at once a statement of position and a reaction

against the admission of love of the previous scene, which

was daring for Placidie. Taken in conjunction with her

words to Lucile, it is clear that, cautious and demanding

as she is, she does have considerable feeling for Euch£rius,

however hedged around it may be with restrictions (Her lapsing
from vous to tu in the second half of scene 2 is An indication

of this).



Her rSle, though, can only be fudged as a whole, when

the early appearances in act I and the beginning of act II

are related to what happens in acts III and IV. And per¬

haps it is the audience, seeing her in both private and

public, and not individuals like Honorius, Stilicon or

Vuch£rius, who alone can understand what she is up to. In

her own way, then, she fits well into a conspiracy play,

where the audience is aware of most of Stilicon's actions,

but where the characters themselves, in their own small

worlds, can have no overall view of what his machinations

are. Placidie's public reticence in the first two acts

comes up against another obstacle in the second half of

the play, for there Honorius has become suspicious of Such£-

rius and is no longer well disposed to him, as in the open¬

ing act. Placidie's attempt to realise and convey her true

emotions thus meet with still greater difficulties - and it

is against this that we must judge her remarks when she

re-appears in the last scene of act III. However ludicrous

her position may seem, it has altered from act I : what

she says is halfway between a point-blank refusal of Euch§-

rius and a full acceptance of him on her terms. Like Ther-

mantie, she now learns of the accusation against Euchlrius

but despite this can say: " ... s'il m'aime en effet, il

doit estre innocent" and "Qu'on me r^ponde en luy d'une

amour veritable, / Je rgpondray ou'fe tort vous le croyez

coupable" (111.1+). Her final remarks express the furthest

point she has yet reached and leave Honorius speechless:

Quand J'auray par ma mort saoul£ vostre vangeance,
D'EucheriuB alors vous croirez 1'innocence,
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Et ferez vanity c ne plus d^guiser
Que pour me perdre seuie, on voulut 1*accuser.

Placidie's appearance in the first four scenes of

act IV presents the third and in iome ways the most impor¬

tant stage in her development. As in II.1 she confides her

thoughts to Lucile, using the clearest terms possible to

show her faith in Euch6rius:

Sa vertu que soutient lf£clat le plus insigne
D'un eoupson lache & bas me l'a fait voir indigne,
Et pour en repousser 1*injurieux abus,
J1ay suivi de mon coeur le mouvement confus.
Ce coeur s'est attendri. (IV.1).

Her cries of "Mais il est innocent" and "Mais, Lucile, je

l^ime" in the same scene confirm this. It may well be

the news from Lucile that F£lix has been arrested and

charged with Z&ion's murder that makes Placidie so certain

of the first of the assertionsj the second results from the

first. In addition, her suspicions of Stilicon are now

aroused (" .. je ne comprens point quel jaloux desespoir/

Immole Eucherius & son triste devoir") and this must

strengthen her view. This new confidence is shattered

by the news which immediately follows of Felix's denial,

and her exclamation "Ah, le traistre" (IV.2) prepares the

audience for a bitter interview between Euch£rius and her¬

self in scene 3. Yet this does not really occur ... Pla¬

cidie is largely hostile - the tu here is derisory rather

than sympathetic - but again it is seen that she needs

time to work out her position and recover from the shock

of scene two. Her closing words show, in fact, how far

she has come from her last interview with Eucherius in

act II. Then she had sent him off with a discouraging



"aime sans espc er", whereas now she leaves her options

open: "Prouve ton innocence", she says to Euch£rius,
Et si mes sentimens £tonnent ta Constance,
Songe que c'est fceaucoup qu'un coeur comme le mien
Veuille, murmure, craigne, & ne resolve rien. (IV.3)

In fact her fears and lack of determination yield when, in

front of Honorius in the following scene, she says of EuchS-

rius: "Mais enfin pour sa gloire / Vous apprendrez qu'il

m'aime, & que j'ose le croire", Now convinced of his love

for her, and having succeeded in making a public declaration

of it, Placidie's wish is fulfilled: the feeling can be re¬

ciprocated.

Act V of Stilicon provides a final, logical revire-

ment before Placidie's fate can be sealed. The character's

clearheadedness is brought out when, in scene 2, she realises

that F£lix, last mentioned in the opening scene of act IV,

is in some way involved in Z&non's murder and should be

brought to trial; yet he does not figure in Honorius' list

of suspects (IV.5)» Her mocking of Stilicon (V.2), which

marks the start of his downfall, underlines her confidence

in Eucherius' innocence, but, as in the previous act,

Thomas Corneille has wished to test this faith by immediate

news that throws doubt on Euchgrius' innocence. Relieving

hira to have assassinated Honorius, as the evidence might

suggest he has, Placidie again utters the words "le traistre"

(scene 3) - the same as she used in IV.2, when the young

man appeared convicted by Felix's statement. Far from

being a grotesque portrayal, as Collins would have us be¬

lieve, Placidie, by the strength of her final involvement



in Euch£riusf fortunes and her concern for his honour

(even if it is primarily to satisfy her own pride), is

surely a credible character, one who reacts cautiously to

events and whom the rapid changei of fortunes in the play

leaves bewildered at moments such as this, in act V. Ever

so, she bides her time before condemning. In act IV she

awaited the end of Marcellin's 30-line account in scene 3

before accusing Euch£rius; now the reported cry of be¬

trayal "Meure l'Empereur, & vive Eucherlus" (V.3) is proof

enough for her, and understandably so. She sees her trust

betrayed, but even so is restrained in the attack she

makes on him in her last speech in the scene.

The rehabilitation of Eueh£rius (scene 1+) does not

allow for much reaction on Placidie's part, for it is too

closely followed by news of his death (scene 5). Her

feelings are now made public, even in griefs her reti-

@bace she calls an "injuste refus" and she regrets that

Honorius did not see that she really wanted Euch^rius' posi¬

tion to be improved. Above all, she understands herself,

her now conquered pride and the need to give expression,

through tears, "devant tous", of the love she has always

felt for the conspirator's son.

Now, it may seem inappropriate to call the develop¬

ment in Placidie active, but given her characteristics it

is. No character in the play can keep up with the pro¬

tagonist, not even his own confidant Mutian (Ill.h). Each

person is working at his or her own speed, while Stilicon,

with his double-dealing, is doing the work of two. This
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hypocritical approach recalls ethers used by Thomas Cor-

rieille, by Timocrate in the play of that name and even

Camma, whose silence over Sostrate is not unlike Stili-

con's. But Timocrate was not condemning his own son to

die, nor will, indeed, the heroine of Camma. In Stilicon

the dramatist has so arranged the sequence of events and

contrasted characters* impressions of other characters in

one scene and the next (Honorius in III.1 and III.3, Pla-

cidie in IV.1 nd IV.2, and so on) v t the pintagonist

has a virtually clear run, operating as a trickster in all

but his interviews with Mutian,

erhaps, indeed, Thomas Corneille has set Stilicon

on too easy a path. The only surprises he receive? are

in II.5, when he learns of Zenon's betrayal, and in .4,

when Honorius, believed assassinated, walks in alive. He

copes admirably with the first, while by the fifth act

events are, unknown to him, beyond his control. We saw

earlier how the decision to show the plotters (or at least

two of them) on stage - in 1.6, III.4 and V.1 - preconditions

the audience to adjust to what Stilicon in particular says.

The problem i3 to know how far this affects the inevi¬

tability which surrounds the lives of the other charac¬

ters, in particiiar Hucherius and Honorius, with their in-



\ 39
sistence on the role of le sort, le destin .

But this is not to say that the play lacks moments of

tension or reversals of fortune. The one point where

Thomas Corneille's grip may be said to slacken is when

Eucherius accuses Zenon in II.3, for no immediately appa¬

rent reason. It is only later that this is seen to be a

point which Honorius remembers and which, together with

Zenon's letter sent to Eucherius' sister Thermantie, serves

to strengthen the emperor's suspicions. Otherwise the play

is consistent, creating incidents solely from the emotions

of the characters present, and melodramatic scenes have

been avoided; the detail of Zlnon unable to name his assa¬

ssin is brief but effective. Thomas has, at times, made

good use of intervention by other characters, with scenes

being prematurely cut off, as in act II, for example,

where Honorius' arrival at the end of scene 2 prevents the

Eucherius-Placidie dialogue from developing further, or in

scane 5» where Stilicon's enthusiasm is kept within safe

bounds by the return of Eucherius from his errand (scene 6)

39* Eucheriuo: un mepris dont le sort est complice, 1.1;
('le sort) qui m'accable, III.3; •• Si le Destin s'ob-
stine a me ealomnier./ II a jure ma pert*., & de sa vio¬
lence,/ Je ne puis appeller qu'a ma seule innocence,
ibid.; Mais quoi que contre moy le Sort ose par eux
Tthe arrested conspirators),/ Mon crime ne sera que d'
estre malheureux, IV.5.
Honorius: Et mon malheur est lei, que mon sort le plus
d'oux/ Est d'avoir quelque lieu de douter entre vous,
III.3; 0 rigueur du Destin a ma peine endurcyj ..., V.7
Stilicon uses the same two terms (1.6, III.4 etc.), but
in an altogether lighter vein, except when he complains
in act I of Eucherius* inadequate status.



It is to the end of the acts in Stilicon that the

dramatist has paid particular attention. All, without

exception, contrive to end with Stilic >n in a dominant

position. The sixth scene of act I, as has already "been

noted, forms part of the direct conspiracy and contrasts

with the Placidie story in the opening ive. In the corres¬

ponding scene of act II, the protagonist comes to the aid

of a doubtful Honorius with the suggestion that the guard

be changed before enon*s secret vi it. r act III scene

4 he has so ingratiated himself with Honorius that he is

put in charge of security and has t explain to a bemused

confidan the purpose of his actions. It is Stilicon who

comes in last to confront his son at the end of act IV and

so ensure that the plan he has advanced until then is

brought to its proper conclusion. As for the denouement

the words of V.6 show the title-character master of him¬

self until the end, unhistorically taking his own life

rather than accept punishment from another.

Stilicon's confession adds immeasurably to the tra¬

gic stature of the character, for to save his own life he

had no need to reveal his conspiracy at this point; both

Honorius and Placidie are taken by surprise. The play, in¬

deed, could have ended with the death of Sucherius, Pla¬

cidie 's tears and Stilicon's triumph. His grief is fur¬

ther proof, if proof is needed, of ;he 11-consuming am¬

bition which drove him on to such desperate means and the

complete failure of his plans. The amour paternel which



most critics speak of when describing him^° pales in

comparison with the glory he hopes that he will attain,

far in excess of the consideration he already has by

virtue of his daughter's marriage to Honorius.

Allied to mounting tension at the close of each act

is the use which Thomas Corneille makes of the intervals.

In examining earlier plays by him, we saw that impor¬

tant events could at times be consigned to the intervals,

although most were of a nature which prevented their rep¬

resentation on stage or which did not need to be staged.

In Stilicon, each interval is occupied in the furtherance

of the direct conspiracy. In the first the meeting which

Stilicon announces in 1.6 is held and at some point during

this time Zenon decides to defect. Between acts II and III

Zenon is murdered and the guard is changed, as Stilicon

suggested to Honorius. The third interval is the time

when a number of the conspirators are rounded up; Hono¬

rius will give their names to Eucherius in IV.5. The

interval before act V sees the preparation of the attack

on the emperor by the remainder of the conspirators;

Mutian relates the plan to Stilicon in the opening speech

of the last act.

Now, little of this could have been brought to the

stage, if Eucherius is to keep his major characteristic,

innocence, and if Honorius is to be portrayed as an unsus-

40. E.g. Reynier, Thomas Corneille, p. 151; Lancaster,
History, vol. Ill, p. 439; Collins, Thomas Corneille,
p. 113.



pecting gullible emperor. The conspirators' meeting in

the first interval, the round-up in the third and the

assassination attempt on Honorius in the fourth involve

too many characters, for one thing; Honorius mentions

nine in IV.5 and this is only a portion of the group,

for the emperor's account of Eucherius' valiant efforts

(V.4) implies that there were a fair number then, too.

Unable to represent many, Thomas Corneille wisely chooses

to show none, leaving only Stilicon and his confidant,

who have greater motives; even Zenon, the repentant con¬

spirator, is not shown. Although the play contains seven

recits in its thirty-one scenes - in addition to the four

in act V already mentioned, there i3 Mutian's account of

Zenon*s death (III.3), Flavie's story about Felix (XV•1)

and Marcellin's counter-version (IV.2) -, not all are

simply used to Inform the audience of what has been done

in the intervals. The meeting of the conspirators and

the changing of the guard are announced or suggested (1.6

and II.6), but there is no immediate follow-up account.

Zenon's defection is left unexplained and the bringing-in

of the conspirators after act III i3 only mentioned in

passing in IV.5. On the other hand Zenon's murder in the

second interval is followed by the recit in III.3, and the

attack on Honorius in the last by the three accounts in

V.3, 4 and 5. Of the other three recits, two (IV.1 and 2)

serve to strengthen Stilicon's position, while the last

(V.8) is an account of his death. A particularly inter¬

esting feature of Lucile's recit in IV.1 is that Thomas

Corneille, to heighten the suspense, has had secrets of



the plot passed from confidant to confidante direct, for

liucile ends her second speech with "Voila de Mutian ce

que Je viens d'apprendre".

By its content Stilicon must he a tragedie-crise.

Both the conspiracy and Placidie's feelings are at a cru¬

cial stage in their development. Thomas Corneille has,

however, insisted on the time-element, at least as far

as the plot against Honorius is concerned. In the last

scene of act I Stilicon indicates that the emperor must

die "des cette nuit mesme", and that the conspirators

should meet "dans une hsure au plus tard". The unity of

time, like that of place and of action, is easily kept.

Despite the unforeseen events consequent upon Zenon's be¬

trayal, Mutian indicates that the attempt has been brought

forward: "Vous aviez bien lieu d'avancer un dessein, he

assures Stilicon (V.1), Dont l'effet catte nuit pouvoit

estre incertain".

Early in February 1662, two years after Stilicon

and a fortnight before Sertorius, Thomas Corneille brought

out Maximian at the Hotel de Bourgogne. His third tra¬

gedy from Imperial Rome, it fits into the period between

Commode and Stilicon in the early years of the fourth cen¬

tury. The similarity between Maximian and the two earlier

plays, particularly Stilicon, is very striking and, as we

shall see from an examination of the historical sources,

this is in large measure due to deliberate changes effected

by the dramatist. Stilicon had been a success, and it seems



quite likely that Thomas decided to capitalise on this

and wrote a tragedy round a similar theme, As so often

in seventeenth-century Prance, it appears that it is the

dramatic situation which must have started the dramatist

off, and that he then looked around for a suitable his¬

torical subject to clothe the framework which he had in

mind.

The story of the ex-emperor Maximian is recounted

by Nicolas Caussin in his ha Cour sainte. which had

started to come out in Paris in 1624# Having withdrawn

from power along with Diocletian, Caussin tells us in

the second volume, Maximian did all he could to be accep¬

ted by his young successor Constantine:

... pour le lier davantage a soy, & eimenter tout a
fait son affaire, il luy donne sa fille Pausta en mari-
age, que le ieune Prince espousa en secondes nopces ...
Ces nopces de Pausta se passerent auec bien de la mag¬
nificence, d- le gendre rendit tant d'honneur a son beau-
pere, qu•il sembloit ne retenir de 1*Empire que le nom
& 1'habit, partageant auec luy le reste da sa puissance.

But as this contact was not nearly sufficient for him,

Maximian tries to go further:

... enfin il porta son dessein bien auant sur la for¬
tune & sur la vie de Constantin: & comme il^estoit
vain a paries* de sea entreprises, nommement a sa fille
Pausta, qu'il estimoit de bon esprit, il s'ouurit si
fort a elle, qu'il fit, comrae dit le Sage, de see
levres le lacet de son ame. Car la ieune mariee^ qui
auoit plus d'amour a la personna de son mary qu'a celle
de con pere, & qui ayant desia le goust de 1*Empire,
ne I'eust pas vculu quitter a celuy auquel elle deuoit
sa naissance, alia tout declarer a Constantin, l'aduer-
tissant qu'il prist bien garde a son beau-pere, & que
c'estoit vo fort meschant esprit, qu'il tromperoit, s'il
pouuoit, tcus les Bieux de l'Olympe, pour le desir qu'il
auoit de regner.

Maximian attempts to flee:

Mais il fut attrape a Marseille, & la estrangle, pour
mettre fin a sa vie, 6c a tous ses desseins. Les vns ont
publie que luy-mesme se pendit par desespcd r de ses



affaires. Les autres, que ce fut par le aommande-
ment de Constantin. D'autres ont dit, q,-e 3on gendre
(Constantin) l*eust Men voulu sauuer, mais la haine
publique qu*on portoit a Maximian.. preuint la clemence,
ce que ie pense le plus probable .

Among ancient iiistorians who treat the incident

Lactantius, in his De mortibus perseeutorum. introduces an

episode omitted by other contemporaries and by Caussin.

The growth of laximian's jealousy and hurt pride is re¬

counted at length, his unsuccessful attempt to strip his

son Maxentius of the purple (ch. XXVII), the foiling of

his plan to kill the younger Maximian (ch. XXVIII) and the

failure of his story that his successor Constantino was

dead (ibid.). When Maximian confides in his daughter and

Fausta reveals all to her husband, Constantine puts a

eunuch in his bed. Maximian enters at night and kills the

eunuch, believing him to be Constantine, but he is con¬

fronted by his intended victim. Left to select the manner

of his death, he chooses to die by hanging (ch. XXIX).

A few decades later Eutropius, describing ffiaximian

as a "man inclined tc every kind of cruelty and severity,

faithless, perverse and utterly void of consideration for

others", provides the version adopted by Caussin in the

seventeenth century, although with a slightly moralising

tone at the end:

Herculius tamer, tfeximianus post haec (i.e. after the
death of Severus at Ravenna) in conticne exercitus filium
Maxentium nudare conatus seditionem et convicia militum
tulit. Inde ad Galliaa profectus est dole conposito,
tamquam a fillo esset expulsus, ut Constantino generc

•

41. N. Caussin, La Cour saintc, Paris, D. Beohet, 1654,
vol. II, p. "Wl



lunge re tur, moliena tamen Cons tantinum reperta occasions
interficere, qui in Gallii3 et militum et provinciali\un
xngenti iam favore regnabat caesis Francis atque Ala-
mannis captisque eorum regibus, quos etiam bestiis, cum
magnificum spectaeuium muneris parasset, obiecit. Be-
tectis igitur insidiis per Fauatam filiam, quae dolum
viro nuntiaverat, profugit Ilerculius Massiliaeque,
oppreasus (ex ea enim navigare^ad filium pr&eparabat)
poenas dedit iustissimo exitu .

Zosimus, omitting the eunucli episode,, shows Fausta

to be as faithful to the emperor as the Fausta of Lactan¬

tius, but he has Maximian die, not in Marseille, but in

Tarsus^3. He, like Lactantius, though, shows Maximian's

son Maxentius later up in arms against Constantino-, looked

on as his father's murderer and eager to revenge the blood

shed.^. Finally, Orosius, understandably emphasising

Maximian's persecution of the Christians, brings the scene

of Maximian*s demise back to Marseille but leaves the

manlier of death unspecified, although suicide is ruled out;

Herculius Maximianus, persecutor et ex Augusto tyrannus,
confirmatum iam in imperic filium ueste ac poxestate
regia spoliare conatus, conuiciis autem ac tumultibus
militum palam conterritus in Galliam profectus est, ut
Constantino genero aeque dolis functus auferret imperium.
sed per filiaia deprehensus et proditus, deinde,-in fugam
uersus kassiliae oppressus et interfectus est .

It can be seen that the sources from which Thomas

Comeille could have drawn his material in Maximian. vary

42. Eutrojpi hreviaium ab urbe condita, book X, ch. 3, re-
cognovit F. Ruehl, Leipzig, 162*77 PP* 71-72.

43. Zc.siinus, book II, ch. II; ed. cit.t p. 76.

44. Lactantius, Be mortibus persecutorum, ch. XL, Paris,
E. Belin, 18SB7 pp. 58-75. Cf. Zosimus, book II, ch.
14; ed. cit.« p. 78.

45• Orosius, book VII, ch. 28; ed. cit., p. 271.



only in detail. The events preceding the former emperor's
last bid to regain control are strictly irrelevant, for

the play concentrates on this final incident and there is

ler-s insistence than in many other tragedies of the time

on past incidents brought to the audience's attention in

the exposition. Maximian compresses the account of his

feelings after abdication into a few lines of his dialogue

with Martian in 1.3:

C'est qu'un indigne exemple ait pu trop sur mon me
Quand Diocletian m'inepira le dessein
De quitter comme luy le pouvoir eouverain.
S^duit par aes conaeils j'aban^onnay l'Empire,
Et quand & leur foiblesse on m a trop veu souecrire
Le crime sera beau s'il peut me racheter
La honteuse vertu qui me le fit quitter.

From history Thomas has taken over the idea of the

complex relationship between Maximian, Constantin and

Fauste and Maximian's plot against the emperor, his son-

in-law. But he has turned Fauste into a quite different

woman, one less moved by a sense of duty to reveal the

conspiracy to Constantin, keener to maintain a silence as

long as possible - until the very end of play, in fact.

Three characters, who do not figure in the historical

account of events immediately leading up to Maximian's

death, are associated with it in Thomas' tragedy. Severus

whom Maximian invested with the purple in 305 and who was

asked to put down his son Maxentius' revolt in the folio

ing year, is brought in , although in reality he was

killed three years before the events of the play, and is

given an important though thankless role as former lover

of Fauste. The historical characters Liclnius and Con-



stantia, the latter sister of the emperor Constantine, are

also added. We learn from Zosimus that the two became en¬

gaged a year or a year and a half after kaximian's death

in 310 and were eventually married at Milan in 313 • in

the play they are lovers and will marry at the end; but

Licine is also involved with Qiv&re, for the emperor, sus¬

pecting, and rightly so, that the latter is still ih love

with his wife, intends to give him Constance in marriage.

Now, although the introduction of events nistorically

prior to and following the main incident chosen for drama¬

tisation is quite normal, it may be that Thomas Corneille

introduced Slvfere here in order to create a second Fuchd-

rius. Fauste, as Maximian's daughter and Constant in's

wife, occupies in a; me ways the crucial position in the

action; yet S£vfere, too, believed by Maximian to be con¬

spiring with him, but in fact aware of the danger and

revealing details to Fauste herself, is equally vulnerable.

Maximian's position, as a trusted adviser of Constantin,

is similar to that of the historical and dramatised Stili-

con, rather than of the historical Maximian of 310. Like

Stilicon, Maximian will commit suicide, and although Caussin

at least suggests that this is a historical possibility

(but no more), the manner of his death is the same as that

of the protagonist in the 1660 play.
The eunuch scene in factantius' account provides a

colourful and dramatic moment; at a pinch it could have

1+6. Zosimus, book II, ch. 17; ed. cit.. p. 81.



been acted out on at ge, but Gamma in the previous year,

to say nothing of Amalasonte a few years before, had pro¬

bably gone as far as a stabbing could be taken by a drama¬

tist, and the foiled attempts in these plays left Thomas

with little chance to do better without appearing to be

imitating both a rival, Quinault, and himself. Yet Maxi¬

mian's intention to murder Constantin in bed, although

without the eunuch, is indeed brought in, for we learn

in act V from the emperor that "La nuit favorisant ce q.u'

il (Maximian) veut hazarder, /jusque dans mon lit raeame

il doit me poignarder" (scene 1), repeated in scene 7»

while in his interview with Ccnstantin (scene 3), the

over-eager conspirator suggests that, for safety's sake,

"Je passeray la nuit dans voste appartement", It would

seem, then, that Yh. Corneille used Lactantius' account,

and possibly that of Gauss in for the denouement, although

the manner of Maximian's suicide is changed and follows

that of Stilicon two years earlier.

The six main characters, then - Constantin, Fauste,

Maximian, S£v£re, Constance and Licine - have a basis in

fact, although three have been brought xh to complete the

incident of Maximian's plotting and death. What minor

figures there are play a small part. The two confidantes

Plavie and Lucie cease to appear before the end of act II,

Martian, Maximian's crony, is present in only three scenes

in act I and one in act III, while Maxime, the Imperial

capltalne des gardes, appears in seven scenes spread

throughout the five acts. The absence of confidantes in



the last three acts is particularly noticeable and throws

light on the manner in which Thomas Corneille has construc¬

ted his tragedy, uniting, as in Stilicon. a love plot to a

political conspiracy, although doing so in a rather diffe¬

rent way.

For the dramaturgical problem set by faaximian is quite

different from that which Thomas faced two years before

with Stilicon. As history reveal0- little about Stilicho's

plotting, so it insists on the determination of the ex-

emperor Maximian to regain power - not for another or for

himself, via another, as with the Vandal general, but from

purely selfish motives. In Stilicon. Thomas Corneille

succeeded in keeping his conspiracy largely off-stage,

creating three levels of actior of which the active

plotting was the least emphasised, Stilicon appears in

only eight of the twenty-three scenes of the first four

acts, one fewer than Placidie even, and virtually half

Honorius' total of fifteen. In all, the protagonist is

on stage for less than half the play. Not so in the 1662

tragedy. Constantin the emperor is beaten into third place

by the title-character, who occupies twenty of the thirty

scenes, with his daughter Fauste present in seventeen,

Constantin in fourteen, Constance in eleven and Slvfere in
f

only nine. In addition the pattern of distribution is

radically different. All the five main figures in Stili¬

con appeared in at least two of the opening act's six

scenes and again, except for Thermantie, in act II. 'He

saw how for seven scenes (II.3 to III.3 inclusive) the



stage was held by t. le characters; but otherwise the

exposition and the noeud contain a fair spread of charac¬

ters. The first act of Maximian. on the other hand, does

not introduce Constantin or Constance, who then appear in

act II, while Pauste, like otilicon's Thermantie, is off¬

stage. In the last three acts, it is Pauste and Kaximian

who occupy the dominating positions, along with the emperor

;/hile Thermantie made three appearances, Pauste makes four¬

teen and Maximian one more, with a break of only two scenes

from II.2 onwards. Constance, too, after only one appear¬

ance in acts III and IV, is present throughout act V, and

every main character turns up here, S^vfere in scene 5 end

Licine in the seventh and last scene.

Stilicon's end-of-act stealth and behind-the-scenes

activity gives way to Maximian's open plotting. And Pauste

unlike Thermantie, is present along with her husband Con-

stantin during most, thagh not all, of these scenes in the

last three acts. The conspiracy and Fauste's attempt to

remain silent, and maintain a b lance between her father

and her husband become the main themes of the tragedy: the

love plot is reduced in proportion. The history of S^vkre'

love or Pauste and her attitude to him is dealt with rapid'

lyj the two characters only meet twice alone, in 1.6 where

Sgvkre reveals his feelings in full, and in III.1, where

interest is centred on S£vfere's revelation of Maximian's

plans. xt is the same with Licine and Constance: their

relationship is dealt with in a number of scenes where one

or neither is present (1.1, II.1, II.1, II.3), but the



couple only meet once in the first four acts, in II•

Similarly, Constance only meets S£vbre once, in the very

short following scene.

This change of emphasis is, as we shall see, largely

but not entirely beneficial, for it concentrates interest

in the attempt to overthrow the emperor without the need

to introduce a love-element or a counter-offensive, simi¬

lar to that launched by Honorius to discover Z^non's mur¬

derer and the identity of his own potential assassin. But

there remain a large number of points of comparison between

Stilicon and Maximlan. so much so that Maximlan's small

success can be largely attributed to the public's dissatis¬

faction with mere repetition.

In both plays the plotter's daughter is married to the

emperor, and Stilicon and Maximian, though for slightly

different reasons, wish to assassinate their fathers-in-

law. The emperor's sister in each case is in love, and

both men concerned come under suspicion by the emperor, due

to the protagonists' attacks on them. In Stilicon this

incident is made more poignant by Euch^rius* relationship

to Stilicon, while in Maxlmian the accusations against

Licine are supplemented by those against S^vfere, who has

no parallel in the earlier tragedy. In each play the em¬

peror is for long unaware of what is going on behind his

back and indeed entrusts his safety to the chief conspira¬

tor (Stilicon II.6 and especially act III; Maximian III.6).
In the end the protagonists are forced into a corner and

commit suicide, but not without causing bloodshed: Z<§non's



murder and Fuch^rius' gallant demise in defence of Honorius

are mirrored in the assassination of S£v£re.

While the broad outlines are then remarkably similar,

the plays vary significantly in details. Where Stilicon's
careful approach kept most of the characters, even his con¬

fidant - and perhaps some of the audience - in the dark

about wnat was going on, Maximian's openness and his bad

tactical error in seeking help from bgvfere, means that

characters are progressively enlightened, until in act V

Maximian is the last to believe that his plot is hidden

nd that he will succeed. In Stilicon the audience is

made aware of the conspiracy in the last scene of act I,

but even later it may have doubts about its progress,

necessitating Stilicon's whispered words with Mutian at

the end of act III and the confident assertions of V.1.

If Honorius and perhaps Placidie pierce the mystery of
'

"non's assassin, they soon forget about it, and in any

case is Z^non's murderer the man who is wishing to depose

the emperor? In Maximian the confidant Martian is aware

of what is happening from the very beginning (1.3); s£-
vhre receives the conspirator's confidences and request

for help in act II scene 6; Fauste is told all in the next

scene (III.1), and Constantin is apprised of the facts by

Martian between acts IV and V. Only Constance and Licine

have to await Maximian's confession in the last scene of

the play to be enlightened. In Licine's absence it is

Slvkre who faces accusations (IV.3) and although, unlike

uch^rius, he knows of the conspirator's plans, his counter-



arguments are no more believed. Fauste's role in acts

III, IV and V is one of avoiding contact with either hus¬

band or father and she manages this skilfully until the

very end. Constantino kno/ledge of the plot comes much

later than Severe's or Fauste's, making his appearances

with Maximian in the last act resemble a game of cat and

mouse.

The exposition of Maximian is spread over a longer

period than that of Stilicon and really concludes only at

the end of act II, when Maximian invitee S^vfere to join his

conspiracy. Into these two acts is largely coiapressed the

love plot. It is the question of who - Licine or Slvbre -

will marry Constance that sets the play in motion, and it

is the Constance-Sdvfere meeting in II.5 which ends the

section. Only after the audience is made aware of past

and present pressures on Fqust-e, Licine and S&v&re can

Vaximian be allowed to come into contact with more than

one of these at a time and with the emperor Constantin, for

his plans depend on a ruthless use of the feelings which

exist or existed between these three characters. During

these two opening acts both s£v&re and Fauste and Licine

and Constance have the opportunity for a longish meeting

(1.6 and II.h respectively) and it is appropriate that the

latter scene should be immediately followed by an interview

between Constance and S5vfere, where s£v.fere, rebuffed by

^auste (1.6), is coolly received by Constance (II.5), who

assures him only of her hand, not her love. It is at this

juncture, when S^vfere, as Martian predicted (1.3), sees
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little hope for himself, that Maximiaii'e offer (scene 6)
could, to a weaker man, have appeared attractive.

The whole gamut of permutations is systematically

covered before this point is reached, and the characters

are well delineated. Licine's love for Constance (1.1)

and the rivalry of S^vfere are left in suspense when the

young man is summoned to Constantin's presence (1.2). 7e

only learn of the outcome of this meeting in II.1. Fauste

and her feelings for S^vfere occupy the last two scenes (5

and 6) of act I, and in a way a solution is found for each

in the first scene of act II when the emperor orders S6v&re's

marriage to Constance. Constance then makes her first

appearance, meeting in turn her brother, her lover and

finally the man destined to marry her. In each of the

acts, then, the sentimental action progresses towards a

climax (1.6 and II.5). But the clarifications and rival-

rie on this score are interrupted, as in Stillcon. by the

first of the scenes of active plotting (1.3), which allows

the audience to settle its attitude to Maxiaian well in ad¬

vance of the moment when even the first of the major char¬

acters, Sdvere, sees through him (II.6). Although Maximian

will twice overreach himself - here and in IV.6 with Fauste,

whom he belives ignorant of his conspriacy - the plot

against Constantine is at the same time a very personal

and private affair.

Tout mon but est le Trone, ha says, & pour y parvenir,
Les chemins les plus seurs me plaisent & tenir.
Ne dy point que l'dclat h raa gloire est contraire,
Ce scrupule n'est bon qu'& quelque ame vulgaire. (1.3),

while much play is made of the secrecy surrounding the



identity of the leader who, thanks to Martian, becomes a

charismatic figure for the other conspirators:

Leur soup<?on jusqu'fe vous est bien loin de s'6tendre,
Puisque pour l'empescher j'ay soutenu d'abord
Qu'A nostre seuret£ nous devions vostre mort ... (ibid.)

It is this secrecy that Maximian puts over to S^vfere in

II.6, it is to this and this alone that Slvere pretends to

agree then ("Mais qu'en vous trahissant j'expose vostre vie,/
A tout ce qui rendroit sa vangeance assouvie, / Connoissez

rnieux Severe ...") and as the continuation of the play and

the development of the conspiracy depend on Maximian's be¬

lief in Severe's acceptance - for S^vfere alone can answer

for the army's loyalty -, the interplay of discretion and

boldness, of public declarations and private agreements

must go on.

The third and fourth acts contain the essential part

of the conspiracy, Maximian's accusations against Licine

III) and the more important Severe (IV), with Fauste, as

soon as she is apprised of the true situation, opening and

closing this central section in interviews with Maximian

(III.2; IV.5). From the tense meeting in the first of

these two scenes, where Fauste is under extreme pressure,

interest is moved to Licine, who talks of a plot, and to

Constantin, who arrives in his turn (Ill.h). Fauste's un¬

certainty is revealed when she addresses Licine ("Et l'Pm-

pereur, Licine", III.3) and again, very briefly, in front

of her husband ("On conspire, Seigneur", scene h; "Juste

CielJ", scene 5), but otherwise, in the major confrontation

between Maximian, Constantin and Licine, accused by Martian



(scene 5), and in the last scene with her father and- hus¬

band, she can do nothing. Martian's self-accusations here

prefigure those of his master in IVJi, and with Constantin's
anger aroused, Licine is as surely condemned as Severe will

be. The task of Stilicon, who had no confidant and did all

the dirty work himself, is divided among Martian, who now

disappears from the scene, and Maximian, who capitalises

on Constantin's uncertainties ("En 1'estat oil je suis je

ne s$ay que vous dire", III.6) and, although momentarily

frustrated by Pauste, who sweeps aside the problem of a

change of guard, pushes on to victory over s£v£re in act IV.

Par from being a period of rest, as we have seen occurs

in many plays of the time, act IV is a busy one for Maxi¬

mian, present in every scene. The act is classically con¬

structed, showing the protagonist in conversation with

Constance (scene 1), Severe (scene 2), Constantin and Se¬

vere (scene 3), the latter two and Fauete (scene h) and

finally alone with his daughter Pauste (scene 5) where,

believing his victory complete, he confides his conspiracy

to her. But not knowing that S£vkre is aware of his plans,

he only takes second place to Constantin in accusing him.

The letter which the emperor has intercepted acts as a first

proof against Severe ("Lache, dans ce billet reconnois-tu

ta main?") and once this news has had time to sink in, Laxi-

mian can attack in his turn ("Cesse de t'obstiner,/ Si tu

n'as pour tlmoins q.ue les Dieux & donner") and extend his

remarks to include Pauste. Both now, in IV.i+, face the

situation that confronted Licine in the previous act (ill.5).



After considerable doubts ("Je pourrois parler ou je cherche

h me taire", IV.3), S£vfere is goaded into accusing Maximian
and exculpating Licine (sc. i+), while Fauste, despite her

father's self-accusations, manages to limit herself to am¬

biguous generalities. Constantin, understandably in view

of his lack of knowledge, condemns S^vfere, less for con¬

spiring than because, as he tells his wife, "de mon amour

osant braver l'ardeur,/ Quand j'ohtiens voste main, il
%

garde vostrecoeur". Fauste is as helpless as Severe when

she faces her father in scene 5, for as Maximian rightly

claims "Malgrd vous je me vols le niaietre de mon crime".

With Constantin informed during the last interval of

the play, the denouement must concern itself more with

ripping off Maximian's mask of innocence than with enlight¬

enment of major characters who still have a bearing on

events. Constance reappears for the first time since her

di cussion with Maximian about Licine in IV.1 and her act

in having released him from prison - only one of a number

of important incidents crammed into the last interval -

foreshadows his reappearance in the last scene of the play.

Until then Maximian's confession is withheld; but with the

dying Sdv&re accusing Maximian of conspiracy and at the

same time clearing Fauste's name, Constantin presses his

charges, his father-in-law parries them, accusing Licine

and invoking Martian's name, '.hen lie sees that the game

is up, his final words are brief and his suicide on stage

carried out with courage and not a little aplomb (V.7).
Fauste has succeeded in maintaining her attitude of silence



right to the end, although showing her humanity in that

last scene by begging for clemency for her father.

Like critics of Stilicon. Voltaire was impressed by

Thomas' dramaturgical skill in Xtaximlan, while regretting

the restricted nature of the love plot. "Au milieu de tant

de ressorts et d'incidents", he wrote in 1738 to Nicolas

Claude Thieriot, "les passions n'ont pas leurs coudEes

franches". Yet "il est vrai que ce Thomas intriguait ses

pieces comme un Espagnol. On ne peut pas nier qu'il n'y

ait beaueoup d'invention et d'art dans son Maximien, aussi

bien que dans Camma, Stilicon, Tiraocrate"^. A few weeks

earlier he had written in similar vein, with more details,

to another correspondent: "Fausta se trouve dans cette

piece entre son mari & son pere: ce qui produit des situ¬

ations fort touchantes. Le complot est tres intriguE 5b

c'est une de ces pieces dans le gout de Camma 5: de Timo-

ate. Elle eut beaucoup de suce&s dans son temps; mais

elle est tombEe dans l'oubli, aved presque toutes les

places de Thomas Corneille, parce que 1'intrigue trop cora-

pllquEe ne laisse pas aux passions le temps de paraitre •

Now if a development of the sentimental plot such as

that found in Stilicon does not occur in Maximian, this majr,

iq.7• Letter of Voltaire to Nicolas Claude Thieriot, 8 Larch
1738 in Voltaire's Correspondence, ed. T. Besterman,
Geneva, 195^-, letter 1h0o7 vol. VII, pp. 111, 110.

•U8. Letter of Voltaire to Berger, c. 12 February 1738,
letter 1389, ibid., p. 71. Voltaire ends by criti¬
cising Thomas' versification and the lacx of "Elo¬
quence" .



at least for us and from a dramatic point of view, be no

bad thing. Stlllcon's unity was maintained, although pre¬

cariously and despite the presence of Placidie with her

emotional development, such a ■ it is. The Licine-Constance

and S^vere-Pauste relationships are little more than moti¬

vations for Maximian's plotting; and Constantin makes no

secret of the fact that his desire to give S£v£re to Con¬

stance is aimed at ridding Marseille of a character whom

he regards, perhaps rightly, as a rival for his wife's
affections. What of Thomas' skill in putting Maximian to¬

gether for the stage?

Almost always, within each individual act, he has

succeeded in arranging his scenes in such a way that the

entry of characters is effected with dramatic swiftness

and the ends of acts are marked by a heightening of tension.

In act I, for example, Pauste's remarks about Severe (1.5)
are immediately followed by the character's arrival, to

Pauste's consternation ("Mais DieuxJ"). Two acts later,

when Pauste has just learned from Severe about her father's

conspiracy (III.1), Maximian a-pears (III.2) and Pauste,

abandoned by Severe, is left to deal with a tricky situ¬

ation. Or again in act IV Maximian's words to Severe about

the conspiracy (scene 2) are followed by the arrival of the

intended victim (scene 3). The tension inherent in such

appearances is increased for the audience and some of the

characters who progressively learn. of Maximian's treason.

The end of the act is, as we have seen elsewhere, a

point to which Thomas, like Pierre, seems to have given



special attention. Act I of Maximian closes with Severe*s
admission of love to Fauste, counterbalancing Licine*s re¬

marks about Constance in the opening scene and contrasting

with the scene of active plotting between Maximian and

Martian in the middle of the act. The conspiracy scene in

Stilic-on's exposition had come at the end of act I, a direct

result of Placidie'e refusal to show interest in I;uch£rius.

The order there was logical; but in Maximian the single

character Euch^rius is replaced by Licine and Severe, and

Thomas has disposed his first act in a way which brings out

the full force of the two men's feelings and their conse¬

quent effect on the conspiracy. The last scene of act II

is more obviously dramatic, for here Severe learns what

Maximian is up to and realises the earnestness of his

commitment, for, as Maximian tells him when he believes

S^v&re to be on his side, "II (the result of our plot)

asseu - Ames voeux ou le TrSne, ou la mort" (II.6).
"

he closing scenes of acts III and IV both involve

Fauste. Act III scene 6 is her only scene alone with her

father and her husband, and coming at the end of the act

in which she has learned of M^ximian's treachery, it re¬

quires delicate but firm handling. Cf the two speeches

which Constantin hears, the second shows how, present

throughout this act, Fauste is quick, despite her diffi¬

cult situation, to put paid to Maximian's plan to change

the guard. Her interview with her frther in IV.5 follows

on his successful accusation of S£v£re. Fauste here has

to pretend that she is learning of the conspiracy for the



first time, although both in this scene and in her pre¬

vious interview with Maximian (III.2), she was aware of

the truth. Fihally, as we have noted, Thomas Corneille

manages to postpone the death of Maximian until the end of

the last scene of the play, and indeed that scene, V.7»

deals with several other loose strands of the action which

need to be tied up before the denouement can be complete.

Like Stilicon. Maximian is a play without monologues,

a play of action; and as the 1660 tragedy made Important

use of intervals, so in 1662. Each of the intervals con¬

tains elements of the action, and at least one - the last

interval - is indispensable from this point of view. In

the gap between acts I and II, Constantin sees Licine

about his love for Constance, as foreshadowed in 1.2, when

the emperor summons Licine into his presence. This is the

only tete-^-tete between the two men in the play. In the

second interval Severe goes with Maximian to hear details

of the plot from Martian (HDe tout par Martian je me suis

fait instruire", III.1) and finally resolves to betray the

conspiracy, the first revelation being to Fauste on stage

in the opening scene of act III. After act III Constantin

sur- rises Fauste with a letter from Severe; Fauete and

Severe had agreed in III.1 to use this as their only contact

in future, except in emergencies, and the present letter is

warning the emperor that Maximian has succeeded in arming

the arrested conspirators whom Ctraton had denounced, as

Maximian will himself recount to S#vfere in IV.2. Constantin

arrives with the letter in IV.3 and as IV.1 and 2 are rela-



tively short scenes, it is almost certain that the dis¬

covery takes place during the interval.

The most hectic of the four intervals is undoubtedly

the last one. During this, Constance frees Licine in ox*-

der to quell a public uprising; Martian has been released

by one Valfcre on Maximian's orders, but Valfere defects and

delivers Martian to Constantin, who thus learns of the

plot against him; and Severe is stabbed by order of Maxi-

mian. Constance's action is almost traditional in tragedies

of the time and often, as here, serves little direct purpose:

Licine is brought into act V and his future with Constance

secured, but this would have happened anyway, in the course

of exrents. o£vfere's assassination provides final proof,

if proof is needed, of Maximian's diabolical jealousy, but

S^ver-e dies before Maximian's confession and his passing

evokes no repentance such as that which Stilicon is trying

to formulate just before his own suicide. The role of

Valere, however, can only be seen as a deus ex machlna sent

to resolve a dilemma which Thomas Corneille has all too

successfully created by the end of act IV. It is true

that Straton had defected earliei (ill.3 and 4), but Valfere

has not been mentioned before, and his action is too vital

to the play to be easily accepted. At best one can say

that the atmosphere of conspiring and stealth which surrounds

3tilicon and Maximian favours the emergence of such charac¬

ters.

Apart from this intrusion of an unannounced character,

the use of the intervals is limited to essentials, and the



action of the play as a whole is unified. The unities of

time and place, too, are observed, for Thomas Corneille

has brought all the action to Marseille. The one chance

item - Oonstantin*s interception of S£vfere's letter - is

not improbable in the circumstances, and Thomas has been

careful to point out this pos;ible means of communication

between Fauste and Severe in the first scene of the third

JiQ
act, when both fear the success of Maximian's plans .

Dramatic interest, aroused by the intercepted warning, is

also found elsewhere in the play. In Ill.h, for example,

Maximian is unsure whether his plot has been discovered

by Constantin. But whereas in Stilicon the title-charac¬

ter suffers from the same doubts because of the suddenness

of Honorius* announcement (II.5), Maximian here is in part

prepared for Constantin's news by what Licine says in III.3:

Mais sur divers avis qui sembloient I'alarmer,
Seul avec Straton on I'a veu s'enfermer.
II a mande Maxime ...
Vous sfavez ceux d<§3& qu'il a fait arrester ...

Then Maximian's various attempts to have the guard changed

raise the question of how near success he is. s£v&re warns

Fauste in III.1 that her father nay try this ploy, as indeed

he does in the next scene, but when she hedges, Maximian

brings it up with Constantin in III.6, only to see Fauste

get in first and assure him that "Seigneur, ;Je prendray

soin des ^ours de l'Empereur". In the last act, when he

1+9 • This letter performs a different function from that of
Z^non, sent to Honorius via Thermantie in Stilicon.
The message in Z^non's was a straightforward warning,
couched in necessarily general terms.



overreaches himself, he complains about the unchanged

guard and suggests that to protect Constantin he will

spend the night in the Imperial quarters (V.3)» It may

be that the idea of the change of guard, which is not in

the historical accounts of Lactantius, Zosiraus or Caussin,

comes from Stilicon. where in II.6 Stilicon tells Honorius

that Z£non is suspect:

Vos Gardes par ses (Z^non's) 30ins se trouveront gagnez.
Ne lu3r donnez point lieu de vous pouvoir surprendre ...

Paites changer la Garde avant que de le voir;
Ostez & son espoir ce mo yen. de vous nuire ...

The openness of approach which distinguishes haximlan

f>rom Stilicon and dictates the arrangement of events in the

play also affects the overall impression left at the end.

Stilicon misjudges Euch^rius, and the son's loyalty, to¬

gether with other details such :.s Thermantie's intervention

and the strengthening of the guard round Honorius, leads to

the conspirator'8 downfall. Faced with the ruin of his

plans, Stilicon gains new stature from the regret he ex¬

presses just prior to suicide. In other respects - and

these must seem minor in comparis to the intended ele¬

vation cf' Euchdrius - Stilicon' s el as are carried out with

greqt skill and secrecy, ^aximian, on the other hand, lays

his cards ™ore openly on the table, so that not only Martian,

but Severe and Pauste are in the 1 wow before the middle of

the play. He misjudges Severe, . >se love for Pauste does

not affect his sense of duty to Constantin once he, s£v£re,
learns of the conspiracy in act II. Maximian also mis¬

judges Pauste, by revealing his project to her in what he

thinks is his moment of triumph (IV.6). The fact that, un-



known to him, Pauste has been aware ft>r two acts of what

her father is plotting to do cannot reduce the weight of

this tactical blunder. Yet perhaps Maximian's greatest

mistake is seen in the two curious decisions he comes to

after this meeting with Pauste. He commits the error of

wanting to free Martian - a confidant whose release seems

far from vital at this juncture - and of using to do this

a man, Valere, who, it turns out, is no more faithful than

Straton. Secondly he deals in melodramatic fashion with

S^vfere, having him stabbed three times. Is this a necessary

outcome of what the emperor had decided in IV.h or of what

Maximian declared gloatingly to Pauste in the following

scene?

II perira, le Traistre (Constantin had said), jfe ma
rage secrette

Eu mo ins par son trdpas se verra satisfaite;
Non que dans 1'attentat il puisse estre accus£
Que d'avoir s?u le crime, & 1®avoir d£guis£ ...
Pour moy, quelquee ennuis oti mon coeur soit plong£,
Si Severe est puny, «je suis assez vangd . (iV.ij.)

Earlier in that same scene Severe has, for the first time,

directly accused Haximian of conspiring, and the conspira¬

tor, in self-defence, has expressed his "surprise" and in¬

voked the "£clat de ma vie". In the last scene of the act,

justifiably affirming his all-powerfulness, Maximian de¬

clares to auste:

Vous craindray-je plus que je n'ay fait Severe?
Apr&s aue son rapport n a pu trouver de foy,
Four empescher sa perte agiscez contre moy,
Declarez mee desseins, accusez qui I'opprime.
Malgr£ vous je me vois le maistre de mon crime,
Et sa mort me va mettre en estat de jouir
Ee la pleine douceur d'avoir os6 trahir.
Mais enfin de sa peine il est "temps qu'on ordonne,
/ous seavez le pouvoir que l'Lmpereur me donne,
J'en c^auray bien user. (IV.5)



Is his bungled attempt to dispose of s£v%re mere obedience

to Constant in's command? Is he, despite what he says here,

afraid of S^vfere? Can one take at face value his explan¬

ation in V.7 that "Son sang & ma vangeance a servy de vic-

time"? Or has his confident belief in final victory merely

carried him away? Certainly, Thomas Corneille has arranged

events in act V in such a way t -at Maximian can fight gamely

and blindly until the very last seme, then admit defeat

and rapidly commit suicide, with wo hint of repentance.

From our study of Thomas Corneille's plays in the

three preceding chapters, ranging as they do from Timocrate

and B£r£nice through Darius and Commode to Stilicon. Camma

an^ Maximian. three major facts emerge. Firstly, the im¬

portant part played by physical identity in the first three

of the plays mentioned gives way, as early as La Mort de

l'emrereur Commode, to a more sophisticated treatment of

feelings. The early plays depend very largely on mistaken

identity and the succession of dramatic situations to

which this can give rise. But gradually, between Commode

an<3- Maximian. Thomas Corneille abandons physical disguise

and treats hidden emotions instead - not just love, as in

Stilicon's Placidie, although this is important and, in

that play, acts as a justification for the father's fur¬

ther actions, but other emotional states, such as jealousy,

ambition, revenge. Timocrate hid himself in the person of

Cl£omene and vice-versaj Btilicon will conceal his tme



nature and his actual plans from Honorius, as Maximian

will for long succeed in doing, while Camma remains silent

with regard to Sostrate. This radical change of direction,

where the emphasis moves from externals (physical identity)
to internal factors (psychological motivations) is accom¬

plished within a remarkably short space of time and, as I

have tried to show, with little or no loss in the level of

dramatic tension, thanks to a skilfully handled range of

dramaturgical devices. Not only does Thomas Corneille make

a great personal success of this transformation; on the

contemporary theatrical scene he plays a leading part in

carrying it through. The comparison of Commode and Quin-

ault's Amalasonte in the late pOs shows the difference

already reached at that point in time, and a comparison

between Stilicon or Maximian and, say, Boyer's Oropaste

(1662) would show that, however technically skilful Boyer

is, and however well he manages to create and maintain

suspense, his tragedy is inferior to the two slightly

earlier ones by Thomas Corneille, not only in execution

but in the very conception. Pro paste ou le faux Tonaxare:

the title of this well-known play reveals clearly enough

that mistaken identity is still present and although his¬

tory (Herodotus and Justin) provide him with the basic

facts, Boyer ad$s further picturesque extraneous details.

Oropaste is supposed to have been drowned in a bridge

collapse jut in fact survives; the love plot is greatly

strengthened by the introduction of Araminte (sister of

the real Tonaxare) who, along v/ith Oropaste/Tonaxare, has



50
the most important role in the play . Propaste is exactly

contemporary, too, with Quinault's tragi-comedy Agrippa

ro.y d'Albe ou le faux Tibgrinus. where again the problem

of physical identity takes precedence over the study of

feelings.

A second important feature of these six or seven

plays of mh. Corneille which we have been looking at in

greater or lesser detail is related to what I have just

said. The straight tragedies, at least, if not the more

romanesque of the plays, are studies in ambition, given

dramatic expression on stage through a struggle for power.

As I hove tried to point out, the nature of the ambition

changes: Garcia's desire for power is in many respects a

half-hearted affair, for she is soon persuaded by the evi¬

dence that marriage to Commode would be less pleasant than

she fondly believes and indeed dangerous. Stilicon's am¬

bition is largely personal, but is reflected through con¬

cern for his son - or so he says - and we have to wait for

Sinorix and especially Maximian to see the lust for power

at its most obvious. Marcia'e ambition, even more Stili¬

con's, is a confident one, unassailed by major doubts; the

hero of the 1660 tragedy, in particular, carries all before

him and acts alone. His downfall is all the more of a

50. H^sione's name, invented by oyer, as historical
accounts reveal little about Cyrus' daughter, may
well come from Th. Corneille's Gamma, played some 22
months before Propaste. cm. Gamma. too, Boyer may
have taken the suggestion that Oropaste, the usurper,
has been king for six months when the play opens (cf.
Camma, 1.1, where Sinorix, another usurper, says:
'Tepuis six mo is je regne, 1 regne sans obstacles")* ■



shock to him and, as we have seen, he becomes a truly-

tragic character after the death of Euch^rius. For Thomas

Corneille it is as if this realisation of guilt, at the

end of the play, opened up a new conception of the tragic

character. His Cinorix in the following year is a prey to

doubts and his Maximian in 1662, although unrepentant and

in some respects stronger than Lieilicon, is, however, de¬

pendent - he needs Severe and ;5vfere's refusal to be a

party to his plot is tne direct cause of his downfall.

In both of these important fields, then - the inter-

iorisatlon of feeling to replace external physical dis¬

guise and the creation of a dependent, although apparently

active hero of limited powers, perhaps eventually aware of

his limitations -, Thomas Ccrneille can be seen to be not

only in advance of his contemporaries among the so-called

"secondary authors" but to be clearly foreshadowing Racine.

For the latest of the plays mentioned so far, Maximian. was

performed over two years before La Thebaide appeared on the

stage of the Palais-Royal.

My third point is that the shift in the conception of

the tragic character required from Thomas the dramaturgical

skill and dramatic devices which have been mentioned in the

course of the last three chapters. The main feature of

the plays in the early 1660s :■ compared with Timocrate.

Bgr&nice or even Commode, is a general simplification, to¬

gether with an improvement in construction. The action,

becoming internal, is reduced in quantity, although not

thereby oversimplified, and as a rule different elements



in a play - the intermingling of love and conspiracy, for

example - are better handled as time proceeds. Certainly
the integration of elements into the overall structure is

much more successfully accomplished in Stlllcon and Gamma

than in Commode, and if Maximian. with its love plot largely

confined to the first two acts, seems like a step back¬

wards, we must remember the difficulties of composing a

second play so similar to StilIcon two years earlier and

can, perhaps, forgive.

Even his most grudging critics at times admit that

Thomas Corneille, as a dramatist, is not altogether un¬

skilful, and in looking at the Imperial tragedies and Camma.

I have attempted to show in some detail that he is both an

exceedingly good constructor of plays - with the occasional

lapses normal to any writer - and a plausible creator of

characters who, give the situation they find themselves in,

manage to convince us, the audience, Some of his more

maligned figures, such as Placiaie, are less bizarre than

is often thought, while his dramaturgical skill elsewhere

only serves to make more interesting and credible the char¬

acters whom he has drawn from history or invented for the

sake of the situation. Other criticisms - that he consigns

important details to the intervals, that the denouements

often demand a deus ex machina and so on - have been shown

to be largely unfair. The discovery of Commodus' tablets,

for example, was sudden enough in the historical accounts,

and indeed Thomas attempts to reduce the surprise in his

play by attributing their discovery to Flavian's defection.
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(The use of Flavian, too, allows the dramatist, for reasons

of biensdances. to dispense with the homosexual element

present in history's version of the tablet scene.) Thomas

Come ill e can avoid the obvious: it is thanks to Thermantie

principally, not Fuch^rius, that Honorius is saved in Stili-

con. and a subtler* meaning is thereby given not only to the

play as a whole but to Euch£rius' death and Stilicon's re¬

morse. hat appears superfluous - ii£sione's attempt at

stirring up a revolt in Camma, for example - can be explained

in strictly practical terms: Sinorix must die off-stage, and

does so as he goes to quell the uprising.

From what has been said, it is clear that, at least

in his plays up to and including haximian. Thomas Corneille

is both a varied and a serious dramatist, successful much

more often than not in creating dramatic situations and

plausible characters. He has developed, using his earlier

plays as foundations for the later ones and, dare one say

it, has perhaps improved. He is hot only as good as the

best of his contemporaries, he is often better and more

imaginative than they are, in advance of their ideas as

regards both construction and characterisation. Above all,

he can be seen not merely as the imitator of his brother or

even as an independent author in his own right but as an

obvious forerunner of Racine. And he should, at last, be

given due credit for this.


